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2 K Loomis— Contributions to Meteorology.

us in explaining the phenomena of particular storms. For
many years 1 have been desirous of making a comparison of

this kind, but have been prevented by the deficiency of obser-

vations of rain-fall for large portions of the earth's surface.

Having at length succeeded in collecting observations from a

pretty largo number of stations, 1 have undertaken to compare
> represent the results upon a map bv lines of equal

rain-fall. I am well aware that for certain portions of the

globe (especially for the sou them hemisphere), the observa-

todn iw the lines of equal

fall with confidence
;
yet I tr List th is imperfect effort m,av be

useful in assisting us to under.land the causes which infl

the amount of rain-fall at partienlar localities.

The following table presents-a poi•tion of the results w hich 1

have collected, and the obser is are divided into groups

depending upon the amount of the n lean annual rain-fall." The
first group contains all the c have found in whi<di the

mean annual rain -fall exceeds 200 English inches ; the s

group contains cases in which the aiinual rain-fall is less< than

200 inches, but greater than 150 in<dies; the. third grour

tains cases of rain -fall from 15 :

100 to 75 inches, the fifth from 75 ti3 50 inches, the sixth

50 to 25 inches, the seventh from 25 to 10 inches, an d the

eighth group contains eases in whir befall

is less than 10 inches. This table silows all the stations ]

for its great or for its small i UllOIIII t, and for those regicms of

the globe where only a few scatterii >g observations have been

found, all known cases have inserted in the table ; but

for those countries where the v

ous, only a small portion of the whole number have been

7 table the results f

known stations, the list wou Id ha ve. filled a large vc

The number of stations in the id States at which the

fall has been measured is over 12IK)
; the total number of

gauges now regularly observe< i in G reat Britain is about

::B
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Mui.it Aiintitif Huiii-ftillfor rorioux station

,

Clierapunji. Assam

iuitenzortr. '.lava

\mboina. Island
'

Matouba. Guadeloupe

-

'M 5
!•:'

">-~7

Authority.

1

'on'

[ndia! 1818, p! 115

'iidia.' 187S.V 117
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Mean Annual Bain-fall for ii

,

schrift, v. 5, p. 122
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12 Perry, Me.

:, Soiitl «vi.-k M,

":?"
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Wean Annual Rain-fallfor various stations— Continued.
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Mean Annual Huhi-full for rurioiis nhiihus—Cimiiivier!

Long. Pgg™ LnS&JNo Station.

51 is Turukansk, Siberia

Tu KS!i"k"n»s2
Mt

;j
(

xglJ^V.lM.

Zlatouste, Ural Mt.

:,-><> Isalair, Russia

Xikolaiwsk, China
Irkutzk. Russia

matroweststlmeU'hma
.'habarawka. China
Crga, Mongolia

raschkei.t, Tartarv

Pekin, China

Ei
Tientsin, China
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Mean Am ual Rain-fallfor various — Continued.

fcJ

104

I,,. Long. W ,tti Authority.

Vi.ll;.iloli.l -pain

tforth Africa
57H Jerusalem. Palestine

:.i> iii n' |||

10

10

5

I Hi

24-30

Anuario del Obs'! 1879
An. Met. de France
J. Met. Soc, Oct. 1867
Uaughton. Ph. Geog.
Zeitscbrift, v. 8, p. 348
Obs. Met., 1829-42

Q. J. Met. Soc, v. 7, p. 5

Q. J. Met. Soc, v. 7. p. 5

Q. J. Met. Soc, v. 7. p. 5

Q. J. Met. Soc, v. 7, p. 5

Q. J. Met. Soc, v. 7, p. 5

Q J. Met. Soc.. v. 7, p. 6

Zeitschrift', v. l\ p.' 394
Zeitschrift, v. T. p. 394

Pacifier. Pilot, p. 26
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Mean Annual Rain-fall for various stations— Continued.
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gives its elevation above the:

Uhu.ror-r.s Report «>n the Meteoroloo-y <>f India in

-ma, LS79, stands for Ber-ma's R.-p.'.rt on the rain,
fell in the Kast Indian Arehipela-o' for l-7i>: IPmiditon Pin
keog., stands for ITauirhton's Lectures on Phvsicai Geo-raphv ;
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Koner, stand* for Koner's Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fur Erd-

kunde zu Berlin: Q. J. Met. Soc, stands for Quarterly Journal

of the London Meteorological Society ; Zeitschrift, stands for

Xeitsrhrif't dt>r ost.eiTeichischen (iescllsehal't fiir Meteorologie;

An. Met. de France, stands for Annuaire Meteorologique de la

France ; Dove Beitrage, stands for Klimatologische Beitrage

von H. W. Dove, 1857 ; Schott's tables, stands for Tables of

the precipitation in rain and snow in the United States, by
Charles A. Schott, 1872; Eepertorium fiir Met., stands for

Repertorium fiir Meteorologie, Band I., redijirt von Dr. Hein-

rich Wild. St. Petersburg: Met. Annalen, stands for Annalen
der Physikalischen centiai Observatoriwms, St. Petersburg:

Bol. Geog., stands for Boletin de la Sociedad de G-eografia v

Estadistica de la Republica Mexicana; Revista Clim., stands for

Revista mensual Climatologica.

Gases of excessive rain-faa.

The rain-fall at Cherapunji (No. 1), is very much greater

Lliiin at anv other known station, and nearlv'all of this rain

falls during the wanner months of the vear.
'

In the following

Calcutta and Chittagon:

of the other six month
the northwest.

Chittagong/and at an

When the wind in the

rain falls almost incessa

wind changes to the w<

entirely. These facts

upward deflection of t
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mountains, and the precipitation of the vapor is due not to any
special coldness of the mountain, but to the cold of elevation

;

and the extraordinary amount of the rain-fall is due to an unu-
sual combination of circumstances, viz: 1. The high tempera-
ture of the air. (During the months, April to September, the
mean temperature of the air at Calcutta is 84°-4 F., and at

J. 81° 9.) 2. Its great humidity coming directly from
the Indian Ocean. (During the months, April to September,
the average relative humidity of the air at Chittagong is 84.)

3. The proximity of the mountains to the ocean and the
abruptness of their elevation.

At stations 2 and 3 the rain fall occurs with the same sys-

tem of winds as at No. 1.

Nos. 4-7 are situated on the west coast of Hindostan, on the
range of mountains parallel with the coast, and 9S per cent of
all the rain at these stations falls during the five months from
June to September, inclusive, durin- the prevalence of the

southwest monsoon.
Nos. 8 to 10 are situated on the island of Java, and the rain

is distributed pretty uniformly through the different months of
the year. A chain of mountains extends through the center of
this island from west to cast, with peaks varying in height from
4,000 to 12,000 feet. No. 11 is on the west coast of the island
of Sumatra. This island has mountains rising to the height of

14,000 or 15,000 feet. No. 12 is also situated on a mountain-
(,

V* M:iik1. The last five stations during half of the year are
within the limits of the southeast trade winds, but during the
remainder of the vear the winds blow from the west or south-
west. Xo. 13 is 'situated on an island with mountains over
o,000 feet high, and abundant rains occur in all months of the
year. No. 14 is near the belt of calms which separate the
northeast from the southeast trade winds.

.

If we institute a >imilai comparison of the subsequent cases
in the table as far as No. 204 we shall find that they may be
classified as follows:

1. Stations on the north and east of the Bay of Bengal,
where the rain comes almost whollv with the southwest mon-
soon, viz: Nos. 1-3, 15-21, 42-54, 120-138.

2. Stations on the west and south part of Hindostan and
'' ' '"»

' (eluding a few interior stations), where the rain is also
confined almost entirely to the southwest monsoon, viz: Nos.
4-7, 22-26, 55-71, 139-148.

i

1
it .*- m tn thin t i tropii - (in< luding a few sta-

'. Australia and New Zealand), generally having
mountains rising to a height of several thousand feet, viz: Nos.

~Y'-
27-35, 72-103, 149-183.

*• Stations on the eastern coast of the American continent,
Am

- Jocs - Sci.—Third Sekies, Vol. XXIII, No. 133.—Jajojakt, 1882.
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chiefly within the limits of the trade winds, including a few

mountain stations somewhat distant from the coast, viz: Nos.

14, 36-39, 104-110, 184-191.

5. Elevated stations in different parts of Europe including

the northwest, part of England, the west of Scotland, the

ah Norway, etc., viz : N<»t of Portugal, Norway,
-194.

Nos. -
• and 11, ILL

(>. Stations < the

Nos.

vhich the mean i

3 west coast of Africa, i

interior, viz: Nos. 114-116, 195 and 196.

7. Stations on the west coast of North
117-119. 197-204.

The table shows 204 s

fall exceeds 75 English inches. We see that some of these sta-

tions are elevated more than 2,000 feet above the sea, and

nearly all of them are situated within 100 or 200 miles of eleva-

ted mountains, and the niin chiefly occurs when the wind from

the ocean is blowing toward these mountains. There appears

no room for doubt that the extraordinary rain-fall at most of

these stations is due to the influence of the mountains by which

the wind is deflected upward to such a height that a consider-

able portion of the contained vapor is condensed by the cold of

elevation.

Cases <>f'
ihfir'n nt

Among the group of cases in the table hi

rain-fail of less'tiian L<> inches, the most iv

No. WX This station is on a small but

/.ill.

20° to 18° N. 3 I 2 1
*

s middle of the Atlantic Ocean in latitude

to determine whether the small rain-fall i

to local causes, L have prepared a table si
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ated between the meridians of 10 and 40 degrees west from
Greenwich, and between the parallels of 20° K lat. and 10° S.

lat. This table is derived from a work entitled "Meteorolog-
ical Data," published by authority of the Meteorological Com-
mittee of the Royal Society of London, and the figures repre-

sent the number of rains corresponding to a hundred observa-
tions of the wind reported in the log-books examined.
The stars in the table denote squares covered by land. From

this table we see that a little north of the equator, there is a belt

several degrees in breadth, within which there is a remarkable
persistence of rainy days, and at a distance of a few degrees on
each side of this belt, Vain rarely occurs. The following table
is constructed upon a plan similar to the preceding, and shows
for each month of the year the average number of rains corres-

ponding to a hundred wind observations between the meridians
of 20° and 30° west from Greenwich.

- th. Athi Ln„,ft t,nh.

es from about 2° N.

near the clos ofsu inner urn the b it is i;

Phis belt co Is to The »f cab

\ and S.E. t adc w .ward

winds takes place. I'Yom th

•mation deri -ed 1'p m Maun s I'il, Chai

arces, we lea n that in n.id-oe

belt of ca ere th

ve. but that vi thin the limits of' tin trade
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rare occurrence. Beyond the limits of the trade wind-, rains

increase in frequency; and in the Atlantic Ocean beyond lati-

tude 45° N. or 40° S. they are as frequent as within the belt of

equatorial calms. This statement explains the small ruin-fall

at the island of Ascension, which lies within the S.E. trades,

and we see that a small ram-tall does not prove that the air of

the place is dry, but simply that there is no cause sufficient !<>

produce a strong upward movement of the atmosphere. The
principle here developed is the most important one which

affects the amount of rain-fall at different places, viz: that ex-

cessive rain-fall results from an unusually strong and persistent

upward motion of the atmosphere, while a deficient rain-fall

results mainly from the absence of this upward motion.

atmosphere always contains vapor, even in the midst of deserts,

during periods of unusu:

'

>yest atmosphere would precipit

the form of rain or snow. This principle

g periods of unusual drouth, and a strong

of the dryest atmosphere \

affords (in part but not wholly) the explanation of the rainless

regions of the globe.

Another cause of deficient rain-fall which is frequently

exemplified is this: if by the interposition of a chain of ele-

vated mountains a current of air is forced upward to a great

height and its vapor is condensed, when the air subsequently

descends upon the other side of the mountain and comes under

greater pressure, its temperature is raised and the air becomes
very dry. Such an effect is produced by the chain of the

Kocky Mountains, as I have shown in mv loth paper. A sim-

ilar effect is observed wherever there is an extensive movement
of the atmosphere over a long chain of elevated mountains.

These principles will assist in explaining most of the rain-less

districts of the globe. The Great Desert which stretches from
the Atlantic Ocean across Northern Africa and Southern Asia

to the Indus, is situated within the N.K trade winds, within

which, as we have seen, very little rain falls in the midst of the

Atlantic Ocean. The principal rain-belt of Africa corresponds
pretty nearly with the rain-belt which we have found on the

neighboring air should flow freely toward this district. What-
ever impedes the flow of air from neighboring regions must
obstruct the upward movement at the point first supposed.
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Such an effect may be produced by an obstructing range of
mountains, and if a district is completely surrounded by ranges
of mountains, any strong upward movement of the air over this

district seems impossible, unless from currents of air prevailing
at an elevation greater than the summits of the surrounding-
mountains. Spain affords a remarkable example of the opera-
tion of this principle. This country is divided by numerous
chains of mountains, one of which upon the north and north-
west sides condenses the vapor coming in from the ocean, and
presents a continuous bolt of excessive rain-fall. But between
the different ranges of mountains which traverse this country
are small table lands almost entirely surrounded by mountain
ranges, and these regions are marked by a great deficiency of
rain. One of these is in the neighborhood of Salamanca, where
the mean rainfall is onlv !b45 inches, although at Santiago,
distant less than 2<>o miles" the average annual rain-fall amounts
to 67-60 inches. The extreme dryness at Salamanca does not
seem to be due entirely to the great rain-fall upon the moun-
tains situated on the western coast, because in many other parts
of Europe (e. g. the coast of Norway) a similar rain-fall upon a
range of mountains is not accompanied by an equal dryness
upon the eastern side of the mountains. The dryness which
prevails over the desert of Gobi is doubtless due in a great
measure to the extreme precipitation upon the elevated moun-
tains on the southwest, but this effect is aggravated by the in-

fluence of the other mountain ranges by which Gobi is almost
entirely surrounded. The small rain-fall which prevails on the
east side of the Caspian Sea, is in part due to the influence of
the Caucasus and other mountains on the southwest; but this

effect is aggravated, as in the case of Gobi, by the mountains
and high lands which enclose this region on every side except
the northwest. The small rain-fall in Peru is obviouslv the
effect of the Andes upon the easterly winds which blow over
them.

The small rain-fall which prevails in Southern California and
from thenee northward to Salt Lake, is due to the same causes
winch have hem alreadv explained, but their application is

^mewhat modified bv the pl.vsie.al features of the country.
•s'^thern California li...s in the same latitude as the northern
!"»'<i"n '»!' the Great Desert of Sahara. The prevalent winds
Ien

' nre similar to those near the northern margin of the Sa-
h ;"' ;i

V ' t! d if a great continent stretched eastward from South-
a without any considerable range of mountains, it

is believed that it would show an immense desert similar to the
™ra. The small breadth of the American continent south
"

!

.

I:it 't'i le o<>\ together with the continuous chain of moan-
wns which forms ihe great back bone of the American conti-
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nent, prevents the eastward extension of this desert. But
while the chain of the Rocky Mountains limits the desert

region on the east, the desert is extended northward to Salt

Lake by the influence of the mountain ranges on the east and

west sides, operating in the mode already explained in the case

of the desert of Gobi.

The following are believed to be the principal causes of

excessive rain-fall

:

1. The meeting of the northeast and southeast trade winds
resulting in a great rain-belt surrounding the globe.

2. The irregular barometric depressions of the middle lati-

tudes. The average track of great barometric depressions is

not as distinctly marked by an excess of rain-fall as might be

expected; nevertheless storm tracks exhibit a tendency to

incline toward districts where the rain-fall is unusually great,

e. g. Newfoundland, Iceland, coast of Norway, North Italy, etc.

3. Mountain ranges causing increased rain-fall on the side

from which the preva -. as shown on pages

16-18.

4. Proximity to the ocean, especially when the prevalent

wind comes from the ocean, e. g. Western Europe; eastern

coast of South America. Africa and Australia.

5. Capes and headlands projecting considerably into the

ocean generally receive a greater rain-fall than neighboring dis-

tricts, e. g Cape Hatieras, Newfoundland, southwest coast of

Ireland and Kn-iand. Cape of Good Hope, etc.

The following are some of the causes of delirient rain-fall

:

1. A nearly uniform direction of the winds throughout the

year, such as prevails within a portion of the system of the

trade winds, especially in mid-ocean, and to some extent over
the continents; e. g. Ascension Island, the Sahara, Southern
California, South Africa and Australia.

2. The prevalent wind, having passed over a range of ele-

vated mountains, descends upon the leeward side, e. g. desert

of Gobi, Tartary. Chili. North America east of the Rocky
Mountains, central portion of Spain, etc.

3. Ranges of mountains so situated as to obstruct the free

movement of the surface winds toward a central reirion. e. g.

desert of Gobi, Tartary, Southern California, Salamanca in

4. Remoteness from the ocean measured in the direction from

nution in the mean annual rain-fall as we advance eastward
from Western Europe. A similar eilect is noticeable in many
other parts of the world, but it is gvnerallv complicated bv the

on of other causes.



a little distance from the ocean, the mean annual rain-fall sel-

dom much exceeds 10 inches; and there are apparently regions
of great extent in Asia and North America where the annual
rain-fall is less than 10 inches.

V\ lien we attempt to explain in <1 tail tli po mliarities of the
rain-fall in all parts of the world, we find some perplexing
cases. The principles above stated naturally lead us to infer

that in the United States on the west side of the Alleghany

and on the east side it should be less than the average.
N'hoti's map of rain-fall does not indicate such an effect very
distinctly, and some may hence conclude that the laws above

<•! be general. It maybe urged in reply thai the
slope of these mountains is generally quite gradual, and that
the effect of elevation is less than it would be if the ascent

pliably balance it, some degree the deficiency oi

which would otherwise exist on the eastern side. Neverthe-
less it seems incredible that this ran ire shouid net exert a pal-

pable influence on the amount oftiie rain-fall, particularly
between the parallel,, of 8i

J and 8b. Such an influence is

s,)t 'HWvh;ii obscurely indicated by Schott's map of rain-fall

to the following circumstances. 1- The observations at the
'^i Herein stations compared were made on different years. 2.

The observation^ u (Te uem rally made by volunteer observers,
an< l no uniform system of observation was maintained either
WltI

> respect to the form of the gauge, its height above the
mound, freedom of exposure and the mode of measuring the
ram and snow; hence as might be expected the observations

^'^hu momali^. 8 Vh .tan.»n- employed were de-
termined entirely bv the convenience of the observers, and
their location is" not well adapted to indicate the influence of
this mountain range. Among all the stations reported in

best one, east of the Mississippi

I. Pa.

t ele<

exceeds

2195 feet); there are four sta-

me of 1720 feet, one of 1X10

I^Vfe,'".' 'li a 'sufficient num-
eleeted, and observations were
s not doubted that they would

'The

y Moun

A!i.--h:

:ains exert an appreciable inllu-

al lain fall. It is not, however,

s decided as that of the moan-
of America, or those on the

Mou.ntains i ii fbis.ua, wdiose influence upon
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Mount Washington in New Hampshire exerts a marked it

Here the mean annual precipitatio

inches. The general features of the rain-

fall in North America conform closely to the principles above
enunciated, and it is believed that most of the anomalies which

now exist will disappear when we obtain more accurate obser-

vations extending over longer periods of time.

The distribution of the rain-fall in Western and Southern

Europe presents some peculiarities the cause of which is not

very obvious. Throughout a considerable portion of France,

including most of the western coast, the annual rain-fall is less

than 2f> indies, and about Paris it is less than 20 inches. This

small rain-fall may be due in part to the small elevation of this

district above sea-level, but apparently it is also connected

with the average paths of storm centers. Near the coast of

Europe, storm centers generally pass north of Scotland ;
and

those which pass south of England appear to incline towards

the mountain ranges of North Spain and Switzerland, thereby

leaving over Franco a region where barometric minima are com-

paratively infrequent. Hungary also is a district of small

rain-fall, apparently resulting from the mountain ranges by
which it is enclosed.

The small rain fall at Cumana (No. 70S) is apparently due

I^lo\ot" think hoMeVor'nlat tl.i '".u.^." auuiuil 'ra m'-'dl! at

.servations of Humboldt made
in 179b. and the rain which he reports all fell in two months,

September and October. Probably this does not represent the

entire rainfall of that year, and" 1799 may not have been an

average year. It is difficult to reconcile some of the state-

ments made with regard to the rain-fall in South America.
Humboldt says (vol. vi. p. 789), "in the new continent, the

drought of Cumana, Punta Araya and the island of Marguerita

:-;.Yl) is - .hj,
: t to periods ofV-v< re'dnm^l t nmialsoto remark-

able floods, but the moan annual rain-tali is f>2 indies. I do
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bracing only a short period of time when it was thought that a

longer series of observations would cause the anomalies to dis-

appear. If any person whose attention is attracted to this map
should discover in it serious defects, he is urgently solicited to

me the observations which indicate these de-

fects. In my next paper I propose to publish all a

observations of rain- lull which I may be able to obtain
;
and if

the present map should be found greatly in error, I intend to

issue a revised edition of it.

Art. II.

—

Post- OlacialJoints ; by G. K. Gilbert.

The following
made by the wrifc

logical Survey.
The Sevier Desert lies in Utah, immediately south of the

Great Salt Lake Desert. Each is a flat, white plain, sur-

rounded by mountains, and each has its salt lake filling its

lowest depression. The mountains are all ridges with axes
trending north and south, and those which lie between the

plains are separated from each other by trough-like valleys

through which one may travel from desert to desert without
great ascent. During the Glacial Epoch both deserts were
covered by water, and the two floods were united by a series of

straits so as to make a single lake—the Lake Bonneville of

geologists. From this were thrown down a series of fine sedi-

ments—clays and marls—which now constitute the floors of the

deserts. When the climate changed at the close of the Gla-
cial Epoch the water gradually dried away, and as it fell there

came a time when the bottom of the deepest strait was laid

oare and the lake was divided into two—the representatives

respectively of Great Salt Lake and Sevier Lake. Their sepa-

ration was not, however, at first complete, for Great Salt Lake
fell the more rapidly, and there was a transition epoch during
which Sevier Lake overflowed to Great Salt Lake. A channel
of outflow was eroded in the lake sediments, cutting them to a
depth of more than one hundred feet; and this channel is

plainly to be traced at the present time. Indeed it is so con-

bic feature that it has been named by trav-
el** the "Old River Bed," and a stage station on the old
overland road was called " River-bed Station."
One day last summer I stood on a rocky butte which sp rings

[rom the Salt Lake Desert at its southern margin just at the
b"nk of the Old River Bed. Behind meat the south there
were other rocky buttes, and beyond them mountains ; and
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before me the desert stretched for a hundred miles—a white,

glaring plain, interrupted here and there by insular rocky

ridges, but for the most part as smooth as a floor and almost as

bare. Through it the Old Eiver Bed meandered for twenty

miles, a solitary and abandoned water-course. As I gazed my
attention was caught by a peculiarity of the farther bank of the

river-bed, at a point two miles away. The scant rains of to-day

are washing the silt of the plain from either side into the

channel, and are at the same time eroding small lateral

channels. The peculiarity winch attracted my attenti

the p iralh lis n ai d <ti ugl ' iess of a group of tl

. brief inspection led to the c

their arrangement was too systematic to be fortuitous. Other

duties prevented me from makii [nation, but

my companion and assistant, Mr. Israel C. Russell, was enabled

to do so the following day, and he found that the details of the

drainage were controlled by a compound and extended system

of joints. The principal series trend almost precisely north and

south and a subordinate series east and west. They all are

vertical and straight and (within each series) closely parallel.

They are readily traced from top to bottom of the walls of the

lateral ravines, and not infrequently a wall exhibits a broad,

flat, sheer face caused by the removal of the clay from one side

of a plane of jointing. Elsewhere the faces of the bluffs are

buttressed by square pilasters, or ornamented by outstanding

rectangular columns, the forms of which have been determined

by the two systems of joints. The main arroyos leading up
from the river-bed are controlled by the main system of joints,

but at a short distance back from the bluff' there is a tributary

drainage at right angles to the primary, and controlled by the

cross joints. The edge of the desert plain is thus marked out

in a series of rudely rectangular blocks which may be regarded

as the incipient stages of the pilasters of the bluff.

The lamination of the clays and marls in which the joints

occur is traceable across them, showing that there have been

no faults upon their planes: and the absence ot faults is quite

as strongly attested by the perfect continuity of the even sur-

face of the plain at a little distance from the riverbed.

sible I3 trace themi upon tin"adj: Loent plain, but
little doubt that they extent 1 ben eath it. The si

verted by every shower into a pla stic mud and i

welded i nd all trace of

»ted. For • aught that

exist ii I the lake beds be neat:l'i the surface of the
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The point of especia these joints have been
developed in post-Glacial time within a series of strata not per-

ceptibly indurated, and which repose undisturbed in the place

\ were deposited. The strata are nearly horizontal

and their inclination of less than oncdialf a decree, northward.
is presumably the original slope of the bottom upon which they
were thrown down. Within the basin of the ancient lake there

have been small orographic movements since the Glacial Epoch
and a few faults are known to have taken [dace but no evi-

dence has been found of such disturbances in the vicinity of

f . The lake-basin has been the scene likewise of
>. olcaiiic eruption but, the nearesl locality is eighty

miles distant from the Old River Bed.
I am not aware that anv satisfactorv explanation has ever

been given of the origin of the jointed structure in rocks and I

have none to propose. They have, however, been heretofore
associated in my mind first, with induration, and second, with

orographic displacement, and their discovery in undisturbed
and unindurated rocks w;i- therefore a matter'of surprise. The
observation is believed to be exceptional and is here published
in tic hope that it will aid some one specially conversant with
the subject in the establishment of the true theory of the origin
of the structure.

Art. III.— On Sound-Shadows in Water; by John LeConte.

1. More or less perfect Sound-Shadows thrown bv hills,

piers, and other obstacles to the transmission of

m "us. must be within the experience of all. Never-
theless, the boundaries of such shadows arc so imperfectly de-
fined, that they can hardly be compared, except in a general

•se of light. Moreover, in some cases, the obsta-
in the route of the sound-waves, being elastic, pro-

pagate, more or less perfectly, the sonorous vibrations of the air

--: so' that, under these conditions, it is

similar to producing a light-shadow bv means of a transparent
or translucent body.

2- But even in eases in which the sound vibrations in air are

transmitted thro, ml, the intervening obstacle, the

.
»"' la ie, ,! fin sound shadows an necessarih ven imper-

fectly defined; for the amount .»!' ditr'ractivo divergence pro-
ceeding from the secondary waves, originating at the bounda-
ries of the obstacle, and 'propagated within the geometrical
-" " - •- :-, w -

,

.: .... ,-
: .;

,
; <,,. w ;,.

id behi ,d -t dtho ,ii
[

lit, peree] ible, is by no
means so conspicuous as might be expected.
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3. The contrast, in this respect, between sound and light is

well expressed by Lord Rayleigh :
" When waves of sound im-

pinge upon an obstacle, a portion of the motion is thrown back

as an echo, and under cover of the obstacle there is formed a

sort of sound-shadow. In order, however, to produce shadows
in anything like optical perfection, the dimensions of the inter-

vening body must be considerable. The standard of compari-

son proper to the subject is the wave-length of the vibration;

it requires almost as extreme conditions to produce rays in the

case of sound," as it requires in optics to avoid producing them."*

In other words, the difference between sound and light results

from the well-known fact, that an ordinary obstacle bears an

immense ratio to the length of a wave of light; but does not

bear a very great ratio to the length of a sound-wave. Hence
it follows from the mathematical theory of undulations, that the

waves of sound bend around obstacles, and produce more or less

effect within the geometrical shadow; whereas light-shadows

have definite boundaries and are more sharply denned. For in

the case of light, calculation shows thai at any point decidedly

within the geometrical projection of the obstacle from the lu-

minous source, the disturbance vanishes, while at any point

outside of the geometrical projection, the disturbance is the

same as if the primary wave had passed the screen unimpeded.
But this is onl\ partially true in the case of ordinary sound-

waves, in consequence of their considerable length ; it is rigor-

ously true only when, as in optics, the diameter of the obstacle

is large in comparison with the wave-length.

4. There are, however, other causes depending upon the

differences between the sense of hearing and of sight, which
doubtless render the appreciation of the shadows of sound much
less distinct than those of light. On this point, Lord Rayleigh

justly remarks: "In many cases, sound-shadows appear much
less perfect than theory would lead us to expect. The anomaly
is due in a great measure, I believe, to an error of judgment,
depending on the enormous range of intensity with which the

ear is capable of dealing. The whistle of a locomotive is very

loud at a distance of ten yards. At a mile oil' the intensity

must be 80,000 times less:' but the sound still appears rather

loud, and would probably be audible, under l'a\orable circuin-

iries of the

w, though
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5. The mathematical theory of undulations indicates that

acoustical shadows should be more distinct for short waves than
for long waves. This prevision has been verified by the experi-

ments of Lord Eayleigh ;
* who found that the sound-shadows

cast by acute sounds were more distinct than those produced by
grave sounds.

6. Another prevision of theory has been experimentally veri-

fied both in the case of light and of sound. It is well known
that the great geometer Poisson, in applying Fresnel's integrals

of the diffraction of light produced by a small

.ilar disk, was led to the' startling result, that the

of the center of the shadow was precisely the same
as if the disk had been altogether removed. This deduction
from theory was experimentally verified by the illustrious

Arago, by means of an opaque circular disk of 2mm in diame-
ter

; for he observed a bright point in the center of the shadow
of the disk on which waves of light were directly incident. In

s secondary waves originating at the disk find the
conditions of complete concurrence at a definite point in the
axis of the geometrical shadow.

7. The difficulties to be overcome, in the experimental veri-

fication of the acoustical analogue of this beautiful phenomenon,
are entirely different from those of optics, on account of the
immense disproportion of wave-lengths. In light, the disk
must be small, and the luminous source must have a very small
angular magnitude. In sound, the disk must be comparatively
large and the sounds must be acute. Lord Ravleigh has re-

cently succeeded in experimental !v verifviim' this prevision of
theory in the case of sound, bv means of a circular disk about
fifteen inches in diameter, with a bird-call as the source of
sound, placed at a distance of twenty inches from the center of
t; 1

'/ j

lane of the disk. At twenty -four inches on the farther
side of the disk, the augmentation of the intensity of the sound,
in the axis of the acoustical shadow, was obvious both to the

8. It is a significant fact in relation to the phenomenon of

fiadow.s, that they seem to be more perfect or more
sharply defined in water than in air. Thus, during the progress

teal experiments of Daniel Colladon, in November,
1826, on the velocity of sound in the waters of the lake of Ge-
neva, this physicist incidentally observed, that when the end
ofthehearn

ique),
plunged into the water,

was screened from rectilinear communication with the bell by

*Phil. Mag., 5th series, vol w w . 168, 159, Hit
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that observed at a point equally distant from. I.iit in direct
C''nmini.icati<»ii with. tJios()iiiv.M,r souii,l.()r out <)f the "n«:onst.ir
shadow: thus indicating die relative non-divergence of the
rays of sound around obstacles in water, as compared with those

9. Another fact observed by Colladon during these famous
experiments is, in this connection, no [esa significant. He
found that the sound of the bell struck under water, when
heard at a distance, has no resemblance to its sound in the air.

Instead of a prolonged tone, a short sharp sound is heard, like
two knife blades struck together. It was onlv within 200
meters that the musical tone of the bell was distinguishable
after the blow. In air, it is well known the contrary takes
place; the shock of the first impulse of the hammer being

v in the immediate neighborhood of the bell, while
[he continued musical sound is the only one that affects the
hearing at a distance.f Sir John Herschel, in his '-Treatise
on Sound, % promised to explain this curious difference; but
has not. as tar as I can find, done so. Colladon j explains this
phenomenon by the nature of the sonorous vibrations in water:
showing that the duration of the sound will he much less when
transmitted by water than when propagated by air.

!.,:( ox

10. The preceding remarks show that comparatively few
nadeon '-bservations have been made on theobst ruction "produced

erposed obstacles to the
nt media. The followi
> acoustical shadows in

The' experiments were executed in 1874,

y
my son, L. I. LeConte, during the engineering opera-

b^rborof^F^ ''

"
lii! """
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11. Effects of the explosive shock—It was observed that the
suddenness of the shock imparted to the water by this explosive
agent produced the most remarkable and astonishing effects.

At the distance of 800 feet or more from the detonating car-

came through the intervening water, and was felt as a short
concussion or click before there was any sensible elevation of
the column of water resting over the point of explosion. The
second shock came a little later by the air. and was heard. It
was evidently communicated to the air by the water, at the time
the elastic puke transm tted b\ this liquid (the first shock)
ci.ierg.-d. in a direction iu.-arlvnon.iul to its surface, over a lim-

ited aiv : , : ,i omul a point vertical! v above the exploding car-

Lvuv
e. Th u i fact that ae:rial sound.
this re a. winch was the sou.roe of these>und

trans mittcd "by the iir wa s the sa me as that 1
Tom which the

small jets of ' water d mticec 1 hereaftc-»r, 14) were
\
•rojected. The

,,,,,-,„,, Ltcd duri n- the m came to th

later than ti ds shock
,
and t rating the en•lumn of w

over thepo*iition of the cartridge, 1:o the height of twenty -live

or th irty fee

It is the character of the first she>ck that dese
person si 11 boat floatiiigonthe*

listanc.of :;i)(i , of explo,

his feet Iden

1 to the : f lim ice t. In fact, it ; the
oaku

'v'cr'^ood on fl„."top

!

>f a vert

•m of the bo at. When
pile, this si

the

lock
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viewed from the experimenter's situation on the top of the pile,

fig. 1, A' andB', indicate the two positions of the bottle in the

preceding experiments.

The experiments were varied by plunging bottles into the

water in various positions around the pile within and outside

of its geometrical projection from the explosive center; and in

all cases they were protected from injury when within the geo-

metrical .shadow, and were shivered when outside of the same.

The same results took place whether the bottles were filled with

water or with air.

— -a2D:<: .;:.... ;;;;; zm
The breaking of a glass vessel, by a sudden shock communi-

cated bv means of water, is a fact long known, and is illustrated

by the old familiar class experiment of exploding a " Prince

Rupert drop
-

' while its bulb is plunged into an ordinary apoth-

ecary's phial tilled with water.

13. Experiments with s(mi(
;/

/„*.<, tube*.—The cylindrical glass

tubes employed were about 6 feet long, and 1*5 inches in diam-
eter, the glass being about 0-5 of an inch in thickness. They
were covered by pasting cartridge paper over them, so as to

prevent the loss of fragments when breakage occurred. (See

fig. 2, M).

(fig. 2, N) that they could be p unUi i i , h<u "hi 'p''^" n

the tube being '"it mdit -..ugl s to the plane 'of' 'its" sh:uW
and held then: (the observer standing as before on the top), with

the middle of the tube in the geometrical shadow, while the

the bound:.. [n every



andiuo- on the top of a second pile, in the direction of

5 of the shadow of the first pile, and distant about 12

experiments were varied by plunging the frame-work
lies—adjusted at right-angles to the plane of the pro-

shadow—into the water at this distance (12 feet) from

obstacle which obstructed the sound-wave transmitted by
liquid, (fig. 3, I) and D'). The shock of the explosion

he obstructing obstacle :—the protected portion of the hor-
ital glass tube was sensibly equal in length to the diameter
:• Jodr. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXIII, No. 133.—January, 1882.
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of the pile casting the shadow. Hence, the shadow of the

cylindrical pile extended Lack for about 12 feet bet wen sensibly

still' sliarolv defmed.
It is evident that, if the explosive -enter were of insensible

ma-nitude. the horizontal thickness of d,e geometrical shadow of

the pile, at a distance of 12 feet kevond it', -.« onld ke augmented
in the ratio of 10 to 40+12. or of 40 to f>2 : these numbers

thickness ol the d.adoNN ,1 the pil, uer< 12 inchests thickn ^

plosive' energy occupied more or less space (as was the ease in

relation to the "giant-powder" cartridges), the thickness of

the geometrical shadow, or umbra cast by the pile, might not

increase sensibly with augmenting distance: and indeed, in

case the exploding body exceeded 12 inches in diameter, the

tance from the obstructing pile; as in the case of the umbra
cast by an opaque body which is smaller than the luminous

14. Another phenomenon ohsenx-d.— Another interesting phe-

nomenon came under notice during the execution of these ex-

periments. It was the singular effects observed on the surface

of the water (when perfectly calm and glassy), for a certain

area around the point immediately over the exploding cartridge.

Simultaneous with the first shock (I 1) transmitted by the water

—and before the ascending gases of explosion disturbed it—the
surface of the liquid exhibited numerous jets of water, rising
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Vk <hxtbr <lishnch l rss of SonmUlmdows in Water.—The
much greater d ist i m-tiiess of acoustical shadows in water, as com-
pared with those in air, appears to be pretty clearly established
by the experiments of Colladon, and the fact seems to be abun-
dandv continued by those which we have recorded in the
preceding pages. This is an interesting and significant phenom-
enon in relation to the theory of sound. At lirsl sight, it might
hi' supposed that the difference is due to the greater velocity of

propagation of the sound-wave in water. This may have been
Sir John Ilerschcl's idea, when he explains Colladon's results

by reference to the greater elasticity of water.*

secondary waves propagated into the geometrical shadow from
the borders of the obstacle, is not directly dependent upon the
velocity of propagation, but is properly a function of the wave-
length

: the diffractive divergence being less for short than for
lung waves. Hence it follows, that the distinctness of sound-
Bnadows, like those of light, should depend upon the shortness
of the wavedengths. We have already <een (5) that the experi-
ment verities this prevision of theory in the case of sound-
waves in air, by demonstrating that acute sounds east more
distinct shadow- than grave sounds. Does this principle apply
to sound-shadows in water ?

Some physicists have attempted to explain the phenomenon
(,t the great distinctness of sound-shadows in water, as indicated
by the observations of Colladon (8), by assuming that the
lengths of the sonorous waves propagated through water are

P«cb shorter than those transmitted through air.f But no reason
is given for this fundamental assumption, other than that it is

required by the demands of the theory of undulations, in order
to account for the more perfect shadows in water. It evidently
would be vastly more philosophical to establish as a matter of
!

'

;i( 't i he greater shortness of the sound-waves in water, and thus

die wax-e-length; for

It is

pitel lo>' the

ater, so

;, therefore, th

sonorous bod
far from beinc
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as long a s they are in a ir. Hence, ac('ording to theory, if

<\,!!:n!.,/.s observations had been within the radius (200 meters)

the musical ton e of the sonoi:ous bell was heard.

[-shadows would < distinct than in air.

Unfortumitely, Colladon c us at what distance

from the vibrating bell 1 s in relation to the

ade, so that it i s impossible to apply

. P,u, tlm proM.mp-»1 test of the the:orv of shadow:

lion is, tl. ns were made in the neiohl.ori.ood

of Thonon (while the sonc)rous bell was placed at liolle), at a

)f 13,487 meters from the sou.rce of sound; these

being the arrangements d uring the exec ution of the experi-

determining the velocity of sc)und in the waters of

the Lake of Geneva. At all distances from the bell greater

than 21 mi re seen (9), the

character
:',."

short mid sliarp, 1 ike two 1

struck together. Hence a nder the assun iption thai theohser-

l sound-shadows
•''-

•e transmitted, \ve are precluded from

determini ng the wavedeng th by the number of vibrations. It

undsol tins,; ,',
ct'ci m. st be I, - mimed I v otliei eon

ations than those relating to the musical pitch.'

relation to solitary waves generated by sudden blows and

)sions* it mav be'more diilie i t t<» Ibn'n a just estimate of

wave-length than in the case oi musical sounds. Never-

musl be directly pro-
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portioual to the time occupied by the displacing impulse, mul-

tiplied by the velocity of transmission of the elastic pulse.

In algebraic terms, if L— wavedength, <{=time of the genera-

tin- impulse, and <:= velocity of sound in the elastic medium
;

uiveu mVdium.'V wh <-h'/ remains constant, L will be a' func-

tion of t, or the duration of the generative impulse; so that

when the factor / is iudoliiiitelv small, the value of L will be
correspondingly small. Hence, when the time of the blow or

explosive impulse is exceedingly brief, the wave-length must
be proportionately short

17. Application to Sounil-S/tadou-s,— In the experiments of

Colladon if we assume that the brief shock of the hammer on
a limited portion of the bell was alone transmitted to the dis-

tant observer, it is dear, that only the short sound-waves thus

generated would reach the distant obstructing wall or screen

in the water ; and consequently, the greater definiteness of the

i, ;!i'\ iv-ulf'ol rlm'uivntei shortness of the

sound-waves in water." Tiider the foregoing assumptions, the

theory of undulations appears to afford a satisfactory explana-
tion of the phenomenon observed by Colladon. Nevertheless,

;i verv'severe tcst'oi 1 1 ,

',',
I phvsieist

made observations «»n the ' relative distinctness of the sound-
shadows in the- water within the musical' ranue of the sub-

merged bell, as compared with those observed at points so re-

the water.
°" 5

*
* ^

In like m & briefness
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atoms :—The detonation being so instantaneous, that the su-

perincumbent air, as well as the gases generated, having no

time to be displaced, become a veritable tampon.
The efficiency of surface blasting under water, by means of

these explosive compounds, depends upon this extraordinary

suddenness of detonation, which renders the etVeet akin to that

of the sudden blow of an enormous unyielding mass. It is ev-

ident, that the wave generated in an elastic medium like water,

by an explosion of this character, must be very intense and

very short. Hence, the acoustical shadow produced by an ob-

staele placed in its path of propagation, must, as in the case

of light, be sharply defined and definite in its boundaries.

Thus, the striking fact, that the protecting influence of the

piles on the glass vessels plunged in the water was narrowly
circumscribed within the limits of the geometrical shadow, may
be rationally traced to the extreme shortness of the elastic

waves,' due to the inconceivably brief duration of action of the

generative detonations. This view seems to afford a satisfac-

tory explanation of the remarkable results revealed by the ex-

periments in the harbor of San Francisco.

18. Gun-powder f.cploslor,.*.— If the foregoing is the true ex-

planation of the definiteness of the soand-shadows cast in the

blethat such will be loui

of experiment is applied.

cteristic of the detonations of

r.—Moreover, if my explana-

dows produced by nitro-glyce-

iddenly generated. In other

^und -shadows depends upon
h produces the accompanying
ess of the shadows cast by
ir should vary with the sad-
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must be recollected, that, for the reasons already assigned 1 1
),

(2)j (3) and (4), aerial acoustical shadows are not readily appre-
ciated by the ear. Moreover, in the case of sounds transmit-
ted by the air. the distinctness of .such shadows is most seri-

ously impaired by the numerous reflected waves which come
from circumjacent objects. It should be borne in mind, that
it is only very recently (>). that the influence of acuteness of
sounds on the distinctness of the resulting shadows, has been

verified by experiment. In like manner I ven-

tion that the shadows due to sounds generated by the extra-
"I'linmrily brief detonations of dynamite are more sharply
defined, than those owing their origin to sounds less suddenly
produced.

In confirmation of the foretioin- view, the following obser-
vation lnav be cited: On the 16th of April, 1880, an explosion
of about 2000 or 3000 pounds of a nitro-glycerine compound
occurred at the "Giant Powder Works," situated under a bluff
°n the eastern shore of the Bay of San Francisco, at a distance
(determined by triangulation), of 16,201 feet (4938 meters), in
a direct line, in a northwest direction, from my room in the
f Diversity building. About twenty-five adult men, a majority

s; one transmitted by the air, and the other by the
0*. The cottage occupied by my brother (Professor

3 LeConte), was situated in the geometrical shadow of
1

the buildings; being about 890 feet on the farther side

No aerial shock was experienced by him or any member
e household; and the concussion ' transmitted by the
was alone felt as a shock emanating from the floor. In

tt is scarce! v'necessarv to add. that for ordinary sounds
vould not have been the result
Phenomenon <>f ./,/>.-The singular phenomenon ob-



ers. The sensibly homogeneous character of such

stic film, would naturally tend to group the points

nore' or less o'f geometrical symmetry. Hence, the

;ar the water-level. According to this view, the

[i in question seems to find its counterpart or ana-

le more or less symmetrical forms produced by the

of the lines of rupture ;is the result of the ten-

sional strains due to the contraction of homogeneous masses,

during the process of cooling or of desiccation. Thus, the

columnar structure of certain igneous rocks seems to be due to

the tensile stress of contraction by cooling after solidification

supervened ; while the analogous structure developed by the

desiccation of homogeneous masses of moist clay, mud or

starch, appears to be produced by a similar strain consequent

upon shrinkage from loss of moisture. In a similar manner,

the tense superficial capillary film of the water, when it expe-

riences the sudden molecular impulse due to the emergence of

elastic pulse, is ruptured along lines more or less symmetrically

disposed on the surface of the water; and the liquid beneath

is projected through these lines or points of leasl resistance.

Berkeley. California. October 25th, 1881.

One of the \-<>v\ first results dearU indicated by the

dredgings of Count Pourtales. and the subsequent inv«

tions of the " Porcupine" expedition, was the antique chs

preserved by many of the new genera discovered in

water, and especially their resemblance to Cretaceous g<

and the study of the Challenger Echinids has brought tl

still more plainly.

For the purpose of making the comparison of the Chal
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On comparing the genera characteristic of the Chalk with
those now found living, we find that a considerable number of
the latter date back to the Cretaceous period ;

and a few of the
Cidand.e. the Echinidas, the Salenida?, the Echinoconidse, and
the Petalosticha, even to the earlier epochs, to the Jurassic beds,
the bias and the Trias. The genera Dorocidarfs, PhyUaan.thu,.
Porucidaris. Scdtn.'a. Pvdcx'idnri.-n Mn>i,<osia. Cn./iupsis), Astheno-
soma, Phormosoma (Ed, ino/I, >,,,«), timne,-},;,."*, Cnttuulbi, p/fl/ -

mosoma. Uolo/moistes, lletni^diao.. Echinus Echiuoctjamm.
Edntlnrl.t.Erhnnduntnai. Hhy,,, /m/u/f/u*. <>,„. .rhjpn. (./.). Echino-
brissus, Cnfo/it/f/tis, Pyi/t/sftr, Pom t<d> ^,<>

( In Tidn^ter ), /// t,n'a*t< r.

Pm.tstrr aie in thi^ < ,ttc_oi \ , m> that a good proportion of the
genera of Echinids still living in the present epoch belong to

genera_ already existing at the time of the earliest Cretaceous

which have disanp , r<-,| dm i _ tin Tertiary times. \ve rind in

S'T'^'t,

As„ub>d;.,dnn,

xolema, P.^nl,

addition to the above geneni, the follow

ed to the present time : Arbat
"/"" list's, Slrn,itiylo'-':,ilroln,s. Splnvrechn

un-uslvs, To:>

Chn»^Lr. Ehumnihn^, Layum,!, Erin

';!
,1,:l v«' lived with then, durh.LMhnCn-t.-uv

disappeared either during the Cretaceoi

:- uut this connection is so complicat
(any directions, that it must be hopele
umber of species of Echinids known,



hnnectioti betmem the Cretaceous

3ate the lines of affi nities, the delicate

?MH tie or'

era ch

no structural

aracteristic of

m both back-

m their.

istic of the Low*
Is, Phyllacanthus,

ia, Cyphosoma,

jr Cretaceous

Psfii.ilnridaris,

Acriisalriiid,

iiintlruria. Ptj'i'i~t>r, Ih'srin'tlt't. II '',,!. Pyriua. (Jlypeopy-

Pyyiiri's, Meiaporlilnun, J/o/us(<r, To.mst ,, ami comparing
u in the first place with the genera of the Lias as far as

' are known, we find that, with the exception of Cklaris

lo attempt :
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what more complicated, as the affinities of the genera from
-Inch we trace the development of the KchinidaV, the Arba-
'i;i(l;i' and the Salenida-, is very dose in the Liassic. the Juras-
sic and the Lower Cretaceous beds; where such types as
Anxmk ,,l,i, II, mi,-, ,l„ris, Gii/pticii.s and Hhi/n^ch inus. show us
how readily we may pass, on the one hand, to the Salenida?
and on the other to the Temnopleuridae, the Echinidae and the
Arl.aciadii.'. It is, however, only when the interbranching affin-
ities have not extended in too many directions that we can still
easily follow the systematic connection, which is as close as we

v desire to have it. In fact it is so extended that
we are at a loss to express it satisfactorily.
A few examples will suffice. From the development of Sa-

""I", oi Echinus, ol Tdutnoplenriis, and of Arbuciru we see that
these show a very different degree of complication in their sys-
tematic relations to the genera which have preceded them in

/

)

:'
/ '"'" /"- the small number of coronal plates, the small number

!'i:iry interambulacral tub, ivies, the variable shape
'' r u ' primary spines, the secondarv papilla-, the large plates

ridedly differei

are all featur

which thus f

Altered in the diredi,
m"nberof plates whi.
supports of the bucca
of the former uniform
,l ~ 'i"' actinosome. I
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growth, while in the Temnopleurus it never becomes en tirel

obliterated. In nnnwphuru* we might sav the Salenid aba<

tinal system was more readih traced, and still better in Arbacit

while 'in both these uiiiii.i t'i. ( idarid features of large primar

tubercles is retained in a different degree ; and in Arbacia, i

!rd the actinosome its petal
'

structure is eminent lv recent: the structure of the oc ular plate

of .\rh.„>,n leads us buck directly to the structure of 1

plate in the oldest Pakeechinidal

ThearUnities of the Clvpcastrida- with the Discouhe

;

ire clearly

indicated U the development, of the longitudinal a>cis, which

date, from the exclusion of the anal from the spin;

YVe readily trace thron-h l>ihut, Unl,.i,,pu, and Uisr, ir/ru altin-

ities to Ga/rritr,, and the fossil ( V.noc'l vpeuhe, while

of GaleriteSi Fibularia, and Echinocyamtu . we have

the element of the Clypeastrida' and Scutelluhe;

lo il,< Cassidulida- is well shown in the s

bulacral svsten, of some of the -enera. and the rm
auricles are stdl to be traced anion- the Kchmolampa
the affinity of the earliest Cussidulida-. ll'ihorl,,,,,,*, (,\

and the like, to l^jush-.r, which culminate in our da\

slight modifications in Echit.<»„ u,. show how clearly related the

CM v peas-

troids are most closely related, which in their turn w ill show a

the presence of jav

Already, in the,

sage of the anal syi
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ally forming a more or less distinct snout; and when this is

combined with the deep anal groove of other Spatangoid gen-
era we got tin 1 remarkable forms such as we have described as

The type of Ilokctypn* with its vegnlar outline, its buccal

of the size of the tubercles to uniformity in the two areas, the
restrietion of the poriferous zone to a single vertical row. all

'i> have been figured by Ouster (Eehin. Alp. Suisses, pi. x, figs.

1-4) as Dijaster calceolatus. (See also de Loriol, Echinoid. Cret.

When we i ids of the Chalk, thev lead us
directlv through the Paheo,tomime and the (

"

1

oll vrituhe to the

i ia^ulneh ha\e persisted to the p.esent da.\ : and

*'i«l. ,s 1/ ,s
,~

// , mm! )\,\.<, ( l « i i 1

tangouls ' Tii'tw - laseiole.

asnhanal laseiole. sunken ambulacra, rn-tals of a different de-
,-->v- ol development, .pines specialized \»n certain areas of the
test, a trace of a sunken anterior groove, of an anal beak, of an
;i,, tinal plastron, of a snout, of a lateral laseiole. and of a special-
'' do

< -I "
1 « in ar\ and secondary tubercles. But, of course,

the extent to which these features ma \ be developed in Tertiary
and recent genera contrasts often strikingly with the rudiment-

T« ' - .-
'

I'Im - i leaeti,' ,st in. , !| tie' PaUfOstomin»
^combined with av ,, ,,| the atnbulacra
above the ambitus, the petaloid feature of theearlv Spatan-oids
^''<-l' appears later in tiie ( Widulida- : while m'the Ananchv-

nbulacra ; the only



In thi

consider this as the last trace in normal Spatangoids of the

simple condition of the ambulacra, such as we still find it in

the Pourtalesise. It is specially interesting to compare these

genera lirst to the Anaiichytida-. then to the Toxasterid;e : and

finally to such recent genera as Genicopaiagus, Hbmolampas,

loid ambulacra of the Spatangoids, with the simplest ambula-
cra! petals of the earliest Spatangoids, or with the embryonic
ambulacra of the Pourtaleske proper.

Art. V.— Upon an Appa
the /nitient the Position >>j

the human body ; by Al

determin iin/ leitJiont pain

Me of Lead or other metal

Hit: a ham Bell.*

ly has for its object the determination of the exact place

cupied by balls of lead, fragments of shell, or metallic sub-

mcesof any kind embedded in the body of a person wounded
• fire-arms, and it may be considered as a form of the well-

lown Induction Balance of Professor Hughes.
This exploring instrument enables us to determine that posi-

for the most part with very great exactness, and that with-

out any pain to the patient, which is not th

metallic probes which require to be brough; which reqi

vith the projectile.

Union Telegrap]
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over the axis of the other. One of these coils (A) is made of

thick wire constituting a portion of the primary circuit, and
the other (B) of thin wire constituting ;i portion of the secondary
circuit. Both coils are embedded in a mass of parafline placed

in the interior of a wooden case furnished with a handle.

A vibratory current from a galvanic battery traverses the

primary coil, and the secondary circuit includes an ordinary

telephone. Under these circumstances no sound is heard from
the telephone, but if we cause any metallic body to approach
the part (C) common to the two coils, the silence immediately
gives place to a sound, the intensity of which will depend upon
the nature of the metallic body, upon its form and upon its dis-

We may remark in this connection that, the most favorable

form that "can be assumed by the projectile for which we ex-

plore, is that of a flat disk with its face parallel to the surface

of the skin, and that the most unfavorable, a similar disk with

its face perpendicular to the same surface.

It is difficult in practice to obtain the exact adjustment of the
coils required, and it is therefore found advisable to introduce

into the primary and ,-econdarv circuits respectively, two other
'•oils (1) and E',' tig. 2) analogous to the first, but* very much

smaller, whose common surface can be modified by the play of
a micrometer screw. By means of this fine adjustment we are
able easily to reduce the telephone to the most complete silence.
b .diould be added that the effects obtained, when a condenser

th bi
,',','

indep. n'.ie'nth predicted
l\V Professor !>,,: I'uive'rsitv.



S. lIoW,>n— Transit of Mercury, 1881.

dace silence anew, and the distance of this mass
bring instrument gives the measure which it is

s this note by relating an experiment made in

)r. Frank Hamilton, of New York, on the 7th of

in the presence of thirteen eminent surgeons.*
nt was made upon the person of Col. B. F. Clay-
in 1862. The ball entered in front through the
articulation, breaking the clavicle. Drs. Swine-

that it was lodged under the

ontrary, tha

1881. vol.

Let. VI— Observations -f the Transit o/ Mercury, 1881, Novem-
ber 7, at Mount Hamilton, < 'ali/nraia. (Communicated by the
Lick Trustees) by Edw. S. Holden and S. W. Blrnham.

rnham were invited by the

; of Mercury on the 7th of
ith the smaller instruments which have lately.

- the Lick Observatory.
[olden observed with" a Clark comet-seeker of 4
e and a power of 50 diameters, the highest avail-
n K. S. Floyd, President of the Lick Trustees,
a small telescope, aperture 2A inches and power
iham observed with the Vl-uvU ( Mark equatorial
being reduced to six inches) and a power of 150
he assumed position of Mount Hamilton is

it is (using the eleme
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tlit* other end of the fiber was
arv .ralv.iiiometer mirror. A^ cemented to the edge of
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e Earth.—Pn. v. Jolly has employed the

letenniiie the density of the earth. A body
» stations distant I'Mio.y" vertically from each

incident to this method were examined and
or the earth's drnsitv was f ,= »-M2. The re-
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set itself across the direction of any steady current of the fluid in

whirl, it is immersed, mid we max "burly suppose that an effert of
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in oTotesijue situat

although, in the

ersected by dikes

tioned siens of for



Geology and Mineralogy.

slnn,. rivers" of the Falkland*
rce. There is the thick, spongy,
cs and acted on hy varying con-

st : and foolinir confident that it

Quart. J. Geol. Soc, 1881, 348.

as co-factors in Glacial periods.



empirically co

Minnesota f<>>

list „i tin- birds

vers and lakes



drolo'j'/ ti.ii'l Minerahfj;/.
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7. Brick-clays mak-hxi t>r<'(i,>i-<-nlor<-<} /„•/. !,:< h, Minmxola.—
Professor X. II. Wix< mem, in Miscellaneous Publications, No. 8

of the Geological Survey of Minnesota, states that the clays of

many localities in Minnesota (among rhein I bainenl, Minneapolis,



\\\-tl..-rliy( W

'nit} /iorU—



Tn Chapter I the nature of the inquiry in hand is stated and

nVscrope!''' Chapter I i u'

'•'.'
\ ,,i' •

,', '„
i.
,,'"..(" ^d''!uH<- :u-''ion!

lustrated by the ordinary phenomena of Stro.nholi and by the

plaster forced i hi-'>ii_h

rtever. In Chapter VI



(,'e/Jnr/t/ tnirl Mineralofj'j. (

rior, and Chapter XTT the causrs <>f' volcanic action, stating

length the several theories advanced l»y different authorities <

these points, but without being able to reach any perfectly sat
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17. Anal,/*;* <>f th, Enuu'ithl-artiu Sj.oJit lliene front North
Crolb,,, ;' hs F. A. Genth.-TIk- following analysis of the

Alexander Comity spodumenc yhUhh,,'^) wa> furnished by Dr.

Genth, and should have been added to the article m. the ervstal-

Spt'cific gravity = 3-177.

18. New MtMfoh,i!ral Works— L,hrhurh ,h r Mfnrraloih
Dr. GttstavTschermak. Erste Liefermii>\ 102 pp. 8 vo. Vi

, will torn, about

MaUrl«Ii,n z>/r Mfnro/ntjf Iiu,sl,n,<is turn N. von Ko

first portion of volume ei^ht of the valuable work by Profess*

since (this Journal, xvii, t.Mi, INTO). The continuation, now r

species: perofskite, epidote, a-chynite. phosoenite, bournonit
greenockite, quartz, -amai -kite. ;iui|.hibnlr. U-rvl, magnet ite, ]>;
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Kvw. Finally, Kiilm u'ives :i synopsis of the species c
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)i- less imbricated plates. In the

(s i^sible relationship with the I



h- tlic-in :i- <>f a ilitil'ivnt l'auiiM

litl'mm I

Tin- ,v.u-i„

Viliini:"

1



Misrrllnmnus Tnh d

i

[Vn r,.

lie r'nihMl Stato



.itt'onling ,1 ;1 |;, t'ortlic solution of many obscure meteorolo*
problems. The station- established by the Hiked States a

ba.lv Franklin Bay, 81° 40' N. lat., 64° 30' W. long., an
Point ibrrrow, Alaska. 71° '11' X. lat.. ami 15(5° 15' W. long.

2. National A>-a,t, ,„,/ <>f s,-h„ce, Nov., 1881.—The folkr

the

A comparison between the shells of Kjr.k
'•sent shells of the same species, K. S. Morse.
On the Objects and Results of the Recent

On a form of regulator for driving-clock of ai
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On the Fossil and Recent Faunae of the Oregon desert, E. D.

Biographical Memoir of the late Professor S. S. Haldeman,
. P. Lesley.



APPENDIX.

In the May number of the American Journal of Science,

(page 423), I presented an outline of a classification of the

Jurassic Dinosaurian Reptiles of this country which i had

personally examined. The series then investigated is depos-

ited in the Museum of Yale College, and consists of several

hundred individuals, many of them well preserved, and repre-

senting numerous genera and species. To ascertain how far the

classification proposed would apply to the material gathered

from wider fields, I have since examined various Dinosaurian

remains from other formations of this country, and likewise,

during the past summer, have visited most of the museums
of Europe that contain important specimens of this group.

Although the investigation is not vet completed, I have thought
the results already attained of sufficient interest to present to

the Academy at this time.
In previous classifications, which were based upon very lim-

ited material compared with what is now available, the Dino-
saurs were very generally regarded as an order. Various char-

acters were assigned to the group by von Meyer, who applied
to it the term Pachypoda ; by Owen, who subsequently gave
the name Dinosaur ia, now in general use; and also by Huxley,
who more recently proposed the name OrnitlnweUda, and who
nr*t appreciated the great importance of the group, and the

close relation it bears to Birds. The researches of Leidy and
pope in this countrv, and Hulke, Seeley, and others in Europe,
have likewise added much to our knowledge of the subject.

An examination of any considerable portion of the Dinosau-
n;ni remains now knownVill make it evident to any one famil-
iar with reptiles, recent or extinct, that this group should be

N
*Read before the National Academy of Sciences, at the Philadelphia meeting,

Am. Jour. 8ci.-Thikd Series, Vol. XXIII, No. 133.-January. 1882.
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the group, and the remarkable c

d

1 among those now known, there

than in any other sub-class of vertebrates, with the single

exception of the placental Mammals. Compared with the

Marsupials, living and extinct, the Dinosauria show an equal

diversity of structure, and variations in size from by far the

largest land animals known—fifty or sixty feet long, down to

some of the smallest, a few inches only in length.

According to present evidence, the Dinosaurs were confined

entirely to the Mesozoic age. They were abundant in the Tri-

assic, culminated in the Jurassic, and continued in diminishing

numbers to the end of the Cretaceous period, when they became
extinct. The great variety of forms that flourished in the

Triassic render it more than probable that some members of

xisted in the Permian period, and their remains
; brought to light at any time.

The Triassic Dinosaurs, although so very numerous, are

known to-day mainly from footprints and fragmentary osseous

remains. Not more than half a dozen skeletons, at all com-
plete, have been secured from deposits of this period ; hence,

many of the remains described cannot at present be referred to

their appropriate divisions in the group.

From the Jurassic period, however, during which Dino-
saurian reptiles reaehed their zenith in size and numbers, rep-

resentatives of no less than four well-marked orders are now
so well known that different families and genera can be

very accurately determined, and almost the entire osseous

structure of typical examples, at least, be made out with

certainty. The muin difficulty at present with the Jurassic

Dinosaurs is in ascertaining the affinities of the diminutive
forms which appear to approach Birds so closely. These
forms were not rare, but their remains hitherto found are

mostly fragmentary, and can with difficulty be distinguished
from those of Birds, which occur in the same beds. Future
discoveries will, without doubt, throw much light upon this

<.-"'.
!

Comparatively little is yet known of Cretaceous Dinosaurs,

although many have been described from incomplete speci-

mens. All of these appear to have been of large size, but

much inferior in this respect to the gigantic forms of the pre-

vious period. The remains best preserved show that, before

extinction, some members of the group became quite highly

specialized.



of the Dinosauria.

Sub-Class DINOSAURIA.
Premaxillary bones separate ; upper and lower temporal

arches; rami of lower jaw united in front by cartilage only; no
teeth on palate. Neural arches of vertebras united to centra by
suture; cervical vertebras numerous; sacral vertebrae eoossi-

fied. Cervical ribs united to vertebras by suture or ankylosis;
thoracic ribs double-headed. Pelvic bones separate from each
other, and from sacrum ; ilium prolonged in front of acetabu-

lum; acetabulum formed in part by pubis; ischia meet distally

on median line. Fore and hind limbs present, the latter

ambulatory and larger than those in front; head of femur at

right angles to condyles ; tibia with procnemial crest ; fibula

complete. First row of tarsals composed of astragalus and
calcaneum only, which together form the upper portion of

ankle joint.

(1.) Order Sauropoda (Lizard foot.) Herbivorous.

Feet plantigrade, ungulate; five digits in maims and pes;

second row of carpal s and tarsals unossified. Pubes project-

ing in front, and united distally by cartilage ; no post-pubis.

Precaudal vertebrae hollow. Fore and hind limbs nearly

equal; limb bones solid. Sternal bones parial. Premaxillaries
with teeth.

(1.) Family Atlantosauridce. Anterior vertebras opisthocce-

lian. Isehia directed downward, with extremities meeting on
median line.

Grenera Atlantosaurus, Apatosaurus, Brontosaurus, />

f Camarasaum,- (A <np <!<„ Iin* ,. ? Dystrophceus.

(2.) Family Morosaurida-. Anterior vertebra' opisthoe<elian.

r^cliia directed backward, with sides meeting on median line.

Genus Morosaurus.
European forms of this order: &,thi-iosp>.nt?t/l>i*, Cttiosm/rus,

Chondrosleosaurits, Euaurn r>>t<>s, Or,id],<>^s'is
%

I
r>
,dorosaurus.

(2.) Order STEGOSAURLi (Plated lizard). Herbivorous.

Feet plantigrade, ungulate; live digits in nianus and pes;
second row of carpals' unossiiicd. Pubes projecting free in

b'ont: post-pubis present Fore limbs very small ; locomotion
t!Kllll 'v "ti hind limbs. Vertebras and limb bones solid. Osseous
dermal armor.

. (1) Family Stegosaimdce. Vertebras biconcave. Neural canal
,! saoi mi expanded into large chamber; ischia directed back-

\y
;it 'd, with sides meeting on median line. Astragalus eodssi-

fied with tibia
; metapodials very short.



Genera Stegosaw - icodon, and in Europe
Omosaurus, Owen.

(2) Family Scelidommrida:. Astragalus not coossified with

tibia; metatarsals elongated; four functional digits in pes.

Known forms all European.

Genera, Scelidosaum.-i, A<:ardhup},ohs, Cratceomus, Hylceosaurus,

(3.) Order Ornithopoda (Bird foot).

Feet digitigrade, five functional digits

(1.) Family Campionotidce. Clavicles wanting ; post-pubis

complete.

Genera ' aunts, and in' Europe
Hypsilophodon

.

(2.) Family Iguanodoniidce. Clavicles present; post-pubis

incomplete. Premaxillaries edentulous. Known forms all

European.
Genera Iguauodon, Vectisaurus.

(8.) Family Hadrosauridce. Teeth in several rows, forming
with use a tesselated grinding surface. Anterior vertebra 1

Genera Ifadmsaurus, ? Agntlmuma^ Ckmodon.

(4.) Order Theropoda (Beast foot). Carnivorous.

Fore limbs

Premaxillaries with teeth.

(1.) Family Megalosauridxe. Vertebra biconcave. Pubes
slender, and united distally. Astragalus with ascending pro-

Genera Zanclodon. t Tcratomvrus.

(3.) Family Amphisauridte. Vertebra biconcave. Pubes rod-

ike ; five digits in manus and three in pes.

Genera Amphisaurus (Megadactylus), t Balhygnathus, ? Clepsy-

murus ; and in Europe. P<d<i <^<in ,>>.<, Tin <<[:,, ifosaurm.



(4.) Family Labrosauridce. Anterior vertebrae strongly

opisthoccelian, and cavernous. Metatarsals much elongated.

Pubes slender, with anterior margins united.

Genus Labrosaurus.

Sub-Order Cceluria (Hollow tail.)

(5.) Family Coeluridce. Bones of skeleton pneumatic or

hollow. Anterior cervical vertebra) opisthocoelian, remainder

bi-concave. Metatarsals very long and slender.

Genus Ccelurus.

Sub-Order Compsognatha.

(6.) Family Compsognathidce. Anterior vertebra opistho-

coelian. Three functional digits in manus and pes. Ischia

with long symphysis on median line. Only known specimen
European.
Genus Compsognathus.

DINOSAUKIA?
(5.) Order Hallopoda (Leaping foot.) Carnivorous?

Feet dig! ite ; three digits in pes; meta-

calcaneum much produced back-

limbs ^very small. Vertebrae and limb bones
hollow. Vertebrae biconcave.
Family Hallopodidte.

Genus Halhpus.

The five orders defined above, which I had previously
established for the reception of the American Jurassic Dino-
saurs, appear to be all natural groups, well marked in general
from each other. The European Dinosaurs from deposits of

corresponding age fall readily into the same divisions, and,
in some cases, admirably supplement the series indicated by
the American forms. The more important remains from other
formations in this country and in Europe, so far as their

characters have been made out, may likewise be referred with
tolerable certainty to the same orders.

The three orders of Herbivorous Dinosaurs, although widely
different in their typical forms, show, as might be expected,
indications of approximation in some of their aberrant genera.
The Sauropoda, for example, with Atlantosaurus and Bronlo-
t'liints, of gigantic size, for their most characteristic members,
have in Morosaurus a branch leading toward the Stegosauria.
The latter order, likewise, although its type genus is in many
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respects the most strongly marked division of the Dinosaurs,

has in SoJi<l>s<nirns a form with some features pointing strongly

toward the Ornilhopoda.

The Carnivorous Dinosauria now best known may all be

placed at present in a single order, and this is widely separated

from those that imdude the herbivorous forms. The two sub-

orders defined include very aberrant forms, which show many
points of resemblance to Mesozoic Birds. Among the more
fragmentary remains belonging in this order, but not included

in the present classification, this resemblance appears to be

carried much farther.

The order Hallopoda, which I have here referred to the

Dinosauria. with doubt. diiVers from all the known members of

> in having the hind feet especially adapted for leap-

etatarsal

caneum produced 1

however, is not greater than may be found in a single order of

Mammals, and is no more than might be expected in a sub-class

of Keptiles.

Among the families included in the present classification, I

have retained three named by Huxley (Scelidosauridce, Iguan-
odoatidu:, and Me.<jalosaurid<r)* although their limits as here

defined are somewhat different from those first given. The
sub-order Conrjiso'/naf/ui, also, was established by that author
in the same memoir, which contains all the more important
facts then known in regard to the Dinosauria. With the

exception of the Hadrosauridce, named by Cope, the other fam-
ilies above described were established bv the writer.

The Amphisaanda and the Zaar/udu nli<he, the most general-
ized families of the Dinosauria. are only known from the Trias.

- !>,,<! r<<[,iia<ns, referred provisionally to the Saurojjoda,
is likewise from deposits of that age. The typical genera, how-
ever, of all the orders and suborders are Jurassic forms, and on
these especially the present classification is based. The Hadro-
saurida are the only family confined to the Cretaceous. Above
this formation, there appears to be at present no satisfactory
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The explanations offered in mv last paper* with reference
to the origin of the so-called " kames" in the Connecticut Val-

ditions and resn -
.'.','-!,

sider the facts bearing on these points of differ
clear the subject, if possible, of the doubts witl 1 which in some
minds it is at present beset. These points it tvolve the ques-
Hon as- to the ivl.ith.i^ between the positio
heights ofthe v.d!ev-de!>u<itsand the depth, nil

of the flooded river. The latter subjects ai e consequently

;
pages. As the

ams in Glacial
America, the conclusion- here' deduced, if w

ThlsVillerence

to the west or -outh ol -vest "tin! th.~ I'orm er were wholly
within the -lacier-covered re-non

In the followin..' p;e. t - 1 'lirst briefly state
have been the general end it ion of the Con iiec'ticut and its

(2) the origin ,",,<
tl'io river . K^'dic'^mes-

Hon as to which is the normal upper terrace in any part of the
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valley, or that which most correctly registers the highest

flood level ; and next, take up the subject (4) of the dimensions,

velocity and discharge of the flooded river, and (5) the bear-

ing of the facts on the retreat of the glacier.

1. General conditions of theflooded rivers and tributaries during

the melting of the glacier.

1. Like other river-floods.—The view to which I have been

led by the study of the phenomena of the Champlain period,

or those of the melting glacier, is that a river-Jl»otl fhe.it was m
most points like a river-flood now. The valleys were, at the

outset, deej) valleys, and generally of greater depth than at

present; for many have thick deposits over the bottom that

were left there by the flood.

The waters of the Connecticut, as well as of other streams,

rose gradually; passed the ordinary modern limit of 20 to 30
"-> the

long conti the melting and the atmndant rains of

that eminently pluvial era; and, at last, they i
.
height

of 200 to 260 feet above modern low wat<3r in th.

During its progress imd continuance, water, bearing s; ui.l and

often grav tes, flowed down the sl< .pes lead

the valley along all 1die smaller depressions of the su .face as

well as by tributary valleys. A bra

tion and d<
_
position.'! he ordinary agencies in ri

gether; and so the watc

channel' 0]pen along the course of greatest velocity. like a

modern m er, and tr;msported and deposited aecordm g to the

V.".; , finally, the diminution in the supply of water frc

the rains, the decline of the flood began; and, as the river

treated toward its present contracted condition, it dug dov

into the bottom deposits to make its new or modern wat<

channel and flood grounds.

2. Changes in tributaries with the progress of the flood.—-T

taries ; all had ,t • _ t \ ,

' At first, lit'

streams and huge ones may have 'been alike great transport*

of sand and grav. I'.ui\ th m-reas _ hu-ht of flood tilt

would soon ha v. become quiet through tsubmergencej by the

great river. Oil ier longer one!3, flowing in rapids from the

aid ha ve had t! leir embou chares set b ;1 ek, i>Ut

notwithstancling would have eoi itinued th eir transportation or

coarse gravtsi and fine d to the end, maki _

abundant and ce beds when the flood was at m; iximum
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height and violence; and the deposits

mouths contain', at various levels, such
petual activity. Others larger still, th;

expanded valleys, would have lost, th

last few miles comparatively feeble in

evidences of their per-

at now flow in 1,madly
rough the flood, their

( 't earmng and depositing only the liner materials: although
farther up stream thev might have continued to work as before.

White River was an example. Such a large stream might
however have made coarse deposits at its month on the borders
of the Connecticut, because of the concentration carried on bv
the drifting action of the current of the main river, and
through contributions from ice-floes coming down the main
river or its tributary.

3. The till tit <hi.r s„urrr> n!tr,,nspnrir,l muhriuh.—The tribu-

tary streams as well as the main river would have derived the
chief part of their material for transport from the unstratiiied

dnft or till. For the glacier had already deposited it, or the
larger part, and it lay over the wide surface of the country
open to receive the flowing waters, and ready for easy removal
by them.

The western tributaries, Wells Kiver, White River and the

<. Mo, in i - or thoM3 of other
elevations about their sources, but the universal northern drift.

Hence, the drift or till west of the river, while mainly from the
northwest, came partly also—especially that over the western
Orders of the vailev—from the region of the river and its

•as to the north and east' of north: lor the -lacial

scratches indicate movement of the ice of the valley in the
general direction ,,f the valley. Consequent! v. eastern and
western tributaries and Connecticut river ice-floes may have
carried in stones from the same northern and north-northeast-

oeds, (b) sand

higher and higl

al of clay-beds may have'come also 'from other so

*The heights of many of the clay beds are mentioned beyond.
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but there is a remarkable uniformity of characters in the clay

beds, especially the higher, winch seems to indicate that they
had in general Hie same glacial source.

4. Deposition. Terraces.—As happens now, deposition should
have taken place over the flood-grounds, either side of the

channel, wherever the waters were more or less retarded, and
over the bottom according as the velocity there allowed of it.

Through these deposit.--,,., the t-iM.r.lnmiati,.! and its ter-

races were made. Along the side of the swiit-tlowimr stream.

one or both, where coarse material was contributed by tribu-

kind, while 100 yards away they were of sand alone, as numer-

With the increasing height of the waters, the flood -grou mis

would have received additions in height through new deposi-

tions. But this increase would have been small, unless the

amount of material supplied for deposition were under con-

stant augmentation so as to have kept pace with the increas-

ing width of the stream, and most markedly so if for any long
distance tributaries were absent or feeble carriers: and small,

also, it the rise of the flood wrnnt on too rapidlv to allow tune

for the slow work of transportation and deposition. The con-
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formed during the rise of the icab-rs. This, thou;

iilir.-i<liii--
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reference to the region of the

e may have been long continued,

f mo-It\n th the various phases <>i mo -\> m -laner-covered rm

a uraed by Professor C. H. Hitchcock in the first v

he Report on the Geology of New Hampshire. Yet
he transporting effects attributed bv him to such local

nay, I think, be due to transportation by floating ice.

2. A Channel-Wi '!/ a com«<jue,nee of the flow In the flooded river.

A channel-w*iv e,'xists ; is a eonseqi mure of tl, eflow in all mod-
ern rivers. Bu ;o Mr. Upham, i n his G(

Report on New II .-m.psl, the filling up of the Con mvtieut

valley with stra [ith-.Idrii :1 tookplace in the er a of the nedtmg.

pei'io d, arm! the n of the channel

and the making Hesav:h p. 15:

The material t'dow.i by the gllaeial ri'v.

the melting ice ,ed frc»m the till after the

retreated ;" and 1>\•this 1 11,-mi. i "the open valleys becam e gradu-

allv filled with .•-''eat d« pths of hoirizontally i

sand and (day.' -The modi Bed d rift thus increased i n depth

hrou- >ng period, which m avhave
continued until

h :!\Zippc: nvd.'
;

t the head .

After this

of the va
ie

; 'Ter-

west border of New
:h flood plain of the

30 to 200 feet for a
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To make the depositions extend up to a common level across

a valley, or to approximate to this condition, either (1) the val-

ley must have no outlet and the water therefore no current or

velocity, so that contributions from the bordering slopes shall

deposit equally, as nearly as possible, over the general area;

or (2) the amount of transported material must be so large that

transportation and friction use up the working force of the

stream and reduce its velocity almost to zero.

Neither of these conditions was a fact in the flooded Connect-

icut This is manifest from the varying nature of the deposits
;

and from the oblique lamination and tlow-and-plunge structure

cluirieten/ing the bedding in many parts of the valley. It is

equally evident from the fine straticulation of the sand-beds.

Had the stream been so clogged by its transported material as

nearly to lose its motion, the assorting and stratifying action of

flowing water would not have been exhibited so universally, and

especially not in producing so generally a fine straticulute bed-

ding of the sands and elavs. the little 1; vers of the beds but a

fraction of an inch thick. This structure, like the same in

the alluvium of the Nile, is proof of deposition by flowing

waters, for each little layer required a separate speehd act in the

flowing movement, or else successive conditions of supply and

deficiency such as come bv the changes of the day. or season,

or year.
" From one end of the valley to the other there is this

evidence in favor of the Connecticut's having been, through all

the flood, a free-flowing stream, verv much as now.

We are therefore sale in concluding that in the Connecticut

valley the great stream whieii deposited the sands and gravel

flowed with considerable velocity : and. if so, the making of a

chnnnel would have gone forward with the making of the

depositions, the current where of greatest velocity locating the

channel, and retardation either side by friction along with the

attt udant conditions <4 eddies locating the depositions.

Further, as is illustrated in all modern streams, a chr '

way should have steep sides. The present pitch of the te

fronts toward the river, 35° to 42°, corresponds to the angle

of rest in sliding oTnV el or sand when dry or nearly so. How-
ever steep the fronts at their formation, the retreat of the

waters at any time would have left them to this treati

of gravity, whether formed as the flood rose, or by abn
along the riverward margin of the terraces while it was dt

ing.

n
The channel-way being thus the result of the clynamn

'kame" ridgesflowing water, no 'ice was needed a ong it, or "

on its sides, to fix its shape or limit
The extensive te, 8

'

of the Sacr
valley, in California, among the fir 3t studied ty
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little over forty years ago),* were deposits far away from the

region of ice ; for the glacier of the Sierra Nevada, according

to Whitney, and also Brewer, did not reach down within 2,000

feet of their level. Yet they have nearly identical features with

those of the Connecticut. This is true even to the greater

coarseness, in many parts, of the upper deposits. The route of

the party I was with, after reaching the valley of the Upper
Sacramento, just south of latitude 40° 45'. led us for filteen

miles over a high terrace-plain covered thickly with stones one

to three inches in diameter, much to the annoyance of our

already jaded horses. The channel-way, or open space between
the high terraces of the east and west sides of the river, the

terrace-plains, the terrace-front of 40° and sometimes 00°

through undermining abrasion, were peculiar only in their

wonderful extent.

The width of the channel-way has other determining causes

besides velocity: such as the amount of transported material

for deposition, and the form of the enclosing valley, as already

explained. Along the Hudson River below the Highlands.

the waters at the time of the great flood were 75 to 95

ness 'of the rocky hills, the' channel-way was not a fourth

wider than the present river: for the higl.eV terraces rise almost

immediately from its bunks. On the other hand, the channel-

way of the"Connectieut at Hartford. Conn., had a width of VI

miies; owing partly to the low level of the region, and largely

their con trib n't, ons ,~j - n 1 ,,,d ri
,1' Th ban' niton Ki'vei

which comes from that direction through a cut in the trap-

range, and reaches the Connecticut half a dozen miles north of

Hartford, left a large part of its transported material west of

of the

of ten

Mr.'l;
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I cite here Mr. Upham's explanation of the delta-terraces and
their relation to the " highest normal terraces," from page 16 of

his Eeport. "Upon entering the large valleys, tributary

streams of comparatively narrow channel and rapid descent

frequently formed extensive deposits in the Champlain period,

similar in material to the flood-plain of the main vallev. but

having a greater height. Sometimes these drib is, being par-

tially undermined, form conspicuous terraces a hundred feet

above the highest normal terrace, which is the remnant of the

river's continuous llood-phiin. The deposition of the modified
drift of the main river was usually, not always, to the same
level across the valley. The increased supply from tributaries

was sometimes a temporary barrier, damming up the waters of

the main vallev above; and the current could then deposit its

sediment principally upon one side, making the highest normal
terrace quite different in elevation."
To understand this explanation. Mr. Iph.am's idea as to the

filling of the valley with deposits before the making of the

mmd 11 i'l, m'ki _ 7,t th' , haul V" '•, d t" •

''.< w< nt on

-l-i: a pit,
! 'tmn would I
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races," especially those that project out into the Connecticut

valley so as to terrace it for some distance, may be and gener-

ally are, the best indicators of maximum flood-level to be

found, the true highest normal terraces; because, as already

explained, the supply of detritus for terrace-making was there

the greatest. Were the waters so clogged by the material

trader transportation as to flow like mud, the angle of pitch

might be even as high as 15 or 20 degrees. But the stratified

and straticulate structure of the deposits proves that such a

condition was of rare occurrence.

From this obvious relation of the tributary terraces to those of

the main river it became of the highest importance to ascertain

whether the " delta- terraces " of the different tributaries might

be safely taken or not as the highest normal Connecticut ter-

races for the part of the valley in which they occur, and the

study of this point was one of the prominent objects before me
in my examination of the Connecticut valley. I found, in

nearly every case investigated, that the outer part of the tribu-

tary terraces would have'been within the range of the flood

waters of the Connecticut; so that, while the tributary was

pouring in its abundant detritus, the main river would have

been distributing and leveling it. This was so with Oliverian

Brook in Haverhill, where it opened on the Connecticut. The

normal terrace of the Connecticut, at the mouth of this stream,

is stated by Upham to be only 83 feet above low water in

the river, while this brook opens on the valley with a terrace

over 200 feet in height, That this brook should have held

its waters up to this great height and made a terrace at

that level, when those of the Connecticut were more than 100

feet below, is not possible, unless the side of the Connecticut

against the mouth of the stream were blocked with solid ice;

and this condition is shown bv other facts not to have existed.

The facts are similar in the ease of the ''delta terrace'' of Israel's

Brook in Lancaster; of Jacob's Brook in Orford, five miles

north of Thetford ; of Eastman's Brook in Piermont ; and of

most other delta-terraces.

The true normal upper terraces of a valley are those that reg-

Un- the s,i„io I, hjh flood-level. They are not always easy to be

distinguished, because of the inequalities in height from un-

equal deposition or subsequent abrasion; but with careful

comparisons good general results can be reached.

The range of normal upper terraces along a valley should

have a pitch down stream corresponding in a general way with

that which the river had at the time of the flood. Mr. 1'phunis

Report states that the upper terrace of the Connecticut vallev

becomes suddenly lower above Thetford, where the long K kame

ends ; is reduced at Ely, two miles above Thetford, from a
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height above low water in the river of 140 feet to that of only
55 feet; that it has this low level, continued northward,
with little change, for eighteen miles, or more than halt \v;iv to

the mouth of the Passumpsie: and that at Haverhill, seventeen
miles north of Thetford, the "highest normal terrace" is

83 feet above the river, while twelve miles to the north it is

135 feet. But, taking the terraces at the mouths of tributaries
as marking the flood-level along this part of the valley—the
so-called " delta-terraces " of Oliverian Brook, Jacob's Brook,
Kasi man's Brook and others—and then the low terraces
referred to become simply the lower terraces along a part of
the valley in which the highest normal terraces are wanting,
except at the mouths of tributaries.*

With regard to the high terrace-plain of Haverhill there are
other facts besides those connected with the terraces of Oliver-
ian Brook ; and these are presented on a following page.

Art. IX.— Geology of the Diamond; by O. A. Derby.

Two papers on this subject have lately appeared in Brazil
the Portuguese language. One by Professor H. Gorceix,
which an abstract was given in the September number of tl

Journal, treats only incidentally of the diamond. Its concl
sions are, that the"'dinmond, like the topaz, originated in t

series of CTannlarnuarta 1 unctuous sehis

In a paper by myself, published in vol. v of the Archivos do
U'^n Xaeional of Rio .le Janeiro, the famous locality of Grao
Mogol, in wind, diamonds are found in M uartzite. is 'discussed.
h i> shown that, under the name of itacoh.mite, two very dis-
tinct geological series have been confounded. The older series,

'^•I'ldingthe true flau'irv and often flexible .piartzite to which
l, e name should be limited, is intercalated with the unctuous
O'.vdro-mira) schists and itabirites. The newer series is com-
l
,us «'d almost exclusively of .piartzite, which in its finer parts is

:i!""^t indistinguishable from true itaeolmnite. but which, in

P'^'-'s. [.asses to a conglomerate containing pebbles of all the
r;»<d<sof the older series. Throughout the diamond region of

""
>inhaco this ouart/.ite lies in welbmarked uncon-

for,„a edges of the lower, though,
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the localities where the two quartzites can be seen in juxtaposi-

tion and where they are at the same time clearly distinguishable

one from the other are lew. this unconfbrinabilit.y lias escaped

notice or has only been doubtfully recorded. The distinction

between the two series of quartzite being established, it is

shown that the diamond-bearing rock of Grao Mogol most

probably belongs to the newer series, and that the diamond en-

tered into its composition ready-formed like any other pebble.

The locality of Sao Joiio da Chapada. where the diamond has

been mined in clay {burro), is described. It is shown that the

mine is excavated in the undisturbed soft material resuliing

from the decomposition of beds of unctuous schists underlying

a bed of quartzite (itacolumite) which appears at the entrance

of the mine. The diamond-bearing material was not exposed

in situ, but two masses dislocated by slides were pointed out by

a negro, who knew the mine thoroughly, as the diamantiferous

barro. One consisted of a black clayey mass which, on a fresh

fracture, revealed thin alternating layers of white clay resem-

bling lithomarge and black pulverescent iron oxide. The other

mass consisted of a portion of a quartz vein, the quartz being

much fractured and traversed by brilliant plates of specular

iron, with a mass of decomposed shale adhering to one side, and

with an undisturbed ma>s of red cla\ adhering to the other side.

, abundant b

Near Diamantina I examined a i
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ate, which I suppose to belong to the same series as that of

Grriio Mogol. At other points, near the Sao Francisco river,

diamonds appear in a region of a newer (though probably Pa-

leozoic) conglomerate, and in the province of Parana, in a

region of Devonian sandstone and conglomerate. In all these

cases the diamond has most probably come out from its second-

ary deposit—the conglomerate. < >f course all rocks newer than

the original formation and formed from its debris may contain

the diamond. The original formation is most probably of

Cambrian age.

Art. X.— On the Algebraic Expression of the Diurnal Varia-

tion of Temperature ; by B. A. Gould.*

Although the general principles, which I am about to con-

sider, apply to the cyclical mean variations of all the meteoro-
logical elements, we will restrict ourselves at present to the

question of the diurnal changes of temperature: not merely for

range and are relatively less affected by abnormal influences

of the fund;
be regarded
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ena of the class in question, where the curve is continuous, this

is of absolute generality ; and, although other forms of expres-

sion may claim equal accuracy, none surpasses, or probably
equals, it in the ease with which its constants may be computed,
or the facility with which its value may be deduced for any

value of the variable. It is unlikely that these advantages

would escape the attention of any mathematician who might
desire to give algebraic expression to the law of a periodic phe-

nomenon. But it is generally known among meteorologists by

the name of Bessel's formula, not so much because it was first

employed by that great astronomer in studying the diurnal

oscillations of the barometer, as on account of the elaborate

articles in which he long afterward pointed out its generality,

its convergence, and the special circumstances which facilitate

its employment and application: and earnestly commended its

employment to meteorologists in determining the diurnal and

annual variations ot atmospheric phenomena, the influence of

winds from different directions, etc.

In fact a general algebraic formula gives, as Bessel said, the

result of observations expressed in the concisest form. To
translate his words : "by deducing a formula which represents a

phenomenon, we meet its theory half-way ; thus the observed

longitudes of the sun, if thus expressed as functions of the

annual period would have given a formula from which, were

Keppler's discovery yet unmade, the elliptic motion would be

far more easilv recognized than from the observations directly.

.... The periodic phenomena of meteorology belong to the

same class, and the determination of their formulas, by means of

observation, enables us to subject them to the readiest and most

complete examination ; so that whatever is to be explained by

theory may be more directly deduced from the formulas than

from the observations themselves or from the curves by which

it is customary to represent the results of unknown laws."

The only true object of scientific investigation is the deter-

mination of principles and laws; and it may well be questioned

what high aim can be attained by accumulating special results

without such generalization.

It is therefore with deep regret, as well as surprise, that we

have seen the eminent director of the Physical Central Observa-

tory of Russia, under whose immediate supervision stand all

the physical observations officially made in that vast realm,

express himself in terms like the following, which I quote from

among very many other statements of the same sort

:

"How much time has been uselessly squandered in observations

laboriously carried mi through day and night, and in extended and

far more useless calculations of the same by the Lainhert-Hessel

interpolation formula."



by the American .\pi-.Viti< mof the Polaris,

;

Mr. has performed

the most disheai ask of utterly useless calculation of all

,;,!,,:,,, ,ording N.IJ. i sm r> formula. What
a pity that the thu

f these excell ent observations !"

" If then, unci er the ei t a certain number of

terms of the La -formula can give the

law of the diurn
been sought to dues for intermediate

hours, or for th. . we cannot wonder at

"The applicat V^ i'i formula t o represent the daily

thus far. much more hindered than

advanced our knowledge of tl ,e same."

These citation s are per haps , more than sufficient for my pur-

poses; which ar osl,ow the faeili tv with which a back-

ward step may be takei 'en by one
department of iscience 1 been and 1

undeniable, whenadomi nant idea is al lou- ed to distort hisjudg-

Son^'anoT;! I'tlieJV

,,,,„,se the influe

pts at discou

ncesof argument and

to be the only \node by win eh meteoroh >g'v can become a sci-

enee, and by wli

t'pcrcei-

" ir soon to at

tnluia "I!;; s,n,,.|v

bend in the curve of mean tempera

epochs of maxima and minima as d

\y graphical methods, on the one In

the other. But it would be strain;

sunrise should not be essential lv bal
ure after sunset, although the effect
spicuous in the curve when grapl
sharpness with which the moment!
tJ1:| v be determined depends upon tl

vicinity. Inasmuch as the minimi

cedes sunset bv a very considerable
Reshape of the curve near the two
expected. Usiog identical data, it

that the free hand and judgment o
a more correct representation of tht
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obtained from accurate numerical calculation by means of the

I am not aware that it has ever been considered desirable to

base extended numerical calculations upon observations made
more frequently than once an hour, for the determination of the

diurnal curve; nor do I understand that the employment of

such an increased number is now advocated. Were this de-

sired, the influence of the additional observations could, if per-

ceptible, be introduced into the formula quite as well as into

the graphical sketch. It may therefore be assumed that the

form of the diurnal curve, as afforded by hourly observations is

amply sufficient for all the present purposes of scientific in-

quiry.

So much being premised, it may be well briefly to consider,

even though only in an elementary manner, how and to what

extent the formula in question may find legitimate application.

Denoting by h the number of hours elapsed since anv given

moment (for which we will, as usual, adopt that of midnight),

the observed temperature will be represented with absolute pre-

cision for each one of the twenty-four hours, by the formula

which, in its most compact and elegant form, may be written

TA=M + a sin (// + A) + b sin (2A + B) 4- <' sin (3* + C) + dsin (4/, + D)

the forr determined be •luclfaftod
n of time from the me; ins of

so short , that it:3 inclusion ma;f be rtK-ognized and



the omission of the latest terms these errors will be equated out

to any desired extent in the same way that this end could be

attained by graphical methods, but with far more accuracy.

And a general expression, which sufficiently represents the

known mean temperature at intervals of an hour throughout
the day, cannot fail to give that which corresponds to any inter-

mediate moment with all the exactness needful in the present

state of science. But since each variable term of the equation
as above written contains two unknown quantities, its deter-

mination demands, in the absence ol other data, a knowledge of

the temperature corresponding to two different hours at proper

As regards the degree of minuteness with which it is desira-

ble that the formula should represent the original observations,

there is much to say : but it will suffice in this place to call at-

tention to the fact that the mean of values derived from a life-

time of observations would probably be inadequate to repre-

sent the true typical value, even within the limits of appreciable
error. Most of the so-called casual influences, which so greatly

disturb the normal values that the result of a single year's

observations affords but a first approximation to the fundamen-
tal law,—are it is true, themselves subject to the law of proba-

attention to hundivths
nved from data which

X 1 scrupu-

To
Ac,

,l for the

devote pu
sults de-

..id swall

ZJ that the

l<ce, is to dete
relatively sum

th.Mk-nr

constauts' insicad"ol' two'n'tv- four, the whole 'series of

V temperatures can he represented within the limits of

Jodk. Sci.-Third Series, Voi,. XXIII, No. 134.-Febkcabt, 1882.
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The general relations between the curves of daily variation at.

different places happily provide a means of deducing very ap-

proximate values of the constants from a smaller number of

daily observations than would otherwise be requisite. Were the

or the true value ol' the daily mean, any one of these would sup-

ply the place of an additional daily observation. And the simple

self-evident fact that, in the absence of very abnormal topo-

graphical conditions, the diurnal curve has but one point of

contrary flexure, affords yet additional facilities for attaining

the desired end.

The most important term of the formula, for various reasons,

is the constant M. the daily mean temperature, which maybe
deduced with very considerable approximation from a rela-

tively small number of observations. Thus in the mean of

two values, corresponding to moments separated by an interval

of half the day, all terms containing uneven multiples of h are

eliminated, so' that

| (T4 + T/l+1 ,)=M+ b sin (2h + B) + d sin (4//. 4- D) +/sin (6A + F)

while from the half difference of the same values we obtain the

total amount of the omitted terms,

^(TA-TM.M)=a(sinA+ A) + csin(3A+ C)+«sin(5A+ E)+etc,

a value which the, frequently very rapid, convergence of the

series often renders extremely useful.

Thus from the mean of three equidistant values, all terms

are eliminated in which the coefficient of h is not divisible by

i(TA+TA+8+ T,+16)=M + C sin(3A + C)+/sin(6A + F)+etc.

Similarly the mean of four observations, at intervals of six

i(T4+ T^+TVh, fT .
,

M + dsui(4A + D)+et

in which the first variat >le term is gene rally of smal I impor-

tance, and th. msignilicant.

And, in ge lose te ; which do not depe iif-1 upon

multiples of :

IV. ,m the rncan of ,, eq
ervals of

values so thai the mean of observations

rill differ ftom th< • d; tn onlvbvtln
deduced

f
by the

of the eighth term of the gem
irly observations

•ral lormul a : and that

twelfth term. J] the coefficie

really are, wi 11 soon be \
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From considerations analogous to the foregoing, we may
isily perceive what is the amount by which the mean of deter-
linations, made at any given hours of the day, will differ from
ie true daily mean. For example, if there be three daily de-
stinations at the hours h+m, k+ n, h+p, their mean will be

f^, 8m(3A+C+QJ

which

[h + A-4-Q,)-+ fty,8iri(2A

fcfrinQ,:=i (sin m+einn + sinp)

+ sin2j

l<mQl
==i(C0SJn + cc»n + oosp);

Supposing the hours of observation to be 7
h

. U 1

', and 21".

a* we have arranged them for this country, the corresponding
quantities become

?,= 0-161, q =0-667; Q 1
= 14h

, Q 4
= 8 h

&=0"244, ^=0-311; 03=16"\ Q.=ioh

gr,=0-805,
y r
= <)-333:

i Q,= 181
', Q 6

=i'2 h
<

re the hours of observatioi
ilthough in the present c

^ 21h
, we should have

n the soulewhat more

asc less advantageou,

^= 0-173, q =0-517; Q=12< ' Q4
= 6h

yt=0'888, ^=0-644; Qt
=181 Q 6

=12 b

^= 0-745, ^= 0-333; Q,=16] •77 Q = 6 h

sufficient, when considered in connection with the u-eneral form
ot the diurnal curve (also approximately known), to afford
Vi'lualdo aid in attaining a knowledge of the principal tonus
of the formula, as will hereafter be seen.

Let us now consider the problem in the form in which it

l"-j';t""dly offers itself lor those places in the Argentine Re-
PaMw »1 which we have been able to secure three daily obser-
vations. From these it is desired to infer the mean daily
curve with the greatest degree of approximation which thev
can be made to vield ; availing ourselves of every circum-
st{l»ce which can'helo to brine7 us nearer to the truth, vet
'Old

ayl
There i
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during a sufficient period to

curve of

are Buenos Ayres, where there were but two additional hours

of observation : Bahia Blanea. where the different hours, though
comparatively numerous, were at different dates ; and Cordoba,
where the series of hourly observations comprises but a small

number of years. And moreover, those hours, which it has

been found' necessary to adopt for the regular observations

made for this office in the various parts of the Argentine
territory, are not those which permit an exact determination of

the daily mean, even so far as the accuracy of the determina-

ation is uninfluenced by the third variable term of the general

formula.

But notwithstanding these adverse circumstances, there are

favorable considerations of yet more importance. In the first

place, the configuration of the country is such as to make it

probable that throughout the vast extent of the pam pa regions,

at least, the general form of the daily curve is not dissimilar ;

secondly, we have, in the periodic sine-formula arranged accord-

ing to multiples of the time, a series of terms, each of which is in-

dependent of the rest, and susceptible of separate investigation,

being in fact so many epicycles: thirdly, the mean daily curve

local topuL-raphi.-al conditions be so exccc'lim-lv abnormal that

the investigation of the dailv curve would have no general

scientific value; and in addition to all these, the curvature in

the vicinity of the maxima and minima is so gentle that a very

ductive of but comparatively slight inlluence upon the form of

the computed curve, or upon other values which are determined

through their agency.

If we neglect the variable terms beyond the third, we shall

have from the mean of observations made at any of our sta-

u. during a given interval,

h A) + b sin (14"-

bave the four additional equations

0-a cos (H, + A) + 2b cos (2H, + B) + 8c cos (3*1,4-0)

0=acos(H,+A)+2&cos(2H,+B) + 3cco8(3Hf
+C)

-M= «siii(H; + A)+ 6sin(2H
1
+ B)+ csin (3H. + C)

-M="mii (H, +A)+ &sin (2H, + B)+ csin (3H
2
4-C)
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and by the seven independent equations thus available, theseven

unknown quantities which they contain could be fully deter-

mined; so that the form of the daily curve would be absolutely

known, excepting so far as it might be affected by epicyclical
' " period in six hours or still shorter

aliS
vhich complete the

nfortunately the data relative to the extremes are only

roughly, even when at all, known; yet the condition that there

shall be but one* contrary flexure 'in the curve, together with

the possibility of inferring a very approximate value for M,
from the observed temperatures at*7 h

, 14h ,
and 21 h

,
provide the

means of remedying these deficiencies to a considerable extent;

while it may be justifiable to assume. an analogy between the

form of the'eurve sought, and that of those already determined
for Bahia Blanca, Buenos Ayres, and Cordoba, to an extent to

diminish still further the probable errors of the de

way very appi the constants of the

' frequently be obtained ; and although no
one would maintain' that an absolute representation of the true

daily curve could thus be secured, still we should certainly
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effected is the determination of a sufficiently accurate value of

M, the daily mean. When we know the epochs of maximum
and minimum or the corresponding temperatures within narrow

limits this is easy, for having- once attained moderately correct

values for M, m„ and m , tentative processes will soon guide

us to congruous values of all three which will accord with the

known general form of the daily curve/ This can be com-

pletely accomplished by numerical methods only, as must be

the case with every process of the sort which can claim to

be exact ; but as is also commonly the case it may be greatly

facilitated by graphical methods.

For a first approximate value of M, the mean of the temper-

atures observed at 7h , 14h and 21h will usually suffice, although

it is always too high, its value being

M-f0-16asin(A + 14A

) + 0-24 5sin(B-rl6A
) + 0-80csin(C + 18A

)

+ 0-67 d sin (D + 8*)

but when the constants of either the first or second variable

term are approximatelv known, a much closer estimate may be

made by taking in the former case \ (T 7
+2T14+T21)

which

gives

B + 4*) + 0-85 c sin (C + 18
A

)

or in the latter case £ (2T7+T14 4-2T21) which gives

M + 0-01 « sin (A + 2') +0-40 /> sin (B+ 10*) + 0-77csin (C + 18*)

+ 0-60 d sin (D + 8
A

)

and substituting the numerical values of the known constants.

In practice it is almost always possible to estimate the magni-

tude of the m. known constants with sufficient correctness to

deduce a very close approximation to the true values.

But, in the absence of any knowledge of the constants, a very

mar approach to the true daily mean may be generally ob-

tained for this countrv from the combination ^ (6T7
+5TM+

<)T„) : this being equal to

-H>r,.Wsm(l> + 8")

and the relations between the constants of the different terms

being in this region such that the sever;.! variable terms in this

formula nearly cancel one another.

With the p'rcliminarv value of M, obtained by any of these

devices, is to be combined the approximate time H, of the daily

maximum. This epoch, as also that of the minimum, is so

variable on account of the large effect exerted upon it by dis-

turbance- of the casual class, that a very long series of years
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ng it with any accuracy. It is

its determination so insecure,

owing to the great extent to which the time of its apparent

occurrence is influenced by the inevitable errors of observation,

that it mav well be questioned how far the miuutnc of calcula-

tion can advance our real knowledge regarding it. and whether

much time has not been uselessly expended in attempts to fix

with precision a moment which is "in its nature imprecise.

But, without entering upon these questions, it may be stated

that a considerable error in the assumed epoch will give rise

to a relatively small error in the final result. Where no spe-

cial means of forming an estimate can be made useful, it may
be well to begin with the supposition that the highest tempera-

ture occurs at 2 P. M. dailv.

If we disregard the third variable term in the equation (1) to

(4), we have now a means of determining', lirst, approximate val-

ues for the constants a, A, b, B; and from these a correspond-

ing curve, which must necessarily intersect the true mean daily

curve in the three points given by observation. But. unless the

assumed values of both' M and' 11 have been very near the

computed curve to be n larkedlv discordant from that. il the

true one, already appro>;imately known: :and ver; ,
fivqi icu;!v

it will be found that d«.ul them

as the only geometrical naode of satisfying the coi iditiol i that

the areas above and helovv the medial line must be equal.

A second computatioi 1 is now to be :
made w ith a slight

change in the assumed v alue of M, which a little > tact < m the

part of the computer wil
to the truth : but shoulc1 a third be foun d needfiil, it will be

as before, to permit an e;isy use of the nile of pro Q. It

will be found that the ii icrease or diminot lies of

the resultant constants depends upon the vs nned t or M :

and a comparison of the (corresponding cur ves will usual! v per-

.
Adopting for M the val ae thus derived from the 1 Bamp-

tion regarding the time ol - daily maximum. —the q

form of the curve into msarer analogy witl i any k
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It is manifest that the trustworthiness of this method must
depend upon a convergence of the successive approximations
toward one and only one value of each of the desired constants,

M and H. This may be tested whenever desired by a similar

process, employing an assumed epoch for the daily minimum
;

or, what amounts essentially to the same, by comparing the

epoch resulting from the determinations already made with that

which is made probable by other considerations. In the case

that observations of the minimum temperature exist, these will

afford a more delicate criterion than those of the maximum,
since the epoch of minimum is during most of the year far

more distant from our hour of morning observation, than is that

of maximum from 2 P. M.

lier stages of the com-

w aphical processes, but

in this place we are only considering" the regular numerical

routine available under all circumstances.

I append three examples, to illustrate the mode of computa-
tion. These are selected from among those places for which
hourly observations are on record, because, while they are

markedly diverse in their geographical relations, they also be-

long to the class most .liilicuh To determine, namely that for

which we can derive no indication n-anlin<r tie- form of the
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Putting this mean for M and 14h for H
1?
the equations (1) to

(4) give a=l-09, A=225°, 6=0-71, B=41°. The resultant

curve has a strongly marked secondary minimum at 21h with
its corresponding maximum at about 1*, showing this value of

M to be inadmissible.

A second supposition. M = 14 21, gives «=l-27, A=227°,
6=0-59, B= 44° and this curve also exhibits a contrary flexure

analogous to the former although less pronounced.
A third supposition, M=14 15, gives a=146, A= 229°,

6=047, B= 48°, and since in this curve there is no secondary

1421 and 14-15 lor whieh'th's disappears. It will quickly be
perceived on trial that this value is very near to 1448 for

which a=l-86, A= 22«°, h=i)-nS, B=46°.
Inspecting now the corresponding curve and comparing it

with straight lines drawn to connect the point for U h with

those for the other two observations, it becomes evident at a

glance that the hour of maximum was assumed too early, and
that a better assumption would have been 14h 30m . This latter

T= 14-18 + 1-385 sin (A + 224° 24') +0-508 sin (2h + 26° 41')

There is in this curve no indication of any failure to fulfill



Temperature.
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Temperature.
,-c.Hour.

Observed. Computed.' Observed. Computed.

j
iii

13°-41

l.'5-:ii;

-0°'05
-008 1602 16-02 o-oo

°-90, TV

So far as it can be deduced from the hourly observations, the

true formula to the 2 d variable term inclusive (i. e. with four

constants) is

T= U-20 + 1-415 sin (h + 223° 48') +0-500 sin (2h + 20° 50')

and the true dailv maximum is at 14h 38m .

2. Let us next consider the observations made at Eabari

1 Tasmania during the month of January in eight sac-

pressed in degrees

>, T21
= 12-07, the

e find the second-

,. .0 be very pronounced ; and assuming succes-

mvo, inferior to this, we find that the highest which

»ives for IL.^14 1

'. a line without contrary flexure is 13°45,

and that none above 13°'40 fails to s

a secondary maximum betweer

have a=3-22, A=238°46, b= „ _,
sent a curve with rounded ami flowing

this not only exhibits a very marked w

tween the portions above and below the

shows in other ways the need of further 1

also published by Dove J

of Keaumur. Here T,=
" n "

Beginning with this for the

12

bv tli.

apid

which
These considerations agree in indicat

M is still smaller.

[f we assume M=13°-35 we ha

6=0-59, B=39°12' these represent^

the same peculiarity of a too early

A=239°30',
hich manifests

But by vary-



ing the epoch of the maximum, it becomes evident that the

assumption of an earlier maximum will remedy this defect,

—

and chiefly by increasing' the importance and modifying the

epoch of the second variable term. Thus putting H x=i3h 44m

while for H1
=13h 36m we find

«= 3-368, A=240° 56', 6= 0-63, B=S 4° 46' and the mi timum at

Plotting these curves we
probable form of the twc
lute representation of tt

select the latter as possessing the more
; thus gi\ ing, together wit

indamental obser

i an abso-

curve of which the gen ural form s normal and the epoch of
minimum not improbabl . These t

when the assumed values of M and 11, are much cha nged, and
they fulfill approximately the funct on of that additio
vation which would pei mit the co ously de-
termined.

Referring now to the series of hourly observation , we find

these to be as given belo v. At the r side are the ten peratures

4 10-18 10-27 -0-09
||

16 1
*;•:.>.

?
jKj is; izssh i; ;•;:;';; ^ :::|

i ||4i ;;s
!

:;;| | s; %« -:|



3. As a third and last example we will take the important

eries of observations made at Upsala in Sweden during the

en years 1869-1879, and consider the mean diurnal variation

luring the entire year.

Here the three observations are TT
=3'25, T14=7'48, Ta=

L-07, in degrees of the centigrade scale. Using for M the

Dean of these three temperatures we have a secondary maxi-

num in the curve; and decreasing the assumed daily mean

intil the tendency to abnormal flexure disappears, we further-

nore perceive that the epoch of maximum is probably later

han 14h .

Supposing then this epoch to be 14h 36m , we find for M=4'70,
t=2.29, A= 228°, 6-052, B= 20°, with an evident tendency

o a secondary maximum and a very tlattened curve for the

light-hours. Even for M = 4'«>f> the same characteristics are

But for M = 4-6l>, for which the curve appears

latisfactory in all other respects, we find the improbable epoch
>h 42m for tne m in im um.

It is furthermore readiiv seen that either an increased value

>f M, or an earlier value of H, will give a later epoch of mini-

num. Thus we have for

t is clear that either of the last thn

ults, although the general form of tl

ore probable.

d values with those deduced from th

6 I 2-60 2
:75 I

-016 L8 B'lfi ill
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at 3h 22m . The mean discordance O'-C. deduced from the

table of comparison is ±0°-13 which would be reduced to

±0°-10 by adding a third term, 0°10 sin (3
h + 4o°).

These examples will show how by a rough use of tentative

processes a tolerable approximation to the true form of the

diurnal curve may be obtained from observations made three

times daily. The labor, though often considerable, is by no

means so great in actual practice as might be inferred from the

detailed description. A very little experience and tact are suffi-

cient to indicate to the computer those hypothetical values

which will guide him most readily to the desired end. this be-

ing the recognition of those limits for the unknown quantities

within which they are not contraindicated and the selection of

a probable curve within these, generally narrow, limits.

I do not fear that any unbiased person will misapprehend
the claims here made in behalf of this mode of inquiry. It is

of course only approximate ; but in regions where the climatic

high importance to obtain, from such data as may be accessible,

determinations which are demonstrably not far from the truth :

of that exactness which

tions through an extended series of years.

able form r>f the true daily curve, or know the epoch or the

temperature for the maximum or minimum, within moderate
limits,—we mav not only infer with confidence the constants of

the second term, but may often deduce very fair values for the

third.

Under ordinary circumstances this is not difficult, and it may
therefore be well to consider the present state of our knowledge
regarding the epochs of daily maximum and minimum. We
will endeavor to avoid misplaced refinements of calculation,

for the most part justified neither by the nature of the phe-

nomenon nor by the character of the observations : but will

take into consideration only the unmistakable fact of the case.

The fact that the epochs of the daily extremes are to a high
degree vague and uncertain cannot escape the most inattentive

observer. It is of coarse the duty of the meteorologist to fix

tl'oir typical values and the limits of their normal variation

with such degree of precision as the nature of the case per-

which belongs to the epoch

tolerably regular pheuome-
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non. Cases are by no means infrequent in which the highest

temperature of the dav occurs as earlv a- s a. m.. or as late as

8 P. M. Sudden changes of wind, or in the amount of cloudi-

ness exert so great an influence that great en re is often needful

tor obtaining values for the epochs which shall be even approx-

imately near to the normal ones. And allusion has already

been made to the very great length of the period which would
be requisite for determining these values with any precision.

Two successive periods of ten years each might easily give

average times for the daily maximum, dithering by many
minutes, whether the interval considered be one of 5, 7, 10, or 30

days, or the entire year. The next following would, in its turn,

generally dill'er from both the previous oiks"; indeed the dura-

tion of the observations needed for obtaining a value, which

should be essentially unchangeable by their longer continuance.

is such that it has certainly been obtained for few, if indeed

for any. places on the earth's surface. This certainly does not

absolve us from the duty of investigating and remedying the

sources of constant errors which would not probably disappear

from the mean of a larger number of observations ; but none

the less is it futile to attempt to fix the epochs within limits

which nature has not prescribed. To these considerations is to

be added the independent one that, in many places, the diurnal

curve of temperature varies so slightly at certain seasons in

the vicinity of its extremes that a point of maximum or min-

imum value has scarcely more than a theoretical existence ;

so that small, and often inevitable, errors of observation would

suffice to change the epochs by an amount relatively very large.

If determinations of the average times of the epochs are to be

made within narrow limits of error and in such a way as to be

serviceable for scientific ends, they must either be separately

investigated for clear weather and cloudy, high barometer and

low, north wind and south, dry air and moist,' hot days and cool

ones,—or else, what is far less practicable, observations must be

employed which extend over a period sufficiently long for the

effects of all such varying conditions to be eliminated from

tamable, would contribute comparatively little to the progress

tre moditied by influences analogous to those just men-

1.

3 distinguished physicist, to whose criticisms and strong

iciations of the employment of the general mathematical

da we have alluded, has repeatedly asserted that errors in

rnes of daily maximum and minimum are produced by

nployment of Bessel's formula ; and that this places the
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minima too early. Indeed he attempts to demonstrate these

supposed facts "by numerical illustrations deriveu from obser-

vations made at Kat hanncn hura in April for lb wars, ami at

Tillis in May for H> years. The deserved influence of Dr. Wild
in all that relates to meteorological investigation gives to his

opinion and counsel an importance which calls for a careful

disproof of his mistakes in this respect, lc.-t the progress of re-

search be seriously impeded by the proposed disregard of alge-

braic generalization.

That a general mathematical formula, which absolutely rep-

resents all the fundamental observations, must afford more cor-

rect results than can be obtained from the same observations

in an\ other wav, would seem too nearlv a truism to require

mention. If graphical determinations, based on the same data

as the numerical ones, difier from these, they must be errone-

12 terms of th<

itted that Dr. Wild's labu-

u-ession that the for-

from local peculiarities or errors of observation. — aggravat
perhaps by the employment of an inadequate number of yea

Well founded exceptions might be taken to the way
which these results have been obtained, since they are not (

duced from the pure observations, but from data which ha
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and yearly results are thus made numerically accordant; but

have the effect of belatening the minimum in the spring half of

the year and anticipating it in autumn. For it cannot seri-

ously be maintained that the influence of an increase or de-

crease of the sun's declination continues through the night-

hours as through the day. This influence is necessarily inter-

mittent ; in dealing with annual variations, we cannot usehours

as the independent variables: although here nlso the numerical

changes are small, and although their influence disappears from

the daily means and from determinations based upon them, yet

whatever effect they may have goes to produce distortion and

error in the resultant curve of diurnal variation. In this very

case of May at Tiflis, the observations themselves give _4
h 17

''•:'.

for the mean epoch of minimum, instead of 4h oOm,5, which

results after ihev have been modified !>v this reduction for an-

ion, or of 5" 0"1 as dedu< 1 graphically by Dr. Wild.

still greater effect upon
ha litres this epoch from it-

14h 18m -8 to 14h 28m or to 14h

But, leaving this relatively

twelve terms, and onlv 0° 4 lower, corresponds t

4h 50"'-5, more than half an hour later. That obta

ically and given as the correct one by Dr. Wild, n

mentioned, 5h m
.

The accomplished physicist, whose views we reh

pose, maintains that his method gives the epoch wil

to within 2m. With reference to this we will only
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calculated temperatures, using only three variable terms of the

formula, is less than the tenth of a degree. Usinglfive variable

terms, it is less than four hundredths of a degree.

In case the preceding month, April, had been selected for

11 i E this v. * mi i i May, we should

onlv six variable tonus to be one minute later than if deduced
from the complete series.

Or if the next following month, June, had been taken, the

epoch of minimum not onlv wil i Lte of that

resulting from the full series, but also later than any of those

resulting from the successive incorporation of the four following

When we examine the results obtained lor Katharinenburg,
the case is analogous, but even more favorable for illustrating

the facts to which we call attention. Here the formula with

Witn n^\ il.es not excevd one

from the°sketch
The extreme

°f diurnal max

1876, the mean
the observation
32m

, and 4h 12"
42m Dr. Wild
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knowledge, be at first advantageously assumed as 2 P. M.; and
also show how a rough approximate knowledge of the epochs
may be made to contribute essentially to that of the formula.

To. aid the attainment of this let us consider the facts at our
disposal regarding the values of these epochs in general.

Very extensive materials are available for this purpose, but
it is safer to restrict ourselves to a limited number of points

for which the observations have been scrutinized, and the in-

ferences deduced, with special care, than to base our researches

upon a larger number of less trustworthy results. For these

reasons the values adopted by Dr. Wild in the work already

cited, have generally been preferred to others ; and those for a

number of places, such as Upsala, Berne, Leipzig, Greenwich,
St. Helena, Lisbon, have been specially determined here. All

depend upon hourly observations, with the single exception

of Schwerin; but at Santiago de Chile, and Valparaiso, the

observations were made d urine onlv a few days in each month,
in different years. At Santiago the total number of days' of

observation 'was 130. at Valparaiso, fio. To facilitate the ex-

amination of the results here given, and the deduction of

ibse.̂.uetit to the 20th of each

rd decade. The secorid table

f the latitude be North,

hldle of each month.
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The data thus collected afford some opportunity for general-
ization; but this we reserve for some future occasion

; simply
calling attention to the relatively small extent of deviation of
the average epoch of maximum from 2 P. M., and to the large
amount by which the average times of minimum, as deduced
from the whole number of observations, differ from the mean of
those deduced for the several months. The general tendency of
the interval, between the minima and true sunrise, to increase
with the latitude is also readily perceptible. This is of course
due to the sun's near approach to the horizon long before its

actual arrival there.

Desiring a rough test both of the average epoch of max-
imum, as deduced from a short period of observation, and of
its ordinary extent of variation' 1 wrote in April, 1880, to

several of the gentlemen, at diilerent places, to whom we are
indebted (or our meteorological observations, asking them to
note the temperature half-hourly for a period of some hours
which should include the epochs of maximum during ten or
tw

~.ve successive days.

observations referred to apparent time give the fob

ults:

PU». 1Pp,„,L., M* jbssIbssk
BahiaBlanca....
Buenos -Aires
S.Antonio do Arec.

Cordoba .

34 13

31 25

Mav 12-2:

A].r.21 -::<

Apr. 21 .!<

M".\ ,,_.,,

Max 1 -14

-

Villa Hernandarias
l

i u -2 ;!:

The column entitled "Uncertainty of Determinatio
tarns the sum of the various estimated possible errors
ting the observations, drawing the curves, and reading
results. The limits of probable, or possible, errors of
two classes depend of course, principally, upon the form
^'ve itself. The column cut, tied -Variation," conta
difference between the extreme values on different days
the continuance of the series.

It will be seen that these results confirm our previou
ences.

That the later terms of the formula should become m
portant in high latitudes during the winter season is a n
consequence of the inequality of the two portions intc
the minimum divides the interval between the normal
of maximum. When sunrise occurs so early as to rem

\>i the
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inequality comparatively slight, the first variable term, the

period of which is twelve hours, acquires an overwhelming
significance; and the residuals which it leaves are disposed of

with comparative ease by the other terms of long period. But
when the sun rises later the reverse must be the case. By
means of the data above collected, provisional assumptions of

the form of the diurnal curve may often be so made as to

afford important assistance in deducing its true form, with great

approximation, from a small number of observations.

On the other hand, no argument is needed to show how un-

justifiable is that frequent misuse of the general formula by
which the values deduced for certain terms from observations

made during the day time or at inadequate intervals, are em-

ployed to represent the nocturnal portion of the curve. In-

deed it is usually the most important terms which are thus

least accuratelv determined. Bi-hourly observations will give

the constants as far as the 6th term; hourly ones, will give

them as far as the 12th; but these same arguments, which call

for hourly observations for accurate determination of the

epochs, applv with equal force to semi-hourly ones, for a more
rth the

such variation there b« a general law, this will be

test bv the relative inappreciableness of the higher

the chief function of these will be to equate out

if observation.

uizi, the results of hourly observations may be abso-

be expressed withe
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ing those terms which complete their period in less than eight

5. An approximate knowledge of the epoch of the maximum
or mini in tun temperature, will, tor each of them, enable us to

add an additional constant to the formula with a good degree

of approach to the truth.

6. The mean epochs of maximum or minimum can seldom

be determined with precision even by employing the highest

refinements of observation and calculation known to science.

Indeed it appears unlikely that tliev ever have been ascer-

tained for anv points of the earth's' surface with less uncer-

tainty than several minutes. It is moreover questionable

whether there are anv such epochs sullieientlv marked to per-

mit determinations without the introduction of various condi-

third book of Ne

1

• Dr young, and

tv. Dcce
fill 1757

ted it. no

, ,
",.,, th.-K-t-inn.rmed

t
. Ssav in 4 ue-t-on was read before the

mber"9th and 10th. IOTA, but remained

. wh<e. Birch, at that tune secretary to the

aracies, in the third

s History Mlt] V^ - - »N

!H : 'uhl
h
sug .'''rWpoth

hl!T;r,i\''^

> for' further inquiries into the science of
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nderful prevision of him who already

centuries since, had anticipated most of the recent speculations

and conclusions regarding cosmic chemistry.

As an introduction to the inquiries before us, and in order to

show the real significance of the speculations of Newton, it

will be necessary to review, somewhat at length, the history of

certain views enunciated almost simultaneously by the late Sir

Benjamin Brodie, of Oxford, and the present writer, and subse-

quently developed and extended by the latter. In part I of

his Calculus of Chemical Operations, read before the Koyal

Society, May 3, 1866, and published in the Philosophical Trans-

actions for that year, Brodie was led to assume the existence of

certain ideal elements. These, he said "though now revealed

to us through the numerical properties of chemical equations

only as implicit and dependent existences, we cannot but surmise

may sometimes become, or may in the past have been, isolated

and independent existences." Shortly after this publication, in the

spring of 1867, 1 spent several days in Paris with the late Henri

Sainte-Claire Seville, repeating with him some of his remarka-

ble experiments in chemical dissociation, the theory of which

we then discussed in its relations to Faye's solar hypothesis.

From Paris, in the month of May, I went, as the guest of Bro-

die, for a few days to Oxford, where I read for the first time

and discussed with him his essay on the Calculus of Chemical

Operations, in which connection occurred the very natural sug-

gestion that his ideal elements might perhaps be liberated in

solar fires, and thus be made evident to the spectroscope. I

was then about to give, by invitation, a lecture before the

Koyal Institution on The Chemistry of the Primeval Earth,

which u-as delivered May 31, 1867. A stenographic report of

the lecture, revised bv the author, was published in the Chem-

ical News of June 21, 1867, and in the Proceedings of the

R< >\al 1 nstitution. Therein, I considered the chemistry of neb-

uIsb, sun and stars in the combined light of spectroscopic

analysis and Deville's researches on dissociation, and con-

cluded with the generalization that the "breaking-up of com

pounds, or dissociation of elements, by intense heat is a principle

of universal application, so that we may suppose that all the

elements which make up the sun, or our planet, would, when so

intensely heated as to be in the gaseous condition which all

matter is capable of assuming, remain uncombined; that is to

say, would exist togethei

whose further dissoeiatior

even give us evidence of matter still more elenn

revealed in the experiments of the laboratory,
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i of many of the so-called

The importance of this conception,
discoveries in spectroscopy and in ste

well set forth by Locky

first made by Brodie'in LS(i7. .

of the same idea by Clerk-Maw
Brodie, in fact, on' the 6th of ,1
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having on various occasions within the past fourteen years,

put forth and enlarged upon this conception without mention-
ing Sir Benjamin Brodie, whose only publication on the subject,

so far as I am aware, was his lecture of 1867, unknown to me
until its reprint in 1880.

It was at the grave of Priestley, in 1871, that I for the second
time considered the doctrine of celestial dissociation, commenc-
ing with an account of the hypothesis pul forward by F. W.
Clarke, of Cincinnati, in January, 1873,* to explain the grow-
ing complexity which is observed when we compare the spectra

of the white, yellow and red stars; in which he saw evidence of

a progressive evolution of chemical species, by a stoichiogenic

process, from more elemental forms of matter. I then referred

to the further development of this view by Lockyer in his com-
munication to the French Academy of Sciences in November
of the same year, wherein he connected the successive appear-

ance in celestial bodies of chemical species of higher and higher

vapor-densities with the speculations of Dumas and Pettenkofer

as to the composite nature of the chemical elements,f I then

quoted from my lecture of 1867 the language already cited, to

the effect that dissociation by intense heat in stellar worlds

might irive us mh.iv elemental forms ot matter than any known
on earth, and further suggested that the green line in the spec-

trum of the solar corona, which had been supposed to indicate

a hitherto unknown substance, may be due to a '-more elemen-

tal form of matter, which, though not seen in the nebulas, is

liberated by the intense heat of the solar sphere, and may possi-

bly correspond to the primary matter conjectured by Dumas,
having an equivalent weight one-fourth that of hydrogen."

The suggestion of Lavoisier, that '" hydrogen, nitrogen, and

oxygen, with heat and light, might be regarded as simpler

forms of matter from which all others are derived," was also

noticed in connection with the foot that the nebulae, which we
conceive to be condensing into suns and planets, have hitherto

shown evidences only of the presence of the first two of these

elements, which, as is well-known, make up a large part of the

gaseous envelope of our planet, in the forms of air and aqueous

vapor. With this, I connected the hypothesis that our atrnos-
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what analogous to that of clouds and rain to the aqueous vapor
around us."*

These views were reiterated in the preface to a second edition

of in\ Chemical and G-oloejcal Kssays, in 1878, and again before

the British Association for the Advancement of Science at

Dublin,! and before the French Academy of Sciences in the

same year.ij: They were still further developed in an essay on
the Chemical and Geological Relations of the Atmosphere,
published in this Journal for May, 1830, in which attention was
called to the important contribution to the subject by Mr.
Lockyer in his ingenious and beautiful spectroscopic studies,

the' results of which arc embodied in his ''Discussion of the
Working Hypothesis that the so-called Elements are Compound
Bodies," communicated to the Royal Society, December 12,

1878. It was then remarked that the already noticed " specu-
lation of Lavoisier is really an anticipation of that view to

which spectroscopic study has led the chemists .if to-day;" while
it was said that the hypothesis put forth by the writer in 1874,
"which seeks for a source of the nebulous matter itself, is per-
haps a legitimate extension of the nebular hypothesis."
To show the connection of the above views with the philoso-

phy of Newton, it now becomes necessary to give some account

out space
i as r< 'Lfiirds its dvna inical relations and its chem-

le speculations of the Greek
phvsiolo; me to 'the con troversies on this subject in
the sever in apparent opposition to the
plenum i :,ined by'l>escarU nd his followers, the teaching
of \ewt« Ml th; it " th e heavens are void of all sensible matter."
This stat ed elsewhere by his assertion,
that " to mak, for tlr

the planets an. sary to empty the heavens of

LiTd

j>2s
ed," etc.

fully tl

very thin vapors, steams and

res of the earth, planets and
)gly rare etherial medium as

{Optics, Book in, Query 28).

le views of Newton on this
subject,

i t is u . _ I'Vto : carefully his various utter-
ances, in

> Hyp in 167f>, the first edition of
the /V,„ ''/•"/, edition, in 1718. and the va-
Mous edit ions < W the :r

'

This work appeared in 1704, the

th its ded que lies, having, according to its

author's
]

preface, bee u "pu t togeth er out of scattered papers"



subsequent to the publication of the first edition <>f the I'rmci-

pia. The Latin translation of the Optics, by Dr. Clarke, which
was published in 17<H>. and the second English edition, in 1718,

contain successive additions to these queries, which are indi-

cated in the notes to Horsiey's edition of the works of New-
ton, and are important in this connection. From a collation of

all these, we learn how the conceptions oi the Hypothesis took

shape, were re-m forced, and in great part incorporated in the

In the Hypothesis, he imagines "an etherial medium much
of the same constitution with air, but far rarer, subtler, and

more elastic." "But it is not to be supposed that this medium
is one uniform matter, but composed partly of the main phleg-

matic body of ether, partly of other various etherial spirits,

much after the manner that air is compounded of the phleg-

matic bodv of air intermixed with various vapors and exhala-

tions." Newton further sua-ests in his Hypothesis that this

complex spirit or ether, which, bv its elasticitv, is extended

ivors, and the atmosphere, and bv consequence

sendfor a requital to the former.' And as the

ips may the sun imbibe this spirit copiously, to

hining, and keep the planets from receding far-

ther from him.; and they that wiil may also suppose that this

spirit affords <)r carries with it thither the sohirv fuel and ma-

e of life, and that the vast etheriarspaces between

us and the stjiirs are for a sufficient repository for this food of

L1

' Thecal.', um eTofthis last sentence in which his late biogra-

U Brewste.Vreoards Newton as '• amusing himself

be'alhlwe'lo
iva.-anoe of Ids' speculations," at which -we may
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completes his Hypothesis of the Universe, adds: "Perhaps the

whole frame of nature may be nothing hut various contextures

of some certain etherial spirits or vapors, condensed, as it were,

condensed into water, or exhalations into grosser sul -stances.

virtue of the command • increase and multiply,' hecame a com-
plete imitator of the copy set her by the great Protoplast.

Thus, perhaps may all things be originated from ether."

If now we look'to the third book of the Prh.cqna, we shall

find in proposition -il the remarkable chemical argument by
which Newton was led to regard the interstellarv ether as

affording "the material principle of life'' and "the food of

planets." Considering the exhalations from the tails of comets.

he supposes that the vapors thus derive!, being raritied, dilated,

and spread through the whole heavens, are bv -ravitv brought
within the atmospheres of the planets, where thev serve lor the

support of vegetable Hie. Inasmuch, moreover/as all vegeta-

tion is supported by fluids, and subsequently, by decay is. in

decrease, and at last fail. This vital and subtile part of our
atmosphere, so important, though small in amount, he then
supposed might come from the tails of comets.*

er that the conceptio

Thus, in

, the sun and lixed :
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great earths, intensely heated, and surrounded with dense at-

mospheres which l:e th i weight condense tin ex! latious

arising from these hot bodies.^ To this Query is added, in

1706, the suggestion that the weight of such an atmosphere

"may hinder the globe of the sun from brino dimini.shrd ex-

cept" by the emission of light;"' while in the second rmglish

edition, in 17 b\ we find a further addition, in the words "and a

very small quantity of vapors and exhalations." A similar

chaime of view appears in the Q.uerv now numbered 28, wherein

we read of "places ['almost
|
destitute of matter," and also that

[dense] matter between." In these quotations, the two words

in brackets are wanting in the edition of 1706, and first appear

in that of 1718; while Hie language which we have in a pre-

vious page quoted from this same Query is found in the

edition'of 1706.

The Queries now numbered 17-24, appeared for the first

time in the edition of 1 7 IS, and herein we find, in 18, the ethe-

rial m >d im, , . n of as being " by its elastic ':•.< xpai ded

through all the heavens.

'

; Of this medium, - which fills all

S p :iC ( idoqu telv," he asks,
L
' mav not its resistance be so small

as to be inconsiderable." and scarcely to male.' any sensible a 1.-

ether of the

th

in p.

cisely state. 1 i

'

thC

book, at th<

thisstatenn

t
nd'oi

in it:

the lixed stars and the tails

o the atmospheres of the

pass into the form of salts.

rs/i tinctures, clay, sand,
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favor among modern thinkers, who seem to have.been ignorant

of his views. Sir William Grove in 1842, suggested that the

medium of light and heat may be a a universally dif-

fused matter," and subsequently,' in 1843, in the chapter on
Light, in his Essay on the Correlation of Physic,! Forces, con-

cluded with regard to the atmospheres of the sun and the plan-

ets, that there is no reason " why these atmospheres should not
be, with reference to each other, in a state of equilibrium.
Kther.

_ which term we may apply to the highly attenuated mat-
ter existing in the interphmetary spaces, being an expansion of

some or all of these atmospheres, or of the more volatile por-

tions of them, would thus furnish mutter for the transmission
of the modes of motion which we call light, heat, etc. ;'and pos-
sibly minute portions of the atmospheres may, by gradual accre-

tions and subtractions, pass from planet to planet, forming a
link of material communication between the distant monads of
the universe/' Subsequentlv. in his address as President of

1866, Grov. • lurthei , uo-.^ted tlia

dense gaseo us matter as it travels

the Prin
porous ,

whether.
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or no this medium is (as appears to me most probable) a con-

tinuation of our own atmosphere, its existence cannot be ques-

tioned " He then attempts to fix an inferior limit to the den-

sity of the luminiferous medium in interplanetary space by con-

sidering the mechanical value of sunlight, as deduced from

the thermal unit. He concludes l
* that the luminiferous me-

dium is enormously denser than the continuation of the terres-

ual density at i'tsWace." The earth itself in moving through

S]);uv -cannot di-phwe ie^ than 2..I) pounds of matter/'

In L870, W. Mattieu Williams published his very ingenious

work entitled The Fuel of the bun in which, apparently with-

out any knowledge of what had been written before with regard

to an'interstellnrv medium, he attempts to I'md therein the

ln!^ed U 'but a~p.'>rtion of the infinite atmosphere that fills the

whole s.,lidityot
!

-pae.-. tuat linlc- together all the elements of

,j,,. universe and diffuses among them light and heat, and all

the other ph'vsicai and vital forces which heat and light are

'

' Sin'ee tii "davs of Xewton, however, no one had hitherto con-

'[',',

'isy't. as already shown, the writer had, in extension of the

nXilli-'" 't'ur. IX' suggestion tint from m etheriai medium

having the same composition as our own atmosphere, the chemi-

cal ele
i evolved, i

ordance with the views of lin-die, Clarke, and Lockyer, by a

m. g-nie process : so that in the language of Newton s Hy-

pothesis, -all things may be originated Irom ether
#

It was not however, until lb'TS. that, from a consideration of

; oj-Mecsscs which have gone on at the earth's sur-

time, I w ; o led to another step

oxidized carbon found in the

' in' t'ee tonus of coal and graphite, as well as that

tcr, hascome, through vegetation, from atmosph. ,
i< ,

appears certain. To the same source we must ascribe t

acid of all the limestones which, since the dawn of ite on our

e;il
.

t,l,. have been deposited from its waters. It is

sll l aen ' «h in «.t u - dim, m1.. ud w -
.

of carbonate of lime or of carbonates of magnesia

have reacted on the calcium-salts of the pri
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.meval ocean, 1

and withdrawn from the
bonic acid which may be probably estimated at not less than
200 atmospheres equal in weight to our own. That this

amount, or even a thousandth part of it, could have existed at
any one time in our terrestrial atmosphere since the beginning
of life on our planet is inconceivable, and that it could be sup-
plied from the earth's interior is an hypothesis -equally un-

pensable element, and fixing it in solid forms, it follows that
except volcanic agency, which can only restore a portion of

be, so far as was possible with the
time, anticipated m\ own a, cum :::!:7a

of planets," and, in a sense, "the
I have thus endeavored to bri

Society of Cambridge, a brief hi
this conception of an interstelSan
the thought of two centuries has

'

t,1,; almost forgotten views of \'e

I'C'-uliar gratification that I have 1

within the very walls of the colle
osopher lived and labored, and wl
ot liistime with a IWsi-rht wind

.Morv of
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The interesting larva of a Troniatode worm, described below,

was found during my work last summer in the private labora-

tory of Mr. Alex. Agassiz at Newport, R I. While watching
the water in a glass jar, for the purpose of detecting new forms
of pelagic life, my attention was attracted by the strange

motions of a larva swimming near the surface. At first sight

the unknown animal was mistaken for the nauplius of one of

our common Cirripeds, which it closely resembles in the char-

acter of its movements. A microscopic examination, however,
shows that it is a Cerc.-iria, or larval Trematode, although it

differs from any of these animals yet described. As nothing

similar to it is to be found in the published figures of larval

Trematodes, a figure and description is given below. The
especially interesting feature of this CYrcaria. and one which
seems to me to justify this isolated publication of a description,

is found in the annelid character of the tail. The larva, from

this characteristic, may indicate some relationship which has

not yet been pointed out, between the worms known as the

Trematoda and the Annelida.

; be followed bv the eve. As in all Cercari;

rked divisions of the larva are the head and the 1

LTie head or body is in no respect characteristic.

rerj variable, being sometimes contracted inio
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ball and at other times extended as represented in the figure.

At the extremity of the head there is a mouth (a), which is

sometimes seen to open and close. It is a circular orifice in

which no proboscis could be seen. The stomach occupies a

large part of the anterior central part of the body, and from it

there is continued backward, a pair of blindly ending vessels, as

in other Cercarias. One of these caeca is shown in the figure

(v). Many spherical oil globules (o), arranged in a row follow-

ing the course of the cavity of the body, conceal the second.
A pair of black pigment patches (e) is found near the anterior

extremity of the body. The most prominent structure of the
body of the worm is a large medially placed sucker (<f), which

1 of the stomach near
its bifurcation into the two vessels (v).

The tail is the most peculiar structure of this larval Trema-
todc rta genen I 3] fceristic, and it owes its

important interest to the appendages (s), found along its entire

length. It is very maa • active.

The appendages (s) distinguish this larva from all other Cer-
cariae. At intervals along the whole length of the tail we find

bundles of seta* arranged on opposite sides. These setae, of

which there are many in each bundle, are straight, indexible
and moved by muscles in the walls of the tail. Their resem-
blance to the Betse found in the segments of annelids is very
great.

Ten specimens of this Cercaria were captured. It was impos-
sible to raise them and all the specimens died soon after capture.

—Notice of the rcniarkal'le Marin' Fauna occupgina

anks off the Southern coast of New England, No. 3 ;

Verrill. (Brief Contributions to Zoology from

am of Yale College : No. XLIX.)

....
•
,.

.

' :-:-
i ...

1 thebinlf Stream, oil' Florida, etc. The specimen
taken at station WS6 measured 7.1 uohes across the spines.
A small comatula (Aniedon Sarsti) was found at station 1038,
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXIII, No. 134.-February, 1882.
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in 146 fathoms, in the greatest profusion, over 10,000 speci-

mens coming up at a single haul. As usual, nearly all the

specimens had dismembered themselves before reaching the

surface. The great abundance of this and other recent cri-

noids at certain localities is parallel with the abundance of

many ancient fossil crinoids, in particular regions.

In fact, a large number of species, belonging to various

zoological g

and apparently identical in temperature and character o\

bottom. Thus, among Echinoderms, the large ophi'

Ophioglypka Sarsii, occurred at stations 918 and 1026, i

and 182 fathoms, in vast quantities; at 1026, between twe

three barrels (probably over 10,000 specimens) came up

single haul: the elegant star-fish, Arrhnsier Agassizii V.

curred in great numbers at station 997, in 335 fathoms

with elsewhere. Manv other echin,

though atlonling less conspicuous

larL'eaetinians, among them Boloce
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a very remarkable and hitl

rus pilosimanus Smith), wi

{Epizoaidlms paguriphilus V.

raj,.,:/l ,rare hermit-crab

s associated, investing polyp
lich is a true commensal, form-

habitation of the crab; and
hitherto it has not been found elsewhere than upon the back of

this particular species of crab, which, likewise, has not been
found without its polyp. Of these associated creatures we
took about 400 couples, at station 947, in 312 fathoms, at one
haul. It had previously only been known by a few specimens
taken by the Gloucester halibut fishermen, in deep water, off

Nova Scotia, and by ourselves, in 1880.

In October, while on the way south, Captain Tanner made
an independent trip to the edge of the Gulf Stream, off Dela-
ware Bay (stations 1043-1049). On this trip, many interesting

species were obtained, among which were several fine large

specimens of Echinus una-ilis and iJonx'idaris papillate. A
large species of Fissnrella, and a very large specimen of a rare
crab, Oeryon quinquedens Smith, also* occurred.
During the summer, the writer made some observations in

regard to the phosphorescence of many species. Among those
having strong phosphorescence were 'Pemuitula aculeate ; Aca-
ndla Xommni ; Urlicina nodosa (in which it is confined to the
tentacles and the-snioothcr. soft portion of the column, near the

summit)
; Ophiocnida olivawa : Ophiacantha bidentate.

Additional dredifimj station* <>ccn/>i< d In/ flu Fish //an:A: in iSSl.

StaU^ ,„,,„,:"

~

sand

I Temperature.

Sept. 21 47° F.
1039

off Martin,; Vineyard.

X. Lat. W. Lcmg.

38 :;i 13 2]

5
'
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ECHINODERMATA.

Most of the Echinodermata enumerated last year were again

taken this season, in still greater abundance, and several addi-

tional species were discovered. Among the latter are four

species of Archaster, one of which is new ;* one of the curious

round sea-urchins with a flexible test (l>l,»,;,wi<nm,i Si^U-i) :

large specimens of Doroddard pupilloUi ; the European h'c/u'no-

c//<nn>i--i piisillus ; three species of Spatangoids (Spu/urnpis pur-

/.nreiis. Brissop-<d /yri/im, both European species, and a Sdiiza*-

ter, like S. canaUferus) ; but the last two were also taken in

1880, though not then enumerated.

The A*tro<:hde LymaniY., occurred at <>;}«». U»2S, \(yl». in

abundance, twining its arms closely around the branches oi

Antnd/u. XonnaniY. It had before occurred oil' Nova Scotia.

in the same way, on this and other gorgonian corals. (Jpln-

500 fathoms. Several new ophiurans were taken, some of

which have not yet been fully examined ; and at least one un-

described holothurian.

3 to study them
Odd/upunus to

e last named spe-

agree exactly with S. can add,

except that the latter

having the lower side i

swollen and rounded

;

broader and deeper;
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re abruptly bent near their origin ; and in having shorter

1 more ovate posterior petals.

[ am, therefore, disposed to consider this a geographical vari-

of S. camdiferus, with which it agrees better than with S.

tognyanus. The latter may also eventually prove to be only
aore divergent form of the same species. The variation in

! lateral fascioles is a very remarkable one, for this is usu-

i station 921, after immerson
ad the test greenish black

es dark olive-green. Length,

i fro:in station 1029. a

•st pale orange-l)

ski.i beneath

anil'

leatli th.

for a short distance and then taper Very gradually 1

cate or slightly excavated tips:' the ventral spines
and truncate, with the distal half strongly sulcated

;

the mouth flat and curved. Color of test and small

die interbrachial spaces have ncarlv the form of a segment
rcle. Lesser to greater radii, as 1:2*20 2*88. The abac-
urface is covered with rather lar<re (1-3-1 •6mm

), regular, well-
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defined paxilhe, those toward the center decidedly larger, each

surmounted by a regular rosette of short, bluntly rounded, not

very small spinuh's, which, on the larger ]>;ixilla\ form a central

cluster of 12 to 20 or more, with a regular circle of slightly

larger ones around the edge ; these rosettes appear more or less

hexagonal, and decrease in size toward the margins and on the

arms. The dorsal area of the arms is wide at base, but narrow

distally. Marginal plates about 20 on each side of the arms,

above and below, rather large, not very convex, evenly covered

with rounded granules. Actinal surface with large triangular

areas, occupied by regular, rather large, clearly detined paxilhe,

with regular rosettes" of not very fine, blunt spinules. The
adambulacral plates bear, each, a group of about five, rather

long, slender, tapering, nearly equal spines, which stand in

regular longitudinal rows, the edges of the plates projecting

inward but slightly; outside the inner group of spines, there is

a rosette of shorter blunt spines, of which the three or four inner-

most are larger and longer than the outer ones, which are small,

like those of the paxillae. Oral plates not swollen, bordered,

on each side by seven or eight, rather stout, vertically flattened

spines, and terminated at the inner end by two decidedly longer

and stouter ones; their surface bears two regular median rows

of seven to nine shorter spinules, and usually a row of three or

four small on.-s between these and the marginal series. Ambu-

generai appearance

er and less rapidly

A. Parelii agrees

longer and more na
having distinctly sn:

lacral plates project inwarofover the furrows, and each bears

five or six smaller, blunt, rough, marginal spinules in a curved
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h a group of 10 to 12, or more, smaller, divergent spin-

side of them; the oral plates bear shorter and stouter.

lunt, marginal spinules; the ambulacral feet have well-

:d suckers : the color is dull red, in life.

(>f>/i/'<><//t/j,/i,f an rantiaca Verrill, sp. nov.

Disk large, s^

tute of papillas,

concealed Was

vollen, nearly rounc

at the bases of th

1 numerous, small,

oft skin; in the con

1. wi'

in.bi

i'it
arranged around . one or more larger centia! plates

row of two or th er'ones: ventral >eal

d. Kadiafshields convex, irregi

ided corners and outer edge, as

separated by a group of three or i Qore irnl.rien

i-apezoHlal, toward the base
_>roadest distally, the proximo

aroximally. Color, in life°

Diameter of disk, 18 rain
; its

BUS tips), from center of dis
L92 to 810 fathoms. Snecir
H-'nttoMr. Lyman for exanr
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600 fathoms. According to Mr. Lyman, our specimens diffe

:ly from the type.

Color, in life, yellowish or grayish white. It is easily dis

tinguished by its rigid arms, with decidedly swollen joints ;
th<

conspicuously plated, rigid disk; and by the large, supplement
ary plate, outside the mouth-shields.

Amphiura macUenta Verriil, sp. nov.

A small species, with very long, slender arms, having thre

slender, acute arm-spines. Disk,"

coming pentagonal in alcohol c

covered with very numerous, small, rounded, naked, imbricated

scales, forming a more or less evident rosette at the center
;

lower side with more minute scales : radial shields long and

narrow, wedge-shaped, the outer ends prominent and in contact,

the inner ends separated by a narrow wedge of small scales.

Mouth-shields shield-shaped, with rounded corners, rather longer

than wide, broadest in the middle, inner angle obtuse; side

mouth-shields wide. Mouth-papilla' live on each side of each

mouth-angle, unequal in size, mostly obtusely rounded; the

innermost one, close to the end of the jaw. is longer and stouter

than the rest, obtuse, separated by a slight interval from the

next, which is the smallest and most acute; the next two are

flattened, the Fourth being the broadesl
;
the outermost is small

and rounded. Lower arm-plates oblong shield-shaped, longer

than broad, with the sides and distal edges nearh straight, and

a well-marked proximal angle: toward the base of the arms

they are in contact, but farther out are separated by the side

arm-plates. Tentacle-scales two, minute, flat: tentacles long

and slender. Arm-spin. ss three divergent, nearly equal, a little

swollen at base, gradually tapered, acute, about as long as the

joints. Upper arm-plates transversely rhomboidal with rounded

corners and edges, separated by the side arm-plates, even at the

base of the arms. Color, light gray. Diameter of disk, of an

average specimen. L ;

: length of anus (minus tips), 60ram.

Very abundant, oil' Martha's Vineyard, at station 920, in 68

fathoms: also taken sparinglv at several other localities.

This has been examined lw Mr. Lyman, who does not recog-

nize it as a described
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nmcli heated. This heating is attributed to

nagnets should be fully
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places l>v selections from I'rotessor Maxwe
work on' /-;/.-/,;,;/,/ / .!/,/,„„ //*,„. Th:

sacrifice in the 'logical order of treatment <;

obvious, but while this makes us regret an

affect tin- value of the hook nor prevent it fr

in the fragment of the preface which he left

to them the present volume, in which mathematical analysis is ii

y and Mineralogy.

cal Congress at Bologna.—The ses-

oimress l.e-an at Bologna on the 26th

f.Tr one week. The following results

from a report of the Secretary M. G.
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A short, distance from Dr. Abbott's house and very near where
the Trenton n vei i mis (in n -in • ,, I. I ere is a dee], u'li Iv

throu-h v \ (-, d u - a small brook. Jn ltd. -uiiy the <-i-.nl bank
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> purposes of the embryonic Sheaths of Endoceras, and

g on the origin of the siphon in the Orthocerata.
sum in the Northwest Te\

Trait'e de Geologie par A. de Lapparent, ±

>rps des Mines, Professor a l'lnstitnt Cath

dynamical parts of Lhe science. The aul
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C 30-15, H 5-53, O+N 64-32=100.
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:posing the metal, a silicate of which is to be formed,
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4to. Braunsehweio-, 1 882. (Fr. Viewer & Son).' — Profess

Groth's volume, while modest in its ,,l:ni, is still a valuable font

bution to mii,er;iln..-v, n!l .r- <-:.. .nail v on the chemical side.

will he useful for nil who desire to have before them a dassiliea-

tbnnnla should .„ written,'?^. 1 in this wax he introduces a lai-.-e

has never been better presented.
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make their genitive in a single i. We think that we have seen

this rule applied in some zoological works, and with cacophonous
results. Surely the ear must judge whether a barbarous name

, „-U ,i, i m. ,''.'.
. Wh >\ < u «i write

PecH or Becki in place of Peckii or B^kil? Fortunately the

laws before as direct that such specific names shall be written

rail followed in writing So we need not follow tin custom
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2. Maximowicz, de Coriaria, Ilice et Monocha
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. The Brain of the Cat, Felis domestica, by Burt G. Wilder,
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the j'liq.n-,. of determining file solar parallax. Returns which
could be used in the in\ estimation were received from Melbourne.
Sydney and the (ape of Good Hope in the Southern, and from

hern Hcmispher
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Among the investigations proposed for the coming year are the

measurement of the position of the principal lines in the spectra

of all banded stars as yet known; also the photometric deter-

mination of the brightness of various points on the surface of the
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If we call the focal length of two tl.in Inises in <

one of the lenses being made of a material with

^fraction n, and the other with indie* indicated

i equals the sum of the curvatures of the two surfaces

should be sa
ble, because

tistied.

at presenYDOtwo
a
v1rietiesof glass are kiu2St

which £ is ,jonstant . On the contirary, this coefficient iib itself

AM.JoaR.Scr-ThikdS Ek IE9,voL.xxii:[.No.135.-Mabch.1882.
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a function of n and h;is an infinite number of values, all in-

cluded in practical cases, however, within limits nearly ap-

proached. Thus, since the last equations cannot be satisfied

for all values of n, the problem is reduced to finding that

value of — which substituted in (H) will make the combina-

tion the most advantageous one.

The first efforts to find a solution of this problem were
attended by one of the most brilliant discoveries in physical

optics. Only in objectives of considerable size does the ques-

tion become of great importance, and as Kraunhofer was the

first to attempt such objectives, so he was first confronted with

the problem. To solve it he performed an elaborate series of

experiments on tin opri< I

j

op. ties 1. 1 variou- class* s. dur n»

which he discovered the lines in the solar and certain stellar

spectra universally known by his name. Moreover, as it was

evident that the accepted value of — should depend upon the

relative intensity of lights of dii ies, he made
a photometric determination of the brightness of the various

parts of the solar spectrum. With data thus derived his theo-

retical method of determining the best value of the coefficient

----- was to deduce various values by observation, multiply each

value so obtained by the relative brightness of fin 1 correspond-

ing region of the spectrum, and I
products

by the sun, ol the numbers dentin- the brightnesses. For
example, if n

fl
, np,

i/

}
., etc., are the indices of refraction for the

n'
a1

n'e, n\, etc., the corresponding quantities for the second

medium, and qv q„ q„ etc., are the relative quantities of light

then the accepted value of the coefficient is given by the equa-

r/raunhofer found, howe
and flint glass this met!
f
-^-, that is to say, that i

l' ( (I'jIUZC 111

)f all refrani

tge exactly
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proportion to its intensity, whereas, in reality, light of the
extremes of refrangihilit\ instead of assisting in defining an
image is absolutely harmful. Fraunhofer was driven, there-

fore, to a purely empirical determination of the quantity under
discussion; and from his time to the present, the only 'way for

an optician to determine the relative loci of the two components
ot an achromatic objective is by a laborious process of altering
the curves and testing the result until the outstanding color
about the image of a bright star is such as e:rj>eri> ,<ce has shown
i- att. 11 led with good definition. A few of the more scientific

opticians determine the coefficient by means of prisms instead
of lenses, and thus, by a knowledge of the mathematical rela-

tions involved, save a great deal of manual labor. Still, even
in the case where a pair of prisms combined to form a <l.iasporo-

tatter is used, instead of a pair of lenses, the accepted value of
the coefficient depends upon an exercise of the judgment
alone, and hence this process yields no unambiguous solution.

In order to investigate the best theoretical value for the

coefficient —-, we may begin by expressing ,,' either directly

: expressed, for i

"i practical importance, as a function of n by a simple t

errors of observation
accuracy is attained.

and the equations above be
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This value will be designated as n and the corresponding focal

distance as P .

To accomplish the solution we must first find a criterion of

excellence in an objective. This we may easily do, after de-

fining the sense in which we here use certain terms, as fol-

Light, for the purpose of this investigation, is defined as that

form of radiant energy which affects the retina; its quantity is

measured, not by the value of the energy, but by the physio-

logical effect which 11 is cupuble of producing.

The interisit;/ of h'<jhf oj' ri f'riii, 'jihilitii ,, is measured by the

quantity <>[' light eotihiinnl between the refrangibilities n and
n+rht divided by dn. Thus, if qH equals the quantity of light

so defined and tn its intensity, then

In what follows we shall consider only such light as is given

out by a very hot solid body. This light is composite and

contains light of all refrangibiliiies from a little less than that

of the Fraunhofer line A to, practically, a little more than that

of the line H. We let nr and nv represent these limits of

refrangibility. Then, if <> is the total amount of light falling

upon a given area, e. g. upon an objective, we have evidently

**"

uld concentrate all the light incident

. Only a portion of the light

for'light for the refrangibility

n being clearly,
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hence the total quantity of light falling l

To find the value of //„ which will render the last expression a

maximum, it is necessary to find the first derivative of the

function with respect to //„ and set it equal to zero. Kemember-

ing that ~W>, we sec that P
ll7
n_a and n+„ are the only quan-

tities dependent upon //„. hence we obtain by differentiation

under the signs of integration,

' »' dnn (P -P„)8 ri

?ns in the two integrals because ^=0, that value which will

ake the two integrals equal. If both tn and P„ were svm-
etrical with respect to some one value of n. that value would

tJ, o a simp!,- cmisiderat
problem will enable us 1

Hitherto we have ma<
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be regarded as symmetrical with respect to ?i for values not
differing largely from Pq. Again, for white light, tn is shown
by the photometric observations above named to have a single

maximum corresponding to a certain value of n which we will

designate as n
1 , and consequently may be regarded as a sym-

metrical function of n in the region of this maximum. Finally

-r-
n

is never large in practical cases between the limits a,, and

toward these limits. If then

egrals become sensibly equal

rhe value corresponds to light of a refrangibilitv greater

that of the Fraunhofer line D and less than that of E,

.lass prism

/ave length

piently the

of moderate
5614. This
ratio of A to

..telescopemaking., of

m'svsteini r'apjmT""'''

It will be observed that the term color and all conside

relating to color have been entirely omitted from the disci

This is what we might have anticipated as a necessary i

One consequence of the solution above developed n

here noted, viz: the focal plane is defined by P and i

two like values of P„ greater than tins minimum. This

process becomes so involved that
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easier, even if indirect, method; to a still greater degree if we
wish to consider the far more important marginal rays.

There are several evident methods of finding indirectly the

constants of the objective, but the most practicable one has
seemed to me the following

:

We have as data a. ,9 and y in the formula

also F, the required focal length of the objective. Then set

1 hose last t\v.. nations vield the values of A and B. In the
general ^nation (1') substitute these values of A, B, a, /?, y
with,,,,,,, kno.vn v.hn-of „ „rh,r than •,„.,-,.. T have gen-

the distance

to correct

36 marginal

.odincations of

tions, that the

of such conditions is at present foreign to our purpose.



IV. PlUh-firill ti.tts nf tin rnhl, of tin f<n't t/ol llij tlteOVt/.

There are two evident methods lor determining the value of

the results which we have obtained; one is to construct a tel-

escope according to the principles developed in the theory and

study its performance, and the other is to find how the practice

of the most approved makers agrees with that as founded upon

the theory. Both of these tests I have applied with thorough-

ness and will here give the results in the order named.

Three object glasses, involving the use of six varieties of

glass, have been constructed according to the principle- devel-

oped above. The first was of Ld inches aperture and 53 inches

focal length, with the flint in advance of the crown. The mate-

rials of which this objective are made are the Hint glass of fed,

No. 1237, and the crown glass of the same maker, No. 1219.*

The focal length was purposely made small so as to yield the

severer test.

The second objective has a clear aperture of 6£ inches and a

focal length of 91 inches. The crown lens is in advance and

the curves are such as satisfy, for a first approximation, the

conditions proposed by Sir John Herschel. This form, though

ordinarily known as II. -rschel's, cannot be said to diner from

that chosen bv Fran., holer at a date carder than that of the

publication of Herschel's paper.
.

The third experiment was tried at the instigation of my triend

Mr. C. H. Rockwell, who boie the expense of the fine disks

employed. These were ordered from Fed at Paris, and were ot

exceptional thickne,s in order to allow greater latitude in the

selection of radii. The objective has a clear aperture of 94

inches and a focal length of 141 inches. It has undergone a

critical investigation at the observatory of Cincin

possesses a number of novel feature-
-^

correction, I may give a complete

Ail of these lenses were finished strictly in accordance with

the theory developed in this paper, that is, the curves were

( , 1(lU1 „i vervexaetlvac-ordm..- to the values vi elded by calcula-

te, an.' tliobjective finish-*! before testin- An extremely

delicate o.imron'.eter >.vas employed to determine the radii. As

aU the objectives are of the highest excellence, the usefulness

of the theory mav be regarded a- demonstrated.

For the second test proposed, we possess the results ot the

studies of two distinguished spectro,eopists on the character of

the color correction of several large telescopes. To these 1 can



Professor Yogel, in the Monutsbcri.-ht d. k. Pivuss. Aka-
demie d. Wissenschaften for April, 1880, has described three

S-iirud,., ..I 2iis"'" iperture anothei h\ (iriibhol 207™" aper-

ture, and a third by Kraunhoferof 248,M aperture, as deter-

mined by observing a stellar inuuje specl roscopieally. A fourth

objective by Steinheil of 13r>",m
, 'less completely investigated, is

of little importance to us here on account of its smaller size.

The method was to determine the various lengths of the teles-

observed through .the eye-piece

results of

each of nei

was caused to exhibit the greatest con-

ded i ts spectrum.

n tl lal for Jun( >. Issn, gives the

;i,iin in.

a

ltS on H,vo telescopeis by tlne Chirks.

lid £ i half ii re. The method
lining oris to that ,oi Yogel ex cept that a very

: u>ed a. of the sun taken

:\, tli > the focal r.lanes f

li-i.t we re determined by tli e positi on of the

•1 of 1871 t 1 determined, bv ithod last

lord of Mr. Ed-ecomlVs telescope

'

„,, that



r
\ K. WxkI Millander Screw.

The close agreement <jf these means may be taken as a dec

sive proof of the correct ness of the theory.

values of the wave length of light whic

should unite at the fociis with the light C for six varieties c

glass suggests another method of applying the results of th

lathe with its pitch a v.^, number of teeth to the .Milli-

meter, centimeter «,r meter, the change-wheels are not adapted

to the purpose. The only reference 1 have ever found to the

subject is in Chambers' Encyclopedia, article " Wheelwork,

where the problem is given to compute the gears needed to cat

a screw of 200 threads to one meter, on a lathe whose feed-

screw has four threads to the inch ; by continued fractions the

number of teeth, beginning with the spindle, is found to be

50, 48, 89, 73; i. e., if x=number of threads to 1 inch,
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:=5-08, or, in 1 meter are 508X 89*37=200

s. This requires two gears with a prin
teeth.

50x89 . _ rt0 . .

X=
48x78

x4=°-°8
'

or
*

1Q ! meter

threads. This requires two gears with a prime number of

A simpler method than this I suggested four years ago to

Messrs. Buff& Berger, of Boston, and' by it they cut me some
very satisfactory screws with 1 thread to the millimeter, using
their new lathe with two dead centers : as it was new-to them,
and to all my friends familial- with mechanical work to whom
1 lut\ e spoken of it, I venture to publish it though it seems too

The method is basei

]£'E ','?S: -if,!??!H
letermination

I'mflW Berger

/enty threads
t..ii„. ii',.'ii, with a »e; ir of 100 n etii on t! ic feed-screw'; replace

the ion by ™H4

),
and th c pitch will be 1 millimeter,

•al error b<3ing much less thai i the mecshanical error

of cutting." Thus, on the lathe

;

ibove referred to,
20

25-4 to the inch, or 1 . to the m illimeter 5 again, ;

_ 127
*~ 100

x
"

264-l-i. e 1 threacI to 5 millimeters
On small lathes it may often be necessarv to put the 127

arm bee; tuse the scrcw and spindle
together, an d perhap-

'£.&£ n for ai

are that

IV wholi

i usual: but

i number of
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Art. XVL— On the Gold-bearing Rocks of the Province of Min as

Gtraes, Brazil: by Orville A. Derby.

The rock scries of MinasGeracs. which have heretofore been

recognized as auriferous, are the gneisses and mica schists of

the crystalline group, and the quartzites. unctuous schists, and

iron ores (itabirit.es), of the less highly metamorphosed group of

rocks succeeding the crystalline series. To these may be

added a second group of quartzites lying unccmforiuably on

the second metamorphic series. In all these rocks the gold is

in, or in the immediate vicinity of. vein.- of quartz, generally

if not always accompanied by pyrites, cutting the beds or

accompanying the bedding, or in' vein-like lines of a peculiar

clay or iron ore. In a recent trip down the Rio das Velhas I

noticed that long after having passed the region in which rocks

generally recognized as auriferous were exposed on the river

bank, the sand and gravel deposits of the bed are apparently

as rich in gold as are those within that region. At the same

time trial washings at the mouths of the rivers Parauna and

Pardo, tributaries which at a short distance from the main

river issue from the auriferous scries about Diamantina, and

might therefore be supposed to be richer in transported gold,

proved that the sands of these streams arc much poorer than

those of the main river, and go to show that gold even in rapid

flowing rivers is transported a much less distance than is gen-

erally imagined. An examination of the numerous quartz

veins which traverse a series of inclined beds of clay slates.

limestones and sandstones, quite distinct from the metamorphic

series, revealed the fact that many of them carry pyrites and

gold. This series has not, so far as 1 am aware, been recog-

nized as auriferous. This series is of uncertain age, but is

probably Paleozoic.

Another peculiar formation has been extensively worked at

the city of Sao Joao Delrei. The ruck here is an ancient con-

glomerate containing rolled pebbles of itacolumite, unctuous

!,
: , st .„„.l : .r\ dreosit of tii -diamond, and have now to add to

this list of diamantiferous and. to a small extent, auriferous

conglomerates, of the apper quartzite .cries, the heavy beds of

Curralinho and Bom Successo to the east, and of Gumda and

Sopa to the west of Diamantina. In the west of the province

a newer conglomerate appears to have furnished the diamonds

of the Jezuetaby and Abacte washings.
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RT. XVII.— The Flood of the Connect
melting of the Quaternary Glacier;

Plate II.

4. Diinrittlnns a„<) nlorU,/ uf the fnoJed Connecticut.

In the preceding pages it lias been shown that daring the

tributaries participated together in the rising flood and in the

work of transportation and deposition; that the tributaries

brought in the chief part of the materials for the terrace-forma-
tion; and that the main stream left its best regi-terimrs of high-

water mark in the deposits about or near their mouths. When
the flood was at its height, the Connecticut was one continuous
stream, hurrying seaward, as it is. though in a more moderate
way, during a modern flood.

We may now seek to determine approximately the dimen-
sionsand^eloun ^1 Uhm.ui «„„ „ ....m mm. 1 1 • ikfg

the waters: (2) the mean depth: [H) the mean width; (2) the
mean slope; (5) the velocity. As to the height along the val-

ley, the facts are obtainable with a near approach to accuracy
from the height of the normal upper terrace. But for the
depth and width the data arc less satisfactory : and for the slope
and velocity, or the height of the water surface with reference

\Vuh >e!
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the river and its vicinity on a scale of 18 miles to the inch (or

1£ miles to the line), which extends from the village of Co-

lumbia, toward its source (about 28 miles from the more

southern of its head lakes called Connecticut Lake) to Long
Island Sound. The position of the western outliers of the

White Mountains is seen to the east of Wells Kiver and

Haverhill. The Given Mountains, on the west, are too distant

to be included. The section of the flooded stream just referred

to is on the same scale as to length measured along the valley

(not the river) but extends only to Stratford Hollow, 45 miles

from Connecticut Lake, on account of the northeastward bend

in the more northern part of the valley. The vertical scale of

the section is 3<H) feet to the inch, or 25 feet to the line. In

this section the longitudinal line AS indicates mean-tide level ;

BS the level above mean-tide of modern low water in the Con-

necticut, the figures under the line giving the same in feet for

the places mentioned below: and CS'. flood-level when the

flood was at or near its maximum-height. The figures directly

below CS' give the height of the surface above mean tide at

each of the places stated, and those reading vertically, the dif-

ference between modern low-water level and the highest flood-

level.
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about 115 feet above the river and 15 feet below the village

showed 15 feet of modified drift resting on till." What I found

at the locality heiv (as I suppose) referred to, was a till-like de-

posit resting "on the stratified drift. At the time of my visit in

•lane last, there were three good sections of the terrace-formation

along the road that leads' north and west from the high village

plain or terrace to the river-border plain, and in each the deposits

were chiefly fnvhj-xtrufn-nlate mml-hul*. In the upper of the

three sections, exposing to view the higher 20 feet of the forma-

tion, the deposits were found to consist of sand and fine gravel,

well bedded, and in part obliquely laminated.

Lower down the road, 80 to 60 feet below the top of the plain.

there was a second section, exposing about 30 feet in height of

layers of finely straticulate sands, with some that were pebbly.

This stratified drift had a capping of cobblestone material which

lay somewhat unconformably over the beds. The
the -

place of being dotted <

•Im- beds i

ot being dott

would be misrepresented i

e made inconveniently larg<

3 obliquely the upper of the s

! lettered s in

ause the very delicate straticu-

iny engraving unless the figure

The cobblestone capping, c g,
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>ic of subsequent origin, it was ],rob:iblv dropped by floating

e. The Oliverian lirook, whirl) here enters the Connecticut,

>mes directly from the -oiithweslrni part ui" the White Mountains,
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measurements of Professor Edward Hitchcock, and for the Spring-

field reirion, the survey of the Springfield City Engineer, as in a

"
i levelings in Uolyoke,

[t was my purpose to have

:e, but finding that Professor

I'gladl
m>-:im'd iii a thorough
.dlyleft f*

xtensive upp
ng i\ew Hai

.Tic • as a tributary's terrace, and takes for the

"highest normal terrace" one only 128 feet high above the river.

The true upper terrace extends to Gill ; and a corresponding one

on the eastern side of the Connecticut, but little lower, continues

with small interruptions .-ill the way to Miller's Falls.

For the height of low water level in the Connecticut Valley,

between Holyoke, in Massachusetts, and Hartford, Connecticut,

1 have used the section made in connection with the very exact

survey of General Ellis, making part of the Reportf of (General

Warn n for the year 1878. The height for the river above Hol-

yoke has not yet been accurately determined. In the section, the

height at the top of Turner's Falls is made 180 feet, and at the

foot of the rapids, 120 feet.

In the Connecticut part of the section, the heights are, with one

exception, from niv own ievelings. My former measurements

have been repeated, in order to be able to refer the heights to

mean-tide level, and others have been made.

mences 8 miles north of Springfield and ha- a width in Massachu-

setts of 2 to (i miles, with an average height of IsO feel above
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i height, by aneroid, of L'10 to 215 feet

y of the Manchester depot, on the east

At Middletown, where the river

Narrows, the waters spread 2 to 4 m
At Rock Falls, and just beyond,
height of 193 to 199 feet above me
Cemetery the wide plain is, aecordin;
by lVofe'ssor Win. North Rice, of Mi
The facts make the maximum heii

between 19:5 and 199 feet.

ere above 200 feet (
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The section gives an impressive idea of the greatness of the

ancient flood. "The river had, as it shows, two great falls in

its course, one, the Fifteen-mile Falls to the north, below

Lancaster, the other a' twenty-five mile fall on the way to

the Sound from Middletown," Connecticut. It took its full

magnitude west of the White Mountain region, after its junc-

tion with the Passumpsic, one of its two chief sources, and after

accessions from its other head waters, Stevens' Brook and

Wells Eiver on the west, and the Ammonoosuc River and

Oliverian Brook on the east. At North Haverhill the height

of the water above modern low-water level was at least 250

feet, and its width exceeded two miles: and it was nearly or

quite 200 feet above the same level at Middletown in Connect-

icut, 172 miles south of Haverhill and 26 miles in a direct

line along the valley, from the Sound. The diminution in

depth southward was evidently a consequence of the increasing

width, especially after entering Massachusetts.

The Fifteen-mile falls were long rapids over a nearly contin-

uous slope of coarse till, showing abundant bowlders but with

scarcely anv exposures of solid ledges."' The falls below

Middletown hegan in a plunge over a dam 190 feet high above

modern low water, that was formed at the Narrows—a cut, but

650 feet wide in its lower part, through a high rocky ridge

of crystalline schists and enormous granite veins. Below the

dam 'the descent in the waters is registered in the terraces of

the valley (see section on Plate 2); and it is shown thereby to

have been gradual and not a vertical plunge. The dam was

probably an ice-dam as explained in a former paper.f Above
the dam the waters spread westward over the Middletown

region to a distance from two to four miles, covering the tops

of some prominent hills. Yet those of the hills that are within

one to two miles of the river are mostly free from stratified

drift and terraces, and have instead rounded surfaces and a

deep covering of till: and it may be that this scoured eondi

tion was produced by the violent rush of the waters at the final

destruction of the ice-dam.

To enable the reader to compare the ancient with the mod-

ern floods of the Connecticut, a section of the latter from H>1-

yoke to Long Island Sound is given on the general section. For

the part from Holyoke to Hartford it is taken from the sec-

tion published in General Warren's Report as the result of a
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glit at Middletown I have taken

greatest floods retains still its tortuous course ana aoru;

bends, and the great width it takes in some parts is made 1

the spreading of only a thin layer of water over wide floo

grounds. But in the time of the great flood, the river for tl

most part rose above such obstacles, took the wide valley for 1

channel, and had an almost unimpeded course on its way
the ocean. In figure 4 on Plate 2, an enlarged map of the rive

valley from Wells River to a point below Bellows Falls is giv(

(from a map of the Atlas accompanying the New Hampshi
Report). It shows by the dotted line either side, the east ai

west limits of the terraces, and thus indicates something of tl

extent to which modern bends were absent,

Ontheotherlm.nl the hei-Iit of tin- flood as exhibited
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of the valley; and for the sake of an estimate and not an
over-estimate, 75 feet may be the amount deducted.

According to the section, the height above modern Low-water
level at Haverhill was about 260 feet ; and this, diminished by

75, gives for the depth 185 feet. So we obtain for Hanover
and White Eiver Junction, it' the height of the intervening falls

be divided between them, 225-75= 150 feet; for Windsor,
216-75=141 feet; for Brattleboro, 210-75=135 feet; for South
Vernon, near the border of Massachusetts, 207-75=132 feet.

We may thence take for the average depth north of the Mas
sachusetts'line, 140 feet. The depth on the southern boundary
of Massachusetts obtained by the same method would be 125
feet, and at Hartford in Connecticut, 125 feet. But the width
is so much greater after entering Massachusetts, that it is quite

certain, as already stated, that the less depth is more than bal-

anced by the greater width.

3. Mean width.—In order to obtain an approximation as to

the mean width of the flooded stream between Wells Eiver and
the Massachusetts line, we may review, for a few localities, not

only the width (which I take from Mr. Upham's map), but,

also the areas of cross-sections.

At Haverhill, the highest normal terrace of the cast side rises

nearly to its full height, 263 feet above low water level, directly

from the lower terrace-plain of 83 feet. The width of the chan-

nel-wav on the map, above the 83-foot terrace, is 4,0()0 feet.

Takinu- for the depth of water 263-83= 180 feet, the area of the

cross section, with this width, would be 720,000 square feet.

Between northern Orford and Fairlee, 8 miles south of

Haverhill, the higher terraces are wanting. Taking for the

width only that covered by the valley deposits, that is, the low

terraces—it is about 3,300 feet—which is too low, because there

is no high terrace to mark the actual width, and the low ter-

raees referred to are only 55 feet above low water. The height

of the Hood as given in the section, Plate 2, is 252 feet; thence,

with the depth (252-55= ) 1J)7 feet, and with 3.300 feet as the

width, the area of cross-section is 650,001) square feet.

Where the valley passes Norwich and Hanover, the most

prominent terrace has a height of about 150 feet above low

water in the river, while the upper one, marking Mood limit, is

210 feet. Thechannel-wav has hence a narrow h>v:o\ and a wide

upper section. For the width of the former, I have measure-

ments obtained for me by Prof. E. Fletcher, of the School of

Civil Engineering at Dartmouth College. The measurements

were taken between points half-way up the steep terrace -front.
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The mean of the above numbers is 1,400 feet.
_
At the last of

the localities, the river has on its west side high rocks and
therefore no terraces, and the bottom terrace is only 30 feet

above low -water level. This number should, therefore, be
thrown out, the small width having probably been compen-
sated for by increased velocity. In this case the estimated

mean width would be over 1,500 feet.

For the width of the upper section of the flooded stream, or

that above the level of the 150-foot terrace, we have the inter-

val between the highest terraces of the two sides of the valley

in the line of the villages of Hanover and Norwich, 8,000 feet;

and on a transverse line 2,500 feet below the bridge (see above),

4,000 feet. The mean between the two is 6,000 feet. To
obtain the area of a cross section we have then 1,500 feet for

the mean width of the lower section of the flooded stream, and
6,000 for the upper. For the depth of the lower section, we
deduct from 150, 47 feet, this being the height above low water
of the higher of the bottom terraces, and obtain 1<>3 feet; and
for that of the upper, 210-150=60 feet. The area of the

whole cross-section, afforded by these numbers, is 514,500
square feet. The falls of 40 feet in the river, two miles below
Hanover, suggest a good reason for the little height of the

Above Brattleboro, the i width, as n as we can obtain

it from Mr. Upham's map, The~ lepth. deductin-
nd tl es lor area,

of cross section, 675,000 s l feet.
~

At the i 'est part 3

miles north of Brattlebor >e width f the

3,500 feet; but this is s« ly for a short d i>. and' the

lower terraces here have i i hoi

the mean 1

35 t<) 50 feet. With
this width and deducting .„!y en 35 and 50, or

43 feet, for the lower U 3, the area of

585.001) square feet.

From these results, alth >ugh not based on a e measure-

nclude that the ;

Connecticut, between Wells River and the Massachusetts line,

averaged at h-n S t 5fHUMH> sqiuirc feet, and henee that the mean
width, if 14o feet he taker, as the mean depth, was probably
not less than 4000 feet

4. Mkax Slopk, We may first deduce the slope or pitch on
the assumption that the land and ocean had their present rela-

tions as to level ; and then, secondly, consider the evidence as to
these relations having been different from now, and finally
make other calculations in accordance with the conclusion
reached.
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A. Mean slope of the river in case the land and ocean, had their

present relations as to level—Supposing the land and ocean in

the era of the flood—the early part of the Cham plain period

—

to have had their present relative level, the slope of the stream
may be taken directly from the section on Plate 2, the figures
along the upper line giving the height at different localities

along the valley, and those by the lower lines the distances as
measured alon</ f.h> rajby i taking no note of the turns in the

Middlctown Narrow s, the mean slope from Haverh ill to the
Sound would have 1 ieen 33 feet e as from
Haverhill to Winds,, r. But, owiiig to the dam, the n

to Middlctown is but ;
2-7 feet, w hi le below the Narrow s it is 7-1

feet per mile.

B. Mtan ccluciUj. —To obtain the velocity, we have the

data above deduced for the mean width, depth and slope of

the flooded river.

Another element required is the amount of resistanee from
bends and obstructio iam. It is fortunate5 for the

>ns that the Connecticut valley follows a re. uarkablv
straight north-and-sc>uth course. With the water ra ised 2(>0

water and a width thereby
averaging nearly a n die ;dono- the course north of Massachu-
setts and more than this south, the : bends are only thos r of very
large curvature, whic h would not affect greatly 'the v.jlocity of
a rapid stream. On the map of tl ie river and valley between

waters made nunlyn strmyht str-nn.

of°the" valley and partieu'larlv^so for

from Ely to Piermont. Only a map t

the valley the contour-line correspondii

mum flood, and also the limits of the

by the inner limits of the highest tet

the degree of straightness.
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Below Windsor there is a prominent obstruction in Mount

mile wide: but there was abundant room for the river on either

side of it. Another obstructing mass of ledges probably ex-
isted just south of Turner's Falls southwest of the mouth of

Miller's Iliv.T. in Massachusetts, ten miles south of South Ver-
non, where the Connecticut river makes a westward bend of
six miles to Greenfield. This prolably existing "mass of

ledges,'' is now beneath the terrace formation, the top of which
is the elevated plain between Montague City and Miller's river

;

and its existence at no great depth beneath the plain is infer-

red from the terrace deposits—on the ground that these are an
indication of slackened flow in the waters. The flooded river

|
»a>sed both along the east and west sides of these obstructing
ledges, as well as over them at highest water. After passing
this place, the river at highest flood had an open and almost
straight wav to Middletowu, which was nowhere less than 4,000
feet in width, thou oh narrowed at Mt. ITolvoke, Enfield Falls

and Glastenbury.

Whenever a careful topographic survey of the Connecticut
valley shall have been made, which shall' lav down throughout
it con to u r-lines corresponding to the maximum Hood-level, it

may Impossible to arrive very nearly at the amount of resistance

produced by the flexure-. At present it is not possible to reach
any accurate estimate : and the best that we can do is to use a

diminished width for the basis of the calculations and make
a further allowance l»y estimate. The results with regard to

breadth o(':>,r><H) feet, as well as with that of 4.000 feet.

e fonna:[a for the calculation of the vel

d is that oiven bv Humphrevs& Abbot f

u- adminible Report on the Mississippi K

2. It is applicable strictly to a

r without bends. Ft is as follow.-
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ities of cross-section. In the equation for large riv

quoted, hn is thrown out by the conditions.

The following are the results for the portions of t

dicated in the column to the left. The slope is gi 1

per mile. The velocity is stated in miles per hour
per second, and both for a width of 4,000 and 2,500

u',::-

From the above, the mean velocity for the whole river from
Haverhill to Middletown, would have been, assuming that the

relations of the land to the sea-level were the same as now,
over 12 miles an hour, even supposing the mean width to have
been but 2,500 feet.

This great velocity, or even one of 10 miles an hour, is not

compatible with the character of the deposits which lie at dif-

ferent levels beneath the surface of the stream—both those at

140 feet below the surface and those at higher levels. The
Conner, ;i\vav from the region of the mouths of tributaries, con-

sist almost uniformly of nearly incoherent but stratified sand, or

sandy loam, and in some parts of clay; and similar fine mate-

rials in general constitute the terrace-deposits of the higher

terraces (including the terrace-fronts) up to a level within 50

feet of the highest flood level and often nearly to the upper-

most plane.*

According to trials, a current of one-third of a mile per hour

will take up and transport fine earth or clay ha\ ing the parti-

cles -016 inch in diameter: and one of two-thirds, line sand,

the mean diameter about -064 inch. Accordingly, since the

mean diameter of the largest transportable particles varies as
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the square of the velo< m of like density) a
stream of 2 miles an hour at bottom would carry along stones of

about 0-6 inch in diameter; and one of I miles, stones 2£
inches in diameter. The mean velocity is generally about a
third to a sixth greater than the bottom rate, the differences

diminishing as the velocity increases. If the mean velocity

were 10 miles an hour, that of the bottom would be over 8
miles (unless greatly impeded by transported material)—rapid
enough to scour down to stones and solid rock.

This argument is not based on the depositions made by the

stream; for these were more or less made over the flood-

grounds of the river as the waters rose; and the waters over
flood-grounds, even in the case of rapid streams, are variously

impeded by the amount of transported material, friction in the

shallow waters, and obstructions, often clam-like, due to the

uneven surface beneath ; but on the transporting force of the
stream at the time of maximum flood, when all the terrace-

plains except the very highest were swept by the flowing
waters. It may be questioned whether the lower terrace of 60
to 80 feet above present low water, which is almost everywhere—if the mouth of no tributary is near—made of sand or
loam where not of clay, was actually the bottom of the flooded
stream

; whether, the waters did not excayate down to stones
and rock, so that this terrace is of subsequent formation. But
'his supposition does not rid the subject of the fact that the
llood.,1 -aivam did imi lake up and carry oil' the sands of its

bottom. For the range of higher terraces usually 140 to 160
feet above low water in the river, were at the time under 50
feet in depth of water; and these, away from tributaries, usually

op and below of line sand or loam, or of fine gravel.
The great terrace-plain north of White Eiver Junction was one
of this kind with 50 feet of water above it: and it consists at

surface mostly of line sand or sandy loam, with some portions
of fine gravel ; and, below the surface, except near the river,

chiefly of sand with some clay. The materials of the corre-
sponding terrace near Windsor are still finer. The high ter-

race-plain east of Greenfield and south of Turners Falls, be-
tween Montague City and Miller's Falls, called the Montague
City plain, lies directly in the wav of the Connecticut, as stated
<>» page l'.if

; and although flowed over at the highest flood by
water 10 to 30 feet in depth, it consists chiefly of fine sand, or
loamy sand, with some clay, except on its eastern and north-
eastern side, where it n n> from the violently
torrential Miller's Eiver.
Thus all parts of the valley bear like testimony to a velocity

in the waters at maximum flood which was not great enough to
carry off fine gravel, and this means a velocity not exceeding
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two miles an hour at bottom
;
which is the condition in a

The transported materials' in the waters would have had

were only sand and finer material, and the fine straticulation

indicates a free-flowing stream (p. 93). The deduced mean
velocity, over 12 miles an hour, could hardly have been
reduced by all the causes of retardation together to less than 9
or 10 miles an hour.

We ai

may be a

the- less velocity, or as to any other method by which a dimin-

ished velocity might have been produced.
One method is bv means of dams; a second, by changed rela-

tions between the level of the land and sea.

B. Dams on. the Connecticut Valley as a possible source of less

slope in the waters.—That it may be understood what is to be
explained by means of dams, or in other ways, we here re-

view the facts with regard to the clay-deposits and associated

sand-deposits of the valley.

It is to be remembered that the sand-beds and those of finer

material ordinarily make not only the lower terraces but also

A.t Springfield, 58 m.iles in a direct line from theSc
feet above th

t Hoi yoke, 8 miles north, on the «-est of the Conr
at Willimansett, nearly opposite, on the east sic
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of Springfield were 50 feet and more below their maximum
height, is far from certain. The Springfield, Willimatisett and
Amherst deposits are situated close by the present river chan-
nel, and hence seem to be safe evidence as to the very small

velocity of the river, which they might not be if they were
more distant flood-ground deposits.

Clay-beds exist just hdou: the Middle-town dam, on the east-

ern or Portland side, to a height of 75 feet above modern low
water, in a very steep and short valley. The place would seem
to be very unfavorable for such fine depositions if the dam
were then formed, and especially if at its linal height. But it

is possible that the ice had made a barrier to the little stream,
so that the evidence from these clay-beds is not conclusive
against the existence of the dam during their formation.

But, further, extensive clay-beds exist in the high and broad
terrace of Montague City, east of Greenfield, 300 feet above
tide level. Again, on the terrace-plain, between Windsor and
Hartland, 500 feet above the sea-level, or 190 feet above the
river, clay comes to the surface in a field so as to be turned up
(as I observed) by a plough, the material along the plain else-

where being fine sandy loam. South of this, in Windsor, the

i< fine loam and sandy loam to a height of 500 feet,

with day nearly to this height.
' North of White Eiver Junc-

tion clay was exposed nenr the river at a height of 460 feet

above mean tide, or nearly 130 feet above the river at low
water. In Hanover, N. H., the clay-beds extend along for 3
or 4 miles or more ; and in the village they reach a height of
523 feet above mean tide, or 150 feet above the river—clay
having been taken out at this level in excavating for the cellar

of Professor Hubbard's house (as he informs me), opposite the

northwest corner of the College Square; and on the opposite
side of the Connecticut, in Norwich, there are clay beds at cor-

responding heights up to 500 feet. Just north of the village of
Barnet a clay-bed conies to the surface in the terrace-plain
near the river at. a height of 610 feet above mean tide and 158
above the river. These few examples will no doubt be multi-
plied greatly by careful exploration.

l

;or making the dn\ -beds north of Ambers!, the Middletown

between Mt. Holyoke and

is no satisfactory evidtnee of

regularity in the pitel

Hey is comparativ< ly iK,r

\h
• Torn; but the h.

;i dam. and the clav-deoo
level above and belovr: An

er is between Mt.
rth of Mt. Holyoke

Toby
: but h,
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had a passage east of Mt. Toby, and a very wide one west of

Sugar-Loaf. There are like objections to the location of dams
at other places. Mr. Upham says, on this point, especially with

reference to the part of the valley north of Massachusetts, that

the idea of dams along the valley is not sustained by the topog-

raphy of the valley or the distribution of its terraces.

As dams have, therefore, not existed where they would have
been needed to reduce the slope of the stream and make a

velocity that would admit of extensive depositions of sand
through all the valley and of clay-beds in many parts to vari-

ous heights up to 610 feet above the sea-level, we may consider

what effect may have come from changed conditions in the

level of the land and sea.

C. Slope and velocity under changed relations in the level of the

land and sea.

a. Evidence of a change afforded by the heights of Elevated Sea-

beaches.—The fact of a wide difference between the flood era

and modern time along the coast region is put beyond question

by the heights above existing tide-level of shell-bearing beach-

The facts are well known. The more important are here

tabulated :*

level between the era of the beach-deposits and the present;

and (2) an increasing amount of difference northward. They
are all from the coast it is true, but from the coast of the

northwest side of New England as well as from its eastern,

southeastern and southern borders: and in view of their wide

geographical range, and especially the t'aet. already made mani-

fest, that the valley of the Connecticut must have had dimin-
r believe

nged re-
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lations to the sea-level that we find indicated along the sea-

Tt being thus altogether probable that the interior of the

country participated in the change, the amount of this change
along any diameter would probably have had some relation to

the amount at its extremities. As Montreal and Lake Cham-
plain lie on the west side of the area, Murray Bay on the north,

and the Atlantic border deposits on the eastern, several such

diameters may be run across. From the heights observed

(p. 196), and the distances between any two of them, the mean
rate of increase per mile of distance may be obtained. The
following tables contain the results of such comparisons—

Dg New Haven, Ct., or New London, Ct., for the

north shore of Long Island Sound.

New Haven to Montreal ..

i.. Montreal -

i- wish,,,. Me., ro Montreal

t Shirley to Murray Bay

1 lie mean rate of increase toward Montreal is thus 1*5 to

175 feet per mile, while on the coast it is not over one foot a
mile ; and in the direction of an intermediate point, Murray
Bay, it is 1-25-1 40 feet per mile. The direction of greatest

tncno.se is not in the direction of a meridian, but along a line

running northwestward.
From these mean rates of increase, supposing the increase

uniform, the amount of change at intermediate points on the
lines may ho obtained. Wc'thus obtain for the region of the

Connecticut Valley at Lancaster, using the line from Lewiston
to Montreal, a height of 318 feet. Using thel ine from New
Haven to Murray Bav For a similar calculation, the height
for the same place is found to be 326 feet. This near coinci-
dence seems to be significant.

For Haverhill, the amount of change would be—the place
being 46 miles from Lancaster, measured along the valley, and
198 from Long Island Sound—272 feet.
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The line D S on the section (figur

mean-tide level thus deduced. It is

Sound marking 25 feet above mean-tide level (supposir

change on the Sound to be 25 feet, though along by the i

of the Connecticut it may not
"

in the dii

per mile.

It cannot be assumed that the rate was equable throughout

the valley. It may have been less than the deduced rate to

the south, and greater northward; and this is shown beyond

to have been probably a fact. If the rate had been one foot

per mile for the first third of the length of the valley, or to

Springfield, and 1-33 feet for the rest of the way to Baverhill,

the height at Haverhill would have I iron very nearly the same

as above deduced, or 268 feet.

b. Effects of the change >oh ib> tin: rirer was loo:— it the river

were, for a while, at or near modern low-water level (and it

probably was so), the change of l'2o foot a mile, would have

taken out all the mean slope from the several pails of the

wou'hY lmvl^^i.d.'.Vbey..ird the IIoKoke dam. right miles

above Springfield, obliterating the falls and have stood \->

feet in height. The elevation of low-water level above the sea

would have been onlv :',:> feet at South Vernon, or the Massachu-

setts boundarv: at Windsor. >>:; feet: at Haverhill, 120 feet.

Hence the descent between South Vernon and Windsor would

have been only 48 feet, which is three feet less than the fall (51

feet) at Bellows Falls, situated between these two points: and

the descent between Windsor and Haverhill would have been

only 37 feet, which is three feet less than the fall (do feet) at

the' fall, between Hanover and White Wiver. Since these falls
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have had but slight working force, and the present low-water
li'vrl would have been the lowest possible level at which this

little work eon id have been done. An earlier consequence
mighl have been- the deposition of the till with do more strati-

fication where it fell into the waters than when dropped outside

c. Effect* oj the change after the flood had made progress.—
When the river had risen "to a height of 110 or 80 feet above
low-water level, the falls in the course of the valley would no
longer have been mere nullities as regards their effect on the

mean velocity of the stream immediately below them ; for the
velocity acquired by the descent would have been only in part
wasted by friction at bottom.
But when, beyond this, maximum Hood level had been reached,

so that the surface of the water was 200 feet and more above
low-water level, the falls would have lost all influence on the

velocity by their submergence, and the general slope of the flood

would have conformed nearly to the general pitch and width
of the valley. As the upper deposits wen' made by the stream
when near and at this maximum level, and the lower were, at

the same time, beneath the sweeping flood, it becomes of the

velocity at the time with the amount of transporting power indi-

'•itted by the nature and condition of the stratified deposits.

]av '- I'.id no slope between Springfield and Middletown, and
have therefore been in this part a great lake. But this condition
Am. Jotm. Sci.-Third Sbbibs, Vol. XXIII, No. 1&5.-March, 1882.
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is shown to be improbable by the coarse character of the deposits

in the Springfield region that were made at maximum flood

;

and this is one of the reasons referred to on page 1 98, for believ-

ing that the slope in the lower third of the valley was reduced
to a less rate than 1 ;25 feet per mile. Taking it at 1 foot per

mile to Springfield
:

as there suggested, and 1*33 feet above
Springfield, it gives for the height of the water-surface above

Excepting south of Springfield, the changes in slope thus in-

troduced between the places mentioned are small—that from
South Vernon to Springfield becoming 2-2

; from Windsor to

South Vernon 1/2: that from Haverhill to Sprimdield, 1'8; and
that from Haverhill to Windsor continuing at 2 ; so that the

velocities would be but slightly altered. Between Springfield

and Middletown the pitch becomes about 3 inches a mile.

According to the preceding table, the velocity from Haver-
hill to Springfield, not withstanding this change of one-third in

the slope of the stream, would still, when at the highest flood-

level, have exceeded 10 miles an hour for a mean width of

2500 feet, the pitch to Springfield being nearly 2 feet a mile.*

And if we assume that bends and other obstructions, and trans-

portation would have reduced the mean velocity 20 per cent,

it would still be 8 miles an hour, with a bottom velocity over

0, and therefore much in excess of that indicated by the char-

acter of the bottom deposits.

It is quite certain that the slope must have been much less

than that which corresponds to a height of water-surface at

Haverhill of 387 feet, or a pitch in the valley to Springfield of

21 inches a mile. But it is not so evident what slope would

harmonize the facts; that is, would cause a velocity sufiicioni

to make or leave coarse valley deposits near and at flood level,

such as might be made by a current of 4 to 6 miles an hour,

and, at the same time, leave almost undisturbed beds <>( -and

or of fine pebbles along its bottom, whether at depths of 50 or

150 feet, this alike for the stream north of South Vernon and

south of it, and even for the part north of Wells River to

Bamet as well as south of Wells River.

By calculation, using the same elements as before, taking

the 'width at 2500 feet and making no allowance for ob-
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structions by bends or transportation, it appears that a slope in

the water surface of only 0'383 inches a mile would give a

mean velocity of 4 miles an hour.; and one of 0'923 inches, a

mean velocity <>t ."> utiles. The Mississippi along a straight

portion at Carrollton, during high water, when the maximum
depth was 136 feet and the slope but 1:8 inches, has a mean
velocity of 4 miles per hour. (See beyond.)
Making allowance for the probable amount of resistance

from the sources above mentioned, it would seem that a slope
of 2 inches a mile to Springfield would have been sufficient to

meet the conditions; and that one of 3 inches would have
been too great. But suppose it 3 inches a mile; a change in

the pitch of the valley amounting to 18 inches a mile would
have been needed to produce it. If we suppose it 6 inches—
which is a very huge pitch in an\ stream under continuous flow
(that is, not broken into parts by dams) which was the fact with
the flooded Connecticut down to Middletown—the needed
diminution in the pitch of the valley would have been 15 inches
a mile. This amount, 15 inches, added to the 15 inches a mile
deduced from the elevated sea-beaches, would make for the total

diminution in mean rate of pitch to Springfield 2£ feet a mile:
:i »<i if the amount were 18 inches, the total would be 2f feet a
oaile, which would make the change at Haverhill hardly 50 feet

less than at Montreal.
The later change, whatever its amount, would have been a

continuation of the former. Whether it was confined or not
to the Connecticut valley—a line of weakness in former geo-
logical (>ras—must be determined by the study of other valleys
to the east and west, espreudly the Merrimack on one side and
that of Lake Champlain and the Hudson on the other. It is a
strange fact that the terrace formation of the southern part of
the Lake Champlain region, and of its continuation along Lake
George to Albany on the Hudson has not yet been carefully
studied.

In view of so great changes in the slope, reining in the
waters, the floods of the Connecticut Valley lose something of
Mm magnificence portrayed in the high terraces. *But, on the
()t her hand, the conditions are brought within more reasonable.
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the report of Humphreys and Abb.
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Art. XV III.— On the Goyraphicai /.Jiitribatiun „/ certain Fresh-

water Mollusks of North America, and the />mbable causes of
their Variation ; 'by A. G. Wetherby, Professor of Geology
and Zoology, University of Cincinnati.*

JLwing set forth, in the first part of this paper, the main
facts connected with the distribution of the Union/die and
SircjunnatidcB^ over the region under consideration, it now be-

comes my task to attempt a solution of some of the problema
thereby indicated ; for, to the careful student of this subject,

several of its features are in the nature of unanswered questions;

and these, it seems to me, will be found to be so intimately

associated with the history of our continent's development, and
especially with that part relating to the evolution of its systems
ol drainage. as to cause continual reference to that subject, in

he light of present geological knowledge.
Without stopping, at this point, to discuss the zoologica

'elationships which possibly indicate the n

• presuinption tha

it / m u, , lacustrine.

Of the truth of this proposition there seemis to be ample evi

fresh-ware

akes were not impossibilities or even imp robabil ities. Tin

d from
>cean, pass through their various stages of

aphy
: nor is the fact of the existence of su ch bodi es of wate

n areas of limited drainage any loss well k

i;aus and low plains alike contribute exan
fhey are most typical in regions of compai•ative aridity fron
'arious causes ; and many such bodies of \ ow kno\VI

iave been undergoing the freshening proceiss sinee the earlj

It can not, I think, be doubted that there h ave bee n, through
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influence of Archaean lands upon the subsequent moulding ;tnd

forming of the continent, whose final systems of drainage, and
all the stages of development leading to them, were determined

by this early and stable region, which had its representative

areas on both sides of the incipient uplift, and at comparatively

isolated points over the great central basin : areas around

which clustered, throughout the history of continental progress,

the geological activities that determined everything.

It seems desirable, in discussing the variations above hinted

at, to remember that there must have been a far greater impe-

tus given them, when changes in drainage brought to these

creatures the vicissitudes accompanying distribution into bod-

ies of flowing water. Such changes of station, and finally of

habitat were among the last possibilities of continental growth,

because it was only in connection with the later grand move-
ments associated with terrestrial evolution, that present sys-

tems of drainage became possibilities. It is likewise true, that

at no time since any drainage has existed on the continent in

streams large enough to contain a shell fauna, has there been
such a complication of circumstances favorable to the local va-

riation of that fauna, and the consequent establishment of vari-

eties as now. For while it is a well determined fact in geol-

ogy, that, with the progress of continental evolution, the com-
plex it v of the rhararters of strata increased, it is also true that

inhabiting the

greatest development ii

among other causes that

ost heterogeneous character, partly o^

norphism and other disturbing causes

been, originally, more homogeneou
irphic effects may be w;

effects. Fifth, because here we have the maximum of extremes

in rate of current, and consequently the maximum of cajTfity

to transport sediments that may act favorably or unfavorably

upon the various creatures inhabiting these streams. Sixth,

because of f.he probability that the.-e mollusks have been prop-

agated down stream, to "the limit of favorable conditions—

a
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traverse. Seventh, because combined with these circumstances
is tbe fact, that all the stages in the development of these
creatures arc passed in an element thus unstable, amid condi-
tions thus diversified, where the slightest tendency to varia-

tion must have the maximum of exciting causes constantly

operating to call it into play. If, then, it be admitted that

there is in the animal races any tendency to variation, and
any capacity for adaptation, life, under such circumstances.

would be a continuous development and exercise of these in-

herent qualities. For mountain regions have been the seat of

origin of all drainage, and. no doubt, of the first forms of life

inhabiting that drainage.

Now let us examine these probabilities in the light of the

actual facts connected with the distribution of certain fresh-

water shells.

First, we may consider the circumpolar distribution of the
LimuiiULr, These mollusks are essentially lacustrine, for while
they are distributed into rivers and smaller streams to some
extent, their station of fullest development is in lakes, the world

The genera, Physa, Limnvea and /
}
/(tw>rl»'s. are essentially

northern forms, for it is in the cooler regions of the earth that

they reach their largest size and greatest differentiation. Dis-

tribution southward is accompanied by a stunting of forms in

nil cases but that of the sub-genus /Jn/imus, of which the B.

nuffudntni passes through the American tropics, and is many
times the size of its circumpolar northern relative, the well-

known li. hy/yoorum. This case stands as the only exception
'"an otherwise universal rule, respeetinga uroup of niolluskscov-
ering many described species, and yet one in which the differen-

tiation of forms has led to such interminable varieties, that the

most critically accurate of our conchologists hesitate to label

them. The careful student of our North American forms will

( ""l these shells more closely allied to their European relatives

than any other group of mollusks found on the two continents,
unless it be the Sur.a'ninw, and a few littoral marine species;

'"'-d distinctions, in the greater number of cases, it may be
''Warded as a substantial proof ol their high antiquity when

universal presence in the lakes of the older geological forma-
tlo iis at the north: second, their circumpolar distribution;
third, their presence in regions unfavorable to the development
"f other families of mollusks, as testified by their absence;
fourth, their persistent appearance fogether/even southward,
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over regions of elevation. For these reasons, and for others of

convenience in this discussion. I shall designate them as Fauna
A, and will add this important and distinctly proven state-

ment: that they reach, on our continent, their maximum of

size, of differentiation, and the greatest local number of so-

called species, in precisely that portion of it having the greater

number of lakes, in regions of the oldest land or contiguous to

it, and where there is the greatest paucity of other mollusks.

Tins fauna, is thus dearly shown to be regional, and the infer-

ence is fair that it has a very high antiquity.

Over the same region, both in Europe and America, we have

distributed a few species of the Union id<>>, mostly represented

by the genus Anodonta, a lacustrine group, always affecting

still waters with muddy bottoms. These forms, with plain

surface, and comparatively thin shells, are the predominant
types of the Unionidse over the whole northern portion of our

this genus that there occurs the greatest apparent synonymy.
and the systematic zoologist will find himself, in the study of

these shells, face to face with the question of varieties in end-

less and interminable confusion. Nor is this statement an

exaggeration, when we remember that European malacologies.

of greater or less repute, have made nearly one hundred syn-

onyms for the A. cygnea alone ; and that the slightest review

of our North American species, in the light of the evidence

offered by geographical varieties, now well known, must reduce

the number of so-called species more than one half; and many
of these varieties continue from Kastern New York to Minne-

sota, and a fewer ifumber. southward to the verv borders of

Mexico, over oil ofirlricl, oven [have tron,/ them ! These shells,

for like reasons with the first, 1 shall designate as Fauna B.

The region occupied by A and B contains very lew repre-

sentatives of the Streponiotnhe, or Fauna G. Their geographical

range northward was set forth in the first of these papers; and

it is a significant fact that the few species of the Strepomolnl",

occupying this region, are those belonging to types that farther

south.' where the conditions of variation enumerated in another

part of this paper reach their maximum, are so intimately
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shells an inherent aversion to still water, which characterizes

all the genera, leading them to frequent rather the rapid parts of

rocky streams; and here it is that we meet their greatest diver-

sity of types, and the greatest variety of coloration and orna-

mentation. This peculiarity of station is so persistent, that no
skilled collector ever searches for them in level reaches of deep
water, unless in the case of a few species of Pleurocera, which
affect such localities; but Jo, A»gitrei»<i. Li/hasia, Anculosa,
S<-Liy,s/,„fui. <}<>,, inhtisi.s, and Sir* rhnh.)<is, all genera represented

by an infinity of varietal forms, seek always clean, rapidly
flowing water, in rocky or gravely river beds ; and these

groups are only represented by the genus Melanopsis, over the

same range in Europe and Asia, and by Qoniobasis and Pleuro-

cera at the north, in America, their grand metropolis; in for-

eign lands their representatives, also, are confined to a range
mostly south of that occupied by A and B. This fauna has a
very limited distribution ol genera and species west of the
Mississippi, a fact easily traced, I think, to true geological
eauses. some of which are past, and others are now in operation.

The shells designated as Ohio River Tvpes in my previous
article, \ shall call .Fauna D. Of its geographical distribution,

varieties, and persistent forms, enough was said in that paper;
and since it was written, I have received, from the very south-
western borders of Texas, a collection of Uniones gathered at
random, which contains nothing but absolutelv tvpical Ohio
Kiver species. South of the < )hio. in parallel streams beginning
with Kentucky River and Green River, and continuing to the
eastern and southeastern tributaries of the Tennessee, we find,

as has already been stated, a group of shells of a distinct faeies,

requiring no expert know led^e of conchology to enable one to
see that it differs, as a whole, from the Fauna D, with which it

i- associated. Its southern distribution is coextensive with
that of Fauna C, in all the larger and many of the smaller
streams. Here occurs the greater number of described "ape-
xes ' of the genus Unio ; for among the forms filched from
diese prolific streams, malaeological enthusiasts have disported

following

i critically,
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iiii'l published descriptions of the soft parts of 254 species of

this family, and have often dissected 50 to 100 of the same
species, I can not see, as yet, any useful division that could
satisfy the student or the adept, which can be made by system-

atic difference in the organic forms of the soft parts." This
means, I suppose, that the differences of the soft parts are so

small as to afford no safe basis upon which to predicate class-

ification. T may add to this, that the most intimate study of

the anatomy of different species of the Limnceidre and Strepoma-
tt<!<t. has convinced me beyond reasonable doubt, that speri In-

differences, supposed to be indicated in the shells, do not ex-

tend to the animals themselves, so far as these studies go to

show. I have now in course of preparation a memoir on this

subject, which I hope soon to publish with accurate anatomical
illustrations. Here is one of those strange facts, standing at

the very threshold of the question of evolution, which finds

We may now venture upon a few suggestions, to which these

considerations give rise. Clearly the oldest shell fauna upon
the continent would have naturally inhabited Arcluean regions;

and as it is altogether likely, from chemical facts associated

with the deposit of iron ores, and the presence of graphite in

the older rocks of the continent, as pointed out by Dr. Hunt
and Dr. Dawson, that organic life may have existed to an
extent not yet determined by fossils actually discovered as

such, I think we do not pas- beyond the bounds of probability

in assigning to Fauna A a very remote antiquity. From its

original locus, it has spread to the limit of suitable conditions,

a limit undergoing constant variations, perhaps, through the

geological ages, but which has been determined by boundaries
mainly fixed by true geological causes. Through adaptation

this fauna has. in a few cases, overstepped its primitive barriers,

but it remains, as we have seen, true to its original instincts in

all its more important phases. It is not probable, as may be

the glacial conditio,, ; and that, with the northwa
the -lacier, thevsimplv resumed their normal habi

ing their distribution in that direction, in succeedi

the northern lakes of British America. In studyit

we find evidence that a previous distribution," p

in a few cases—as in that of the .1/. marr/aritfera, >

Maine and Oregon, but not between these stations s
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> -ii left. have been c<|u;il to the

emergency of perpetuating their races over the region desolated

by glacial action, and they may thus indicate what are the

possibilities of development under determinate conditions. It

may be suggested, that as the species of so-called Strepohiafhhr

of the west coast have rather the facies of the tropical Melan-
iaiis, and as the other associates of the M. maryaritifr.m in the
waters of Oregon are species not elsewhere found, that this

little fauna] remnant is an independent one, and I readily agree
to all this

;
yet there is no doubt of the existence of a Fauna

B, or of its distribution, and the possibility that its present

species are the descendants of a geological remnant like those
of A. Still more striking is the evidence to be adduced from
Fauna C. The region over which this group is distributed

may have had some drainage, though perhaps slight, as far

back as the epoch of the Cincinnati uplift. It thus may have
continued through all the Paleozoic ages thereafter. "What
wonder, then, that we have here such diversity of forms, when
we remember the mutations through which the continent sub-
sequently passed to the termination of the Paleozoic. Local
elevations and submergencies, and the various phenomena
associated with the progress of continental development,
brought to these creatures a series of vicissitudes that ma}'
have left many remnants in favored spots, whose descendants,
modified and changed as they are, afford us the multitudinous
varieties which this fauna assumes throughout its metropolis.

Indeed, if we could reach the ancestral form of these crea-

tures, we should have another proof of the existence of what
have been so philosophically called "comprehensive types;"
and it is by no means a difficult thing to show abundant
evidences of their presence in this heterogeneous host of their
modified descendants, as I hope to point out hereafter. Even
if this fauna does not antedate the Carboniferous epoch,
the station which it has always occupied, for reasons a 1 read v

j^lit additional evidence upon this subject; and that when the
habits and anatomy of these animals have been more thoroughly
studied, and when we have a fuller understanding of the rela-

tions existing between the living and the fossil species of west-
ern Europe, and the fossil Tertiary species of southeastern Eu-
rope, new light will begin to break in upon the "origin of
species'' among these protean bivalves; for such work is the
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Bpecial province of geology, and the highest generalization to

which the perfection of geological, knowledge can lead us.

In considering the facts connected with the exploration of the

western lake basins, we find the Unionicke to be distributed

through the whole series of deposits from the Jurassic to the

Tertiary. ;ind well through the latter. In a very philosophical

discussion of this subject, Dr. White has shown that there is an

intermingling of forms, and an extent of differentiation point-

in.: to remoter origin. But he has, in a foot-note on page 620,

made the following statement which needs correction. "It is

a significant fact that those North American rivers which con-

tain the richest Unione fauna drain Mesozoic and Tertiary

regions, while those that drain Paleozoic and Azoic regions have

n comparatively meagre 1'nione fauna." The whole drainage of

the Ohio is Paleozoic, or so nearly so that we may call it such.

This stream and its tributaries south and southeast are the me-
tropolis of these shells. And it is here that we find the two
faunas above indicated most distinctly developed. The rivers

draining the Mesozoic and Tertiary regions of the west have a

already s

dontas of the north we
Ohio types. Until se

made and these are carefully compared with the easts of species

described from these western localities, we shall not have

reached the best conclusion which a study of these fossil- will

afford us. If we consider the species of the Mesozoic and Ter-

tiary re-ions of the south and southwest, we shall find that

when we have removed the Ohio types from the lists, very few

great is the synonymy of these shells. I am sure is not the well

understood fact in American malacology that it ought to be.

There can be little doubt that the distinctively Ohio types.

thus widely distributed, and so greatly differentiated, antedated

any other forms occupying the same region with them. But
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bed by thirty species, that have not yet been found out-

side of it : and this in a region where every stream contains an

abundance of Strepomatidce. How easy for a slight geological

disturbance to obliterate the record of their existence; how
easy to have an isolated remnant of this unique fauna left in

the upper reaches of this mountain si ream, when a less sub-

mergence than took place in this region during the Tertiary,

would exterminate many contemporary species in the lower
part of its drainage. In such a case, this isolated remnant,
unique and strange, would present us with a problem for con-

sideration like that of the Unto apinosus. This single example
well represents the principle to which this article points, and
shows how readily, in earlier times, when systems of drainage
were comparatively limited, and opportunities for the spread of

species were correspondingly less, there might have been many
cases like that of the Coosa, during the various epochs, which
left remnants of their shell-fauna ; and those remnants, which
had less tendency to variability, have persisted with compara-
tively little change; or, possibly, the changes have been in a
direction which did not characterize other groups with which
they were associated, leaving them distinct. At all events, the
faunas are plainly indicated, and in many cases it is not diffi-

cult to point out central forms, around which they seem to be
clustered.

The various other genera of Fresh-water Shells, found in

the western deposits above mentioned, all exhibit a tendency
to varieties equal to that of the f'nionidce. The species of
Goen'oba.s,'., (?;,, V'fij.Krus, I 'hy.su and Planorbis, are all cases
in point; but one can not help seeing how closely the three
genera last mentioned are related in all these fossil forms to

species now living: and it seems that Dr. White's remark,
accompanying the description of the Anodonta propatoris, "It
is not to be denied that its separate specific identity is assumed
from its known antiquity, rather than proved by its structure
and form," might have been, with .-till greater significance,
written of many of these fossil Viviparidce and Limnceidce. Let
wis be as it may, 1 am convinced that the origin of these Ter-
tian and Cretaceous forms is to be sought in a Paleozoic pro-
genitor, whose probable starting point was in regions adjacent
to the western Arcluean. While the species of fresh-water
ll; 'bitat may have persisted since the Carboniferous, in all the
region between the Appalachians and tin; Mississippi, much of
tii;,! portion of ovoloLncal time has been fatal to such existence

- •!! west of* the same stream: and though Mr. Trvou
speaks of the Mississippi as a barrier to the westward distribu-
tion of species, it seems to me that the cause is really to be found
m the character of the western tributaries as well ; for while the
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muddy waters of the Mississippi are an effectual barrier, in a

general way, accidental transportation, or a few cases of actual

traverse, that we cannot doubt must have taken place, would
have furnished abundant types for spreading the species

through our western rivers, if the conditions had been favor-

able; but they were not favorable, and consequently no such

distribution has taken place. Hence it is, that the t'e

of shells inhabiting tho^e -treams, seem to me more likely to

be the descendants of an ancestry of old date, and their general

correspondence in form to the Ohio type, points to their com-
munity of origin. The Fauna E is here wanting; nor has it

any representative. When we come to the consideration of

the down stream distribution of the species east of the Missis-

sippi, we find the StrepomaU'dm, as represented by their most
-tic genera, and Fauna E of the Unionidu>, to have a

barrier in that direction. Here they cease, and beyond it, in

the Tennessee, Cumberland, etc., we find mainly the Fauna D.

Since this fact is general, it becomes one of high significance in

x\:\< discussion, and stands as a unique evidence in favor of

some of the suggestions here made ; and it shows conclusively,

i nous water is not the only condition of molluscan dis-

tribution ; and that the present station of lo, Ooniobasis, Ancu-
losa, etc., in mountain streams, and in the more rapid por-

tions of these streams, is the result of the presence of condi-

tions to which these creatures are by nature fitted ; and while

a few species are more cosmopolitan, owing to their greater

adaptation, or to their remote ancestry, the great

bulk of Fauna C has its range circumscribed as has here been
indicated.

While the evidences upon which the theory of this discus-

sion rests, from the geological and phylogenic aspects of the

case, have been thus hurriedly cited, there is yet another argu-
ment, resti ig mainly upon an anatomical basis, which, as above
indicated, I hope, after a while to bring out. So little is known
of the close relations of these animals from this point of view,
that 1 am of the opinion that the systematic zoologist will

look with wonder and surprise upon the almost entire absence
of structural unlikeness in animals, even in such matters as

the distribution of the alimentary and circulatory vessels, that

may be associated with the widest variation in the character of

the <hell. Nevertheless, there arc cases in both these families,

of structural differences as striking as the other facts which
have led to this division of our shells into these highly charac-

teristic geological groups; and to these evidences I shall direct

. future article.
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In the February number of this Journal,* notice was given
of the discovery of the fragmentary remains of a large Poeeilo-

pod in the Utica slate and its identification with the Eurypte-
rida, a provisional reference being made to the genus Euryp'terus.

A review of this and the genera of its order shows that none
of them present the characters seen in the remarkable cephalic

appendage from which the genus now proposed derives its name.

EfhiiKxjuathus, n. g.

Endognathary limbs (one or more pairs) formed of eight or

nine joints, six of which carry long, backward curving spines

articulated to their posterior side. Terminal joint slender,

elongate, acuminate. Surface of the body and larger joints of

the cephalic appendage ornamented with scale-like markings, as

in the genus Pteryr/otus. Type, E Cleveland/.
*

Kc/titHKjiinthiiH ( hi-elandi
Syn. Euryptems? Glevelandi Walcott. This Journal, vol. xxiii, p. 151, 1882.

>

The only portion of the body discovered is illustrated by
fig. 1. It appears to be the left side or half of the ventral
surface of the anterior thoracic segment. The reference to the
ventral surface is from the presence of a thin membranous

observed on the

Hall.f The test
"ppt'ars to have Leon thin and firm, and the margins are clearly
outlined on the dark, smooth slate, while the surfaee is orna-
mented with fine scale-like markings on the anterior portion
that increase in size toward the posterior margin (cc).

* Vol. xxiii, p. 151, 1882. f Pal. New York, iii, p. 414*
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Figure 2, is a sketch, 7-10ths of the natural size, of the

cephalic appendage as it appears on the surface of the slate

and in the matrix. The entire length of the appendage from

the point a a to the end of the terminal joint 7, as restored to

its natural position, would be 12-5cn
\ exclusive of the basal

joint at a a. The long spines of the joints 3 and 4 are 5cm in

length.

The joint marked (1) is broad and short with a rounded de-

pression at the center of its inner margin. There is no evi-

dence of the attachment of the long spines that are articulated to

the posterior side of the succeeding joints. From the form of

the joint and the presence of broken fragments of the test in

the matrix at a a it is probable that it is the second joint of the

appendage and that the first or basal joint is broken up. The
joint (2) 'is large^ elongate, rudely subtriangular, the long ante-

rior margin curving around to meet the nearly straight poste-

rior margin at its inner end. The latter margin has nine long

curved spines articulated to it while the three following joints

(3, 4) and (f>) have but, three each on their posterior margins.

una transvcraeand I C lespines

of (3) and (4) are the h-ngesr of anv attached to the appendage.

Beyond (o) traces of another joint are shown (15), and another is

indicated by tin- position o'the three curved spines bevond

those of (6). These two latter joints were crushed by the forc-

ing back of the long terminal joint (7). the inner end of which is.

seen beneath the center of the joint (4). This joint or terminal

spine is slender, slightly curved backward, and marked by a

slight median ridge and longitudinal strite. The surface of the
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joint (I) and the anterior portions of (2) and (3) show the
-calf-like markings observed on the fragment of the thoracic
segment. If there were but one joint 'beyond the transverse
joint (I). i. e. the basal, the entire 'appendage would have had
nine joints, if our interpretation of the crushed joints is correct.

The long curved spines (s, s, s), are a very curious feature of
the appendage and the most marked character of the genus and
species. They are articulated to the posterior margin of the
joints, as the latter rest flattened out in the slate or shale, and
there is no evidence but that they formed a single series, as
shown in the specimen and in the drawing, fig. 2. Each spine
is constricted a little near its base, forming a rounded end or
point of articulation

; from this well out toward their pointed
termination they retain an average width curving gently back-
ward and inward. They appear to have been flattened when
in a natural condition, and formed of a thin test which is rather
strongly striated.

It is difficult to understand the purpose these spines served
unless they are considered as having some relation to the
branchial system of the animal. That they were used in

securing food or carrying it to the mouth is not apparent, and
no other use than the above is suggested from a study of the
specimens we now have.

In the specimen of Dolichopterus macivcheirus, previously
referred to, a few short, small spines are seen projecting from
the posterior margins of the third, fourth and fifth joints of the
third endognath. That they may represent in a greatly modi-
fied degree the spines shown in fig. 2 is not improbable.
/'-'""'/«' us punctatu (Si i Woodward, as restored in Wood-
ward b Monograph of the Fossil Merostomata, p. 157, has a pair
of long curved spines on four of the joints of the endognathary
palpus, but they are represented as projecting forward, which
does not appear to have been the case in the Utica slate species.

"he character of the endognathary palpus of K Clevelandi
m;,y indicate the approach to an earlier type of the Eurypte-
"da, but from the eiiaraoters shown by these remains and the
fact that its size e<timatin<>' I mm the fragment of the thorax
was not less than m or ;,0- in leu-th. 'and the approximate
wi 'ith bV" or more, it is evident thafwe musl sea.vh deep in

the strata of the Trenton ..roup, or even lower, for the first

members of the order.
As far as known to us the Eurvptcrida has not been repre-

sented hitherto on the American eon! incut below the Medina
sandstone of New York, and no described species is known
below this horizon elsewhere. M. Iiarrai.de mentions the dis-
covery of a fragment of the test of a Pterygotus in his etage D, 5,
Am- Jouk. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXIII, No. 135.—Mabch, 1888.
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at the close of the second fauna,* which would place it a little

below that of the Medina sandstone.

The specific name of the species under consideration was
given in honor of Rev. Wm. N. Cleveland, who obtained the

specimens described in the Utica slate formation north of the

village of Holland Patent, Oneida County, N. Y. On the same
pieces of slate with them occur two characteristic fossils of the

formation, L.-jitohnlus ///*/<////>• :md Triarthrus Becki, and I have

also obtained from the same locality and stratum of slate,

Dendrograpius tenuiramosus, Glimacograptns bicornis. S< ///;."<•/"///"

filosa, Endoceras proteiforme, etc.

Several collectors have been and are now working in the

Utica slate both in New York State and Canada, and a number
of undescribed and interesting species are in their hands, as

also several described from the Trenton limestone but unknown
from the slate before. It is largely due to the persistent efforts

of Mr. Chas. H. Haskell that the many localities in Oneida
County, N. Y, have been discovered, and their rich fauna

made known from the slate, from one of which localities the

form we have described was obtained.

Art. XX.—Notice of the remarkable Marine Fw
the outer banks q

~

by A. E. Verri
the In

Kcfiinodkumata (continued).

In the following list there are included 48 species. Of these,

22 have not, hitherto, occurred elsewhere on our coast; 26

have been found farther north, in the Gulf of Maine, or off the

coast of Nova Scotia, and may be considered as arctic ;
at least

22 are European, and of these 18 or more are northern Euro-

pean; at least 14, and probably more, have been taken in deep

water, in the Gulf of Mexico, or off Florida, by Pourtales and

A. Agassiz, but there is, as yet, no general lists of their star-

fishes and ophiurans: of the whole number, only six are, so

far as known, peculiar to this district, and probably this num-

ber will soon be reduced. Many of the species have a very

extensive range, on both sides of "the Atlantic, and also a great

range in depth, occurring in much deeper water than was found

at any of our stations. Species dredged only in less than 60

fathoms are not included.

In the list, the range of depth given applies only to this

special region, as determined by the stations here included.

* Systeme Silurien Centre <le la Boheuic I. -up!, pi.. ~>:>*\. .V>7. 1>S "--
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[ Ltmani W. Thomson. 238-500 fathoms.
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Toxocloraferruginea V., sp. now
l><xl\ cylindrical, elongated, very contractile, liable to rup-

ture. 'Ski'n somewhat translucent,' tilled with minute, reddisli

brown pigment-cells, and having numerous, minute, slender

plates, in the shape of a bow. or a parenthesis, with the ends in-

curved. Tentacles stout, with numerous digitations. Length,

50mm or more ; diameter, 8 to 10mm .

Astit-it/.i Iiriareiis V., sp. now

Arms variable in number: 10 in the largest example; long,

slender; disk small. Radii as 1 : 9*5; lesser radius, 8mm ;

greater, 76mm . The rajs have a strong dorsal ridge, and one

lateral and a ventral one. on each side. Slender, transverse

plates connect the dorsal and lateral ridges, leaving large

spaces, in which are numerous papulae, grouped in several

clusters. Along the five ridges are long, slender, acute, rather

distant spines; a few also stand on the cross plates; these

spines arc all similar and bear large, dense wreaths of small

pedicellarue near the bas( 3 edicellariae of large size

and remarkable form are scattered between the spines, above
and below : these are spatulate or hand-shaped, the wide tips

terminating in five or six incurved claws, which interlock

when the pedicellate are closed. Adambulacral spines slen-

der, two to each plate, close to the ventral spines, with no in-

tervening spines nor papulae.

Ophioijhjpha Sursii (Liitk.) Lyman.

Two varieties of this species occur, which differ widely. The
larger and smoother form, without prominent disk scales, is

found exclusively in the deeper waters, while the form with

prominent, swollen disk-scales is abundant in the shallower

localities (40 to 60 fathoms), though often found, also, at

greater depths ; the latter is the form that occurs abundantly

in the Bay of Fundy and off Nova Scotia, where it grows to a

large size, without changing its character. The two forms also

<>l>h;o<jl!wh„ ,;
{
,natn Vcrrill, sp. now

<>phin<ihipllft „$„;» Vcrrill, in former papers {»<»t Lutken).

Disk varied in color, rounded-pentagonal, flattened above, o

distinct rosette : the dorsal surface' is separated from the ventra

by a marginal ridge, which becomes well-marked in dry speci

mens ; notches, at the bases of the arms, slight, with an irregula
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of small, slender spinules on each side of the notch, and a small,

irregular, isolated group in the middle, sometimes nearly obso-
lete, or represented by only one or two small spinules, in the
larger specimens; just below these there is a similar small
group on the middle of the first visible arm-plate ; the second
arm-plate sometimes bears, also, two or more small spinules,

but these never form a regular row. Disk-scales, when living,

obscured more or less by a thin skin ; the central scale and
two alternating circles of five each, surrounding it, at a little

distance, are round, darker colored and distinctly larger than
those that intervene, which are small, but distinct, and often

form rather regular circles around the larger scales: in the
inter brachial spaces, near the edge, there are also larger scales:

radial shields, irregular, long-triangular, their edges more or
less covered l>\ small scales" and separated by a rather wide
wedge of small scales, in several rows. Oral plates, short shield-

shaped, the breadth and length about equal; the outer and
lateral edges form a regular curve, the inner edges make an
obtuse angle. Mouth-papillae, four on each side of each mouth-
angle: the outer one is flat and broad, the others are slender,

acute; the median papilla is larger, acute. The inner tentacle-

pore is small and usually has a single small scale on each side

;

the others have one small scale. The arms are not very long,

tapering to rather slender tips, with a median ridge. Ventral
arm-plates widely separated, crescent-shaped, wider than long,

those near the base with a proximal angle. I Tpper arm-plates
raised into a distinct median ridge, with a slightly prominent
outer angle; those near the base are much shorter than broad,
distally they become much longer than broad. Arm -spines

three, rather slender and acute, the upper one is decidedly
longer and larger than the next, its length equalling two arm-
plates

; the lowest is much the smallest. The genital slits have
a row of very minute spinules along the upper half. The color
is variable ; the disk is usually prettily marked by a rosette of
brown or dark gray spots on a paler ground, or the darker tint

may take a star-shaped form, with five or with ten rays, with
the radial shields usually pale: or there may be a combination
of the rosette and star: rarely the disk is nearly uniform pale
pay, bike the upper side of 'the arms. The larger specimens
have the disk 10mm in diameter ; length of the arms, about 45mm.

This species is rather common in this region, in deep water;
we have also frequently dredged it farther north, in the Gulf of
Maine; Bay of Fundy ; and off Nova Scotia.
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This species wag . Say, from a speci-

men found at Great Egg Harbor, N. J. His description agrees

in all respects so well with our smaller specimens, that there can

be little doubt of its identity. Moreover, this form occurs in

abundance off New Jersey, at moderate depths, but no other

species has been taken there, unless in very deep water.

In addition to the numerous specimens from off Martha's

Vineyard, we have it from Cashe's Ledge, off the coast of

M;i inc. and from various localities off Nova Scotia, on the

iinds. Mr. A Agassiz, also, took it, off our coast.

Pennatulacea and lour o<

deferred to the ne>A ii'ini-

;uous species of seii-anem-

getically and quickly. Column more or less cylindrical,

lour-glass shaped, usually higher than broad, very con-

:ile, capable of involving the upper portion, which is, for

it an inch below the edge (in la rue examples), softer,

irons, longitudinally ridged, and brighter colored than the

small verruca*, arranged m vertical lines, often fading out

-TIVT
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white or pale pink, with narrow, deeper pink or purplish radii.

which extend around and between the bases of the tentacles, but
usually do not reach the mouth; lips reddish or orange-brown,
striped with darker; tentacles usually light rose-red, or pink,
translucent, often with brighter red on the inner surface and at
tip. and frequently with an ill-defined ring of white at the base,

and white at tips, outside. The larger specimens are 4 to 6
h : diameter of column 2f> to o inches; across tenta-

cles 4 to 6 inches ; length of inner tentacles 2 to 2 -5 long ; 12
to 14 in dian u

Taken in small numbers, and only in this region ; 120-325
fathoms. It is a very elegant and showy species, and lives well
in aquaria.

Urticina perdix Verrill, sp. nov.

Full-grown specimens are very large, often 8 to 12 inches in

diameter, in expansion. Form very changeable. Column
< >m low and broad to c ass shape,

often higher than broad ; integument soft and smooth, but in

partial contraction sometimes covered, near the summit, with
small, ovate verrucas. Disk, in expansion, usually broader
than the column, often with the edge broadly undulated or
frilled. Tentacles translucent, rather long, and very numerous,
forming five or six circles, the inner ones long (1 inch or more),
tapered, obtuse, and placed about half way between mouth and
oaargin, the outer - smaller and crowded. Mouth with large
gonidial grooves and stn.ng lateral lobes. Color: column
coriouslj mottled and reticulated with soft, yellowish brown,
varying from a. pah' tint to deep orange-brown ; the ground-color
is pale buff and the two colors alternate in transverse bands,
the darker bands usually wider, below, and often zigzag, or
even broken up into squarish patches, while brown lines often
cross the pale bands, giving an irregularly checkered pattern.
These bands and spots are usually finer and more crowded
above: disk usuallv pale yellowish olive, sometimes purplish.
more brownish near the mouth, with faint alternating radii of

Miter and darker tints; lips chocolate-brown, or red -brown :

N'ntarl.'s similar to disk, but paler, with two or three broad and
bands of brownish or purplish, one near the tip, faint,

the basal one broader on the sides.

Ordinary specimens are f to inches across the tentacles,
111 expansion, with the column 3 inches in diameter and about
'

sl "' same in height. This is a, very handsome species and

appear to extend \
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Urticina callosa V., sp. nov.

'A very large species, with a very thick, lirm, leathery integu-

ment, covered, especially on the upper halt, with irregular.

often angular, large low verrucas or ridges, which fade out into

irregular wrinkles below; the verrucas extend to the uneven
edge of the disk, at the base of the tentacles, without any change
in the character of the integument, which has a rather smooth,
lubricous surface. Large specimens seldom retract the disk

and tentacles completely, apparently owing to the firmness and
leather-like stiffness of the walls of the body, but smaller ones

contract more readily, and have a much smoother surface. The
column is usually, in expand,, ,. luuhei than hioad, cylindrical,

more frequently smallest at base or, hour-glass shaped, but

when handled becomes more or less flattened longitudinally, or

collapsed. Tentacles rather short, stout, obtuse, numerous,
covering much of the disk, usually extending more than half

way to the mouth, changeable in form, but not very contrac-

tile, often longitudinally striated or wrinkled. Disk large,

usually much broader than the column, and common] v concave.

Mouth large, with large, whitish gonidial grooves; 'side-lobes

large, unequal, salmon-brown. Base broad, generally deeply
1

• enclosing firmly a large mass of mud, etc.

;

entacles usually plain deep salmon or c

:r striae. Height often 1 to 7 inches ; b
1 disk 6 to 10 inches : length of lamest

: their diameter -25 of an'inch.

ommon in deep water in this re-ion : 120-

ihward, in the Gulf of Maine, and off No
irge species is liable to be confounded u

(Fabr. sp.), which is almost universally associate

be distinguished bv having the retractile app
rohimu, for a short distanre l.eiow the margir

"d hi-hl
;

''

tentaeleV u
the column is tinner, coriaceous, not lubricoii
with irregularly scattered, prominent, often very
tuhercles, disappearing below : there is usually":
ent, dirty coating over most of the surface: t

brighter pink, or even chocolate-brown, on the

and, like the column, are much mure miraetile.
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A delicately colored species, with a soft, smooth integument.
Column elongated, in expansion; above, occasional]}- showing
a few warts and longitudinal plications; margin simple. Ten-
tacles numerous, in about four circles, crowded toward the
margin ; they are rather short and stout, tapered, acute, the
outer ones much smaller. Mouth with strong, whitish, goni-
dial grooves at both ends, and about ten lobes on each side,

separated by darker grooves. Color of body nearly uniform
salmon, or rosy ; tentacles a paler shade of the same, the outer
ones with a flake-white blotch at the base, outside ; disk pale
salmon, with a pale bluish tint, and with flake-white radii,

forking at the tentacles; mouth bright orange inside, with lines

of reddish brown on the lips. Height, about 2 inches: diam-

All the specimens obtained were on the backs of a brilliantly

colored species of hermit-crab (Parapagurus, sp. now), remark-
able for large bright red patches on its legs ; 160-458 fathoms.
This species may not be a true Urticina. It resembles certain
species of tiagartia, but no acontia were observed.

Actlmrnvs aagivatus Verrill, sp. nov.

A large species, with a broad, low column, having a pale,

translucent, thick, soft, cartilaginous, or gelatinous test. The
column is broader than high, largest above, smooth, or more or

leas wrinkled. Tentacles not crowded, in two rows, close to

the margin, long, tapering, rather slender, acute, decidedly
thickened at the base; the outer ones have the thickened,
outer, basal swelling continuous with the edge of the disk.

Base much smaller than the column, concave, secreting a

chitiiinus pellicle and enclosing a mass of mud, as in U. callosa.

Color of column, pallid, or bluish white, with a tinge of pink;
disk deep orange, with paler radii: lips deep orange-brown;
tentacles orange-brown. Diameter of disk, in expansion, about
5 inches; of base, about 2 ; length of tentacles, 1*5 to 2 inches.
The tentacles are contractile. Onlv one specimen was taken.
Station 1029, in 458 fathoms.

Adamsia sociabi/is V., sp. nov.

A small, conspicuously colored, abundant species, which is

••'Iwavs round on the Lack of a small hermit-crab {Ib;,,irannrm
*«'•>'"//,- Smith). Color: column translucent, usuallv conspicu-
ously striped with alternate- pink and tljikf-wl.it..- loniritudinnl
bands, the latter narrowing upward : tentacles pinkish : mouth
with pink lips, crossed hv darker lines, between the small
lobes. Height, in expansion, about '5 of an inch (10 to 14mm).

Common in 86-300 fathoms.
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Art. XXI.-^l New Form of Reversible Stereoscope; by
W. LkContk Stevens.

With a view to removing for others the difficulty implied

1 the binocular experiments"on which I based the conclusions

x pressed in mv recent papers, published in the November
ml December numbers of this Journal, I have devised the

allowing form of stereoscope, which has been found quite

atisfactory. Persons possessing no previous muscular train-

ag of the eyes have been able with it to secure reversion of

efief in the combined picture as easily as they had obtained

atural perspective while using it as an ordinary stereoscope.

iome of my experiments involved extreme muscular tension
;

hese required the use of the unaided eyes, but a large proport-

ion of the rest can be performed by the aid of this instrument

rithout special discomfort. It has been constructed for me by

fessrs. E. & II. T. Anthonv & Co., of this city.

The semi-lenses (fig. 1, I, I), rest in a pair of boxes, with

windows in front and behind, to transmit the ltght. These

ioxos are sen;i rated b\ a thin partition, on each side of which

wooden scn-cn ih.'b). moving on hinges: when this is pressed

down lh,t, as in li 2 . I, the view of the stereograph is unob-

structed : when lifted up, as in tig. 2. the window at the mid-

dle permits the left half of the stereograph to be seen by the

nu-ht eve. while the ri-ht half is obscured: and vice versa for

the left eve. From the top of this window is a small projec-

tion (//).
* The stereograph rests upon its movable ,-ross-l.ar {«)

asses through the t
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semi-lens, and the optic angle is positive and small
7<

or the vis-

ual lines may be sensibly parallel. If the observer's interocu-

!;ir distance is much creater than usual, the ra \ s of debt which

he receives will be transmitted still nearer the base of the semi-

lon-s and -li-ht >ptn di\<-i_. in < i- necewn . Thi^ b a\ oided

by giving a few leftward turns to the screw, permitting the

semi-lenses to be pressed a little farther apart by the opposing

springs. The same can be done to secure comfortable vision

when the stereographic interval is great
;
pictures 10cm apart

can thus be viewed without discomfort, and without any very

objectionable degree of coloration in consequence of want of

"^•xc tuc picture is sun seen 1

being apparently slightly magn

To secure reversed perspect
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prisms for the semi-lenses, as in fig 2. Slide the stereograph

nearly to the end of the stereoscope. Physiological perspective

is at once reversed ; whether this is enough to overpower the

other elements of perspective must depend upon the nature of

the picture. If the stereograph be that of the moon, the

reversion is complete; if of terrestrial scenery, some objects maj
be apparently transposed in position while others are not. The
same picture may be examined successively with each illusive

effect several times in as many minutes. As soon as reversion

s attained, t ie -.'m. "_t pi i a\ be drawn upas close as may

If both semi-lenses and prisms are discarded, the instrument

becomes a direct-vision stereoscope; in some respects similar

to that described by Professor William B. Sogers in 1855. To
secure natural perspective, press the screens flat, pull the stereo-

graph up as close as possible, and gaze as if through it at a

remote object, with the muscles of the eyes relaxed. The two
pictures, imperfectly focalized, are dimly seen apparently to

overlap. The stereog i
I out to the end of the

stereoscope, and the pictures are binocularly combined by optic

divergence. The stereograph may now be pulled up as near as

To secure reversion of perspective by direct vision, fold the

brass hinges and lift the wooden screen, as in fig. 2. Push this

out (&' b') as near as possible to the stereograph at the end of

the instrument, then pull it up, keeping the gaze fixed upon

the projection \d') at the top. This grows dim as it approaches

its previous position. Without clianuriiiir the direction of the

visual lines, except slightly to lower them, transfer the atten-

tion to the stereograph beyond. The combined picture is seen

in reverse perspective, apparently much smaller and nearer

than when the prisms were employed.
Those who have tried this instrument thus far have usually

succeeded at the first attempt, for either natural or reverse per-

spective, when the glasses were used. Several trials are often

necessary before success is attained by direct vision, but the

variation in perspective thus attained is much more striking.

But little experiment is needed to prove to any one who is thus

successful that in the localization of objects in the binocular

field of view presented by the stereograph, the current theory

of successive triangulation by intersection of visual lines is

inapplicable. The only substitute that covers the facts which

the geometric theory fails to account for, is that of associated

muscular action, which applies to divergence as well as con-

vergence of visual lines.

The use of adjusting screws for the semi-lenses of the stereo-

scope is, of course, not a novelty. They were thus applied by
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Duboscq, about 1850, to one of Brewster's stereoscopes and also

subsequently by Helmholtz. A similar application is espe-

cially described by Professor Emerson in this Journal Nov..

1861, and Emerson's stereoscope was for a number of years
made by Messrs. Anthony & Co. of New York. It would
indeed be difficult to evolve any wholly new principle in the

constrnction of stereoscopes. The present instrument was de-

vised for a specific purpose, which it accomplishes successfully.

Ai:t. XX II.— On the Magnetic Properties of a Specimen of
Nickeliferous Iron from St. Catarina, Brazil, as first pointed

out by Lawrence Smith, hy Henri Becquerel ;* with a note

by J. Lawrence Smith.

Mr. Lawrence Smith has recently discovered in a native

iron, found in 1875 in the province of St. Catarina of Brazil, a

singular physical property, viz: that in its natural condition
it is very feebly attracted by the magnet, but if a fragment is

heated to redness and subsequently cooled, there is manifested
a magnetic property with the usual intensity of iron.f

The specimen which I have had occasion to study w;is fur-

nished me from the collection at the Garden of Plants. A
small bar was prepared, weighing 2*781 grams, and lS^""1*

long, 5-2mm broad, and 3'8mm thick. This bar was compared
with a small bar of Swedish iron, of the same length and
width, with about the same dimensions. The experiments
made were by means of the electro-magnetic balance described
in a preceding memoir.;}: The following results were obtained :
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small l>ar of St. Oatarina iron is very much less magnetic than

the Swedish iron. When the former was heated to 280°, it

assumed a rose color, but the magnetic attractions on the

balance were the same as before heating: when re-heated for

an hour to a bright red heat, on lime, to avoid too much oxid-

ation, and then slowly cooled, the iron was twenty times more
magnetic than in its natural condition, and as magnetic as the

Swedish iron. Tts weight had been increased 35mg . Finally,

when heated a second time and [dunged in cold water, its

specific magnetism varied but very little, and remained the

same after repeated heating and tempering.
To study this iron under conditions more or less removed

mented i

The native iron of St. Catarina has been carefully studied

by M. Damour and MM. Daubree and Meunier, who have
attributed to it a meteoric origin, and who have found that it

contained about 34 per cent of nickel. The remarkable effect

manifested when it is heated appears to be due principally to

the presence of nickel and a crystallization effected at a very
low temperature.

I therefore undertook a series of experiments, to see whether
pure iron and pure nickel crystallized in the cold did not

exhibit the same property. To try this, small cylinders of

iron and nickel were prepared by depositing these metals upon
a platinum wire by electrolysis. ' The deposit took place slowly

at the ordinary temperature, and the deposited metals were

1. the bars were studied by the aid of the balance,

then heated to redness and re-examined. The iron in the con-

ditions under which 1 operated presented after heating no
notable change m j ts iua^ii«-ti«- properties. This was not true

"I the nickel er\ stalli/ed in the cold, for it presented after the

heat in- a cons id, >ral>le augmentation of its magnetic property.
I'll-' lollowiu-j; are some of the results obtained with this metal:
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After complel on the Ovifak iron and do

lerite of Greent. ;upied me off and on for sev

eral years, establishing indisputably the terrestrial origin of tha

iron, I was induced to examine into the nature of some othe

has been supposed to be of me
in 1875, at St. ('atarina in Brazil. Having obtained specimens

of this iron, I tried to apply to it the same rules of investiga-

tion as I had done to the Greenland iron, but my series of spe-

cimens would not permit of this and the question was left in

doubt. My first object was to separate a pyritic mineral asso-

ciated with the iron : but owing to the fact that the metallic iron

t been able to devise any other method. While ap-

e magnet to various parts of the pure metal, it was

found that many of these small pieces did not respond to the

attraction of the magnet, hut when tiiese pieces were flattened

out by being hammered between two bright surfaces, that the

flattened metal would be attracted by the magnet, and if heated

to redness would become as susceptible t<> tin magnet as pure

iron. The iron of the native mineral, as I had previously ascer-

tained, contained as much as 34 per cent of nickel, but the

mere presence of the metal in no manner sufficed for an expla-

nation of this phenomenon : for the Oktibbeha meteoric iron

contains over {.".percent of nickel, and is under all circum-

stances affected by the magnet as readily as any other meteoric

iron. I made a number of experiments, mid 'satisfied myself

that many pieces of the St. Catarina iron in its natural comb-

in other pieces the difference was much less, but after heating

they all became equally magnetic. Having no magnetic bal-

ance I sent a detailed account of my experiments to the French

Academy of Science, with a request that M. Becquerel should

examine it with his magnetic balance: this he has done and

he

n

|S
U

not

a

me?tion "ming" n'ml fb '
Vll&t ;»!' me-

chanical compression on the crystalline nickel as deposited l>y

electricity, it may be that this compression would have some

effect in increasing its normal magnetism. I. hope soon to

further this iron to settle the question as to its

possible origin.
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V.KT. XXIII.— Origin nr Jo In ltd Structure in undisturbed Clay
and Marl deposits; by John LeConte. (From a letter

addressed to Professor J. D. Dana, dated Berkeley, Califor-

. K. Gilbert's very interesting

lacial Joints,'' (this Journal,

curred to me that the key to

the jointed structure of the clays and
,e lloors of the deserts of the Great Salt

e found in the analogous phenomenon,
in the desiccation of the fine sed-

lifornia. The reclamation of the

of thes e deltas, by excluding the over-

ason by means of "extensive "levees, has

i the vei

•ertieal .

> iiiarsli\ deposits during the progress of

|.r.»xiina tions to quadrangular or hexag-

me places thev are from 10 to 15

d extend down nrolmblv to the

;. which repose, upon a stratum of hard-

- m:il >i situations, fonu deposits from four to six
[,

.V
"Ider beds of sand along the banks of the Fe

noutary of the Sacramento). When this stra

objected to tin iesie.-m !<. inlluence of the
;
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of rupture in the more compact subaqueous deposits of clay

F am 'indebted to my son, L. J. LeConte, for the facts

above recorded. He had the opportunity of carefully observ-

ing the phenomena under consideration, in connection with the

reconnaissance of the Sacramento valley, in relation to the

improvement of the navigation of the river as well as our -real

engineering problem of the disposal of the debris resulting

from hydraulic mining.

Of course every one is familiar with the cracks in mud or

clay due to the shrinkage consequent upon drying; but, as

far' as 1. am aware, no one has called attention to the fact that

they may be developed on so large a scale as to become an im-

portant factor in the physical geology of past ages.
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have studied the action of these oxides upon ehlorates, a
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num bromide is dissolved and hydrogen bromide gas is passei

into the liquid, the whole heated in a paraffin bath, the mas
separates into two layers, the composition of the lower one bein]

always the same. It is a pretty thick liquid, of the consistence c

ydrocarbons

lailly'ih^V,.'

members of the scries.— /{,-*>. /in-/. <

1.
' On the Occurrence of Metwnocy

six theoretically possible cymenes
(}

propyltoluene has been obtained by
normalpropyltohicnc and mctaiiormal
[.araisopropyltoluene by Jacobsen. I
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WDce, has done muc on as to the wings of
Pterodactyl**, as well as their mode of tli-ht, and it is the
:! 'iu of the present article to place on record some of the more
important facts thus hron-hl to li-ht.

The specimen to 1,- described was found in 1873, near
Ei'-hstadt. Bavaria, in the sane- lithographic slates that have

sie fossil's known ''to' faine." This ^'ennen. "vhu'Ii'' ^P" ^m'.ts

^<te ol
i

'

s rva
' ,1' I,'.''

all in position, and those of both wimrs show verv perfect

impressions of mhtut mrmhr<nirs still attached to them. ' More-
over, the extremity of the Ion- tail supported a separate ver-

tical membrane, which was evidently us-d as a rudder in flight.



These peculiar features arc well shown in Plate III. which
represents the fossil in the natural size.

The discovery of this uni<|ue specimen naturally attracted

work on the toothless Pterodactyl es which he had recentlj

found in the Cretaceous of Kansas, and believing the presen

specimen important for his investigations, sent a message b
cable to a friend in Germany, and purchased it for the museun

A careful examination of this fossil shows that the patagium

of the wrings was a thin smooth membrane, very similar to

that of modern bats. As the wings were partially folded at

the time of entombment, the volant membranes were naturally

contracted into folds, and the surhiec w;i.- aU> marked by deli-

cate striad. At first sight, these striae might readily be mis-

taken for a thin coating of hair, but on closer investigation

they are seen to be minute wrinkles in the surface of the

membranes, the under side of which is exposed. The wing
membranes appear to have been attached in front along the

entire length of the arm, and out to the end of the elongated

wing finger. From this point, tbe outer margin curved inward

and hack ward, to the hind foot.

The membrane evidently extended from the hind foot to near

the base of the tail, hut the exact outline of this portion can-

not at present be determined. It was probably not far from

the position assigned it in the restoration attempted in the

cut given below, figure 2. The attachment of the inner

margin of the membrane to the body was doubtless similar to

that seen in bats and flying squirrels.

In front of the arm/ there was likewise a fold of the skin

extending probably from near the shoulder to the wrist, as

indicated in figure 2. This fold enclosed a peculiar bone

(pteroul), the nature and function of which will be discussed

below in considering the osteology of this part of the skeleton.

The Caudal Mem mi a nk.

The greater portion of the tail of this specimen was free,

ever, including the last sixteen short vertehnc. supported a

vertical membrane, which is shown in Plate III, and also in the

woodcut, figure 1. This peculiar caudal appendage was of

somewhat greater tl ;ial membrane of the

wings. It was rhomboid in outline, and its upper and lower
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portions were slightly unequal in form and size. The upper part

was kept in position by a series of spines, sent off" one from near
the middle of each vertebral centrum, ami thus clearly repre-

senting neural spines. The lower half also was strengthened
by similar spines, whirl] descended from near the junction of

These spines were cartilaginous, ami llexible. but suilieiently

firm in texture to keep the membrane iu an upright position.

The osteology of the scapular arch and wings of Pterodactyles
involves many interesting points, some of which have been
discussed bv anatomists from Cuvier to those of the present
day, but with little agreement of opinion. The cause of this

diversity of opinion is mainly due to the fact that the specimens
examined have been either too small or too imperfect for
accurate determination of their more obscure parts Fortun-

Cretaceous Pterodactyles (some 600 in all), quite a number with
the scapular arch and wing-bones nearly perfect, and in posi-

in life a spread of wings from fifteen to "twenty feet'. They
were also destitute of teeth, and belong to the order Pterano-

of the scapular a'.vh. wind, i,

in any other members of the -roup.
IntheJ.na^r I'len A;vAy les. .lie scapula is usually bird-like

being free and com pn'sseil. This is the ease in the specimen

elavicles have yet been found. The sternum here shows no
distinct facets for sternal ribs.

In the Cretaceous genus Pteranodon, and probably also in
some of the other gigantic forms from deposits of this age, the
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:
,« of Pterodactyles.

scapula and coracoid were not only solidly united, but the

pectoral arch was further strengthened (1) by the ankylosis of

several vertebras, and (2) by the robust sc.ipulee articulating

on opposite sides of the common neural spine of these vertebras.

This is virtually a repetition of the pelvic arch, on a much
larger scale. The sternum also is massive, and shows well

marked facets for the sternal ribs. This peculiar method of

strengthening the scapular arch has not been observed in any

other vertebrates.

The three principal bones of the arm ('humerus, radius, and

ulna), present such similar characters in all Pterodactyles, that

they need not be considered here in detail, [t is important, how-

ever, to bear in mind that the ulna, although but little larger

than the radius, contributes the greater share of direct support to

the enormously developed wing finger, which is on the outer

or ulnar side of the hand. As this position has been a question

of discussion among anatomists, it may be well to state, that

the writer bases his opinion upon this point on the results of

an examination of the best preserved specimens in European

museums, as well as nearly all known in this country. The

latter specimens settle the question bevond doubt.

The views expressed by anatomists in regard to the bones of

the wrist and hand of Pterodactyles are almost as various as

the specimens investigated. Some of the

parts that have been published from time to t

peated in text books, have done much to propaga

little to clear away the serious difficulties in tli

main facts in regard to the carpus now known m
stated as follows:

In all Pterodactyles, there are t

placed one above the other. The
wo princnpal carpal bon

limes show indi

tions of being composite, but their nt parts have i

been satisfactorily determined. Or i the ium;r side of the wr
articulating with the distal carpa 1, there is a smaller be

which has been called the u
later

these three bones, some American styles have on 1

inner side three ossicles, which ma;

of these have been seen in a few' forms in Euro
Beside these, there is often found

wrist, and sometimes attached to g, slender style

has alreadv been made above. T and the Mate

carpal " which supports it are usual! v placed by anatomists
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outer or ulnar side, but American specimens prove conclu-

ly that they belong on the radial side,

he nature of the so-called pteroid bone has been much
ussed, but without a satisfactory conclusion. After a care-

study of many specimens, the writer is disposed to regard

ot as an ossified tendon, lint as ;i part of the first digit, or

nb, which is usually couriered wanting in Pterodactvles.

other reptiles, for example, Iguanodon.

(2.) The -lateral carpal" unites both with the distal carpal

and with the "pteroid" by very free, well-defined articulations.

(3.) In American specimens, the "lateral carpal" stands

nearly at right angles to the wrist, and the "pteroid'' is much

These, ho\

there any remnant of a

? finger the fifth digit, the
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ithout a claw. This digit is well shown in the right wing
presented in Plate III, and also in the restoration, given
slow, in figure 2.

In the restoration here attempted, the writer has endeavored
reproduce (1) the parts actually present or clearly indicated

i the specimen described, and '(2) those which the former
;emed to require to complete the outward form in life. The

The hand

The prest

RhampJiorhy

-:<le fror

by the complete ankylosis of the scapula and coracoid,

the fifth digit of the' hind foot being well developed, and f

ing three phalanges. In the name Rhnmphorhynrhus phi/lln

here proposed for >ies, the
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In the Potsdam sandstone of the vicinity of New Lisbon.
Wisconsin, and the St. Peters sandstone of" Grant County in

the same State, I have found many of the quartz grains to be
true quartz crystals with polished faces. On mounting some of
the grains in bal.-atn, ;uid then examining tlieni with the micro-
scope, many were found to have well-defined nuclei of varying
sizes, proving that the crystalline form was produced by the

finishing out of original irregular grains of the sand-bed, which
are now the kernels of the crystals, thus according with obser-
vation* by Mr. Sorby. as described in his Presidential address,
of 1880, before the Geological Society. Some of the kernels are
quire translucent, others nearly opaque, and occasionally one
has a needle of rutile (?) which does not extend beyond.

aerintendent of the

The Monthly Weather
; also furnished valuable
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Oct. 26 to 29. In regard to the earthquake shocks of these
dates in Alaska (already reported, vol. _\xi, p. -Jul), the t'ollowinir

details of separate shocks are given by the Sitka correspondent of
an Oregon paper, as aiv also tin two succeeding items in Novem-
ber: Oct. 26th, 1.20 p. m., very severe shock, east-west ; 2.14 p. m.
and 8.46 p. jr., slight shocks; 27th, r>.:i5 a. m., two short and
sharp shocks, east-west ; <"U5 v. m.. sharp sliock, S.AV. to X.E. ;

biing noise; 'll.58 p. m'., three' shocks, N.E. tVs.W.— V. S.

Weath. Rev.

Nov. 14.—5.50 a. m. Two shocks at Sitka, X.E. to S.W.— U.
S. Weath. Rev.
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March 14.—10.30 p. m. Slight Bhook at Bainbridge Island, W
'.; duration, thirty seconds.— U. S.Weath. Mev.

March 18.—9.30 p. m. Four slight shocks at Schenectady, X

Till, a shock ;

mento, on the north, to Yisalia, on t

Nevada to the coast. The time is

to 2.15 a. m., and the <lirection at

June 19. In th(
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.

—

3.35 a. m. At Newburyport, Mass., a rumbling s

isting sonic seconds.

.—11 a. m. Two shocks, each lasting about ten i

(1 followed b\ a rumbling sound. Barometer, 30
* _ IT S. Wiath. Rev.

June 24 and 25. Earthquake at St. Vincents, (AY. I.)—Nature.

June 29. Earthquake in Trinidad, (W. I.)—Nature.

June 30.

—

8 a.m. A sharp shock at Campo, Cal. ;
direction.

\\\. to X.W., preceded and accompanied hv a nimblimj; noise.—

C. S. Weath, Rev.

July 2.—11 p. m. A shock at San Juan. San Benito Co., Cal.

-San Francisco Chronicle.

July 3.—2.10 a. m. A heavy earthquake at Hanford and

Msalia. Cal.; vibration, west-east in both places, accompanied h\

ubterranean noises.—V.-/// Frawis-fa Chronicle.

July 5 and 7. Earthquakes in Ilayti, W. I.—Nature.

,j u l v 31.—9.45 r. m. A slight shock at Bangor, Me., and

'icinity, felt as far distant as Dover and Augusta.

Aug. 13. An earthquake at Candohn (Cordova?), .Mexico.

—

San Francisco Chrontele.

Aug. 13. A shock at Contoocook, X. H., ia the early morning.—J. M. B.

Angel Island.

Sept. 30. About 5 a. m. a severe and destructive earthqi

d after i

The first shock

hocks were felt
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Oct. 2.—1.30 p. >r. A light shock at Chilcoot, Alaska.— U. K
Weath. Rev.

Oct. 6. A little after midnight, on the inoniiiicc of this .lav, a

-liuht shock was felt at Concord and Bristol, and other neighbor-
ing places in New Hampshire; direction, east-west, and aecom-

Oct. C— 11 a. m. A light shock at Chilcoot, Alaska.— V. S.

Oct, 31.— 1.40 a. m. A slight shock at Contoocook, Ilenniker,

Deering and Hillsboro, N. II.

Carson, New, from the sonth.

San Francisco, Cal.— XI. S. Weath. Bev.

Nov. 18. An earthquake at Iquique, Chili.—Nature.

Nov. I 5. Severe shock at noon at San Jose, Cal.— TV. Y. Times.

Dec. 4.—6.30 p. M. A slight shock at Huntingdon, Quebec;

Dec. 7. A heavy shock at Kureka. Nov.— /. >'. \Y<„th. h\r.

t S. Weath, R.r.

1'iakes of ' u , , ,

',',
, ,

|

i'| m.-> . Htie'l

geographically as follows:

Panfio roast. '^l\\\V".'" ""'.'.
30

|

^™™ " *" "

—

Of the ten doubtful items, six are in Xew England.
I" reviewing the list it will he noticed that no earthquake dur-
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bv .1. Willahd GlHlis, Professor of Mathematical' Phvsies

in Yale College. No. I On Double Refraction and the"Dis-

persion of Colors in -perfectly transparent Media.

1. In calculating the velocity of a system of plane waves of

homogeneous light, regarded as oscillating electrical duxes, in

or'doid'lv ref! tin,! V,
'

'
'' tl^^such a body is a

very fine-grained structure, so that it can be divided into parts

wave-length, each of which may he regarded as entirely similar

to every other, while in the interior of each there are wide dif-

ferences in electrical as in other physical properties. Hence,
the average electrical displacement in such parts of the body
may be expressed as a function of the time and the coordinate.

ement at ai

narv'erpuuions of wave-motion, while the

U will in general differ greatlv fV.un

that represented bv su <
: h etji lations.

It is the object of tl :>er to investigate the velocity of

light in perfectly tram^pai'eu t media which have not the prop-

erty of circular polari:sation in a manner which shall take ac-

those represented by

We shall find that tin •rence' will account for the disper-

sion of colors withou t all-, •tino- the validity of the laws of

Iluvghens and Fresm 1 for double refraction with respect to

light of any one color.

In this investigation

other words, that they are such

as not to produce an v chrm "e in electrical density. The dis-

rated as consisting entirely of such

-placement lluxes. and not complicated by any
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ves may be formed by two systems of pro-

ic rectangular coordinates of any point in

.vith the system of waves we may regard

Iff I, and let £+£', 3?+?', ^+C'^Q the compo-
isplacement at that point at the time t;

age values of the components of electrical

1 i r : i e in a wave-plane passing through the

c', /',
'"'

ai'e perfectly defined quantities,

:onnected with x, y, z, and t by the ordinary

lotion, while each of the quantities £', ?', £'

s average value in any wave-plane. We may
ments of the regular part of the displace-

le components of the irregular part of the

3 manner, tie sients of these

n comparison with a

medium which may be treated as

: for the

s of the

:o do
g
with

of the dis
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the regular part of the displacement may t

equations
ie represented by the

*=aco82

j
co82

7'|
7=/? cos 2a- COS 2*-,

| 0)

where I denotes the wave-length, p the period of vibration, «,

J, y the maximum amplitudes of the displacements £, jy, £, an(^

?^ the distance of the point considered from the wave-plane

which pusses through the origin. Since u is a linear function

of as, y, and z, we may regard these equations as giving the

values of £, rj, £, for a given system of waves, in terms of x, y,

4. The components of the irregular displacement, £', r/, £', at

any given point, will evidently be simple harmonic functions

of the time, having the same period as the regular part of the

displacement. That they will also have the same phase is not

quite so evident, and would not be the ease in a medium in

which there were any absorption or dispersion of light. It will

however appear from the following considerations that in per-

fectly transparent media the irregular oscillations are synchro-

nous with the regular. For, if they are not synchronous, we
may resolve the irregular oscillations into two parts, of which

one shall be synchronous with the regular oscillations, and the

other shall have a difference of phase of one-fourth of a com-

plete oscillation. Now, if the medium is one in which there is

no absorption or dispersion of light, we may assume that the

same electrical configurations may also be passed through in

the inverse order, which would be represented analytically by

writing — < for t in the equations which give £, yj, C, c', y', C'>
as

functions of x, y, z, and t. But this change would not affect

the regular oscillations, nor the synchronous part of the

irregular oscillations, which depends on the cosine of the time,

while the non-synchronous part of the irregular oscillation-,

which depends on the sine of the time, would simply have its

direction reversed. Hence, by taking first one-half the sum,

and secondly one-half the difference, of the original motion and

that obtained by substitution of —t for I. we may separate the

non-synchronous part of the irregular oscillations from the rest

of the motion. Therefore, the supposed non -synchronous part

of the irregular displacement, if capable of existence, is at least

wholly independent of the wave-motion and need not be con-
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We may go farther in the determination of the quantities £',

r}', £'. For in view of the very fine grained structure of the

medium, it will easily appear that the manner in which the gen-
eral or average flux in any element Dv (represented by c, rh £)

- il -el f aiiioiiii the molecules and mtormoleeuhir spaces

must be entirely determined by the amount and direction of that

flux and its period of oscillation. Hence, and on account of the
superposable character of the motions which wo are consider-

ing, we may conclude that the values of £', V)* Z' at any given
point in the medium are capable of expression as linear func-

tion of c. rr r in a manner which shall be independent of the
time and of the orientation of the wave-planes and the distance
of a oodal plane from the point considered, so long as the period
of oscillation remains the same. But a change in the period may
presumably affect the relation between £', r/, £' and £, 37, £ to

a certain extent. And the relation between £', r/, £' and £, y, £
will vary rapidly as we pass from one point to another within
the element Dv.

5. In the motion which we are considering there occur alter-

nately instants of no velocity and instants of no displacement.
The statical energy of the medium at. an instant of no velocity
must be equal to its kinetic energy at an instant of no displace-

ment. Let us examine each of these quantities, and consider
the equation which expresses their equality.

6. Since in every part of an element Dv the irregular as well
as the regular part of the displacement is entirely determined
(for light of a given period) by the values of £, 7), £, the
statical energy of the element must be a quadratic function of

c, y, C—say

(
AS' + B?f + C? + E//<?+ Fg£+ GZrf) Dv,

where A, B, etc. depend <

the period of oscillation.

>nly on the nature of the medium 1

At an instant of no velocity, whe

P~
0, and oos

a 2*-=l,
P

the above expression will reduce by equations (1) to

(Aa»+ByF+Cr
i +]&py +¥ya+Ga0) cos" 2 tzj Dv.

Since the average valiie of cos" 2*r- in an indefinitely

tended space is i. we hav<e for the statical energy in a uni

«» + Vff + Cf + K/3y + Fya + Gajt
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-^ ,,(£+£%
dv*JT

where <luv r//\, are two infinitesimal elements of volume, (£+£')«

(£+£')« the corresponding components of flux, r the distance

between the elenlents, and 2 denotes a summation with respect

to the coordinate axes. Separating the integrations, we may

It is e 1 t tl at the integral within the brackets is derived

from £+£' by the same process by which the potential of any

mass is derived from its density. If we use the symbol Pot to

express this relation, we may write for the kinetic energy

$2J\£+ii') Pot (£+£') dv.

The operation denoted by this symbol is evidently distribu-

tive, so that Pot(S+S')=Pot|+ Potr. The expression for the

kinetic energy may therefore be expanded into

\2fS, Pot k dv +$2fg Pot $' dv

+$2fS' Pot B dv +i2f& Pot $' dv.

But £', and therefore Pot £', has in every wave-plane the

average value zero. Also £, and therefore Pot f, has in every

wave-plane a constant value. Therefore the second and third

integrals in the above expression will vanish, leaving for the

kinetic energy

±2fg Pot k dv +\2f& Pot k' dr. (3)

which is to be calculated for a time of no displacement, when

27tV£=±—-COS2 77- ;,=±^os^,=±^ cos ,4( 4>

The form of the

regular part of the f

expression (H) indicates that the kinetic

•o parts, one of which is determined by the

lux, and the other by the irregular part of

'

. i '
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space (as the density of

^=-i*q , (5)

where the direction of the coordinate axes is immaterial, pro-

vided that they are rectangular. Tn applying this to Pot £,

we may place two of the axes in a wave-plane. This will give

In a nodal plane, Pot £=0, since c has equal positive and
negative values in elements of volume symmetrically distributed

with respect to any point in such a plane. In a wave-crest (or

plane in which £ has a maximum value), Pot £ will also have
a maximum value, which we may call K. For intermediate
points we may determine its value from the consideration
that the total disturbance may be resolved into two systems
of waves, one having a wave-crest, and the other a nodal
plane passing through the point for which the potential
is sought. The maximum amplitudes of these component
systems will be to the maximum amplitude of the original

system as cos2jt- and sin 2ir- to unity. But the second of the

component svstems will contribute nothing to the value of the
potential. We thus obtain

Poti=KcOS27T^

c^Pot z ^
du*
-_—F Kcos2 ?r

7
—

Coil) paring this with equation (6), we

-~ Pot £=-4*4

and by eq,lations (4),

\2fi5Fot$dv=zs^*H?<*+

The kinetic energy of the regular part of the flux is there-
fore, for each unit of volume,
Am. Jour. Sci.-Thibd Series, Vol. XXIII, No. 136.-April, 1882.
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T=^(a

9. With respect to the kinetic energy of the irregular part

of the flux, it is to be observed that, since £',
rf,

£' have their

average values zero in spaces which are very small in compari-
son with a wave-length, the integrations implied in the notations

Pot £', Pot r/, Pot £' may be confined to a sphere of a radius

which is small in comparison with a wave-length. Since within

such a sphere £', -?', £' are sensibly determined by the values

°f £j ^ C at the center of the sphere, which is the point for

which the value of the potentials are sought, Pot £', Pot j/,

Pot C' must be functions—evidently linear functions—of I, ft £;

and £' Pot £', 2/ Pot ;/, £' Pot £' must be quadratic functions

of the same quantities. But these functions will vary with the

position of the point considered with reference to the adjacent

molecules.

Now the expression for the kinetic energy of the irregular

part of the flux,

$2f£'Foti;'dv,

indicates that we may regard the infinitesimal element dv as

having the energy (due to this part of the flux)

\2& Pot S' dv.

Let us consider the energy due to the irregular flux which will

belong to the above denned element Di>, which is not infinitely

small, but which has the advantage of being one of physicallj

similar elements which make up the whole medium. The

energy of this element is found by adding the energies of all

the infinitesimal elements of which it is composed. Since

there are quadratic functions of the quantities £, j?, £, which are

sensibly constant throughout the element Di», the sum will be

quadratic function of c, ?, C, say

(A'<T +By + C''Z> + E'^ + F'ZS + G'g'tj) Dv,

which will therefore represent the energv of the element T>v

due to the irregular flux. The coefficients A', B', etc, are

determined by the nature of the medium and the period of os-

cillation. They will be constant throughout the medium, since

one element Dv does not differ from another.
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This expression reduces by equations (4) to

r̂ (A'a- + B'fi
2 + C'y* + F'fJy + F'ya+ G'afi) eos3 2tt|Dv.

The kinetic energy of the irregular flux in a unit of volume is

therefore

T=^(A'a> + B/33 +Cy + Fifty + F'ya + G'a/3.) (9)

10. Equating the statical and kinetic energies, we have

UAa'+BF+ Cy' +EPy +Fya+ Gafi)

4-y (AV + B'/f + G'f + F'/3y+ F'ya + G'a/3). (10)

The velocity (V) of the corresponding system of progressive
waves is given by the equation

y*= r_=J_ Aa
3 + B/3* +Cy 2 + E/3y +Fya+ Ga/i

p* 2tt a> + p> + y>

_27t A'af + B'/F +Cy + E'/Sy+ F'ya+ G'aP . .

If we set
P

' "+"+ y
'

the equation reduces to

V*= aa * + h^ + cy * + e

fr +fya + ga(i
. (13)

For a given medium and light of a given period, the coefficients

This relation between the velocity of the waves and the
direction of oscillation is capable of a very simple geometrical
expression. Let r be the radius vector of the ellipsoid

Then
™* +W + cz* + eyz+fzx+ gxy=l. (14)

1 ax3 + by2 + cz
1 + eyz + fzx + gxy

-4
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That is, the wave-velocity for any particular direction of oscil-

lation is represented in the ellipsoid by the reciprocal of the

radius vector which is parallel to that direction.

11, This relation between the wave-length, the period, and

the direction of vibration, must hold true not only of such

vibrations as actually occur, but also of such as we may
imagine to occur under the influence of constraints determining

the direction of vibration in the wave-plane. The directions

of the natural or unconstrained vibrations in any wave-plane

may be determined by the general mechanical principle that if

the type of a natural vibration ia infinitesimally altered by the

application of a constraint, the value of the period will be

stationary.* Hence, in a system of stationary waves, such as

we have been considering, if the direction of an unconstrained

vibration is infinitesimally varied in its wave-plane by a con-

straint, while the wave-length remains constant, the period will

be stationary. Therefore, if the direction of the unconstrained

vibration is infinitesimally varied by constraint, and the period

remains rigorously constant, the wave-length will be si

Hence, if we make a central section of the above described

ellipsoid parallel to any wave-plane, the directions of natural

vibration for that wave-plane will be parallel to the radii

vectores of stationary value in that section, viz., to the axes of

the ellipse, when the section is elliptical, or to all radii, when

12. For light of a single period, our hypothesis has led to a

perfectly definite result, our equations expressing the iun.ui-

mental laws of double refraction as enunciated by Fresnel.

But if we ask how the velocity of light varies with the period,

that is, if we seek to derive from the same equations the laws

of the dispersion of colors, we shall not be able to obtain an

equally definite result, since the quantities A, B, etc., and

A', B', etc., are unknown functions of the period. If, however,

we make the assumption, which is hardly likely to be strictly

accurate, but which may quite conceivably be not far removed

from the truth, that the manner in which the general or average

flux in any small part of the medium distributes itself among
the molecules and intermolecular spaces is independent of the

period, the quantities A, B, etc., and A', B', etc., will be con-

stant, and we obtain a very simple relation between V and p,

which appears to agree tolerably well with the results of

If we set

H=Aa
3 + IVf + Cr4-E/yr + Fr« +G^ (]6)

* See Rayleigh'a Theory of Sound, vol. i, p. 84.
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our general equation (11) becomes

V^- 2^, (18)

where H and H' will be constant for any given direction of

oscillation, when A, B, etc., and A', B', etc," are constant. If

we wish to introduce into the equation the absolute index of

refraction (n) and the wave-length in vacuo (X) in place of V
and p, we may divide both sides of the equation by the square
of the constant (k) representing the velocity of light in vacuo.
Then, since

our equation reduces to

It is well known that the relation between n and X may be
tolerably well but by no means perfectly represented by an
equation of this form."

18. If we now give up the presumably inaccurate supposition
that A, B, etc., and A', B', etc., are constant, equation (19) will

still subsist, but H and H' will n< *

: Of /-.

amounts to the same, of /. Although we cannot therefore use
the equation to derive a priori the relation between n and X,

we may use it to derive the values of H and H' from the

determined relation between n and X. To do this,

we must make use again of the general principle that an
infinitesimal variation in the type of a vibration, due to a

it, will not affect the period. If we first consider a
' mi of stationary waves, then a system in which the

wave-length is greater by an infinitesimal dl (the direction of
oscillation remaining the same,) the period will be increased by
: "| infinitesimal »//», and the manner in which the flux dis-

tributes itself among the molecules and intermolecular spaces
will presumably be' in fin itesimally changed. But if we sup-
pose that in the second system of waves there is applied a con-
straint compelling the flux to distribute itself in the same way
among the molecule.; and intermolecular spaces as in the first

that ?', r/, £' shall be the same functions as before
°^ £> 9> C

—

a supposition perfectly compatible with the fact
that the values of £, r

t
.
" arc changed,) this constraint, accord-

ing to the principle cited, will not affect the period of oscilla-
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tion. Our equations will apply to such a constrained type of

oscillation, and A, B, etc , and A', B', etc., and therefore H and
H', will have the same values in the last described system of

waves as in the first system, although the wave-length and the

period have been varied. Therefore, in differentiating equation

(18), which is essentially an equation between I and p, or its

equivalent (19), we may treat H and IF as constant. This

gives

n3 dX~ X 3 '

We thus obtain the values of H' and H

:

H --»5? % H=2?-^?" W (20)

By determining the values of H and H' for different directions

of oscillation, we may determine the values of A, B, etc., and

A', B', etc.

By means of these equations, the ratios of the statical energy

(S), the kinetic energy due to the regular part of the flux (T),

and the kinetic energy due to the irregular part of the flux (T'),

are easily obtained in a form which admits of experimental de-

termination. Equations (8) and (9) give

m no*? m 27r
aHV

_ X dn_ d\ogn . ,

T~ T ~ ^^~~n d\-~d\ogX K
'

S_T+ T' T_d\ogX-d\ogn_dlogl m)
T
_

T - 1+T~ dlogX ~dlogX' l

T'__tflogrc
(23)

Since S, T, and T' are essentially positive quantities, their

ratios must be positive. Equation (21) therefore requires that

the index of refraction shall increase as the period or wave-

length in vacuo diminishes. Experiment has shown no excep-

tions to this rule, except such as are manifestly attributable to

the absorption of light.

14. It remains to consider the relations between the optical

properties of a medium and the planes or axes of symmetry

which it may possess. If we consider the statical energy per

unit of volume (S) and the period as constant, we may regard

equation (2) as the equation of an ellipsoid, the radii vectores

of which represent in direction and magnitude the amplitudes

of systems of waves having the same statical energ}-. In like

manner, if we consider the kinetic energy of the irregular parr

of the flux per unit of volume (T') and the period as constant,
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we may regard equation (9) as the equation of an ellipsoid, the
radii vectores of which represent in direction and magnitude the
amplitudes of systems of waves having the same kinetic energy
due to the irregular part of the flux. These ellipsoids, which
we may distinguish as the ellipsoids (A, B, etc.) and (A', B',

etc), as well as the ellipsoid before described, which we may
call the ellipsoid (a, b, etc.), must be independent in their form
and their orientation of the directions of the axes of coordinates,
being determined entirely by the nature of the medium and the
period of oscillation. They must therefore possess the same
kind of symmetry as the internal structure of the medium.

If the medium is symmetrical about a certain axis, each
ellipsoid must have an axis parallel to that. If the medium is

bj mmetrieal with respect to a certain plane, each ellipsoid must
have an axis at right angles to that plane. If the medium after
a revolution of less than 180° about a certain axis is then equiv-
alent to the medium in its first position, or symmetrical with it

with respect to a plane at right angles to that axis, each ellipsoid
must have an axis of revolution parallel to that axis. These
relations must be the same for light of all colors, and also for
all temperatures of the medium.

15. From these principles, we may infer the optical charac-
teristics of the different crystallographic systems.

In crystals of the isometric system, as in amorphous bodies,
the three ellipsoids reduce to spheres. Such media are opti-
cally isotropic, at least so far as any properties are concerned
which come within the scope of this paper.

In crystals of the tetragonal or hexagonal systems, the three
ellipsoids will have axes of rotation parallel to the principal
crystallography axis. Since the ellipsoid (a, b, etc.) has but

ir section, there will be but one optic axis, which
will have a fixed direction.
In crystals of the ortho-rhombic system, the three ellipsoids

will have their axes parallel to the rectangular crystallographic
axes. If we take these directions for the axes of coordinates,
E

>
F

r
G, E', F', G', <?, / g will vanish and equation (13) will

aa' + bP + cy*

\ so placed that

l-Z piane, maKing equal angi

lay be determined by the equ
i X-Z plane, making equal angles
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To get a rough idea of the manner in which <p varies with the

period, we may regard A, B, C, A', B', C as constant in this

equation.

But since the lengths of the axes of the ellipsoid (a, b, etc.)

vary with the period, it may easily happen that the order of the

axes with respect to magnitude is not the same for all colors.

In that case, the optic axes for certain colors will lie in one of

the principal planes, and for other colors in another. For the

color at which the change takes place, the two optic axes will

coincide. The differential coefficient -j- becomes infinitely
dp

great as the optic axes approach coincidence.

In crystals of the monoclinic system, each of the three ellip-

soids will have an axis perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.

We may choose this direction for the axis of X. Then F, G,

F', G-', /, g, will vanish and equation (13) will reduce to

ya __ aa* +bf + cy* + efiy

P*

The angle d made by one of the axes of the ellipsoid (a, b, etc.)

in the plane of symmetry with the axis of Y and measured

toward the axis of Z is determined by the equation

tan 26-
e = P'E-^' B'

.

c-b p 2 (C-B)-4:7ti (C
,—B'y

To get a rough idea of the dispersion of the axes of the ellipsoid

(a, b, etc.) in the plane of symmetry, we may regard B, C, E,

B', C', E', as constant in this equation, and suppose the axis of

Y so placed as to make E vanish.

It is evident that in this system the plane of the optic axes

will be fixed, or will rotate about one of the lines which bisect

the angles made by the optic axes, according as the mean axis

of the ellipsoid (a, b, etc.) is perpendicular to the plane of

symmetry or lies in that plane. In the first case the dispersion

of the two optic axes will be unequal. The same crystal,

however, with light of different colors, or at different tempera-

tures, may afford an example of each case.

In crystals of the triclinic system, since the ellipsoids (A, B,

etc.) and (A', B', etc.) are determined by considerations of a

different nature, and there are no relations of symmetry t<>

cause a coincidence in the directions of their axes, there will

not in general be any such coincidence. Therefore the three

axes of the ellipsoid («, b, etc.), that is, the two lines which

bisect the angles of the optic axes and their common normal

will vary in position with the color of the light.

16. It appears from this foregoing discussion that by the

electromagnetic theory of light we may not only account for

the dispersion of colors (including the dispersion of the lines
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which bisect the angles of the optic axes in doubly refracting

media), but may also obtain Fresnel's laws of double refraction

for every kind of homogeneous light without neglect of the

'rich (kbririiiK the dispersion of colors.

But a closer approximation than that of this paper will be
necessary to explain the phenomena of circularly polarizing
media, which depend on very minute differences of wave-
velocity, represented perhaps by a few units in the sixth sig-

nificant figure of the index of refraction. That the degree of
approximation which will give the laws of circular and elliptic

polarization will not add any terms to the equations of this

paper, except such as vanish for media which do not exhibit
this phenomenon, will be shown in another number of this

Journal.

Art. XXVIII— The " Timber Line ;" by Henry Gannett.

In Dr. Eothrock's valuable report on botanv, recently pub-
lished by the "Surveys West of the 100th Meridian." the author
quotes Dr. Engelmann's statement that "there is little or no
increase in altitude in the timber line toward the equator, in

our western hemisphere, south of the 41st parallel of north
latitude."

This statement is approximately true regarding the Rocky
Mountains, owing, however, not to any general principle, but
to what may be termed an accident of topography. Even here
a decided rise is observable from 41° to 39° of latitude. In the
Sierra Nevada, the Basin and Wahsateh Ranges, the statement
does not hold good, the timber line rising rapidly as the lati-

tude decreases. Again, on the volcanic peaks of the Mexican
plateau, the timber line is higher by several thousands of feet
than it is anywhere in the United States.

Barring the prohibitive circumstances of absence of soil and
moisture, the height of the timber line is purely a question

elevation, and the mass, of the country in the neighborhood.
A great mass of countrv. if raised to a considerable height
above the sea, as in the case of the great Cordilleran plateau o(
the West, carries up with it. to a certain extent, the isother-
mals. A glance at Mr. Sehott's admirable isothermal charts
amply illustrates this genera! fact. Washington, D. C, has a
wean annual temperature of 55° Fah., while Denver, Col. a
fraction of a degree farther north, and at an elevation of 5,300
feet, has a mean temperature, not of 37°, as the height nmdif
indicate, but of 49°.
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Therefore, in considering the height of the timber line, we

must regard the mountain ranges in connection with the plateaus

upon which they stand, their latitudes, heights and masses, or

what, in a measure, sums up these three, their temperatures, as

it is by these that its height is determined.

Looking at the subject from this point of view, a fair com-

parison may be instituted between the timber line in different

latitudes and on different ranges in the same latitude.

The actual elevation above sea level of the timber line in the

Cordilleras of North America ranges from 6 or 7,000 to 12,000

feet. It is lowest in the Coast and Cascade Ranges of Wash-

ington Territory, where it is at about the former figures. Fol-

lowing the Cascade Range southward into Oregon, the timber

line rises to a height of 7,000 to 8,000 feet. It continues to

increase as we trace it southward into California, being on

Shasta and the neighboring mountains 8,000 feet above the sea.

On the high sierras of Eastern central California, forests grow

to 10,000 or 11,000 feet, while the San Bernardino and other

ranges of Southern California do not reach the upper limit of

forests.
, . .

Few of the ranges of Nevada reach the timber line, which is

at a height of 9,000 feet in the north up to, probably, 11,000

feet in the southern part of the State.

In Arizona, probably none of the mountains reach the timber

line, except the voleaine -roup known as the San Franeiseo

Mount;, ins, and the Sierra Blanca. On these the timber line is

between 11,000 and 12,000 feet.

In New Mexico, it averages about 12,000 feet above sea

level. There is little variation between the northern and

southern parts of the territory, as the higher annual tempera-

ture of the southern part is fully compensated for by the greater

altitude of the plateau in the northern part.

In Colorado, it ranges from 12,000 feet in the southern part

to 11,000 in the north. It is highest in the great mass of the

San Juan Mountains and in the Sangre de Cristo range, and

lowest in the northern portions of the Park and Front Ranges.

In Southern Wyoming, in the Park range, which is the oiiK

one in this portion of the territory which rises above the limit

of timber, this limit is at about 11,000 feet. In the Wind K.ver

and Teton Ranges, in the northwestern part of the territory, it

is at an elevation of 10,000 to 11,000 feet.

In Montana and Idaho, the limit of timber is, in general, trom

9,000 to 10,i KM) feet, being highest in the south, and lowest near

the northern boundary. . , .

In the Uinta and' Wahsatch Ranges of Utah, it is about

11,000 feet, rising somewhat above this figure in the southern

part of the latter range.
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Thus it is seen that in the same latitude, there is a very
marked difference in the height of the timber line. The less

the elevation of the surrounding country, other things being
equal, the lower is the limit of timber.

This suggests a farther point. The upper limit of timber
must have approximately the same mean annual temperature
everywhere. Of course it will differ to a slight extent in dif-

ferent localities, owing to difference of exposure to wind and
sun, but these are mere local circumstances, not affecting the
general principle. The determination of this temperature accu-
rately is, without direct observation, of course, impossible. I

have, however, computed it approximately from such data as

are available, and have found tolerably dose accordance among
the results.

The mean annual temperature decreases about 1° Fah. for

each 300 feet of abrupt ascent. In the case of Pike's Peak
and Colorado Springs, where the difference of elevation is more
than 8,000 feet, the change is 1° for each 295 feet. In the case

of Mt. Washington and Shelburne, New Hampshire, it is 325
feet for each degree. The former case is the most favorable in

every respect, and as most of our results are drawn from the
western region, I have adopted, as a round number, 300 feet.

Now, if the average mean annual temperature all around the
base of a mountain were known, it would be a very simple
matter to determine, with some accuracy, the temperature at

timber line, knowing its height and the mean height of its

base. The nearest approach which can be made to this, is to

assume that the station or stations at or near the base, represent
the average climate, a supposition which, in many cases, is by
no means correct. Using, however, in the manner indicated,

such data as are at hand, I have obtained the following results:

BASE STATION. T,„.

4!r HS .».
•i;;"

IM't'
1 ''

ll.:.()0 Fort Garland,

.,):.!

I'

«:
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The mean of these results is 30 o>
4, and this is probably very

near the true mean annual temperature of the timber line.

The better the conditions of the determination, the nearer are

the results to this mean. Mts. Blackmore and Bridger are

very good cases, being on the border of the Gallatin Valley, in

which Fort Ellis is situated, and but very few miles distant

from the latter. Mts. Lincoln and Silverheels are also admira-

bly situated with respect to Fairplay, but the annual tempera-

ture of the latter station is not well determined. Pike's Peak
and Colorado Springs make an excellent pair of stations, being

but ten miles apart, and the annual temperature at the latter

place being well determined by the observations of the Signal

Bureau. On the other hand, Mt. Powell and the White River

Agency are widely separated by many miles of high plateaus,

which may materially change the conditions of the temperature

about the mountain.'

Should this result, when tested by a wider range of observa-

tions, hold good, it will afford a very valuable and easily ob-

tainable isothermal, and also enable one to estimate the height

of the timber line from the

mountain ranges.

The calibration of a thermometer by most of the methods

in ordinary use is a tedious and somewhat difficult operation,

and hence' often neglected even in important work. For the

purpose of supplying a method simple both in observation

and computation, and at the same time accurate, the following

process is described, which, although involving little that is

novel, has not to my knowledge been used before.

First, however, it is necessary to recall to the attention of

observers the fact that, without calibration correction, the

readings .>! a thcnmmR.t, r having a scale of equal linear parts

cannot be relied upon within one or more divisions of this

scale; and that thermometer makers, knowing this, almost uni-

versally space the graduation upon the tube to correspond

more or less closely"" with the shape of the bore, as d

by previous calibration, or by comparison with a standard (!)

instrument This practice is much more general than is ordi-

narilv supposed, and has an important bearing upon the accu-

racy of the work done with such instruments. For the scale

thus made is merely approximate, the dividing engine or other

tool being >nly at such intervals as to make
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the average error less than some specified amount. An inspec-

tion of these conditions will show that the calibration of such
a tube and scale can be only approximate except with correc-

tions for the inequalities of the spacing, involving an amount
of labor disproportionate to the result attained. The best
makers, such as Fastre, Baudin and others, have produced sat-

isfactory thermometers graduated to equal volumes ; but even
these are not as reliable as instruments of less cost with a scale

of equal linear parts, say of millimeters, supplemented by a
i by the observer. The best form of tube for almost

all work is one backed with white enamel, with an inverted
pear-shaped bulb at the upper end of the capillary (a very
important feature), and with a scale of equal ail -it ran linear

parts (0-7 mm. to 1 mm. is a suitable length for estimation of
tenths) or of approximate degrees, for convenience, etched or
engraved upon it.

Without reviewing here the methods proposed by various
writers, it may be said that it has been the general plan to

select beforehand upon the scale two points between which to

make the calibration, this space being the "calibration unit,"
the errors of these points being, of course, zero. This plan
has led to unnecessary complexity. Such an assumption is no
more requisite in calibration after a scale has been put upon
the tube, than in calibrating by the dividing-engine or microm-
eter before making the scale. It is obvious that the selection
of these points is wholly arbitrary, and, if used at all, one or
both of them may, if desirable, be chosen after the observa-
tions with the calibrating tin. 'ad have been made. The choice
should be made with the view to facilitating the work. Hence
the use of the observed freezing and boiling points, upon
which some methods are based, is most undesirable.
In the method which will now be given, either one or both

of these points may be left to be selected, according to the
combined conditions of length of thread employed, shape of
the tube, and numerical convenience, after the observations
with the thread have been made.

Let it be desired to find the calibration corrections for a
given tube. Determinations which will give the errors of
every 3 cm. of length will ordinarily be sufficient, but this

must depend on the result sought. Separate a thread of mer-
cury of about that length. The actual length of the thread
within two or three millimeters is of no consequence whatever,
and hence a suitable thread can be obtained in a very short
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thread l„ and that of the upper end u
t
. Move the thread less

than 1 mm. and read again, finding thus I, and ur Move the

thread about 1 cm. and read I
3
and w9 . Move the thread less

than 1 mm. and read /
4
and ut

. So continue throughout the

whole length of graduation, increasing the number of settings

or repeating the whole series in reverse order and several

times if the highest attainable precision is desired. This alterna-

tion between 1 mm. and 1 cm. in setting tends towards the bet-

ter elimination of errors in estimation. It is not, however, essen-

tial, nor even always as well as an equal number of dis

readings. This must depend upon the skill of the observer.

Avoid, as far as convenient, taking readings with an end of

the thread apparently just at the line of the scale, as the

width of the line, even in the best scales, is a source of con-

siderable error.* If any point, e. g., the zero point of the grad-

uation, has for any reason been selected as the first of which
the error should be assumed zero, the settings may to advan-

tage, though not necessarily, be made to extend each wav from

this.

Then u-lv u%-l„ etc., will give a series of lengths of the

calibrating thread in all parts of the tube. Before reuniting

this thread to the rest of the mercury, plot points with abscissas

lu lv etc., and ordinates u
t
— J„ w9

— lv etc., the corresponding

lengths of thread, and draw a smooth curve through the points

thus obtained. This line will give a general idea of the form

of the capillary bore ; and, should any parts of it show con-

siderable irregularities, the corresponding portions of the tube

should at once be re-explored with the thread.

If not already done, the point A,- upon the scale, to be used

as the starting or reference point of the computation, should

now be selected. In general the extreme ends of the tube are

to be avoided, as more likely to have been rendered irregular

or rapidly tapering in the process of making or joining on the

bulbs. If the zero of the numbering is placed one or two

centimeters from the bottom of the tube it forms a desirable

starting point.

Find upon the curve the ordinate u' corresponding to the

abscissa A; then with abscissa A+ u' find the con
ordinate u" \ with abscissa A+ u'+ u", find the corresponding

ordinate u"\ continuing to the upper limit of the graduation. If

A is at a sufficienl distance from the lower end of the gradua-

tion, find a similar series below the point A. These points,

A, A+w', A+ u'+u", etc., upon the graduation are separated

by equal volumes of the capillary. Select any one of these

as the second point of which the error is to be arbitrarily

* Some of the advantages of Neumann's method are offset by this error.
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assumed as zero, and call this B. Then A+u'+u"+ . . . +
M nth= B. There are thus n spaces of equal volume between A
and B, and these correspond each to -th of the interval B-A.

Hence the true reading (which, however, it is not necessary to

compute numerically) at the point

—

A+^ (B-A)

A+| (B-A)

And the error obtained by subtracting the true readings, as

given in the right-hand column, from the corresponding actual

readings, given in the left-hand column, at

A+u' « A+«' {A+^ (B-A) |
=11'-- (B-A)

A+w'+w" " «'«"-+- (B-A)

thus making n=l. This would i

tion, and would be of equal accuracy, but is objectionable from
the fact that, in general, this volume would differ considerably
from the average volume obtained when n has a greater

value (always an integer), and the resulting series of errors

The errors or corrections are, for purposes of interpolation,

most conveniently represented graphically by a smooth curve
through points with abscissas proportional to the direct read-

and ordinates to the correspond a
Should it be necessary to increase the accuracy by a second

calibration with a thread of different length, it Is only neces-

sary to take one of approximately an integral part of (B-A),
and when the final curve of error is drawn, make the error at

B equal to zero, distributing the difference at that point pro-

portionally to the scale readings, among the errors at the in-
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termediate points : in other words, to shift the axis of the

second curve of error so that it shall make the error at B zero.

This method requires for each calibration the use of but a

md inv< »l\ es a mini-

mum of approximation. Errors of observation are largely

eliminated by the number of settings made in all parts of the

tube, and by the inspection of the curve of lengths, both of

which operations tend in an unusual degree to detect mistakes

or any minor irregularities of the capillary. It avoids the

common requirements of setting the thread exactly at certain

definite points in the tube, or any approximate correction for

slight errors in such setting,—two"sources of considerable error

and inconvenience, especially when the thread must be set

near or under a line of the graduation. And, lastly, the total

time of calibration for a result of given accuracy is reduced to

one-half or one-third of that required by Neumann's method,

the quickest and most

except that given by Pickering. The latter, described with

some slight inaccuracies, at the reference noted below, is a neat

application of the graphical method ; and the curve of lengths

of thread adopted in the method which I have described is

identical with the corresponding one given by Professor Pick-

ering, while the whole process is fully one-third shorter and

somewhat more accurate. From a series of calibrations execu-

ted upon the same thermometer (one with a millimeter scale,

by Baudin, of Paris), using a variety of methods, I have ob-

tained slightly more concordant results wiib the proposed

method than with Neumann's or Pickering's, all those possess-

ing, however, nearly the same degree of precision, and decid-

edly better results with these than with any of the other exist-

ing simple methods.

Considerable aid in eliminating errors of parallax in such

work is sometimes found bv looking down upon the horizontal

thermometer through a vertical tube having a small hole at

each end. One of the cheap French microscopes with its

lenses removed, and inverted in its stand, answers this purpose

well.
.

With such a device two calibrations of the above described

thermometer with threads of 3 cm. and 5 cm. respectively, each

with only one series of observations, and requiring not more

than one hour and a half each for completion, gave results

whose average difference from each other at nine points was

004 mm., and the arithmetical sum of the extreme differences

was 012 mm., a result of sufficient accuracy for any class of

work of which such an instrument is capable.

For brief descriptions of methods of separating threads of

mercury for calibration, reference may be made to the paper
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Mr. Osmond Fisher has long been known to geologists as a
writer upon the higher and more difficult problems connected
with the evolution of the earth's physical features. His quali-

degree, for he possesses extended knowledge of geological sci-

ence considered as a category of observed facts, and unites to it

both wisdom and knowledge in physical science and great skill

m mathematical analysis. Such men are indeed rare, and the
need for them is very urgent. For upwards of ten years papers
hy him have appeared in the Transactions of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society and in the Journal of the Geological
Society, the more important of which deal with the mechanical
problems arising in inquiries as to the origin of the earth's
features. These papers are almost unique, for they are attempts
to apply quantitative as well as qualitative tests to the various
theories which have been advanced to account for such features.
The present work takes those papers, originally disjointed, and

, Vol. XXIII, Xo. 1



The first chapter is upon Tinier- round Temperature, and
recites those observed iacts which lead to the universally

receive-.! opinion that the earth's interior is hot. These can be

stated very briefly. They are, 1st, the observed increase of

temperature as we penetrate the strata., and 2d, volcanic phe-

nomena. These considerations are so familiar that no extended
discussion is given to them. The main work of the chapter is

devoted to an examination of the case presented by the arte-

sian boring at Sperenberg in Prussia, which was believed by
Trot'. Mohr to lead to the inference that at the depth of only a

mile the temperature ceased to augment with increasing depth.

Mr. Fisher shows that these observations, though appareDtlj

anomalous at first sight, are probably not so in reality. He
holds it to he a just inference that everywhere throughout the

earth's external shell the temperature increases at a nearly uni-

zon the increment becomes notable less rapid, and that below

160 miles at most there is no noteworthy increase. This result

Hows from the application of Fourier's theorem of the conduc-

tion of heal and from the amplification of that theorem by Sir

increases toward the center, but the law of increase is

unknown. For the purposes of subsequent disc.ussio

much more essential to frame some reasonable pro

hypothesis regarding the soliditv or fluidity of the eartl

physicists claim that the phenomena of tides demand <

rigidity in the earth mass, while geological considi

demand a notable degree of interior plasticity if not li<

As a compromise, Mr. Fisher asks wdiether the dem
both parties may not be met by postulating a large solid

and pressures existing at various depths which follow from

rning 1st. the law adopted by Sartorias von Waltershausen,

the fourth chapter he proceeds to some of the geological



averts ol' tht* subject. Tlio outward ;i| .pearam-e of the crust

of the earth indicates that it has been subjected to great vio-

lence. The distortions of the crust and also the special phe-

nomena of volcanism, demand a source of energy for their

explanation. Within the earth we know of heat and gravita-

tion as possible sources of such energy. Have these really

been the agents, and if so. in what specific manner have they
acted? The compression to whirl, strata seem to have been
subjected, is very generally explained by the hypothesis that the

interior of the globe has contracted through secular cooling.

while the crust collapsing upon the shrinking nucleus becomes
wrinkled and distorted. Mr. Fisher proceeds to compute the

intensity of the compressive force which wouli
a tangent to the crust upon this supposition, and finds

about n.'Jihhio tons upon the square foot. So tar as intensitx

is concerned, there can be no doubt of the sufficiency of this

Having shown the sufficiency of this factor he then pro-

ceeds to inquire (Chapter V) whether the work has really been
accomplished in this way. He begins by seeking for sonic

measure of the inequalities of the surface: taking first the

existing inequalities of the surface were leveled down and

whole earth from i»,r»uu to lo.oon feel thick

—

an under- rather

In the next chapter he proceeds to impure how great are the
niequalities which might have been produced by secular cool-

ing. Using Thomson's adaptation of Fourier- law of cooling,

he computes that even upon the most extravaganl assumption
the inequalities would not amount to more than a layer 900
feet thick, and upon a moderate assumption 200 feet would be
nearer the mark.
So great is this discrepancy that the contractional hypothesis

becomes wholly incompatible with the theory of a solid globe,
and we seem compelled to conclude either (1) that the inequal-
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rest in the crust would lie approximately the position of hydro-

static equilibrium. Mr. Kisher assumes this plastic substratum

henceforward through the remainder of his work.

The subsequent 'chapters are devoted chiefly to a considera-

tion of the consequences which would flow from the following

postulates, both of which Mr. Kisher regards as being forced

upon ourconvietiem by the nature of the facts to he explained.

1st. That lateral compression has acted upon a grand scale in

developing tic earth's physical features:
k

Jd. that the earth has

an indexible ,-rust resting upon a liquid or plastic substratum.

It would lie impossible in so" brief a notice to do justice to the

many ingenious, suggestive and valuable ideas lie throws out

alluded to.

Mr. Fisher inclines to the following explanation of the origin

of mountains. He recognizes difficulties in it but it avoids

more difficulties than any other he can think of. Granting a

plastic substratum of somewhat greater density than the crust,

it is possible that the compression of the strata (from whatso-

ever cause arising) may be localized in a narrow belt or zone.

At this disturbed tract', as he calls it, where the yielding takes

place, the crust becomes thickened greatly. Rut its position of

rest must observe the law of hydrostatic 'equilibrium or simple

flotation. If , by means of compression the amount of lighter

crust-matter is increased in any locality it displaces denser mat-

ter in the plastic substratum.
' The height to which the surface

of the disturbed tract will rise above the mean level will be

proportional to the difference of densities of crust and substra-

tum respectively and also to the amount of local thickening ot

the crust by the compression. The ratio of the density of the

crust to the density of substratum he takes at about 0'905,

which is not far from that of ice to water. Hence when a dis-

turbed tract of the crust is thickened by compression much
the greater part of the thickening consists in additions to the

under surface of the crust and only a small part in

the upper surface. The bulge downward is some nine times

greater than the bulge upward. Mr. Fisher's great difficulty

a last resort he suggests with much diffidence the following as

a possible source, viz: the opening of fissures in the under

portion of the crust, which being tilled with elastic

at once subjected to great horizontal compression.

this suggestion appears at first untenable it would be simple
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m his view, volcanic oih'^v is the motive power in produc-
ing compression ; thus reversing the hypothesis of Mallett who
deriveil voleanie energy from compression. Mr. Fisher also

derives from his construction a meehanism for volcanic action,

but since it is impossible to abstract his view and «lo it justice,

the reader must be referred to the work itself.

If we may venture to sum up in a very few sentences the
general tenor of this book we should say that its earlier and
middle chapters show that interior contraction cannot be the
source or origin of the earth's physical lea Hires. Nevertheless
Mr. Fisher feels that the facts presented by the disturbed tracts

of the earth's crust compel us to assume that they have been
subject to great compression, and we have no alternative but
to accept this as a fad plain, simple and taught clearly by Na-
ture herself. Failing to find beneath the crust any source of

compression agreeing in amount and kind with that demanded
by the facts he seeks one within the crust itself. The opening
of fissures in the under surface o\' the crust which are filled at

once by elastic vapors would, he thinks, supply the requisite

rnachinerv not oniv of compression but also of volcanic action.

In this work Mr. Fisher has rendered extremely valuable

ributes the defori
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the features to be explained are not such as would have
been produced by contraction. The strains set up in the
crust by a shrinking nucleus would be such, that for any
given amount ,,*' eornujafio vith t ie axes in one direction,

there must be an equal amount with the axes at right angles
to that direction. The localization of mountain chains and
plications in long narrow belts, with the axes of the folds

all approximately parallel, with no corresponding pirn

right angles to them, is an impossible result of a collapsing
spheric;! shell, ft certainly seems as if those who advocate
contraction had inferred that the tangential strains set up by
such a cause, would act only in two opposite directions ; where-
as, since they must be uniformly distributed over the entire

spherical surface, they must act in every direction within a tan-

gent plane at any point.

Mr. Fisher's postulate of a solid crust, resting upon a plastic

substratum, is one which seems indispensable to any rational

theory of terrestrial physics. It will hardly be quesl
any geologist. Indeed, is not the proof of it abundant and
complete ? Surely no one can question the fact that the vast

bodies of strata deposited in all areas of maximum sedimen-
tation have sunk bodih ,

- apidb as the\ iccumulated. The
Paleozoic strata of Western Europe and" Eastern America, the

is and Mcso/oic system of the west, were accumu-
lated in comparatively shallow waters with the surface of

deposition almost constantly near sea-level. But if they pro-

gressively sank in this wav they must have displaced yielding

.-th. How could it have been otherwise? In the

face of a conclusion sustained b\ evidence so irrefragable, it is

certainly to be hoped that no geologist will have his faith at

all shaken by any purely theoretical conclusions which may
have been rea lnVI I.; physicists in their liseussions of the

effects of tidal strains upon the earth. Mr. Fisher, however,
proposes a very fair compromise to the physicists. He might
be understood assaying to them, ''give me a rigid crua

upon a plastic substratum, and you"may do what you like with

ments of the physicist <o much the worse for the tidal ar-u-

shell next below the solid external rock. \ v> < a validity of the

highest order. Reasoning or induction scarcely cuter into it-

it is substantially an observed fact. But the
'

tidal argument
is open to the charge of a well-known form of logical fallacy

which used to be described as '• proving too much." It asserts

that the earth must be inconceivably rigid, otherwise we should

have no tides. But we have the tides and nobody seriously

believes in the transcendental rigiditv.



The elevations and depressions of the different

portions of the earth's surface, he argues, are, on the theory of

a plastic substratum, determined by hydrostatic laws alone.

in have but slight influence upon them. • For rigidity

is a quantity which relatively decreases as the magnitudes of

the masses involved increase. In the continental and oceanic
areas, in great plateaus and mountain system-, rigidity is a van-

ishing quantity, and even in individual ridges of grand pro

portions it probably has no great value, as compared with the

forces which produce elevations and depressions. The profiles

<>f the earth therefore become, in their broader features, simply

those which are due to flotation. The higher portions float

higher because they are less dense; the depressed portions
sink deeper because they are more dense. The manner in

which Mr. Fisher treats this very obvious consequence of a

plastic substratum is most admirable. It is one of the funda-
mental doctrines of his book.*
Having proceeded thus far it is somewhat surprising that

Mr. Fisher did not advance one step farther. Elevations and
depression, (considered as actual movements) mean one of two
things. (I.) Either the quantity <>!' matter underlying the ver-

tically moving surface, has been increased or diminished, or
''lse (2.) the volume of underlying matter has increased or di-

minished. The change is either a local change of mass or a

change <^ density. The eontractional hypothesis is an attempt
to obtain an increase of mass in elevated regions, and a con-
stant mass in the depressed regions. It has signally failed and
so must any theory of this purport fail : for later investigations

are more and more tin nly establishing the fact, that elevated
regions are not regions of greater mass nor are depressed

Jons of less mass: but the contrary. And even if

nsion sought were for a moment supposed to be true,

the continents and great plateaus, as Mr. George Darwin has
recently shown, could not be sustained without a transcendent
dly rigid globe : much less could they with a very rigid globe
over have been pushed up. It only remains to seek the re-

quired solution in causes which will produce local changes of
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changes of density are all so many varying degrees of increased

density, or shall we boldly assume that local expansion is a

cause of upheaval and the reverse a cause of depression ?

Mr. Fisher has shown the dilUculry which attends the former

view. There is no d -ing that the crust and
subcrust to a depth of 100 to 150 miles (not the true interior

be it observed) may have contracted it- volume, it may have

done so unequally in different portions. But the differences of

elevation in various parts of the earth are too great to admit of

reasonable explanation in this way. Still more serious and

even fatal is the fact that, -erne regions have alternately risen.

sunk and risen again. Calling this "columnar" contraction to

distinguish it from nuclear contraction, it must be said that

columnar contraction alone cannot explain the facts. I see no

resource but to call to our aid columnar expansion. It will at

once be objected that physical science furnishes us no warrant

in the known processes of nature for such an assumption.

Very true. Let us all go to work therefore, and try to find a

warrant for it.

een shown that the current

applied to the stereoscope is

w for many observed facts but

that the apparent position of points in the stereoscopic field of

view cannot be determined by any mathematical formula or
-

is due to physiological conditions attendant upon the abnormal

use of the eves.

That convergence of visual lines should be deemed a neces-

invariabb prosent. and that it should be assumed. 'either ex-

pressly or implicitly, in most, if not all, of our text-books, is

doubtless due to the fact thai theoretically the stereoscope is
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Binocular Vision,'' and subsequently m his hook on the Stereo-
scope,

3
publish, m

| in is.-).;. Professor W. B. Rogers contributed
to this Journal in ls.V> and 1856 a series of most interesting
articles on Binocular Vision,

4
in which he determined mathe-

matically what should be the form of the resultant curve when
images of dissimilar lines arc hinoeularlv combined, each point
of each curve being determined by intersection of visual lines.

I have performed most of Professor Eogers' experiments suc-
cessfully with optic divergence. The same remark applies to
those of Professor LeConte, wherever the combination is

effected by diminution of the convergence that would be nat-
ural in ordinary vision.

In 1862, Professor C. F. Himes, at that time of Troy Uni-
versity, published an article

5
in which he criticised Brewster's

i called attention to the modification necessitated by
the possibility of stereoscopic vision with divergence of visual
lines. This "article, which was sent me by the author imme-
diately after the publication of my paper in November last in
this Journal, establishes his priority in this country in discov-
ering the possibility of stereoscopic vision bv this method.
In 1861 two Germans. Eollet and Becker, published a method
of combining similar images by optic divergence, the possibil-

ity
of doing this having been already mentioned by Burck-

hardt." Professor Himes' observations were made without any
of what had just been accomplished in Germany.

My own discovery was likewise independent; finding however
that others had preceded me. and that prisms had been often
employed to test the external rectus muscles. I claimed nothing
on this ground, but devoted mv attention to the analysis of
vision by optic divergence ; for on this little had been written.

i of Brewster's theory and the expression of my

th " ''xplanatini, of what has generally been referred to inter-

isual lines, was publiclv made in my papers, read
-id An- 19th, lssi. the latter havingsince been

fi '"l- in the London kaneel. of Oct. I'lM. and Dee. 3 l'st" lsx]
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- of tin- eves \sms lii'M i,,!:,-,,! l, v Professor W. B.

liters, who makes however no reference to the production of

anv disturbance of perspective, as noticed l»v mvself. In the

> consider. These are—
I. The optic angle, positive or negative, enclosed

: relaxation in tie i et i iseles of the eyeballs.

II. The focal adjustment, interpreted through these



A'. These arms move upon a pivot, each through an arc of

60°, under a divided circle. When so adjusted that the angle
of incidence on each side is 45°, the direction of the reflected

rays is such as to necessitate parallelism of visual lines for

those which come from the centers of A and A' respectively.

If the arms are pulled forward for example to P and IV. the

angle of incidence becomes such that the eyes must be made
to roll inward to retain binocular combination of images; if

pushed back toward C and 0', divergence of visual lines is

necessitated. The value of the optic angle, positive for con-

vergence, negative for divergence, is obtained, with hut trilling

error, from the circle. ( >n each side let. the picture be kept at

a fixed distance, while the eyes are as near as possible to the
mirrors, for example, so that Am + m\i = 50cm. For this dis-

tance, in normal vision, the value of the optic angle would be
7° 20'. If each arm therefore be pulled forward 3° 40', the
binocular image appears in full relief about 50cra in front.

Shifting the head slightly to one side, the rays irom one pic-

Let the arms now be pulled forward un
corresponding value of 1> is 10"". while t

changed and the focal adjustment, if pe

Let the arms' now he pushed back
retic value of D is negative and he
but practically the contraction of the



. LfCo

produces the impression of continued recession in a positive

direction. The visual angle has not been changed, and the

focal adjustment not enough so to produce any very perceptible

decrease in distinctness of vision. The irnasie, appears perhaps

60cm or 70cm distant, but this estimate is quite uncertain. The
of course increased. The effect of constancy
in tKio case seems to be the preponderating

apparent uuuueici i» u± wm»c muirust
in the visual angle in this case seems
element in determining the judgmem
The results of experiment with the apparatus just described

ire given in the curve A A', of Fig. 2. The stereograph em-

4=^ =
A-=^ —4—

ploved was one of the full m<
* relief. Distances

so arranged as to produce

e estimated to the edge of

ided with a uniform black

! of theoretic distances, DD',

ces, AA\ not far from the

ignoran

of the di

anulc i:

constructed from the

i:ites. In consciniuicc
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tion, but the judgment is much vitiated as we depart from the

conditions of normal vision. Even for a=T 20' my estimate
of distance was too small, and as a whole the curve shows
strikingly how fallacious must be any conclusions drawn from
Brewster's theory that there is a necessary connection between
apparent distance and optic convergence, or. as he expressed
it, that we • see distance,'" instead of judging it as contended
by Berkeley.

The curve also shows that, under the conditions imposed,
the variation in apparent distance is not very great between
the limits of —2° and +.VJ

, within which the optic angle is in-

cluded in most cases of binocular vision with lenticular stereo-

scopes. This explains my remark in a former article that the
judgment of absolute distance is " in practice nearly, but not
quite, independent of the optic angle,"

7

but is influenced
rather by physical perfective. In these cases, it will be ob-
served, the field of view is quite limited, and the optic angle

Sir David Brewster8
noticed the strong effects obtained with

convergence of visual lines by combining the images of per-
fectly similar patterns, recurring regularly and in great num-
ber, on large surfaces. When an extended field of view is

occupied by such images, the effect of contraction in the rectus
muscles seems to be more marked in comparison with that of
the other elements of perspective, in estimating absolute dis-

tance there being no contrast of background and foreground to

interfere. This enhancement is noticeable also when the vis-

ual lines are made to diverge, but still the positive visual
angle is more important than the negative optic angle in deter-

mining the resultant effect. This is well shown by the follow-
ing experiment: A large vertical surface is found upon which
there are regularly recurring figures separated from each
other by an interval 3mm in excess of my interocular distance.

Standing oOcm off, in front, the images of contiguous pairs are
combined by axial divergence, the optic angle being very
nearly -0° 21'. The illusion is that of a papered wall about
3m distant. Approaching them until the divergence is

doubled, the wall appears about 2'" distant. The increase of
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mer, however, 3m ,
with that expressed in the curve A A', .VS

CIU

,

for tin' same negative optic angle, and the same real distance.

50cm , it is seen that the change of conditions has produced a

great change in the unconseious interpretation of the retinal

image. In both cases the facts contradict Brewster's theory of

triangulat.ion. Brewster" himself noticed that when the com-
bined image is small in comparison with the whole held of

view, it did not appear at its calculated distance, even with

convergence of axes, and to get rid of the disturbance due to

comparison he resorted to large surfaces with geometrical pat-

terns, but evidently without suspecting that optic divergence

in viewing them was possible.

While the curve A A', fig. 2, represents the result of exper-

iment upon myself alone, similar results have been obtained

from the examination of several other persons. In each case

the range of uncertainty has been large, and the curve of theory

has been found to be crossed by that of experiment near the

point corresponding to the optic angle of normal binocular

th. tni. disi i

!'-. 7,1 th. ,,bjeet ivju'ded
'

1 oi '.-nuill and ueua

tive angles, not only is the departure of the curve of experi-

the estimate of distance is increased. For larger angles the

server is well practiced and at the same time presbyopic, so

that ciliary adjustment interferes less with the suggestion due

to axial adjustment.

There are several considerations which interfere still further,

in comparing results obtained from different observers. One
person mav be less accustomed than another to depend upon

»n of muscular strain in interpreting visual percep-

tions. The definiteness of the interpretation becomes less as

the departure from normal conditions increases. The same

degree of convergence or divergence may imply greater mus-

cular strain for one pair of eves than for another, according

with th,- optic an-ie : .ee,,rding to i he formula so that there is

nearlv constant error, as has been shown bv the experiments of

Ilelmlioltzand Wumit/ This error was more than ^ per cent

mal vision, furtl'mrm-l'iv,' th. ssoci tio .etween axial md



convergence it is very limited. The curve A A' might perhaps
have approached more nearly thai of theory had I waited lon-

ger for ciliary adaptation, but this in turn involved great

forced convergence/' that -it uenoi-aU\ advances slowly to its

new position.- and he speaks'of •' the influence of time over
the evanescence as well as the .Tea! ion of this class of phe-

i regularly recur-

ige of the wall is

-air. Of this im-

ice seems slijrhtlv
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i passed i

:::,

it has probably been rarely tried, and

face, in a median plane passing vertically between the eyes,

was rediscovered a short time ago by Professor LeConte, and

soon afterward I discovered the curvature in all directions.

The effect is in no way due to intersection of visual lines,

but to the opposite obliquity of vision with each eye separately,

combined with the f;i<-t that the retinal surface is not plane but

almost spherical at the points impressed, the center of curvature

being very near the nodal point of the crystalline lens. The ex-

is therefore far easier and more striking if optic paral-

slight divergence he suhstituted for strong convergence,

and if, instead of a wall, a pair of cards be employed, on which

are perfectly similar figures, such as a pair of similar series of

concentric circles. If there be difficulty in directing the eyes, an

ordinary stereoscope can be used as an aid. I have devised a

simple attachment for the adjustable stereoscope described in my
last paper, by which one can with perfect ease thus secure stereo-

scopy with similar figures. Dissimilarity between the external

pictures has hitherto been deemed indispensable for the attain-

ment of true stereoscopic effects. The present method there-

fore, in which advantage is taken of the globular form of the

eye, so far as I can learn, is entirely new. The binocular relief

moreover can be reversed at will without consciously changing

the relation between the visual lines, and the same pair of simi-

image changes f

flat circular plate and tl

cess being

rhile in form the

elliptic convex shield to a
"•

)tic cup; the pro-



Tin' attachment consists of ;iii ordinan cross-bar. .\f X, tig. -I,

which may be placed as near as convenient in front of the eyes
whose optic centers are at O and 0', the visaal lines being par-

allel and passing through points C and C. These are the cen-
ters of the conjugate series of concentric circles, on cards whose
planes are perpendicular to the principal plane of vision, and
which rest on extra short bars, PQ and P'Q'. The latter are

passing through C and <" respectively. Let ED and ED' be
the horizontal diameters of the largest circles, the cards having
been revolved so as to make with each other a dihedral angle
opening toward the observer. Their relation to the visual lines

'* obviously the same as if their planes were coincident and the
visual lines crossed, inakinu the optic angle equal to the sum of
N'C1> and MCK'. as in Brewster's experiment. The retinal

projections of EC ]) and K'C'iV arc -cd and e'e'd'. Since the

triangles EOD and E'O'D' are oblique, their medians divide

\\^ angle.- at < > and O' unequally: hence dc>ce and d'c<c'e'.
The retinal images in the two eves are hence dissimilar; and

rny may be made so great by increasing the angles
NCDand MCK' tliat the binocular image becomes confused
if the eyes are not made to olav rapidlv over the picture. If

•lie attention be momentarily withdrawn from C and C to D
a"d 1)', the visual lines become divergent to an extent meas-
ured by the difference of the angles DOC and D'O'C. The
associated contraction of the external rectus muscles which this

necessitates at once produces the sensation that habitually ac-

companies recession of the object binoeularly viewed. The
-aine is true if the attention be restored to C and C, and then
given to E and E'. The binocular image of the horizontal
diameter must hence be perceived as a curve, convex toward
the observer.

Each circle moreover must be projected upon the retina ap-
proximately as an ellipse whose minor axis is horizontal, its ratio
t° the major axis b-ing readily calculable if the angle of incli-

nation he known. But the retina! ellipses are no longer concen-
tric (figures f> and h'j, the extent of retinal displacement depend-

A'C'B'. If these be
jected, since C C is 1i!:-;T1 a!;

l

x\r;
and

tl

B
1

i

toAandA^l^an
1

!

diameters must henc
the observer.

Let F and G (tig.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third E

1 B'.
'

Thcbinocu'lar i

e be perceived as a eu

I diameter and hence
Series, Vol. XXIII, No. 136.
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and E respectively. When the card is revolved, as in fig. 4,

the distance OE exceeds OD, and hence the visual angle sub-

tended by E G is less than that subtended by D F. Every
ellipse therefore is distorted. To each eye separately the effect

I 'n IV-.- >r
'•'

ide an: neither homonymous nor hete

e points d i fieri ng slightly in altitude can be bl-

ared and their images combined, even when there

stereoscopic displacement, was first shown by



lar vision cannot be accepted in any mathematical sense. In
>.t ease tli..- distortions ..f Uie retinal ellipses, being

equal and opposite in the two eves, are perfectly corrected in
the binocular combination of each pair: the resultant curves
are hence perfect ellipses.

If a pair of small circles whose vertical diameters are a b and
ab be drawn above the large circles, the visual lines directed
to their centers arc similarlv oblique to their vertical diameters
but oppositely oblique to their horizontal diameters. The
external projections oi their retinal picture.-, are hence slightly

and the lower ^vrtico lie- rcr lo
:

gether t
..,'. S

binocular com!dilation is henc( .' an ell, pse whost
'

'pi:.

]ique, the upper verte x being farther. and the
nearer to the ofc A pair tli.

ones are binocu larlv combiued v >osite obli
No explanati. ow needed to she»\v that if the pla

evolved 1 1

(fig- 4), the com bim.iio, i of the c:oncentr ic circles mas 1
1

' concave surface and the obliquity of the plane of each pair of

i small circles, when binocularly viewed, must be re-

versed in sense.

Brewster's remark about the phantom wall that "it gener-
^H.v advances s|ow h to it, new position'"" is now easily under-
stood. When K and K' (fig. 2) are binocularly viewed, since
&0 exceeds E'O', there must be dissociation between the two

stments which are generally adapted to the same dis-

OC, when and C

for a few se the sur
lace appears convex or concave. Despite this inconvenience, if

the experiment be performed with axial parallelism, the image
s"on becomes .dearly detined. With stroii"' axi d convergence,
;1< in Brewster's m. thod. the dissociation is far more diihYiilt on
account of the extr. me muscular strain that is necessary.

% holdi.m the card. ii«r. |. with their plan.- coincident



me, p. 95.

LRT. XXXII.— On a great dyke of Foyaite or Elceolite-syenite,

cuttir«j the Iludnm li'h-rr SiStlf>> i~„ Xnrth w.-stern New Jersey

;

by Ben. K. Emeeson.

In the (xeologv of New Jersey by Professor Gk H. Cook,

868, p. 144, an extensive dyke, "on the eastern slope of the

>lnc Mountain,"' is described as follows from the manuscript

Otes of Mr. E. Hauesser, assistant on the earlier geological sur-

cy under Dr. K. itch ell : "On the slope of the Blue Mountain

etween Beemersville and Libertyville, a dyke of porphyritic

ypersthene rock has been intruded between the slate and coii-

lomerate. It runs from a point one and a half miles north

-

est of Libertyville, without interruption, to its termination,

Inch is one and one-fifth miles northwest of Beemersville. It

i about a quarter of a mile wide, and is a little tortuous in its

xirse, but its general bearing is northeast and southwest.

'he rock of the northeastern part consists usually of a coarselv

''At the southwestern extremity the dyke presents

and striking appearance. It does not occupy a long and high

hill, with nearly perpendicular slopes, like the nor:

part, but, owing to a powerful and rapid disintegration, it has
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crumbled into loose pieces and into a line sand, which form a
range of low hills with w.nlo slopes, and which, sv^n from a
distance, look exactly like hills of sand or drift.

pyrites. Th. .phem- L ,7 .', l77„ '7'%,!777!rown coTor"
|:^an adamantine luster, and occurs in small, more or less per-
vt

-
<

:

'iystals, in such quantity as to form one of the principal

"^lie iron pyrites is profusely.disseminated throughout the

'''inere is usually a marked difference between the middle of
h| c ( lyke and the margins, the material being distinctly crys-
f
;'

1 !llt
'

:tt Hie middle while it is compact at the surface. The
'ivk-c is traversed by joints and by some small veins, and it

also sends out veins into the contiguous rocks.
"'The slate has been altered for a distance of three thousand

feet from the southeastern border of the dyke.

t

" Very near the dyke the rock is so much changed that the
^ratification cannot be determined, but farther off, though the

^i»g »'rosh from a' stud v of t d series."
,ln,1 <>r the kind guidance of Professor Dana, mv attention was

lueneeupon the soft Hudson River rocks, and f visited the
locality i„ the hope that it might throw some light upon the

complexities of the Cortland region. Leaving the railroad at

Ueckertown just above Franklin Furnace, the drive of six
miles was over a hillv country of soft crumbling shales. More
t iau half a mile from the dyke its influence was manifest, the
shales having changed into a dark gray compact mass, break-
ing into wedge-shaped pieces bounded on all sides by slicken-

Wconchoidal
fracture of flint, and cut into small fragments by numerous
joints. Where the road over the mountain leaves the road
winch skirts the mountain on the east, at the house of Mr. I>.
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While the calcites are limpid, the orthoclase crystals, opaque
white by reflected light, are of deep reddish brown bv trans-

mitted light, and this color, which is caused bv the abunbmiee

of a very line red dust, is spread unitormh over every portion

of every crystal, except in one slide where they are quite fresh,

and enclose in considerable number small perfect spheres of a

deep brown to black color, which seem to be some hydrocarbon

compound which has been included in the forming crystal in a

liquid state. This black carbonaceous matter is scattered her.

and there through the mass, and it is sometimes aggregated m
the midst of a brownish substance in such a manner as to sug-

gest an incipient stage in the formation of ehiastolite crystals.

All the rest of the micaceous ground-mass is mottled by a

u'reat number of verv minute, stout, rod-like forms, four to six

than broad, and quite i

bution, though not always regular in

are nearly opaque but resolvable (X800) it

shape, being

r both ends.

i the thinnest

into a congeries of red scales. T
-nil of a dark green <-i

forms inav have resulted fror

of a similar mineral, but b seems to be rah

FirHi

little way up the slope, the foyaite bears no r<

the compact trap-like rock from near Roloso

above. It is completely granitie in texture, of i

and of a grayish llcsh color, deriving this color

abundant that a small piece of the rock treatec

chlori. acid changed into a thick jelly, in whici

specimens which I got from this portion of the

certainly \M per cent of eheolitc. The- mineral

in black elongated crystals up to 3mm in length,

was aide to measure the ansrle of the prism 92° t

eral fuses with somewhat greater dihUeulty than i

segirite, and tinges the flame yellow. The surf;

the crystals - u as is somet

with the arfvedsonite from Kangerdluar-.uk. an
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can be seen toward the surface of the rock to be changed for

part or the whole of their length into a greenish black, fibroin

hornblendic mineral apparently arfvedsonite.

The third constituent, orthoda.se. occurs in elongated Carl;

bad twins up to 80""" in length : in a single instance three cry:

tals are twinned together. They are of brilliant luster, and <

the same flesh color as the eheolite in the fresh rock, whi.

toward the surface they are whitened, and there closely resen

ble the feldspar of the Brevig zircon-syenite. They are sea

tered in the rock somewhat distantly, so that in three sectior

m.Vl. Ispar appeared. The crystals enclose re.muled isses <

Che, teas well as crystals of segirite, often so f CIowdt

as to :
?
ive the feldspar a pegtnati tic appearance.

Tl

iriaxii num length is about l
mm

. It is of brig ish y el le-

color. transparent, and of adamaritine luster, a nd is a:iwa ys We

llized in both complex and s, with th e fne,

often brightly iridescent. No trace of triclirlie fold spa r or i

hypersthene could be found.

Higrh up along the crest of the : ridge, perha ps fifty ro< Is we

seopi.

1 the material for the abo
•al study, the rock is much
lar and' decomposed, fallin

ve descriptio

ned. m. :

;;;;;;.
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The freshest ©girite shows six-sided cross-sections (./, i-i,)

remarkably ic-ular hotli in form and cleavage, the latter being
in straight equidistant linos carried generally clear across the

crystal, and thus dillering widely from that of augite. It is

red brown with much depth of color in cross-sections, blackish

brown in longitudinal [dates, 1'ree from enclosures, and without

trace of fibrous structure. Both in lengthwise and cross

sections it absorbs the light with a single Nicol's so strongly

that at the point of extinction it becomes jet black. The pleo-

chroism is also very marked, ranging from charcoal brown to

deep emerald green. In other crystals, starting from one end.

the color in ordinary light changes gradually from dark brown
into a bright green, and corresponding with this change of

color the mineral becomes quite suddenly til irons, and tilled

with minute grains of magnetite, which are wanting in the

unchanged portion. The changed portion has all the micro-

scopic peculiarities of a fibrous hornblende. In longitudinal

sections of the asgirite a cleavage parallel to appears, and in

one instance occurred a well term in r d rro headed twin

—

twinning plane i-i. Its crystals often radiate from or enclose a

crystal of titanite.

The titanite appears in wine-yellow, limpid, much fissured.

cross-sections, distinctly pleochroic, rough of surface, never
sinking to the smallest dimensions, or containing any enclo-

sures. Besides asgirite the microlites often radiate from it.

Beautifully distinct twins occur with the twinning plane 0, and
with crossed Nicols the light is extinguished at 38° on either

side of this plane.

bounded by the other constituents, and showing rude dodeca-

are almost
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the elaeolite (c) which has taken its shape entirely from the

preceding minerals and which thus closed the series.

Out on the plateau of metamorphic rock I picked up a curi-

ous mass not in place, which showed a contact of foyaite on
foyaite of different age. The older was courser grained ilia n I

found it elsewhere and richer in orthoclase. being largely made
up of crystals 25-30n,m long, distributed porphyritically in a

fine-grained rusty ground containing pyrite. The newer rock,

resting on this, has a rudely columnar structure at right angles

to the plane of contact, resembling somewhat the gypsum crusts

from salt vats.

The columns of which this layer consists are elongate irnper-

I'ect crystals of orthoclase and ekeolite and bundle-
radiated of a greenish black hornblendic mineral. Small'tufts
and spheres of the latter are also scattered through the mass,
together with some dark purple fluor and much pyrite.

Under the microscope distinct crystals of elaeolite appeared
and the hornblende needles were contracted, like the handle
of a dumb-bell as they passed through such a crystal, showing
that the hornblende had here commenced its crystallization
first and that the two minerals had thereafter increased to-

The hornblende crystals are now in an advanced stage of
decomposition, being resolvable into an aggregate of short
interrupted libers and so impregnated with scales of "ferrite

"'

as to be often quite opaque, and the same material has also
often gathered on the needles in large masses like the warts on
a plum twig. Only rarely in unchanged non-fibrous portions
of green color could the angle of extinction of hornblende be
measured. The feldspar was orthoclase with no indication of
the presence of microcline.

The aphanitic and the granitic varieties of the rock described
;ll,,

:

V(
-

:ilv ••onneetcl bv intermediate grades of fine grain in
which occur segregations in size and shape like a hen's egg,
composed of coarse granular orthoclase. a-irirc, pvrite and
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Art. XXXIII.

—

Notice of the remarkable Marine Fauna occupyir

the outer hanks off the Southern Coast of New England, No. I

by A. E. Verrill. (Brief Contributions to Zoology froi

the Museum of Yale College: No. LI.)

Previous to 187 1 no representative of the Pennatulacea
had been discovered on the American coast between Cape
Hatteras and the Arctic Ocean. In that year, and also in 1872,
a number of specimens of Pennatula aculeata and of a small
Virgularia were dredged by Mr. J. F. Whiteaves in the deeper
parts of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. In 1872 these were also

dredged by Dr. A. S. Packard and Mr. C. Cooke, on the "Bache."
in the Culf of Maine (see this Journ., v, pp. 5, 100. 1873). Sub-
sequently the former species has been obtained in many locali-

ties, and in lame numbers, oil' the coasts of New khiidand and
Nova Scotia.

ready been recorded b\ 18

former articles Of tin

sen dredged by < th

Nevertheless, ii i the i

e Pennatulacea of the Chi die
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This specie- is very iibundaul and widely distributed on our

coasts, in 100 to 487 fathoms, on soft muddy bottoms. Gulf of

St. Lawrence. 160-200 fathoms,- -W hi tea v'es, 1871-3; Gulf of

Maine,— U.S. Fish Commission, on the "Radio,'" i,s72-3 : Grand
Rank. St. Peter's Bank. Banquereau, Western Bank and other

banks off Nova Scotia, in 60 to 300 fathoms,—Gloucester fish-

ermen (in 29 lots, including about 90 specimens); off Cape
Sable. N. S., 88 fathoms—U. S. Fish Commission : off Martha's
Vineyard and Block Island, and oil Chesapeake and Delaware
Bays. 1880, 1881, in 100-487 fathoms—U. S Fish Commis-
sion. Several hundreds of specimens were taken at each of the

stations 943,945, 1025. Also taken by Mr. A. Amissiz. on
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Several specimens were trawled bv us, off Martha's Vinevard,
m Kill to 23H fathoms, in 1880 and 1881. The Gloucester
Lishermen have presented many large and fine specimens
('more than 75), some of them" over two feet long. These
came in 57 lots, from the outer slopes of the I iram:f Bank and

anks off the Nova Scotia coast, in 60 to 400 fathoms.
Off George's Bank, 980 fathoms,— A. Agass ,1880
previously known off Finmark, 240 fathoms ; Bergenfjord, 300
fathoms.

While a majority of these specimens are large and perfect,

some examples of this, and other related species, have more or

.
.

.

' _ •
.

•

.

•

'

',
'..../' ;.:• r^.iii:,-

i-eo-'ion: not rarely, as much as one-half of the whole length is

hare This. I am convinced, is entirely due to accidental

these is a verrucose I >

zornis V.), which closely clasps the

ne, the edges of which unite firmly



England CoatL

ie young of larger

Challenger, Pennatulida, p. 13, 1881). He described, from a

single specimen, a species {A. Murrayi pi. 6, figs. 19-21) taken

off Balifax, in 1250 fathoms, which is smaller and more slender

than my species, with fewer polyps and larger zooids, but it

may possibly prove to be the young form. From off Buenos

Ay res, in 600 fathoms, he described A. Thomsoni, which is a

large species, apparently identical, in all respects, with my
species, from off N'ova Scotia and New England.
We trawled this species, off Martha's Vineyard, in 802 to

310 fathoms. Its color, in life, is usually deep salmon-brown,

but varies to pale salmon, and even to yellowish white. The
(.Uoucester fishermen have presented about forty specimens, in

twenty lots These are' from near the <irand Bank, St. Peter's

Bank. Western Bank. Banquereau, Sable I. Bank, and Le

., N. S., in 300 to 400 fathoms,

mples the polyps are arranged
and the zooids, which are com
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Flabellum Goodei Verrill.

This species is verv closely allied to F. alabastrum Moseley,*
taken by the Challenger, off the Azores, in 1000 fathoms. The
two forms may eventually prove to be identical, when directly
compared, but none of the numerous specimens examined by
me agree precisely with those described and figured by Moseley.
His specimens have the calicles more oblong, with the ends
obtuse, instead of acute, and the costaa are much larger, more
prominent and angular: and the whole surface is rougher.

This very fragile coral has the power of restoring itself from
mere fragments. Many pieces have been found showing new
calicles, in all stages of progress, arising from the inner surface
of the fragments of old calicles. Specimens thus restored are
often irregular in form till of considerable size, and one, about
an inch across, still had a nearly circular outline.

In life the color of the disk and tentacles is rich salmon
;

;s of dark purplish brown, or
sometimes uniform madder-brown. The larger tentacles are
stout, tapered, subacute. Our largest examples are from off
Chesapeake Bay. in 300 fathoms

;
these are 80mm high

; greater
diameter. 12(1 lesser t3

mm
. A specimen from station 1029,

15s tathom-, i- Ho""'
1 high, greater diameter 98mm , lesser diam-

eter, 50mm .

The Gloucester fishermen have presented it in eleven lots,

mostly from near the Grand Bank, Banquereau, Sable Island
Bank, and east of George's Bank, in 180 to 400 fathoms. We
have dredged it, on the Fish Hawk, at various localities off
Manha's Vim-yard and Nantucket, in 219 to 487 fathoms; off

oner. Large numbers were taken
at stations 893-895, 925, 951, 952. but they were mostly
crushed to small fragments by the great quantities of larger
animals in the trawl.
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s coral is remarkable for having a wider range in depth

;eographically than any other known species. It was
by Pourtales, off Florida. By the Challenger it was
in the K Atlantic, off the Azores and off Bermuda, in

1075 fathoms; in the S. Atlantic, in 1900 to 2650
ns; in the South Indian Ocean, in 1600 to 1950 Eathoms :

> Mnlav Archipelago and West Pacilic, in 860 to 2440
ns: east of Japan, in 2800 to 2900 fathoms; off Valpa-
in 1375 fathoms.

; Fun<jio.rij<(tlnix fra<jiUs of Sars closely resembles this coral

erse dissepiments nor trabicuhe in the four specimens

larger than

2?
of Ball,

arger se

them.
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entuallysecr

base become

a pteropod {Caroh'nn).

etes a chitinous pelicle

:s much expanded and

aperture of the shell.

'r'e.l' Mouth

th,'\v
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. slon

ofter

der/iVtwuc
] protruded.

p the base; dia

ircles, alternately erect

i abyssicola Ve
s abyssicola Koren i

rrill.

ind Dan., Fauna Lit., B[orvegiae, iii, p. 78, pi. 9, figs.

Base broad, adherent, expanded and thin at the edges, often

clasping the tubes of If'/alnioecia, stems of Acanella, etc. Col-

umn narrow in the middle, expanded at summit, usually cov-

ered, except near summit, with a closely adherent coating of

sand, foraminitera. etc., but many specimens are entirely naked.

Tentaeles rather slender. a«-ute. fonnin<>- about three marginal

eire.les. more than half as I,,,,- as the diameter of disk. Column
llesh-eoior: tentacles sometimes pale flesh-color, sometimes
sal.no,,, frequently dark purplish brown, in the paler examples
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, 895 ab.: 897: 924, 925, 938, 9

-Third Series, Vol. XXIII, :
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Cerianthus borealis Wrrill. Ion to 25S fathoms.

& Dan.) 69-100 fathoms.

Ei'izoAXTims paguriphila Verrill, sp. nov. 252 to 458 fathoms.

S. 880, 883, 893, 894: 938, 947 very ab., 994, 997, 998, 1028, 1029.

Paracyathus, sp. 65 fathoms, on shells. S. 865.

219 to 187 fathoms.

In recent years it has been a matter of considerable interest to

determine the amount of phosphorus in the iron used in the arts.

especially in that form of it known as pig iron ; in fact, since

the manufacture of steel by the process of conversion known
as the Bessemer process, it has become ;i necessary procedure

to ascertain the peculiar iitnrssof tin- rust-iron for this purpose;

and has a bearing also upon the commercial value of pig-iron.

It is not many years ago that a few thousandths in the dill'er-

ence in the amount of phosphorus in two lots of pig-iron had

but little effect upon its commercial value, while now, its pres-

ence affects it to the extent of several dollars value per ton.

Formerly but little reliance was to be placed upon the

analytical estimate of the amount of these small percentages of

phosphorus in iron, and uniform results were not furnished by
different analysts. It was not until the use of an arid solution

of raolybdate of ammonia* was employed, that reliable results

were to be had. Many years previous (in 1S")2), when I estab-

lished the constant presence of phosphorus in* meteoric iron, I

was obliged to devise a process which, while it gave very good

results, was not applicable to the present use.

The so-called molybdic acid process did not at first satisfy

* Method of making described in Fresenius'a Analytical Chemistry.
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all chemists, and in hands of all did not give the uniform results

desired, and even at the present time, modifications are con-

stantly being sought after.

The molybdic acid process, as first used, was to precipitate

the phosphorus from a nitric acid solution of the iron by an
acid solution of the molybdate of ammonia, redissolve the

molybdate of ammonia in ammonia, and precipitate the phos-
phorus by chloride of magnesia and ammonia, and estimate
the amount of phosphorus from the phosphate of magnesia.
The reasons for not estimating the phosphorus by the

first molybdate precipitate were, first, the supposed indefinite

nature of the precipitate, and secondly, the occasional pres-

ence of free molybdic acid in the precipitate ; it was also

recognized that the large amount of iron in the solution inter-

fered materially with the precipitation of all the phosphorus,
and it was made very apparent that the phosphorus must be
concentrated into a small portion of the iron before commenc-
ing the process of analysis.

With these facts well established to my mind, I have been
engaged off and on for two or three years examining the ques-
tion of the determination of phosphorus in iron and steel,

making several hundreds of variously modified experiments,
and repeating the details of processes adopted by different

I first tried the solution of from one to three grams of
iron or steel in aqua reuia. ami precipitating by the molybdic
solution, with all the iron present and without separating the
silica: but the process gave no satisfaction, whatever way the

phosphorus was ultimately weighed; nor did the evaporation
to dryness over a water-bath and redissolving with a little

nitric acid materially improve it. It became very evident, as
already recognized by several English and American chemists,
that si iiea must not be in the solution in which the molybdic
precipitate was made : and, furthermore, that the larger portion
of iron must be eliminated from the solution before this pre-

cipitation was attempted. The chemist of the Burdon Iron
Works. Troy, and of the Pennsylvania Central Eailroad gave
me their experience on the subject.

9
In describing the following method, ultimately adopted as

affording the most speedy and accurate results, I give but little

else than b] _ i methods already employed by
others, with such, detail of manipulation as facilitates uniform
method of operation.*

Quantity of iron employed.—It is customary to employ 1
gram for pig-iron, and 2 to 3 grams for malleable iron and
steel : but in my own practice I employ but 1 gram for
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all varieties of iron ;
for even where the iron or steel contains

one-thousandth and less of phosphorus, I get as satisfactory

results as where 2 and 3 grams are employed.

Solution.—The iron, say 1 gram, is placed in a porcelain

capsule of about from 100 to 150 c. m., and 3 or 4 c. m. of water

added ; the capsule is placed on a water-bath, and 10 to 15 c. m.

of aqua regia is added little by little ; the aqua regia is prepared

in advance in the usual way with two parts chlorhydric acid

and one part nitric acid. The contents of the capsule are now
evaporated to dryness over the water bath or more speedily on

an iron plate ; the capsule with its contents is then placed in

an air-bath and heated from 140° to 150° C. for from 30

minutes to 1 hour— thus rendering all the silica insoluble ; 3

or 4 c. m. of chlorhydric acid with an equal quantity of water

are added to the dry residue, and then warmed gently over a

water bath or lamp ; the iron is redissolved, a little more water

added, the solution filtered with the filter pump ; the filtrate

placed on a narrow graduated measure of 100 c. m. capacity and

sufficient water added to make the liquid contents 100 c. m. ; the

whole is well shaken to make the solution uniform. The next

step is to concentrate all the phosphorus into a limited amount
of the iron.

Concentration »f the phosphorus.—From 90 to 92 c. m. of the

last solution L- placed in a capsule of :jin>„r 10O c. m. capacity,

either of porcelain or platinum—the latter I use by preference

—and 100 c. m. of water added ; the iron oxide is now reduced

to iron protoxide by soda sulphite or ammonia sulphite.* I

prefer the latter, and prepare it in the manner mentioned in

the note; the ammonia sulphite I used at the suggestion

of Mr. S. Peters, which he stated to me was used advan-

tageously by himself and others. Two or three centimeters

of the ammonia sulphite is added to the iron solution and the

contents of the capsule are h-jilvl imiil all lh^ sulphurous acid

is driven, off] this stage of the process being recognized by the

sense of smell. By putting a small drop of the solution on

the end of a glass stirrer into a weak ammonia solution we

readily recognize the complete conversion of the oxide, for the

precipitate is nearly white. Of course during the whole ol the

above process the solution, is acid, with the excess of chlorhy-

dric acid. Ammonia is now added slowlv to the warm solu-

tion until a little of the greenish precipitate remains undis-

solved; about 2(1 c. rn. of atretic acid is now added to the sola-



is added with 200 or 300 c. m. of wate
The whole contents of the large

from one-half to one hour, and if i

as it is evaporated. The result is the formation of a basic per-

salt of iron containing practically all the phosphorus that was

originally in the gram of iron used.

Separation of the phosphorus from the above precipitate.—With
a filter-pump on a 8^-inch filter, the last precipitate is collected

in 15 or 20 minutes; the precipitate is not washed, but a mix-

ture ofo or 6 c. m. of chlorhydric acid, with an equal quantity

of wafer, is warmed in the capsule in which the boiling has taken

place, so as to dissolve the adhering oxide of iron
;
the hot

acid solution is thrown on the filter in the funnel, detached

from the pump, the filtrate is readily dissolved and passes in

some convenient vessel, and the filter washed once or twice;

this solution is placed in a porcelain capsule and evaporated to

dryness over a water-bath or on a hot plate. I prefer the for-

mer, although it takes a longer time. To the dry, but not

over-heated residue is added 1 to 2 c. m. of nitric ami. with an

equal quantity of water: this will furnish a clear solution if

there be no titanium in the iron ; if the latter be present, there

will he formed a ilocculent precipitate that can be readily sep-

arated by a filter prior to the last treatment.

The lust treatment.—-The solution now need not be more than

10 or 20 c. m., to which ammonia is to be added until the pre-

cipitate first formed is no longer redissolved ; then add a few

drops of nitric acid to clear up the solution completely, in

which the ph.wphorus is mi ,po>ed to have been concentrated.

30 c. m. of molvbdic acid solution is now added to the last

solution in a small beaker which is then warmed for 15 or 20
minutes to a temperature of 80° C, and agitated with a glass

rod. The phosphorus is precipitated as the double ammonia-
salt, and settles as a chrome-yellow powder in less than 30
urinates, and is ready for collection on a double filter,*

beWfilteri .h' the filter-pump. As the fil-

ter is verv small it is rej.dilv wa-hed with a little distilled



After washing, the double filter is placed in an air-bath heated

to about 120° C., and in about 30 minutes weighted by sep-

arating the filters, the complete dryness is verified by a second

heating in the air bath.

Of the phospho-molybdate every 100 m. g. will contain

1-63 m. g. of phosphorus, or 3 -74 m. g. of phosphoric acid. The
result of this method of analysis will indicate a very minute
quantity of phosphorus less than what is contained in the iron,

but so small as not to affect the practical result, and will be

more accurate, certain and speedy than if estimated as magrie-

sian phosphate.

Gold short iron.—It has been customary to attribute the cold

shortness of certain iron to the presence of phosphorus. Now,
after working on this problem in rolling mills, I have found
that the phosphorus cannot alone account for this peculiarity.

Very often I have taken a 1-inch and 1^-inch iron that was very

cold short and working them down to" smaller sizes, as |-inch

bars, etc., found that very good merchantable iron is produced,

capable of being bent and forged cold or hot as well as any
good quality of iron, although the phosphorus in the large

and small iron is the same in quantity. I would not say that

phosphorus has no effect on the cold shortness of iron, but I

would remark that whatever effect it has is very much modi-

fied by the mariner of working the iron. And this opinion is

sustained by that of others who have had much to do with the

working of iron.

T I F I C INTELLIGENCE.

Chemistry and Physics.

u,r illnstriii'ni'1 tin <<<(!<>), <>f Geysers.—In J.

Physics, 2d od., p. :js.i, i *<;.-;, Hansen's theory

geysers is illust r.-it.-.l l.y tilling a vertical me-



lie glass bottle is raised to the boiling point. The bubbles
im rise in the vertical tube and the alternations of heating in

isk and changes of level of the water in the vertical tube
-team and water to issue with violence from the vertical tube.
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A is the mechanical equivalent of beat,

P the change of tension,

a the coefficient of expansion,

C the specific heat,

W the weight of unit length.

Joule was the first to test the formula and his results ( |i,| ,,,

entirely confirm the theoretical result. Edhind found tliat tli

formula led to a value of A=682-'7 kilogrammeters, and conclmh

that the discrepancy must lie explained by the presence of inte

nal work in the wire. Riihlman is opposed to the conclusion <

Kdlund, and does not think it probable that the specific heats c

stretched wires can differ essentially from those of iinstretche

wires. H. Haga has accordingly teste, 1 the formula experimen

ally, measuring carefully the specific heats of the wires. From
steel wire and a German silver wire the values of A were 4 '>!

and 428-1 respectively, and the author therefore concludes t hat th

formula is correct and the mechanical theory of heat explains th

changes of temperature which follow the extension and contra'

tion of wires.

—

Ann. der Physik unci Chemie, No. 1, 1882, pp. 1

18. J. t.

5. Phosphorescence,- C'apt. Auxkv, U.K., at a meeting of th

Physical Society, London, Jan. i's, exhibited some experiment

!d the violet phi

passed through a

ing the phosphorescence was found to he 4:100.

—

Nature, Feb.

1882. J. t.

Discussion of the Four/rr-./'oisKon theory of the conductu

of heat.— The principal object

ing : 1. It does not take into cor

its expansion. 3. It considers



formed affords the hosl moans of studying solar protuberances
and spots and the reversed lines of the chromosphere. The prism
is recommended to the Transit of Venus Commission, since clear-

ness of definition can he obtained under great dispersive and
large magnifying power. It also obviates confusion arising from
interference band- at llie edge of 1 lie disk of Venus and the effects

of irradiation are obviated. It is also claimed that better solar

photographs can be obtained l>v the use of this prism.— <'<>,,//>f<s

Kerahix, Jan. 2:?, lss-2, pp. 155-157. J. T.

8. On n->,«t„l« of I'otusshnn Chlm-nl, found in the extract

of W<,n,un>o<! nr'Ahtintt, (Art, nh.yu Abxhithhn,, L. ; by E.

Ci.aasskx. (Communicated).—Some time ago I had occasion
to make use of the above named extract and was surprised to

find in it many perfectly transparent, yellowish, almost colorless

crystals of great regularity of form. The largest were about

I inch in diameter" and weighed l:u) milligrams (about two
grains). By studying their crystallographic form I found that

they belonged to the isometric system : one crystal was a cube with
the angles slightly replaced with octahedral planes, the others

forms. Several of the last mentioned crystals show, however,
also very nicely and distinctly beside- these forms, the icositetra-

liedro,, '_'-_< [AYi). By chemical analysis it was found, that the

'

'I nisVd't 'is commonU found m cubes, ami the uncommon forms

<!,/</ (hoJni/inil thl>r.

'Precession of a Viscous

remarks of Mr. Ball, As

as a o-eo logical agency i



. Wormian, under

lTy.^uh,* ^wl,,* and II.





the hematite a ooating covered more or less by the crystals of

siderite. The sideriu-'has a light green color, winch by exposure

It gives the usual reactions for siderite, and also a slight man-

Ill. Botany and Zoology.

1. The Names <>f Herb™. By William Turner, A. D. 1548.
£',///,,/ (irith f,„ Ii<trn<l,<rfln n,<ni L„h .,> nf E„,jU*l, X<inn--*,<nnl

<ln hhiit;ii<;,th»> nfthf- l>hl ntx . „H)H,- nttf't h,/ ff'tUn')') , by J A M KS
Bkittkn. F.L.S., ,,f the British Museum, London; published for

the Ki!gli>l] Dialect Society, Triibiier A. Co., 1881. The original

Frenehe wytli t he commune names that I leibaries and Apoteca-

Lh'lir.its, part I, by
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founded on trivial or accidental distinctions,

tlic writings of some modern lichenologists. Nor does he to

much extent make use of chemical tests for the purpose of dis-

tiii^uidiing species, as is done by Nylanderand several European
botanists, who have pushed this means of diagnosis to an extreme.
The descriptions are clear and adequate, without being diffuse,

and rhe botanist and student are now in position to determine
North American Lichens with a degree of ease hitherto unknown :

for the earlier writings of Prof. Tuckerman, as well as his Lich-
enes Exsiccati, have long been difficult or impossible to procure,
and many of his recent writings are scattered in the proceedings
of societies to which the botanical public do not generally have
access. It is a rare good fortune for those interested in the study

of our Lichens that the pioneer in this department of botany in

America should also be the one to publish the first complete ac-

count of the species of the United States
; for, in addition to his

i and protracted r

comatry, Prof. Tuckerman in the v cry beginning of his botanical

er was the personal friend an (1 correspondent of Elias Fries,

ogistof his time.
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vhich, in using the present part, we feel the want. As no
•ary index is given, we infer thai the remainder of the work

sen, translated by

jan book market, but it can be ordered of the publisher, Theodo

T Nature^an.I ;',"' ,»1 .>r \ll
"'-

v',lh»r Ce?lx" of Radwlar
tus ami {'ul,„t,n'<t,«.—A paper ; ,n.l.-r thN title « :i<* ivad by Mi
!\itrick<u,ldes 1„ inhumh in Januar;



U'ii-an at unce to \vav( ; their arms as if pi Itlv s bimulated by

the oxygen develops

alga (Ulv'a) gave, in the siud'ioht, gas co

, (ILriiwriH) Jo per ; Di;

cent; while with animals containing the

tin- amount of o\_\ gen in the gas evolved is 1, -

those with species < less.

.Mr. Geddes named the alga Philozoon,
species, l\ radiolai'um, .P. siphonqphom I'. «•'•timn-n, n, P.

Mr. Geddes closes y»vith the observatioi i tha t the nearest ana-

logue to the above discribed "partnershi p is t

of Ivliwrm
Hornet an,! Stahl hav«

omed T o call

lichens, so that we m:ay not unfairly call ltnral 1

larians and Anemones
5. Ueber das Zusam,,,* „l>t» » <'<»<

rLhhre> i.—In

connection with the pr< fMr.Ge ddes,

attention should be called to a paper by
the "Gesellschaft Nati ir.th,

1881. In the paper w io!M-d, l>
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ley nourish themselves like true animals by the absorption of

ted organic material ; as soon, however, as they contain a suffi-

ent amount of Algae they are nourished like tine plants by the

ssimilation of inorganic material. Whenever in consequence of

lack of light the Alga3 cannot perform their proper function

ley (the host-animals) must again nourish themselves like

Thomas Potts Jam ks.—With SO]

..l.l.-t b,,t:

when the fruits of long and labo

to be gathersd. To IJi-y..N.-i-t

unknown. Biit the piiblicatiun «
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7. Glacier xrrtftr/,™ in tl,. <',>t,k;il,.—\)Y. Julicii, in tin- Trans-

actions of the New York Academy of Sciences, vol. i, no. 2,

states that he lias found do glacial scratches near the Clove
above 2,!>00 feet, the highest observed occurring on the " Hiirh

Ledua-," Parker Mountain, at 2,874 feet, and on the southeast

slope of Hound Top, at 2,*7I feet; the direction of the former

S. 18° \\\, magnetic; of the latter S. 85° E. He remarks
that the highest scratches observed in the Catskills occur on
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in Orion; by Henry Draper, M.D.*

For about eighteen months I have been giving attention to
the Nebula in Orion with two objects in view, first to ascertain
whether any changes are taking place in that body by making
a series of photographs to be compared in the future with a

-.-: mid second, to photograph the spectrum of the

Nebula in various parts so as to see whether any new lines

could be found, and also whether the composition is uniform
throughout.

As to the first of these objects I have recently succeeded in

taking a very fine and extensive photograph of the Nebula
containing most of the delicate outlying parts which were not
in my earlier photograph >. This is in the hands of the photo-
lithographer now and will shortly be published. The experi-
ments have been very difficult because an exposure of more
than two hours in the telescope has been necessary, and an
exceedingly minute motion of the stars relative to the sensi-
tive plate will hecome apparent on account of the high magni-
fying power (ISO), employed.

In carrying out the second object two contrivances have
been used; first. ;i direct vision prism in the cone of rays from
'he ohjeetive hefore they had reached a focus, and second the
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During the month of March I have made two good photo-

graphs with each of these arrangements. Those with the

direct vision prism, without a slit, have of course demanded

that the image should be kept stationary on the sensitive plate

throughout the exposure, viz., two hours, and they are as diffi-

cult to get as good photographs of the nebula itself. On the

contrary, those obtained with the slit spectroscope do not re-

quire the same steadfast attention.

The results derived from these photographs are interesting

partly from what they show and partly from what they promise

in the future. A number of photographs, under various con-

ditions, will be needed for the full elucidation of the subject.

The most striking feature is perhaps the discovery of two

condensed portions of the nebula just preceding the trapezium,

which give a continuous spectrum. At those places there is

either gas under great pressure or liquid or solid. I have not

been able to detect any stars of sufficient magnitude in these

portions to produce this effect either in my photographs of the

nebula or in any of the well known drawings of this object.

It seems to me also that the photographs show evidence of con-

tinuous spectrum in other parts of the nebula. In these

respects the conclusions arrived at by Lord Rosse in his

memoir (Phil. Trans. Royal Society, June 20, 1867, page 70),

The hvdrogen line near G, wave-length 4340, is strong and

sharply defined; that at A, wave-length 4101, is more delicate,

and there are faint traces of other lines in the violet. Among
these lines there is one point of difference, especially well

shown in a photograph where the slit was placed in a north

and south direction across the trapezium
;
the Uy line

» * 4340
'

is of the same length as the slit and where it intersects the

spectrum of the trapezium stars a duplication of effect is visi-

ble. If this is not due to flickering motion in the atmosphere

it would indicate that hydrogen gas was present even between

the eye and the trapezium. I think the same is true of the

Hdline, / 4101. But in the case of two other faint lines in

this vicinity I think the lines are not of the length of the slit,

one being quite short and the other discontinuous. If this

observation should be confirmed by future photographs of

greater strength it might point to a non-homogeneous constitu-

tion of the nebula though differences of intrinsic brightness

would require to be eliminated.

The April number of the American Journal of Science con-

tains an account of a photograph of the spectrum of this neb-

ula taken by Dr. Huggins. I have not found the line at

A 3730, of which he speaks, though I have other lines which

he does not appear to have photographed. This may be due
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to the fact that he had pined his slit on a different region of
the nebula or to his employment of a reflector and Iceland spai

prism, or to the use of a different sensitive preparation.
Nevertheless, my reference spectrum extends bevond the
region in question.
As illustrating the delicacy of working required in this re-

search it may be mentioned that in one- of these photographs
the spectrum of a star of the tenth magnitude is easily dis-

cerned. It, is only a short time since it was considered a teat

t.o get the imago of a ninth magnitude star, and now the light
<>f a star of one magnitude loss may he photographed even

paper on the rain-tail of the world (Contributions to Meteor-
ology. paper \vi), inviting meteorologists to give supplementary

n on this subject, I readily accept this invitation,

having myself given much attention to the subject. T must
remark first on the exceeding inaccuracy of the geographical
delineations used on the map, (mountains, lakes, rivers, etc.,)

«m inaccuracy which, however, certainly did not mislead Pro-
fessor Loomis. when he was drawing his lines of equal rain-

fall for countries where observations are wanting, and where
the geographical configuration and notices of travelers are the
only objects which give a basis to the hypotheses. I will give
only examples in relation to Africa and Asia. On the first

continent not only are none of the equatorial lakes given, but
even no mountains in Abyssinia, while we find "Donga Moun-
tains," between 4°-6° N. and 20°-30° E., which have no exis-

tence. In Asia the Stanovoi watershed between the systems
of the Lena and Amur is given as if it was a high mountain
chain; the same is to be said of the slope of the Mongolian
plateau north of IVkin. while between 25° 40° X. and 96°-110°

, KasbM-n Thibet, and ha, some of the
highest chains of Asia.

I come now to Professor Loomis 's work in Kurope. The
shades are mostly right, except

—

1. Sicily, which has, in its greatest part less than 25".

2. Portugal, where the author cites the old and erroneous
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figures for Coimbra, while Professor Hann has some years

ago proved, by the results of the new observations, that it has

a rain-fall not much above that of Lisbon.

3. Scandinavia, where the fall above 50" is restricted to a

few exceptional places, near high mountains of West Norway,
like Bergen and Florae. Even Christiansund has much less.

Eastern Norway and the interior valleys (Christiania, Dovre)

have less than 25".

In what concerns European Bussia. the shading is perfectly

right, as I have found bv a new and more extensive collection

of data. The frontier of the fall of more and less than 10" is

also in the main right, except in the vicinity of Orenburg,

where it should be drawn somewhat more to the south.

In Asia, north of the Tropics, there is more to change. Thus
the zone of less than 10" in the Arabo-Caspian steppes and
vicinity is too large in Professor Loomis's map. It does not

stretch so far to the north and northeast, and certainly does

not reach to the foot of the Altai, where the rains of summer
and the snows of winter are rather abundant. On the east

coast of the Caspian, Krasnovodsk (40° N.) has also more
than 10".

There is a great rain-fall on the south shore of the Caspian,

as well as on the south part of the western shore ; on the latter

Professor Loomis has the station of Lenkoran 51*7"

The country about Lake Balkash and the upper Irtysh is

very dry, it being really a continuation of the Arabo-Caspian
steppes, there being a broad gap in the mountains. The dry

region in Mongolia and Eastern Turkestan must be extended

westward so as to include Yarkand and Kashgar ; on the north,

on the contrary, it does not extend as far as shown by Professor

Loomis, Kiakta and Ourga having more than 10". The good

pasture and forest in this region prove that the two latter sta-

tions are not exceptional. I should rather include most of the

basin of the Yang-tze and eastern Indo-China in the region

having more than 50", though I have no observations to prove

my case. But the known humidity of the region, the luxuri-

ous vegetation, the immense floods of the rivers* corroborate

my opinion. Eastern Java seems to have less than 75", as is

seen by the 5£ years of Surabaya and 2 years, 1879-80. It

would be safe to give 50"-75" to the islands east of Java so far

as Sumbawa, and a shade less to Flores and Timor, while

Banea, Billiton and the Moluccas and Southern Philippines

have probably over 75".

As to British India, Professor Loomis has made a good use

of the numerous observations there.
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In Western Asia the region of 10' '-25" is probably in closer

proximity to mountains than shown in Professor Loomis\s map.

extending far to Shiras along the mountains of southern Persia,

and not so far to the south in southeast Syria and Mesopotamia.
Jn Arabia a closer approximation of tin; rainy regions to the

mountains is also what must be the case.

As to Africa, Professor Loomis has made good use of the obser-

vations and general information of travelers, with the exception

of Abyssinia, which has certainly more rain than indicated by
him. Thai North America north of the Tropic is accurately

represented by Professor Loomis is easily understood. I would
Omy ask, is it not probable that Northern Canada from about
50° N. lat. is less rainy than supposed by Professor Loomis, so

that the more abundant rain of the coast of Labrador would
be caused by its position relatively to the sea and mountains?
As to Central America, the dark shade given to Yucatan is

rather doubtful. The short period of rain, the absence of

mountains and the rather scanty vegetation, at least of Northern
and Western Yucatan would rather point to less rain, though
the porous nature of the limestone absorbs much water. So
far as I could see and learn, Tehuantepec and Northern Yucatan
must have about the same quantity of rain.

As to the Pacific coast, from about Tonala to Panama it

must have above 5(»". A few observations made in Nicaragua
give a large amount of rain, and Nicaragua is certainly less

rainy than the coast of Soconusco about Tapachula and Guate-

mala. The city of Guatemala has a little less than 50", but

the plateau on which it is situated is generally dryer.

Tropical South America, at least its interior, is the part of

Professor Loomis's map which is least accurate. I am at a loss

to know on what account the Amazonian country is supposed
to have less rain than the dry "llanos" of Venezuela to the

north of it. I consider it probable, that from the north coast

to 16° S. lat, the only parts east of the Andes, where there

is less than 50" ram, are the llanos of Venezuela and perhaps

part of the Masdalena basin. On or near the Amazon, we
have Para, Manaos and Iquitos, which give more than 50".

The latter is especiallv interesting. The distance from the

Andes is more than 20<> miles, from the Atlantic more than

b>"i>, the countrv perfectly level, and yet there are 111-8" rain.

henerallv it is mentioned 'by travelers, that to the south of the

Amazon the rains are less heavy, and yet San Antonio on

the Madeira has 91 -3".

As to the west coast, the region of more than 75 extends

certainly to the equator, the provinces of Esmeraldas and

Choco being described as exceedingly rainy. Farther to the

south I would object to giving to Chiloe and the adjacent coast
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less ntii i than to Concepcion and Valdivia. Professor Loomis
probably made use of the observations at Aucud, Chiloe, and
seeing that this place had less rain than Valdivia and Puerto
Montt, took it as generally admissible lor the latitudes above
41° S. on the west coast. But Ancud is protected by a rocky

promontory on the west, that is, the wind and rain side, while

the other two station- are open to the west.

In theLaPlata States the interior is very dry. only the eastern

slopes of the mountains and their vicinity have more rain. Now
all the interior stations from which we have rain observations,

are so situated, and all except Mendoza give much more rain

than would be the average of more evenly distributed stations.

We know that westward from the stations of Cordoba, Tucu-
man, Salta are the States of Catamarca, Jujuv. San Luis, which
are so dry that, even good pasturage is scarce. Lt would thus

be safe to extend the region with less than 10" much to the

eastward, and that of 10"-25" also.

As to Australia, the region of 25"-50" in the north of the

Continent probably extends along the coast somewhat to the

southwest from the position t-iven it bv Professor Loomis. As
to that of less than 10" there is no reason why we should admit
that it is so very restricted in the interior as in Professor

Loomis' map. We have no observations from an extensive

district, but what we know of the dryness of the interior allows

us to make this very probable supposition.

On the whole. Professor Loomis's work is certainlv a good

one. but on account of what I have mentioned above/a revised

edition of the map is yet desirable.

254 Ragma, Euro
province of Dalmath

368 Ajansk. Rossi

644 Akmoh'usk are
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Physiological Optics: No. [V :

In my last p;t

j

m -i- tin- visunl effect of associated muscular
action of the two eyes was discussed, the investigation baying
led to the discovery of a new mode of stereoscopy. Experi-
ments have also been made on the effect of muscular action in

a single eye.

If the axia visual angle be kept as nearly as

possible unchanged while the gaze is directed upon a luminous
surface, such as the globe of a gas lamp, it is very easy to

throw the crystalline lens of each eye out of focus, accommo-
dating for a nearer point, so that the object appears blurred in

consequence of the production of diffusion circles on the reti-

nas. I find it possible in this way to exercise extreme contrac-

tion of the ciliary muscle at will It is impossible to avoid
slight associated contraction of the internal rectus muscles, but
this may be controlled to such an extent that the only effect

noticeable is unsteadiness of one eye, while the other is directed

to some previously clearly defined object. The effect is first

an encroachment of diffusion circles upon the surrounding reti-

nal area as well as upon the image itself, producing dimness of

vision and hence apparent enlargement of the object which is

necessarily ill-defined. But as the ciliary contraction increases,

the object apparently diminishesin size to a marked extent, some-

times almost to half 'its previous area, while the halo due to diffu-

sion circles does not widen, but on the contrary grows narrower.

This is due to the contraction of the pupil, the effect being that

of using a new stop in front of the lens, as it thickens and ac-

quires more " depth of focus," while its theoretic focal length

is less. The pupillan contraction can be noted by an assistant

aud approximate measures be made of the change in diameter

of the opening. This pupillary change ven quickly follows

of the ciliary muscle. The area of my pupil

within two seconds ofepeatedly di

time, from 12 sq. mm. to 1*2
:aq. mm. The estimated di

of the object is very uncertaita. It may be judged neai

cause of 'the

because of tl:

only perfectly therefore, is t hat of mark
than can be referred to

nee between

and lens remains sensibly cons?tant, hence the perceptior

illusion duo mainly to abnorm;ft] muscular cceditions.
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_ A the ciliary and in-

w™ flIC aoc^iated, the considerations just

expressed show why so acute an observer as Wheatstone
should have noticed the apparent decrease in size of the binoc-
ular image when strong convergence of visual lines was induced
by pulling forward the arms of his reflecting stereoscope,* but
tailed to note the corresponding variation in apparent distance,
though he observes that the image seems changed in position.

hut does not say whether the change is that of increase or de-

llie estimation of size and distance, when there is strong,

muscular effort, depends in some measure upon the part of the
retina on which the image is formed, variations being more
noticeable when the central part is impressed. In a former
paperf I briefly noted the following experiment with Wheat-
stone's stereoscope. Let A and A' (fig. 1), be a pair of conju-
-ite pictures adjusted so that the reflected rays, mi and mV,

\ parallel. If the visual lines of the eyes receiving
^''se rays coincide with them, the image appears in front, com-
binedin full relief, with apparent diameter and distance slightly

magnified, the contraction of the internal rectus muscles being
Jess than normal. Let the visual lines now be forcibly crossed.
The retinal images, i and t', are no longer upon corresponding
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can l»e explained by encroachment of diffusion circles at the
edge of the retinal image, or on the supposition that the antero-
posterior diameter of the eyeball has been slightlv diminished
by pressure on opposite sides of its elastic sclerotic coat. For
reasons already given, the apparent distance is not very deter-
minate. Without changing the convergence, let the eyes be
rolled to the left until A' is seen with the left eye in the direc-
tion of its visual lines. The image of A. seen' still more ob-
liquely, now appears slightly larger and dimmer, while A' is

still smaller. The apparent variation in size is thus independ-

In such experiments one great advantage attained by using

Wheatstone's stereoscope is, that by keeping the plane of each

picture perpendicular to the arm that carries it. any distortion

of perspective that might be due to changing the diiection of

the visual lines is reduced to a minimum. Making allowance

for such disturbance, the visual effects just described may be

obtained by means of fig. 3. A pair of circles, 2cm or 3cm in

diameter are drawn 8cm or 10cm apart, their centers, A and A',

being similarly marked. Below A' is another circle A", equal

in size. By cross-vision the images of A and A' are combined,

forming a diminished ellipse, each circle being seen obliquelv

;

the minor axis is parallel to the interocular line. The monoc-
ular images on the two sides are sensibly circular, and larger

than the central image, but smaller than' either given circle as

seen b\ normal vision. Kven though distinct vision bo attained

under these conditions, the ciliary muscles are in a state of

strong involuntarv contraction. On closing one eye. these

muscles become relaxed, while the direction of the visual line

for the eye remaining open is easily kept unchanged. The
elliptic image then apparently recedes, and in doing so it grows

larger : but an interval of one or two seconds may elapse be-

fore normal monocular vision is restored. This process can be



.'! tmide as gradual as is desired by slowly increas-

ing the convergence of visual lines and carrying it beyond the

point necessary for mere binocular combination. If the pair

of circles jast mentioned be employed, as soon as double vision

ia produced, the two interior images are perceived to be smaller
than the others. They continue to grow smaller and appar-

ently nearer to the observer until they coincide in the middle,
and the diminution continues after they have been made to

pass each other. In fig. 8, these phenomena may be noticed if

the reader will combine the images by cross vision, placing the

face as near as possible to the page. The angle of convergence
should be at least 60°. The elliptic monocular image of A" is

perceived as suspended in mid-air. Its apparent position is not

quite so nearly determinate as that of the binocular image
above it, but it'appears about as small and near. The left eye
image, seen by indirect vision, has a much greater appar-
ent area than the right eye image seen by direct vision.

In connection with the phenomena of optic divergence,
this series of experiments proves that not only is converg-

andfor the localization of objects in the field of view, but bi-

nocular vision itself is not necessary for the production of change
in such localization. The mental impression received from the

binocular image is clearer and the resulting judgment is much
more definite, but no geometric method of determining the place

of the external image is capable of covering the facts.

The experiments described indicate a closer connection be-

tween the nerves of the eiliarv muscle and those of the retina

than has been commonly supposed. Through the sympathetic

system of nerves the mere action of lisrht on the retina excites

reflex muscular contraction of the iris. Without the agency of

! f~'iit, this may be effected by ciliary contraction alone, which is

always accompanied with diminution in size of the pupil. It

is by no means impossible that, through the sympathetic sys-

tem, ciliary contraction should modify also the impression



The focal and axial adjustments of the eyes being necessarily

dissociated to some extent, if clear vision is" had with the stereo-

scope, but this dissociation being abnormal, it follows that the
range of focal accommodation possible for a given pair of eyes
should not be the same for different values of the optic angle. To
ascertain the degree of disturbance thus induced, a series of

measurements has been made with the assistance of Dr. J. H.
Shorter, of the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary. In the pre-

liminary examination it was found that at the distance of 9m it

was possible to read Snellen's test type intended for average
vision at 6m . By the usual formula, therefore, my acuity of
vision is ;|. With visual lines approximately parallel, there
is hyperopia to an extent not exceeding one dioptric* This is

capable of correction, therefore, with a bi-convex lens whose
focal length is lm. But when the visual lines are diverged 5°,

latent hyperopia to the extent of nearly one dioptric more is

revealed" by the use of appropriate test-lenses, while the near-
point of distinct vision is found, by means of test-type, to

have receded proportionally. This fact could not well have
been ascertained otherwise, except by the use of atropine, with
its well known disagreeable consequences. The experiment
shows that, in the present case at least, full relaxation of the
ciliary muscles is not attained by making the visual lines

parallel. For emmetropic eyes it is usually assumed that

the passive condition is that of parallelism. The theory of

negative accommodation advanced by Von Graefef and Weber
has not been generally accepted.

In experimenting upon range of accommodation I employed
a pair of narrow cards on which were vertically printed similar

specimens of test-type, intended to be read with average acuity

of vision at the distance of 67cm. On a large sheet of paper,

covering a table, a median line was drawn, terminating at the

edge in front of the mid-point between the eves. Making due
allowance for the distance of these from the ed-v, pairs of lines

wcvr drawn, along which the visual lines could be directed at

will. I'pon them the cards were placed so that binocular fusion

of images could be secured for fixed values of the optic angle,

to which the directions ^i' the lines had been adapted. Along
these the cards were made to recede and approach until the
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lhe result is shown in the upper and lower curves of fig.

which distances are expressed in centimeters, for succe
values of the optic angle, taken as abscissas ; KB/ is the c

of far-points, PP' that of near-points, and DD' that of distf

of the optic vertex determined by the intersection of v
lines. The latter curve crosses PP"' near the point corresj
mg to a = 25
greater than t

angle becomes

;ing that, for values of the optic angle
tinct vision of an object as near as the

sible. This limiting value of the optic

uillor with increasing age. The range of

ion in the present case is seen to be great-

Thia is about the angle enclosed, by the

jingle point is seen at the distance of lm .

At a = -5°, the increased dilatation of the pupils, which accom-
panies relaxation of the ciliary muscles, reduces acuity of

nsion slightly, while the corresponding flattening of the crystal-

line lens causes recession of the near-point. The available accom-
modation is hence diminished, while the total accommodation re-

mains unchanged, the portion lost by hyperopia being thus not
available when convex glasses are not used. As the optic angle
increases beyond •"'. .'5<>'. the distance of the far-point rapidly di-

minishes, so that, at a = (iO . more than three dioptrics of tempo-
rary myopia have been induced. It was found that at a = 4°, the

weakest convex lens impaired vision: this amount of conver-
gence is hence sufficient to completely mask my hyperopia,
stronger convergence much more than masks it, parallelism



Pupillary change usually accompanies change of accommoda-
tion, though not an exact index of it. During the recent ex-

periments measurements were made of the diameter of the pupil,

the intensity <>| tin: light being kept as nearly constant as pos-

sible. When axial convergence takes place, the objects being

as far as can be seen distinctly, the pupils first contract, then

relax perceptibly, but do not recover their previous size even

after binocular vision seems perfectly distinct. "When axial di-

vergence tak< eta being near, the pupils dilate no-

ticeably, and then diminish \er\ slightlv. Krom the following

table of measurements it is seen, on comparison with the curves

of fig. -4, that for the near-point, when a= — 5°, the pupil is

larger than for the far-point when a = +3° 30'. If a exceed

456
there is no perceptible variation of the pupil when far-

point and near-point are successively regarded.

For a given value of the optic angle it is quite probable that

pupillary variation is proportional to change of ciliary contrac-

tion ; but the table shows that it is much limited by associa

tion with variation of contraction in the rectus muscles. The

dissociation between focal and axial adjustments is but rarely

complete when the convergence is strong. If diffusion circles

on the retina are very small, while the image is bright, we

easily fail to notice them, and it is not easy to determine when

perfect distinctness of vision passes into slight indistinctness.

The range of perfect accommodation is doubtless much nar-

rower even than is indicated in the curves of fig. 4, granting

that the observer's eye is perfectly free from such defects as

would produce permanent error of refraction. Since the size

of diffusion circles depends upon the area of the pupillarj

opening as well as upon error of refraction, permanent or tem-

porary, and since distinctness of focal ization is indispensable to

success in binocular vision, either with or without the stereo-

scope, the bearing of these experiments upon the theory of

binocular perspective is obvious. Though many of them are

straining, they are performed to some extent, more or less un-

consciously, by every one who uses a stereoscope that is ill-

adapted to his eyes and stereographs that are improperly

mounted.



In reference to the operation of the will upon the muscles of
the eyes, Helmholtz states that we are limited to efforts for the
attainment of single and distinct vision. The French edition
of his great work on Physiological Optics received the last
'orreetiuiis of the author, and from this the following quota-
tions must be made

:

"Ilfaut remarquer en general que, dans toutes les mouve-
ments volontaires, notre volonte ne tend jamais qu'a atteindre
mi resultat exteneur nettement determine et perceptible par
Im-meme."— Opt Phys., p. 613.

'"II resulte de ces fails que la relation qui existe entre les

mouvements des deux yeux n'est pas commanded par un
me'canisme anatomique, mais qu'elle se modifie, au contraire,
*>us influence de notre volonte ; la seule limite reside dans

:ippliqucr a un but autre que celui de voir les objects simples
et nettement."— Opt. Phys., p. 617.
The experiments just described show that the will may be

directed to the attainment of other ends than single and dis-

tinct vision. Although not affected with any paralysis or
other weakness of the muscles of the eyes, and hence never
troubled with involuntary double vision, I find it quite possi-
ble at any time to converge or diverge the visual lines without
using any external points of fixation, thus securing two sepa-
rate monocular images of a given object, keeping these appar-

ent! v separated at any desired angle within certain limits, and
fixing the attention alternately upon either image separately,
at pleasure. A door knob, for example, may be distinctly

seen double by diverging the visual lines a few degrees, and
either separate image may be thus examined. Discarding the
use of one eye, this externally projected image may be varied
at will, in sharpness of definition, apparent size, and apparent
distance, by strong voluntary ciliary contraction. This power
was of course never suspected until revealed by special exper-
iment: but there is no reason to suppose that it is not pos-

sessed by most others whose eves are healthy.

«. P>ino( i i.ai: Vision am» Hixai

The discoveries in reference to binaural
the last few years independently by Prof
son *

f England, and Professor A. M. Ma
interesting, not only as additions to our
logical acoustics, but also in relation



gical perspective. The localization of sounds has been

found to be much affected by the mode in which the waves

are conveyed to the separate ears. The same tone may be

perceived as if produced at the back of the head, or from the

two sides, or from a point obliquely in front, while the position

of the true external source is unchanged, the perception being

involuntary while the conditions are adjusted at will. The
judgment <>f distance by the ear is far more uncertain than by

the eye, there being no other criterion than the degree of

energy of the vibrations which give rise to sensation: but the

perception of direction may be modified by imposing special

conditions, such as fatiguing one ear with a given tone and

then listening to the same with both ears. For a fixed posi-

tion of the eye, the perception of direction may be modified at

will by methods already described, or by pressing upon the

eyeball, while that of distance is also subject to variable condi-

tions. Although the binaural estimate of direction and dis-

tance may be made less uncertain by properly adjusting the

position of the head to the wave front, or, as in the case of the

lower animals, by directing the two ears at will toward the

source of sound, no one has attempted to apph geometry to

the binaural localization of sounds. Its application to binocu-

lar vision is now found to be wholly unreliable in the very

department for which it was deemed most satisfactory, that of

stereoscopic perspective.

Assuming that focalization is distinct, the position of the

external focus, conjugate to that on the retina, is

but for distances exceeding a few metres the variation in thick-

ness of the crystalline lens becomes so slight that as an element

in forming judgments of distance it may be practically dis-

carded. We are justified in saying therefore that there is gen-

erally no recognizable relation between the character of a reti-

nal image and the distance of the object pictured, any more

than between the composition of a sound image and the posi-

tion of its external source, except so far as personal experience

serves to establish it. K x per ience, both visual and auditory,

begins in infancy, long before the power to analyze sensations

is developed, and in putting an interpretation upon t

ciation is the chief determinant. Strong contraction in the cil-

iarv and internal rectus muscles is unconsciously associated

with nearness of the point of fixation, and this is pictured upon

the yellow spot of the retina. No one whose eyes arc healtbj

has any consciousness of possessing any retina except m rela-

tion to external objects, or any tympanum except in relation to



aerial disturbances, or any ciliary or rectus muscles except in

relation to variation in position of the point on which attention

is fixed through the medium of retinal sensation. We in. -In

expect therefore that unusual muscular conditions would

cause misinterpretation regarding the whole tield of view, but

especially those parts which correspond to that portion of the

retina which is most fiv.pientlv impressed and most sensitive.

Under strong muscular contraction, arousing abnormal vision.

it is hence not remarkable that an object pictured on the cen-

tral part of the retina should be misjudged as smaller and

nearer than one of the same real size and distance pictured

upon marginal portions; and that the illusion sho

pear as soon as the muscles are relaxed and normal conditions

thus restored.

There is one psychologic aspect of the present investigation

of which I have not been unmindful, particularly m reference

to the effects of extreme voluntary ciliary contraction. In re-

cording the results of even normal vision every astronomer

applies what experience has taught him to be his personal

'([nation. In the present experiments in abnormal vision

some of which are not easv. the pergonal equation cannot well

be ascertained. While there has been given what I believe to

be a correct account of phenomena actually observed and not

consciously anticipated by myself, there must remain, for a

time, an element of uncertaintv, how much may be due to

personal peculiarity and how much to qualities belonging gen-

erally to the human eye. The most careful of observers may

be occasionally mistaken in attributing to physical conditions

what is really the subjective effect of unconscious expectant

attention. The very consistency of these phenomena with the

empirical theory of vision might cause a predisposition to cer-

tain perceptions that might not be so successfully attained by-

one who is thoroughly committed to the opposite school of

thought.

The reasoning already expressed suggests add it lonal ly the tuti
1

-

itv of attempting to refer our binocular perceptions e>,

to anv single condition such as the external intersection of vis-

ual lines or the internal recognition of double images in one

part of the field of view while another part is scanned, appli-

cable as these conditions may be when considered simply as ele-

ments that may at times enter into our interpretations. In

their application to stereoscopy the physiological elements of

perspective imply no contradiction to the laws of mathematical

mat be applied in constructing the stereo

AhJoue. 8ci.-Th»dSbb«b, VoL . XXIII, No. 187.-May, 1882.
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mathematical discussionf of the stereoscop

makes no provision for optic dive)rgence, altl

the possibility of stereoscopic vision by tins

method. It is but due him" to state that, under the conditions

assumed, he closes his discussion with the remark, "These con-

ditions are not always fulfilled for the photographic proofs and

Associated muscular action, to which special prominence

has been assigned in the present series of papers, is

in like manner incapable of explaining all the phenomena ol

stereoscopy. Much stress has been laid upon it because it

covers all" the tacts that have hitherto been referred to visual

triangulation. and additionally those of optic parallelism and

divergence, assuming that the stereoscopic displacement on the

card is larue enough to permit the perception of double images

in the background when the foreground is viewed, and that

the time of illumination is sufficient to allow free play ot

the eyes. The perception of stereoscopic relief is possible

when the stereoscopic displacement is so minute that no sensi-

ble motion of the eyes is possible and no duplication of any

points in either foreground or background can be p-rceived

with even the keenest vision. The stereograph has been re

peatedlv examined, and relief distinctly perceived, successively

with natural and reversed perspectiv

rk, the dura tion of the r<.itinal imp.

•action of a

.f'ten enables us

ons th; )uld be env

i ilia's by momentary ilium, nati.

lotice the'd upl.cmion
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one retina has its mate in the other, and when such a pair are

simultaneously impressed they convey but a single impression

to the brain. If in each eye the retinal image is so small as

to cover but a single rod or cone, we have thus the so-called

mtnurtir/,) risihih.. and by calculating the retinal area corres-

ponding to the smallest object that can be separately seen at a

given distance; the diameter of such a retinal (dement has been

estimated. There are strong reasons however for doubting the

validity of this theory of corresponding retinal points. All

we can affirm is that experience, acquired individually and

probably with exceeding rapidity in consequence of inherited

tendencies, has taught us to interpret retinal sensations that are

-rent in the two eyes, as the signs of an external

object possessing three dimensions in space, when the images

are made upon parts of the concave surfaces that bear to each

other the mathematical relations imposed by the presence of

such an object in normal binocular vision. Sensation is never

confined to a point, or pair of points, but only to areas. If we

grant the correspondence between small retinal areas, simplj as

the result of experience rather than as a truth in anatomy.

it is not hard to understand how a pair of slightly dissimilar

images may produce upon the brain a modified impression, even

when no duplication in any part can be perceived. It may be

unite possible for" the ifnaUOj of a retinal sensation to be modi-

fied while the additional impression, apart from that which it

modifies, would be imperceptible. From what we positively

know regarding sensation in the ear, we are justified in apply-

ing similar reasoning tentatively to sensation in the eye.

'ft is well known that no perfectly simple sound is produced

by the voice, or indeed by any musical instrument: but that

the difference in quality between two tones nominally the same

from different sources is due to minute modifications upon

sensations, corresponding to attendant waves, most of which

are too faint to be perceived without instrumental aid. A

well trained ear however is able to pick out some of these

overtones, even when two different voices are singing nomi-

nallv in unison. The brain of the listener receives two sound-

images, each complex, that approximately coalesce. By *l
"'<-*ial

attention he singles out a few musical salient points and thus

perceives double images in the background ; but the great

majority of the attendant modifying tones are so faint and bo

olv mixed together thai it is impossible to do more

than perceive their resultant effect upon the fundamental about

which they are grouped. The rich combination <>i

out in strong musical relief, when compared with the impres-

sion from either voice alone, or with the sweet but thin sound

u f the tuuine fork that sings forth the same fundamental pitch.
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arately the minute modifications which give charm



h\ performing the experiment for the first time, conn

generally experienced ; after a f««- mnmpnt.< the form

binocular resultant

trials the perceptk

of the image being sensibly equally distinct at the same

ment, if the inclination of the cards be not great. It is c

when this inclination is considerable that play of the eyes

comes necessary, and the associated exercise of the rei

muscles thus furnishes suggestions that are complementar

are further experiments in regard to this mode of stereosc

by momentary illumination, which I hope to make and
[

lish at some future time.
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in another number of this



Tin R.-ireat of the Glen

•) Dnnnu<r-,n;a. - The present dramas-area of the Connec-

'ce-i tlic imrthVrii Ma-arhus eVts 'line ;,m".V Ilartford^llOC
re miles; and between Hartford and the Sound. 450 square
s: making in all 11,050 square miles. The Hartford limit
are made to extend south of Hartford on the west, so as to
ide the whole drainage-surface of the Farmington River,
h joins the Connecticut north of Hartford. The area cov-
by the Quinnipiae River might also be added, since the
flows from the Connecticut River valley, at Northampton
south of this point, so far as they emptied into the Sound
separate outlet, reached it by the Quinnipiae valley. But

of the ice in and west of the White Mountain re-ion, judu-
rom the glacial scratches on the White Mountains, and on
Mansfield of the (liven Mountains, was probably about
)feet; at the sources of the Connecticut River. 75 miles

'lean thickness for the whole area. 8.500 square miles in

t. thence deduced, is about 4,500 feet : and, if so, the whole
nt of ice covering the drainage-area, north of Massachusetts,
r one time before melting had made much \>ro<j;re^. would
been about 7,250 cubic miles.

3 miles in extent, the mean thickness was probably near

feet. In this the thickness along the north shore of Long
i Sound is taken at 1,000 feet; and it is put at this figure

than lower because the glacier continued flowing south

-

and eastward for at least 34 miles, it having extended
the Sound, and landed large bowlders, some of more than

dred tons weight, with a large amount of moraine material

•ed to the terminal moraine) on the south side and other

of Lone Island: and the chief part of the fall neeessarv

.tioneame from a northward increase in the thickness of the
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age-area at any given time would have been 965 cubic miles,

making the tot;, I about 8,215 cubic miles.

(3.) Sources of the Water.— Melted ice and unfrozen waters
from the precipitation over the drainage-area were the sources

supplying the flooded streams.

The precipitation, to produce the snows needed for the Glacial

era, must have been large, much larger than now. The amount
at the present time for the part of the drainage-area north of

Massachusetts averages 42 inches a year, and for the part south,

b> inches: while on Mt. Washington, just east of the area, the

annual fall is between 55 and 80 inches. In 1873, 78'56 inches

were registered on Mt. Washington.
In the Glacial era the conditions must have occasioned still

t

more abundant precipitation. The ocean was, in all pi «

much warmer than now, either through the shallowing of the

Arctic seas, which shallowing would have diminished much the

southward currents of cold polar water, and also the extreme
northward How of the Gulf Stream ; or in some other way. In

addition, the border region of the continent, in these and higher

latitudes, had not merely snow-clad heights, but ice-made

heights, from the sea-margin to the top of the lofty ice-range.

Moreover, the region of New England was within the more sea-

ward portion of the icy slopes.

The relations were consequently like those between the tropi-

cal Indian Ocean and the seaward mountain ridges of India.

though less extreme. In India, at many localities, the mean.

annual rainfall is loo to 1*50 inches, while at three stations on

the Ghats, in Bombay, it is over 250 inches, and at one in

Assam, nearly 500 inches. In such facts we have seemingly

sufficient reason for estimating the average annual rain-fall of

the Connecticut valley during the Glacial era to have been at

least as high as 120 inches. The present high average on the

isolated White Mountains is good evidence that 90 inches would

be too small an estimate, and the more so since during the four

months in which half of the precipitation there takes place. June.

.Inly. August and September, the slopes arc. with small excep-

tions, free from snow—Mr. Schott's tables (page 5ti) making tin

mean for the four years of observations 67*1 2 inches, and for the

four months just mentioned, 33 "88 inches.

The facts make it apparent, whether the above estimate be

precisely right or not, that the amount of precipitation was far

greater than in any modern glacial region. And the same must

have been true for the southern portion of the ice-slope. ivM oi

New England, over which would have blown moisturc-ladened

winds from the region of the great Mediterranean sea of the con-

tinent; though possibly, owing to the distance from that sea

and the position of the Appalachians, the annual precipitation
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orth of the Ohio may have been increased somewhat less than

ver New England.
From the condition of Greenland,*—a semi-continent, covered

y a continuous glacier-mass more than a thousand miles long

*The chief sources of information with regard to the interior of Greenland are :

i the exploration, in July. 1ST0. of Xordenskiold over the iee for 28 miles, Sixty

, t| l;l , of I.
';...•','.,',

,. • •!: Mr. A. komenip as i^eolo^ist.
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s : and that such streams might often attai

naking their plunge to sub-glacial depths:

at surface and thereby the wasting <>f tin

v have been promoted "bv a wide di>tril.uti<



to make aqueous deposits, which might or might not be free

from stones or bowlders.

Dr. Kink, the Greenland explorer, and for many years, Gov-

ernment Inspector of Souih (ireenland. stales, in his "Danish

Greenland.'
-

(1877) that the sub-glacial streams which flow out

from beneath the ice in the iee-di.-eharging fiords, are very

copious and sometimes violent torrents, making whirlpools a

hundred feet in diameter as the waters escape from sub-gla-

cial confinement; that they probably branch widely over the

country like n regular riyer system : and he refers to the author-

ity of the natives, as well as to the observations of explorers.

He observes that, according to his estimate,* out of the 10 inches

of annual precipitation—the mean amount—only 25 per cent,

or 'J A inches, are needed to supply the loss of ice from the dis-

sharge of icebergs : and that the rest, apart from what is lost by

evaporation, makes up the amount of loss from melting, indi-

cated by the sub-glacial waters. An annual supply to this

produce the largest of

:ne that the great glacier
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early'
,

ib-glac ial by descending
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illustrated in the present state of Greenland. But in North

America, situated on the wind-receiving side of a warm-temper

ate and tropical ocean, whose tropical waters la\ against its

southern border for more than a thousand miles, the strength

of the tendency would have been severely tested.

Pressure arid friction would have been other sources of

meltinsr: and perhaps, in view of the breadth of the area cov-

ered by the glacier some small amount may have been occa-

sioned by subterranean heat.

(d.) Mean amoml cUsrj,ann i< U>e trrw

,/m ^ood—The data for caleu luting the amount o\ dis-

charge of the flooded river are : (1) the estimated mean width

of the river, 2,500 feet, (the red 2) the mean

.tenth. 1 10 l.-ei: . id (-"o ih. ' >"an velocity, whi'di we ma\ take

hour. The length of the river from Wells

River to the Sound is 200 miles. Hence, 66| hours for '! miles

an hour, and 50 for 4 miles, would have been required, to pass

into the Sound the waters, that at any one time occupied the

channel.
, ,. ,

The estimate of 140 feet for the depth em. hardK ! too

great, seeing that the highest terraces are, at the s

feet high above modern low-water; and to the northward, 200 to

265 feet. The view that the range of upper terraces incluilmu

the so-called delta terraces, mark appr< .xm.ateb tie i
-m-vvatei

level, is the common one wit!) all that believe the terraees to

be of fluvial origin: and I feel under obligation to add, inas-

much as the different idea about the "norm;

and the "delta terraces" of the Connecticut opposed in the

earlier part of this paper, is from one of the New I,

Reports, that this accepted view is that sustained

and taught by Professor C. H. Hitchcock, the head of the New

Hampshire Survey.

The amount of water lying ,n the channel at any one mo-

ment would have been 2-51.1 cubic miles; and the daih dis-

charge, if the velocity were 8 miles an hour nearly -9 (0-904)

onh\o. miW or if 4 miles an hour, nearly I -2

and 440 cubic miles.

(5.) Annual loss of icefrom the mcftmy.—Now CO

tion how much of this water came from the meltii

and how much from the cotemporaneous precipiti

much did the amount of water exceed the amoun

If all of the water came from the ice, the a

melted—taking its specific gravity at 0-92—won
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10 teet, this amount for tli

rthof Massachusetts, woul,

ll0li.ho,l[nm<,rd to the sources „l the* oimr,-t i,-.,« .allowing

inches -i< the mean lor the part north "I Massachusetts and I

inrl.es 'for the rest north of Hartford), averages nearh 7"1

.-iihir miles. Consequently the amount discharged at Mart
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71° 44' W., at a height o

er, New Hampshire.—on tli<

42' N., long. 72° 17' W., at j

: ami at Amherst. Massaelm
' 34' W., at a height of 261

i tables kept by Br. H. Cut
rom the Dartmouth Observa
Prof. R. Fletcher) : and the

. S. Snell. The table showi
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loss wore o4o-o cubic miles, the same w<
about 24 years.

>rk would

estimated to have occupied the drainage-

Supposing the above numbers approxii

still far from a knowledge of the time

area of th«

Hood for the disappearance of the ice froi

;;
,

;; n
;'*

(1.) The approximate amount of ice

valley when the epoch of maximum flc

estimate made being the amount at the ti:

(2.) Whether the southward movement
glacier still continued, and was adding to
"

(a.) What was the amount of ice"coi

.vhich glaciers used some .7 the preeiph;

'.>f. th.-'drli

nelting.

(4.) Whether the melting, instead of continuin

formlv, had its years or periods of intern!

(5.) Whether" the time of max, mum 1 looT w-i< .

urn Hood
> p-.dur U

1 he amount ot water flowing off with a velocity ot three or

four or more miles an hour, making the great flood, was too

vast to have been generated from a retreating bodv of ice in

the valley.

b. If, as Greenland facts authorize us to believe, sub-glacial

rivers of large size and energy were a universal feature of the

Glacial era, these streams must have entered on a career of

real progress when melting began in earnest. As they en-

larged, the icy tunnels they had hitherto occupied would have
become widened, and the sub-glacial chambers have extended
themselves in all directions, undermining the heavy glacier.

And as rapidly as this removal below went on, the deposition of

the materials of the ground moraine—the stones, gravel, earth and
clay—long before initiated—would have gone forward, covering
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with till the glacier-buried land. But, subsequently, when the

rising streams had volume enough to make the lower range of

terraces, along the valleys, the roofs of the tunnels were prob-

ably, for the most part, gone. The ice still lay over the land,

covering deeply the hills and mountains, but the wide channel-

ways were open to the day. Evidence of this is afforded by
the fact that these lower terraces, like the higher, are free, with

rare exceptions, from deposits or droppings <>i till or of bowlders,

such as would have come from an overhanging glacier. But
outside of the terrace plains, up the hill slopes wherever the

ice still remained in force, the till may have continued to fall,

adding later to earlier till. Other evidence that the streams, as

the floods rose and terracing went forward, were free from ice

overhead is afforded by the Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence
valleys. The shell-bearing sea beach deposits at Montreal

and on Lake Champlain could hardly have been formed from

a thriving growth of mollusks and other marine species while

the glacier lay over the whole region to the Gulf, a distance

from Montreal of 500 miles. Whales {Beluga Vermontana, re-

sembling much B. kucas Gray), and seals, inhabitants of the

bays of Arctic coasts, would never have made their way be-

neath such a cover of ice to Lake Champlain, a region also

under the ice. If then the St. Lawrence valley for more than

500 miles and the Lake Champlain region were free of ice,

this mav also have been true of the larger valleys of New
England and the west.

c. It follows from the existence of a cut across the glacier

along the St. Lawrence valley, from Lake Ontario to the Ocean,

over 500 miles from east to west, and north of all New Eng-
land, that at the time of highest flood New England was not

receiving additions to its ice through the southward movement
of the great northern glacier.

d. The Connecticut valley, at the time of maximum flood,

derived its waters—apart from the portion supplied by precipi-

tation—from the ice of the bounding slopes of the valley and
of the wide tributary region. Consequently, the melting sur-

faces up and down the borders of the valley and over the

slopes east and west to the limits of the tributaries would have



e. The length of time during which the waters stood at

maximum height was probably less than five years. This

accords with the following facts: that the terraces marking this

upper level have much less extent than those of lower levels:

mouths of the tributaries- the transporters and distributers of

terrace-material ; and that they are absent altogether from some
long portions of the valley, except quite close to or within the

mouths of tributary streams. As already remarked, the height

of the flood ma

j

short time, the deduced
heights by 10 or 20 feet; and a wide range of evidence of this

may yet be made out.

/. The approximate length of the era occupied by the rise

and fall of the flood is not a question within the range of this

paper, and does not appear to admit of determination by any
of the facts considered.

The opinion has lately been advanced i.M. (Joroeix. Comptes
Rend us de l'Acad. des Sci., No. 7, 1880; Annals da Kscola de
Minas deOuroBreto, No. 1). that the octahedral crystals of

trge portion should
oration of magnetite.



black' strmlLlVn
te as well as with sulphc}ranit<

nen not attracted bv either mae
was feebly attracted between tl

Inlieionad.. (locality from which "martite was first described

Spix and Martins) apparently identical with the 1 tan .he ro.

but not decomposed, was strongly attracted by 1;.ut.h maun
and gave a hi; powder reacting for b<

per- and protoxide of iron. From a similar rock from Ser

partially decomposed, two specimens were extrac

a brilliant surface, the other somewhat dulled. Both w.

magnetic but in different degrees and both gave
as black a

of the second red. In another specimen from nea

splendent, strongly magnetic crystals, giving a b lack p.,\vd

were embedded incompact hematite, [n anotbe
brilliant crystals, all were so strongly magnetic as

selves in strings of four or five on both magnets.

were found. Specimens from the surface, or from

posed rock, will naturally be of pure oligiste, hi

external evidence of the change from magnetite r

almost imperceptible dulling of the surface and a s.light copp,

luster.

Art. XL.

—

A method for determining the flexure of a Telesc

Tube for oil positions of {},< Instrument; by J. M. ScrrAKKKR

L\ all observations with the meridian circle nly the ma
mum astronomical flexure of the telescope tube
directly from observations, two horizontal colli mat...- he

) vary as the cosine of the altitude. I propose in this papei

> give a very simple method by means of which the accuracy
f this law can be tested directly for all positions of the tube
othing but a small plane mirror, silvered by Draper's process

eing required for this purpose. To this mirror is cemented s

rcular ring of cardboard of just -ulliment thickness to preven
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provided the law, that the Bexure varies as the cosine of the

altitude, is correct.

If the measured values F. F', etc. are not satislied by the

above equations, the residuals will furnish data for obtaining

the form of the function which, when substituted in the place

of sin z, will best represent the observed readings. Any
sudden apparent change in the flexure, as for instance the shift-

ing of the object-glass in its cell, could be observed directly

by keeping the eve at tin- instrument while it is being revolved.

In some cases it' might be well t<> fasten the mirror to the cell

instead of to the objective. After the flexure has been deter-

mined, a thin strip of metal, the weight of which is exactly

The great open working at

wheat Field.- at Franklin Fun
distance with a width of perhaps fifty feet and a depth of nin

feet. As the limestone bed dips 90°, the walls are vertical, and
as the ore body in this limestone bed has a steep pitch to the

north, the mine is at its north end no longer worked out" to-

day, and as if planned speeialh for the convenience of the
miners, a great vertical dyke 20-22 feet in width cuts the lime-

stone and the ore bed at this point, and standing vertically

stretches at right angles across the mine like the partition wall

of a burned building. Seventy feet above the floor of the

mine and again at the bottom passages have been cut through
the dyke to get at the ore behind. From a point near the

southern foot of the dyke, smaller dykes run up to the surface

dipping 50° S., widening and narrowing and sending off small

branches. These smaller dykes do not exceed two feet in

thickness. Twenty feet farther south another dyke more inter-
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rupted, and never more than six inches thick, runs nearly to

the surface. This is the appearance of the dykes in the west

wall. In the east, the dyke last mentioned is thicker and con-

tinuous from top to bottom, and the two small dykes which start

on the west from the foot of the main one are widely separated.

The effect of these dykes upon the zinc ores is remarkable.

Large portions of the eruptive rock have exactly the appearance
of an amygdaloid, but the amygdules are spheres of green wil-

lemite melted out of the vein, and such drops, together with

franklinite could be found, though more rarely, in the coarsest

rock, from the center of the main dyke. The smaller branches

running down to a width of a quarter of an inch, and pene-

trating the richest portion of the ore—the ''green silicate"—are

changed to a depth of a quarter of an inch or more into a red

jaspery mass, which retains its thickness as the dyke thins, so

that dykes less than an inch in thickness are made up wholly
of the brick red aphanit.ic materia!. In the thicker veins

from which these filaments spring, the rock as a whole grows

larger and are arranged parallel to the contact plane. The
rock has the appearance of a very micaceous diorite; is brown-
ish gray in the coarser varieties to nearly black in the finer,

and varies from aphanitic to a coarser kind where the red mica
is abundantly visible to the eve, and more rarely small black
augites appear. It is of high specific gravity and effervesces

abundantly with acid.

Microscopically it resembles closely the finer grained, dark
colored elaeolite rock from Beemersville which there seems to

be an offshoot from the great main dyke, and it was for this

reason as well as to observe the effect of the large admixture
of the zinc silicate, investigated with the microscope. The
resemblance was not sufficiently close to make it probable that

the dykes of the two localities' are of the same age and origin.

Under the microscope the foreign constituents, franklinite,

willemite, which was sliced for compj
side of one of the small dykes, whi
olivine in the brilliancy of its colors i
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the latter ingredient from the franklinite. The
colorless background in which the other constituents appear

polarizes in large irregular patches, and for the most part shows
neither cleavage nor any other characteristic by which it can be

determined in its present decomposed state. A small portion,

and this was increased by treatment of the slide with acid,

shows multiple twinning with extinction at 10° on either side

of the twinning plane, which would indicate labradorite, and
it often combines with this a second twinning ;ti right angles to

the first. Another portion shot through with brightly polari-

zing scales of muscovite ret ogetoolite. Ex-
periments with regard to gelatinization gave uncertain results.

which did not seem to be willemite were removed by acid.

The abundant scales of biotite are with great frequency-

pierced by unusually large regular prisms of apatite, and de-

composition has 11. n cd *.in( crystals at the edge, and fol-

jolor, and appears in unusually
eat development of the orthopir

the slide is t

The felds

background,
Insth^ent'apiie^

The nnesil -rain,-. 1 black rock th ret
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in the main dyke showed under the micro.-cnpe a uniform gray
ground difficult of resolution and resembling that of a phono-
lite, and regularly mottled by abundant small rounded opaque

When examined with a power of 600, it is found to show
small portions of a colorless isotropic glass which is crowded
with minute particles apparently spherical scattered either

singly or joined three or more together into moniliform rods,

or, finally, densely agglomerated into the opaque spheres with
which the ground is mottled. These products of the devitrifi-

cation of the glass-base bear close resemblance respectively to

the globulites, margarites and cumulites of Vogelsang, except
that they do certainly polarize light.

On this background appear (a) large, often well-formed crys-

tals of franklinite or magnetite, (b) very abundant clear hex-
agonal cross-sections which appear to be apatite, and others
larger and clouded with the included microlites which may be
nephelite, (c) small very regular sections of pale brown augite
sometimes beautifully twinned, and (d) rare scales and needles
of biotite. The augite crystals are often in flat blades, from
the large development of the orthopinacoid, and extended in

the direction of the vertical axis into long needles with well
developed basal ble somewhat needles of

fibrolite, but extinguish the light at an angle of .'57° with the

ike material of the narrow red lila-

thin section deep red and the mate-
volcanic glasses in the difficulty of

>. The ground has however under-
>t complete devitrification and the

close aggregation of minute grains
'receding variety but redder and even
which gave when the light could be
est portion of the slide bright aggre-



M. If". J'it .v- Snnllf it' in Coiortllh,.

A vein of e< Qing smaltite in

predominant quantities, has recently been discovered near

Gothic, Gunnison County, Colorado.

The vein is strong and well defined, indeed projects from a

granitic formation in several places. This property, owned by
the Sterling Mining Co., has as yet received but little develop-

ment, but sufficient to lead one to believe it will be a com-
mercial source for cobalt.

The vein matter contains much crystallized caleite, in which
are irregularly distributed smaltite and erythrite. There is

occasionally noticed a small amount of iron pyrites, and also

very beautiful spongy leaflets of native silver. The vein is

particularly free from siliceous matter, and up to the time of

writing, we have been unable to detect any associated nickel

urface croppings

A p urer sample 5 ielded 15 per cenL cobalt.

TV Gem, and other mines, near Silver Cliff, Colorado,

of nickeliferous and a small

it of cobalt.

'fi- ecently detected i

nd a trace of cobal -near Gnu lite, Colorado

;

to the nick-

us imn j.vrit.;s found at Anthony's Nose cin the Hudson



ART. XLIIL— 0k the ocanr^r, of Vun.nlhnn in the Leadville

Ores; by MALVERN W. ILES.

At the Evening Star and ^Etna Mines, I have detected a

vanadium mineral, occurring in a pocket surrounded by a sili-

ceous gangue, and also in a well-defined seam. In the Even-
ing Star mine, the vanadium compound is associated with the

so-called " hard carbonate of lead," and is found as an incrus-

tation upon a dark chocolate-colored siliceous gangue, which
gangue is in turn deposited upon nearly pure white quartz.

The mineral in question has various shades of color, from red

to yellow, and may be described as orange-red, reddish-yellow

and lemon-yellow. Both the red and yellow specimens give a

deep green solution when treated with hydrochloric acid, and
not unfrequently the chocolate-colored mineral gives a marked
amount of vanadic acid.

Prof. Silliman has called attention to the fact that a choco-

late-colored mineral, found associated with vanadinite, also

yields a perceptible amount of vanadium.* The reagents, upon
which most reliance was placed to detect the presence of vana-
dium in the numerous specimens at my disposal, were hydrogen
peroxide and potassium ferroeyanide; and the property vana-

dium compounds have of giving a green solution with hydro-
chloric acid was made use of: Portions of the brilliant colored

incrustation were detached from several specimens, and sub-

mitted to a chemical examination ; the results make it probable

that the mineral is dechenite. The analysis is as follows :

SiO, 36-86

PbO 38*51

In the estimation of vanadic oxide we used the method of
precipitating the vanadium as a basic lead vanadate, and
subsequently decomposing this salt by means of dilute sul-

phuric acid; the concentrated filtrate, after using the well-
known precautions to ensure removal of all traces of lead, was
transferred to a platinum crucible, the sulphuric acid cautiously
expelled, and then strong heat was applied with a blast lamp
until complete fusion of the vanadic oxide.
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rently occurred to prevent their safe migration to other ground
whenever that which they may have at any time occupied

secame uncongenial hv reason of physical changes, because as

t rule, those changes were effected so slowlv that a continuity

ngenial habitat for such mollusks was i

us apparently as capable of preserving : ,

the marine mollusca were.

But, as before intimated, when we come to the study of the

fossil shells of the fresh-water gill-bearing mollusca. which in

tile and lacustrine waters, it is not eas\ to understand, without

been preserved (as we find they were preserved even down to

the present time) through a succession of geological periods,

during which the great lakes of the Laramie and succeeding

Tertiary periods, as we know, and all the rivers which flowed

into and from them, as is generally but erroneously believed.

have been successively obliterated.* Rivers are separated

from each other by intervening land, and, running to the sea,

their mouths are separated by marine water-, neither of which
barriers are fresh -v Her _•

]

1 -u ig mollus < capable of passing.

of fresh water by means of lab

Laoas°life of tlmT kin'? mav

tion that we must seek for

which were preserved the fre:

have been found in the v

Mesozoic and Cenozoie st

living mollusca. That is. t

continuity of habitat in the ! eon



after the obliteration of the latter, as rivers or tributaries of

river systems.

Lakes are only parts of unfinished river systems which dis-

appear when the system is finished by the erosion of its

channel to a nearly uniform slope. A lake consequently
contains essentially the same aquatic fauna that the fluviatile

portion of the system does in case the water of the lake is

wholly fresh ; or a modification of that fauna if the water is

more or less saline. The great lakes of the Tertiary and
Laramie periods have successively become obliterated; but we
may reasonably conclude that at least a part of the river chan-

nels of to-day have existed as such from former geological

times ; that the greater part of them were established in epochs
anterior to our own, and that those of some of the tributaries

of the present Mississippi River system are identical, at least

in part, with former outlets or inlets, or both, of the great

ancient lakes which have been referred to. Consequently we
may reasonably conclude also that the molluscan fauna of the

Mississippi Eiver system is lineally descended from the faunae

of those ancient lakes, and the river systems of which they
constituted lacustrine portions. This view is confirmed by the

identity of the living with the fossil molluscan types which
have been found so abundantly in those Laramie and Eocene

In these remarks the ancient Laramie sea is included under
the term "lacustrine,'' the term "sea" being used simply to

indicate that its waters were saline and not fresh; just as the

Black and Caspian are called seas instead of lakes, and for the

same reason. It may seem to be the use of a misnomer to

speak of the Laramie sea as a part of a -river system, because
it was so immensely large, and the continental area which was
drained into it was proportionally so small, but if these views
concerning the conditions which then existed are correct, that

sea, with its tributaries and outlet, differed only in degree and
not in kind, from any river system which has a lake of any
size in its principal course. The waters of that sea having

resembled that of the Black Sea than any other now existing

thai is equally well known ; and, although that ancient sea has
long since disappeared from the face of the earth, its " Helles-

pont'' still Hows as a part of the Missouri River, or of some

Rivers have of course existed ever since a sufficienl extent
of continental surface was raised above the sea to accumulate
the waters that fell from the clouds: and in view of the
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growth of the North America

obliterated. Some have no doubt been obliterated, but con
trary to what has been the general belief, the recent labors o
Powell, Dutton and others have shown that the rivers o
North America have been among the most persistent of its

physical features; that many of them are older than tin

mountain ranges of the regions which the rivers traverse, anc

that they have not yielded their " right of way" when tin

mountain ranges and plateaus were raised, but continued dur
ing and after that elevation to run in essentially the same line:

which they had chosen when the region they traversed was ;

plain instead of a mountainous one. That ancient river sys

terns have been in some and perhaps many instances, to i

greater or less extent divided, as a consequence of unequa
continental elevation, or from other causes, is quite certain

and it was doubtless in part by this means that the dispersiot

of freshwater mollusca into different river systems has beer
effected. That some formerly existing rivers have been oblit

erated and their molluscan fauna? destroyed is doubtless als<

true, but these facts do not necessarily affect the (

ling the general persistent integrity of riv

nfluence of tbeii

id river systems which has been referred

The coaies of separate minor drainage systems by the

)g the progressive elevation of the continent has also been an
nportant means of the dispersion of fluviatile Mollusca. By

rainage systems became parts of larger ones ; as, for example.
heral members of thetue union 01 tne separate peripnerai

Mississippi Kiver system, which now forms a

age for the principal part of the continent. The Ohic
Upper Mississippi, the two most ancient portions of the pi

great system, were once separate rivers, emptying n

northern extension of the Great (iulf: and it is pract
certain that neither of them received that portion of the

great
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of the fresh -water fishes mav have amended from

s mouths of the rivi?rs which have since coalesced
> form that great river system ;

Both molkiscan and ichthyic li fe doubtless began in the sea :

at least probable thfit the freshwater denizens of a

rge part oi
r

both these classes i became such by compulsion
ither than from choice. That

v land-locked by ithe gradually and unequally
s of the sea-botton

the respective continents : and
ttustom themselves to the graclualiy freshening waters, from
hich they could not escape, or die. That many fresh - water
rtns have iarisen by differentif

thus entrapped is evident ; but this differentia-

on
;

at least among the Mollusea, has been slight and very
slow, compared with what t

sentatives of tl the same geological periods.

Indeed a large number of the types among the Molluscs of tht

from a time at least as remote as the Laramie Period.
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In his memoir entitled Rrrfierrlirs *»r Sal»rne, ses anneaux et

ses satellites (1880), Mr. W. Meyer gives the results of his recent

observations with the 10-inch equatorial of the Geneva Observ-

Some of these results will not be received without criticism,

since they go to show that the ball of Saturn is excentrically

situated in the ring-system, and that the breadth of this system
is not alike on the two sides. Specifically M. Meyer says, "je
regarde done comme etabli par les observations qu' a l'Spoque
oil elles ont ete faites, la largeur de Vannmu de Saturne a ele

plus forte d son < ,trc meme de la planete etail

plus pres de Vexln'mitx est dt I'ammtu </ue I'autre." The results

of his measures are given in table XI of his memoir, and in a

table which accompanies the present note.

In order to make observations of this class readily compar-
able I have adopted a simple nomenclature which will coverall
possible measures which can be made on Saturn. I have em-
ployed this in an extended examination of all the published
drawings of Saturn known to me; and I take this opportunity
of asking for a notice of the existence of rare drawings of

Saturn, of those privately printed, and ><> forth. This system
is shown in connection with a drawing of Saturn which was
made at this observatory, 1881, November 27. The letters at

the bottom of the drawing relate to points along the major axis

of the ring.

a is the east end of the major axis.

b is the pencil line so-called (seen Nov. 27, 1881). It is too

broad in the cut.
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> the west half of the
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I have made some measures of this system which are inter-

esting in this connection, and which I shall give here although
the series is not finished. They all relate to the position of the

dusky ring C ; and the position of the points/ and i is invaria-

bly referred to (the middle of) the principal division, that is, to

the points c and /. The observations were made in 1879 and
1880 with the 26-inch equatorial at Washington, and in 1881
and 1882 with the 15-inch equatorial here.

- 5K. W % W'

[3-00]

in j:j} 39-997 39-471 40:47

e (width) 0-47

7/ 6-71 «jj 6-88

de -r -
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|
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gh
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2;35§
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in 9-31 8-892 9-42

jn e-96 6-863 5-806 7-18

I (width)

Polar diara. 1546 15-392 16021

Tln-se i ided

:\ di-

tancessach as occur in Saturn. This work properly belongs
to the heliorneter and tin- main part of it will undoubtedly
soon be done at tie- Strasshurg Observatory. But no heliorn-

eter now built has light enough to deal effectively with the
dusky ring, and I therefore confined my measures with the

Washington equatorial to that ring. The measures were referred
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the middle of the black dn

All the dis

ng. In the V.

easured parallel to the major axis of
.,„;„., tiiey were single distances,

it Madison all are doubleeach set usually
-. four in each set.

I may add that it is my experience that the dusky ring is an

object which requires to be measured under a high magnifying
power, although it often seems to be better seen with a low one.

As soon as measures commence, however, the advantages oi

the high power become apparent.

Observations 0/I880 njunj to J= !V5389.
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series

6
)" Ateo" '! entirely satisfoc*

tory to me. The difference between the two series'is so far,

not explained. A constant difference between the width of

the rings B.and C west and east is uniformly shown in both

the Geneva and the other series.

The greater precision of measures having * as a terminal

point will be noticed ami it agrees with remarks made in my
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been, and I am, somewhat skeptical as to the reality of this

difference. In a system so complicated as that of Saturn con-

stant errors mav easily creep in. It was for that reason that I

had constructed in Washington the terrestrial eye-piece which,

eye-piece for Madison is of too low a power for advantageous
use, and I propose to replace it by one of higher power. By
using this in connection with the regular astronomical eye-

pieces, the existence of any personal difference which may
exist between measures east and those west will show itself in

the measures themselves, and I propose to carry these on
until some satisfactory solution of these systematic differences

is reached.

So far I have only considered the residuals cf—li, and they
show a satisfactory agreement throughout my own three series

and agree with those of M. Meyer. When we come to con-

sider the absolute values of the things measured the discrepan-

cies are relativelv enormous. For example, r/in 1879 I found
to be 7

// '50±0".04 from thirteen nights, while in 1881 I found
cf to be 6

//
-63±0"-0:,l from eleven nights.

I can scarcely believe that even in these delicate measures 1

could make a constant error of nearly I" in arc in the measure
of a distance of 1". Nor can 1 accept the explanation that the

distance cf has changed by I" in this time; certainly not with-

out further proof. My reason tor presenting the question in

this unsolved state is that by so doing M. Meyer's conclusions

may be examined more closely by those possessing large tele-

scopes, and as other measures appear to present the same anom-
alies, certainly I shall endeavor to present further evidence on
this point.

I do not t t the difference in the telescopes emplo
has anything material to do with the difference in results.

'

edges of ring C were well seen in both telescopes.

I add a few measures of the position of belts on Saturn's

face made in 1878. I did not continue these measures lor

as no useful result seemed to be promised.
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i recently reduced the \Y

ingle of the major axis of Saturn's

ring and determined the inclination of the plane of Saturn's

ring to the plane of the orbit of Saturn. The observations
were made on seventy -seven nights in the years 1877, 1878
and 1879 which were favorable for this purpose. The 26-inch
equatorial, the filar micrometer and eye-pieces magnifying
from 400 to 800 times, were employed. ' The reductions have
been made by Bessel's rigorous formulae given in his Abhand-
lungen, vol. i, p. 821. The quantity sought is i', which is the
inclination of the plane of Saturn's ring to the plane of Saturn's

forty observations of Professor Ifall we have for

1877, Dec. 11; *'=26° 38' 47'±l'«37. The probable
i single observation is i:8'*6.

i thirty-seven observations made by me we have for

error of a single observation is ±10'

Bessel's twenty-two observations give

1818-726= 1818,Sept.20; *'=27° 0' 9'±5'-2. The probable
of a single observation was ±24'"1.

I have not combined the results obtained by Professor
and myself since the observations of October 18, 11, l,s77

of November 13, 14, 1878, show that they are not compar
My observations agree with those of Vessel within the 1

of the probable errors. A comparison of the observatioi
Professor Hall with Bessel would ind

inclination since 1818.

Washburn Observatory, University of Wiseon
Madi.^n. 1>82. January Ml.

The probable

i of the
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In an. experiment undertaken with a view to detecting the

relative motion of the earth and the luminiferous ether (Am.
Journal of Science, No. 128, vol. xxii,) it was necessary to pro-

duce interference of two pencils of light, which had traversed

paths at right angles with each other. This was accomplished

as follows : The light from a lamp at a, fig. 1, was separated

into two pencils at right angles, be, bd, by the plane-parallel

glass b, and these two pencils were returned to b by the mirrors

c and d, whence they coincided along be, where they were

viewed by the eye, or by a small telescope at e.

It is evident that, so far as the interference is concerned, the

apparatus may be replaced by a film of air whose thickness is

bc-cd, and whose angle is that formed by the image of d in b,

with c.

The problem of interference in thin films has been studied

by Feussner, but his equations do not appear to give the ex-

planation of the phenomena observed. In particular, in the

"Annalen der Physik und Chemie," No. 12, 1881, on page 558,

Feussner draws the conclusion that the interference fringes are

straight lines, whereas, in the above described apparatus they

are in general curves : and there is but one case—that of the

central fringe in white light—which is straight.

I have therefore thought it worth while to attempt the t

tion of the problem for a film of air, for small angles of

dence and neglecting successive reflections; and though
solution is not perhaps adapted to the general problen

accounts for all the phenomena observed in the special can
Let Om„ Om„ fig. 2, be two plane mirrors whose intei

tion is projected at O, and whose mutual inclination is <p.

illumination at any point, P (not necessarily in the plan

the figure), will depend on the mean difference of phase o:

the pairs of rays starting from the source and reaching P, i
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reflection from the mirrors; a pair of rays signifying two rays

which have originated at the same point of the source.

If the area of the luminous surface is sufficiently large the

illumination at P will be independent of the distance, form, or

position of the surface. Suppose, therefore, that the luminous
surface coincides with the surface Om,. Its image in Qm

1
will

also coincide with 0/ra„ and its image in Om
2
will be a plane

surface symmetrical with Om, with respect to the surface Om„
and for every point, p, of the first image there is a correspond-

ing point, p , of the second, symmetrically placed and in the

same phase of vibration. Suppressing, now, the source of light

and the mirrors, and replacing them by the two images, the

effect on any point, P, is unaltered.

Consider now a pair of points pp'. Let # be the angle

formed by the line joining P and p (or p
r

) with the normal lo

the surface; d- and <p being both supposed small,

J=Fp'-Pp=pp'.cos#.

The difference between this value of J and the true value is

2Pp. sin -, where <p is the angle subtended by pp' at P. If &

is a small quantity, (p is a small quantity of the second order,

and sin
5 - is a small quantity of the fourth order ; conse-

ntly 2Pjo sin
2 - may be neglected.

a very close approximation. J^/>/>' cos ;>
;
or. substituting 2t for

pp', 2t being the distance between the images, at the point
where they are cut by the line Pp,

J=2t cos &.

Let cdef, c'd'e'f, fig. 3, represent the two images, and let

parallel with cf, and their inclination be

:»



Draw 1' l» parallel to ci\ and PC, at right angles, and c

U' the rectangle BDP'C. Let P PCWand DPP'= 0.

'= P, and the distance between ihe surfaces at P'= 2tr

We see that in general J lias all possible values, and therefore

all phenomena of interference would be obliterated. If, how-
ever, we observe the point P through a small aperture, ab, the

pupil of the eye. for instance, the light which enters the eve
from the surfaces will be limited to the small cone whose angle
is bPa, and if the aperture be sufficiently small the differences

in A may be reduced to any required degree.

It is proposed to find such a distance P, that with a given

aperture these differences shall be as small as possible, which
is equivalent to rinding the distance from the mirrors at which
the phenomena of interference are most distinct. The change
of J for a change in 6, is

6J_ 2 (t
B
+ P tan cp tan i)^_

lence the fringes will be most distinct when 0=0 and w.hen

'his condition coincides nearly with that found by Feussner.
If the thickness of the film is zero, or if the angle of inci-

ence is zero, the fringes are formed at the surface of the inir-

ors. If the film is of uniform thickness, the fringes appear at

afinity. If at the same time ^=0, and t
t=0, or i=Q and

>=0, the position of the fringes is indeterminate. If i has the
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same sign as <p, the fringes appear in front of the mirrors; if

has the opposite sign, the fringes appear behind the mirrors.

To find the form of the curves as viewed by the eye at I

let SE=D ; call T the distances between the surfaces at E', th

projection of E. From P draw PR parallel to DP', and RS i

right angles,. and let RS=c. We have then * =T + ctan$
whence, substituting for c its value D tan i,

• T+p+F)f»»f <
(•->)

on a plane perpei

! distances parallel to P'C, and y distances parallel

the proj

i they

this plane, then, putting
K and D+P=S, we have for the equation to the curves,

ppear on this surface to an eye at E,

A „ DT+SKas

J»y«=(*S,K»~J»)fl5«+8TSKDar+(4T«

z/<2SK the curve is a hyperbola,

J=2SK the curve is a parabola,

J>2SK the curve is an ellipse,

All the deductions from equations (4) and (6) have been
approximately verified by experiment.

It is to be observed that in the most important case, and
that most likely to occur in practice, namely, in the case of the
central fringe in white light, we have J=0, and therefore also

f =0; and in this case the central fringe is a straight line

formed on the surface of the mirrors. Practically, however, it

is impossible to obtain a perfectly straight line, for the surface
of the mirrors is never perfect.

It is to be noticed that the central fringe is black, for one of

the pencils has experienced an external, the other an internal

reflection from the surface b, fig. 1. This will not however be
true unless the plate g (which is employed to compensate the
effect of the plate b) is of exactly the same thickness as 6, and
placed parallel with b. When these conditions are not ful-

filled, the true result is masked by the effect of "achromatism"
investigated by Cornu (Comptes Rendus, vol. xciii, Nov. 21st,

*
'i remark leads naturally to the investigation of the
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The effect is independent of the position of the glass plate,

provided its surface is kept parallel with the corresponding
mirror. Suppose, therefore, that it

is in contact with the latter and let
r
\

cd, fig. 4, represent the common «\ \ /
surface. Let t — hi= thickness of \ \ /
the glass, i= angle of incidence, r= \m^-^T /
angle of refraction, n=index of re- a £ £—V --

«,

fraction, X = wave-length of light. \ \ /L^
Let ef represent the image of the j \ \J; I

other mirror, and put n =—

.

\ I R d

It can be readily demonstrated *• a f

that the path of the rays in the f . ^
instrument is equivalent to that

'9
' '

given in the figure, where one of the rays follows the path
qnmh, and the other the path rolh. Suppose the mirrors cd
and ef parallel. Then as has been previously shown, the
curves of interference are concentric circles, formed at an
infinite distance. Therefore the rays qn, ro, whose path is to

be traced, are parallel, and from the point h they coincide.
Their difference of path is 2nm-2hl-op, and their difference

_2n?n 2hl op_2n
H
.t 2t.n

—-(w tan /—tan /•) sin /, whence

of n, which renders any

h gives
dX ' s

/
s
dn_ . dr dn\_

\
C08r

d\
nSmr

dnd\)~°

By Cauchy's formula we have n= o
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Substituting, we have y>— * =0 or n cosi=r

= n

g
,

cq
, or finally,

If the angle i is small, the value of n will vary very little

with i, consequently there will be a large number of circles all

nearly achromatised. Lender favorable circumstances as many
as one hundred rings have been counted, using an ordinary

lamp, as source of light. The difference of path of the two
pencils which produce these rings in white light may exceed a

thousand wave lengths.

lRT. XLVII. — On two X ' and Monile,

with a notice of Pyroclasite; by' Charles Upham Shepard
;

with analyses, by C. U. Shepard, Jr.

The specimens here described were sent to us by Mr. John
. Miller of Ottawa, to whom Canadian mineralogy owes so

lany mineralogical discoveries. They came from the Twin
lands, Mona and Moneta, v rty miles from

port of Ma
Monelile.-

from its locality, is accompanied by two other species; all of

them, however. r in a guano-formation.

The prevailing rock of the island is probably a Tertiary marine
limestone, which at the top of the ground has been coated with
bird-guano. The soluble ingredients of this investment, in

percolating the highly porous strata, have been thrown down
in their transit in the metamorphosed combinations now met

Is of cavities in the formation,

upplied came from one of these c

specimens present a nuiiar [cable featui•e, as compared wi rh tiic

stone-guanos of the West Indies. The latter are usually
' or less compact, heterogeneous in their

and coi traces of organic n

rhey very i•arely
i 1 simple minerals : but

ailed rock-aggregates. The
,lcs from M< the co

,f distil.Ptlv
'

for 'the most pa
M-vstaliized: :ind as free lie impregnation as il
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the specimens received, is the monetite which sometimes forms

isolated patches, half the size of one's hand. The second con-

stituent of the masses is a snow-white gypsite, either crystal-

lized, fibrous or pulverulent; while the remaining one is calcite,

in well-formed, semi-transparent crystals. No alumina or oxide

of iron is present in the aggregate.

The monetite, besides occurring in thick isolated masses as

above mentioned, also forms irregular seams through the gyp-
site; and shows itself likewise in thick crusts, lining irregular

shaped cavities. More rarely, it presents itself in botryoidal

shapes, with rough crystalline surfaces. But under all circum-

stances, it is an highly crystalline mineral.

Mineralogicalde-'n nt ,',),,. -Primary (< ! :i:.'
:"'

i i^'ht oblique angled

prism. M on T about 143° as determined approximately by
the common goniometer. Secondary forms, terminal and acute

lateral edges replaced by single planes, the former generally

very narrow. Height of prisms less than one-third their longest

breadth; sometimes much less. Greatest length of crystals

between ^th and ^th of an inch. They exhibit numerous
irregular surface indentations, but are without striae or curva-

tures. They cross and interpenetrate each other in several

directions, some of the groups suggesting a regular composition

of individuals. Though exhibiting frequent rifts, the cleavage

is indeterminate. Fracture, uneven. Luster, vitreous. Semi-
transparent. Color, pale yellowish white. Hardness =35.
Gravity =2 -75, which ja a little below the actual, from the

impossibility of wholly rleaniiL: ihc crystals of the mealy white

monite and gypsite by which they are more or less coated.

Before the blowpipe, heated in a glass tube, turns white and
evolves moisture, but unattended by odor. In the platinum
forceps, turns white and melts into a globule with crystalline
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Phosphoric acid 47*100

Lime 37*070

Water 5*928

And raising the above figures to 100, we have as thee

position of the monetite,

Phosphoric acid 52-28

Lime 41-14

Water _. 6-58

very nearly, as 1 phosphoric aci«l : 2 lime: 1 water. 1

3uld require the formula SiCaO, H
a
O, P

2 6
(or CaHP0

4), i

l of the calculated and obtained results will show

Monetite is a ci i\ hate, or dicalcic-

ortho-phosphate, differing i prepared (by the
action of calcic chloride oi lospbate), in not
possessing water of crystallization as does the latter—(PO.H).
Ca,+2H,0.

2. Monite.— 1 with the monetite, above
described, is a hydrated fn mbling in color
and density the more friable varieties of kaolinite, and which
we propose to designate monite, after one of the islands where
it is found. It has the following characters

:

Massive, slightly coherent, im- alj able and wholly uncrystal-
line; snow-white, fracture earthy, dull; hardness, below 2,

gravity 21 (approximately). B.B. melts with difficulty to an
opaque, white enamel of feeble luster. In closed tube emits



nngiea, consul me variously

ized masses, whose remaining quarter consists of gypsite and
alcite. tlif latter however in isolate-! patches and in much the

?ast proportion. The remarkable feature of the aggregate as

oming from a stone-guano formation, consists in the entire

bsence (in masses, half a foot in thickness), of all traces of

rganic matter. The monetite is the most abundant species,

Dmetimes occupying areas several inches long by one or two
road : and inasmuch as its crystals are confusedly aggregated

ml rather sharp, the specimens are exceedingly 'rough to the

Duch. The interspaces between the crystals occupy as much
x>m as the crystals themselves; and are more or less filled

•ith the monite. When the intervals are completely occupied

•ith the latter, the aggregate is often arranged in imperfect

lyers, separated by intervals of about one-sixth of an inch,

lied by the monite. A cross-fracture of such masses displays

n obscurely banded appearance. Rarely the monetite presents



i occupied the

rfaceofthefloor.cn

nonetite and lik

though much



striking property of decrepitation when '

heated.* Whether ft

examinations. The analvs.>s uiven h.v.u- the idea of its being

ever, prove only a mecbanical mixture of the two. Whether
chemical or mecl :lv prone to admixture with

gypsite, aluminum and iron phosphates, silica and organic

matter, constituting the important phosphatic rock of the West
Indies and South Carolina.

It may be added in conclusion that the collection embraced
several specimens of antillite, which is identical with the

trappean rock mentioned in connection with the pyroclasite of

Monk's Island.



died to fragments of i

i. at l>as<\

or less old and disor.

l\,nrta!es. Moreover

wedge-shaped segment.- when it Wreaks Eaeh fragi

has the power of developing from its still living in

eopia-shaped cups, like the parent. In many spe

in part with the original fragment : the costse and se}

old fragment are perfect! v ei .incident with the costse ;

this kind, in all stages of development, were t.akei

these buds is 14mm broad at base and 1
7" 1 '" high on t
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20,nm'

broad. In' one instance the base of

been broken off, where about 6mm in diame
and ragged ends of the septa thus expo;

started out, each 8 to 4mni broad, with 24

than before the

regular and the

er side the edge
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AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE.

Art. XLIX. -Respiration of Plants; by W. P. WILSON, S.D.

The process of breathing in animals and plants is essentially

The changes in the living cell, alike in animals ami plants,

determine the amount of oxygen taken up and the products

given off". In both an increase of temperature is a direct effect

of respiration.

In this process of respiration, for plant- as well as animals, a

certain amount • cured for sup-

plying the life-functions of "the organism. If either the living-

animal- or plant-cell be deprived of oxygen for any considerable

length of time the life activities cease, and. later, death ensues.

This oxygen-respiration is then a constant need of the living

When plants possessing chlorophyll are exposed to the sun-

light they carry on a process of assimilation, in which organic

substance is produced from carbonic : t

<

- i
< 1 and water, and oxv-

plant, far exceeds, as a rule, the carbonic acid excreted and the

oxygen taken up in respiration. Thus it happens that the

process of respiration, in plants containing chlorophyll and
exposed to the light, is a hidden one, and difficult of demon-
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When plants are deprived of every trace of free oxygen by
placing them in an atmosphere of nitrogen or of hydrogen,

they still continue, so long as life exists, to excrete carbonic

acid. The discovery of this fact, which has been observed for

animals as well as plants, is not of recent date, although its

signification was only recently understood. As early as 1798

Rollo* observed that barley, which had been wet for two days

and then placed in a vacuum, excreted carbonic acid; and that

at the end of twelve days, the amount equaled six times the

volume of the barley.

Saussuref placed plants in an atmosphere of nitrogen to see

if they would grow, and found that they excreted carbonic

acid, which he remarks must have been produced at the ex-

pense of the substance of the plants.

At a still later date Berard.;}; while experimenting on the

preservation of fruits, placed green pears in a vacuum and
observed for several days following an excretion of carbonic

acid.

Broughton

animal respiration whileexperimenting on frogs. These animals,

placed in an atmosphere of nitrogen, were found during the

first five hours and a half to expire nearly the same amount of

carbonic acid as if they had been placed in pure oxygen. In

id du rill-- clcv en consecutive hours, and at the end
,.f that Tiir 1 appare ntly lost none of its powers.

Pfliiger shoAVcd that thes which ]•esult in

the cxpirati on -.1 carbonic acid in the absence of free

in tfa e cells. He named the process intrai

In 1878;a critical resume on the nature ancI signifnnation of

• in pi

j

ints,**wiritten by W. Pfeffer, 1 together

all the then wn facts which could be maci(

subject. The s
•

existing between at id plant

respiration was sharply' noted, and the terni intramolecular
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often in other more or less important products. In this article

the author lays great stress on irttnimnhrun,,- re*[>iration as being

the first cause of the oxygen or normal respiration.

One of the next works of any special importance on plant

respiration appeared in 1879.* Worfmann measured and com-

pared the carbonic acid expired from germinating plants placed

in common air, with that given off from an equal number ^(

plants placed in a vacuum.
He states that for short periods of time (from one to three

hours), the presence or absence of free oxygen makes absolutely

no difference in the amount of excreted carbonic acid gas. On
the basis of these results he proposed a new theory, viz : that

all the carbonic acid produced in plant respiration has its origin

in intramolecular decompositions: or. in other words, that the

free oxygen of the air takes no direct part in the formation of

The foil lv one phase of intra-



:ogether by glass stopcocks that the

Id be instantK turu.-d thr..u»h

jther without interruption. Thus while the current passed

ugh one tube, the other could be removed, emptied, refilled

replaced for the next half hour's determination,

i conducting an experiment, measurements were made first

ir for several half hours, then the air was replaced by

ydrogen

hydrogen, and after an eqaiil number of hi .If hoi,

substituted a ir, in which the

["u'rwilh llH-'t' iV.M, it H adtlVlhowed u';;;.;;;;:

"change for wa
temperature of the plants"

y; also thee urrent of air o

stant for all thes successive 1

A great adv antage in the methods here adoptt

•.-ting the same see.iiings. nrst to air, ana then i

bus the products of the respiration of the same
hese two different conditions could be compared.'3

A large number of seedlings were employed i

s and some others, the ca



I. Period. Air. - /,*'

II. Period. Hydrouen. -
'

,

III. Period. Air. \ fU

;b less difference :
"

yreUm cibarius.

leaves, flowers. iYuits and fun-i. Vicm F«ho has been t

plant winch has u: iven results dillerin- from the above.

That the volume of carbonic acid expired in normal

founded upon this fallacy, viz: that tl

i mamohvular^oM.po.itHH^. ulN ..1- 1 .' t
h»* -r.Hin.l.

volume of carbonic a

that of norm i si it it >n \V .rtim.i s rheorv v »u 1

This has be,.,, Wl .l] sln.wn bv W PmUt in s;iv in- ^



secondary changes.*

Partial presence of Oxygen.—-When seedlings of Helianthns

period of time, and then for the same length of time are ex-

posed to a current of air made up of a mixture of one-fifth air

and fourth fifths hydrogen, a comparison of the excreted car-

bonic acid in both cusps shows no difference whatever. Suffi-

cient oxygen I- tu re to supply all demands
made by the plants. When, however, the expired carbonic

acid in the respiration of plants, placed first in air, and then in

a mixture of ¥
l air and ff hvdro-en, i- compared, one finds the

amount much great.-r during respiration in air. Thus a trifle

over one per cent of oxygen in the air is not sufficient to supply
- tor tl - Lias made by such seedlings.

Influence of h rice of light does
not in any appn rectlj affect the amount of
carbonic acid given off' in the respiration of plants. I have

placed in the light or in the dark, is there any difference in

A m . L.—On thi , nation , >r Eh-inj y Er«roration b
S- 11. Fkf.emj

:rsity, Baltin lore, M'.l.

in Physi.38 H1 J<>hns Ho].kins l.Vi-

It has been v<jry commo nly belie'zed thai ation is an
>rtant source So far

lief! id in the

of 1 lyn.§ 1

work the e: of Volta

lvalue. As ofaiieial ries of e:<periment>
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2. From solutions of alkaline solids the water evaporated
carries away a negative charge.

3. From'solutions of gases, acids or salts the water carries off

a positive charge.

Tait and Wanklyn repeated Pouillet's experiments with a
much more sensitive electrometer. They detected electrifica-

tion where Pouil > so, e. g., in the evaporation
of distilled water; and in some other cases the effects obtained
were totally different in kind and degree from those obtained
by Pouillet and earlier experimenters.

In these expei ere dashed on a

red hot platinum dish insulated and connected with an electro-

meter. So long as the spheroidal state continued, little or no
electrification was observed; but as soon as violent vaporization

began, decided deflections were obtained. This fact and other
circumstances about the experiments n I te that friction was
the chief source of electrification and make it doubtful whether
evaporation had any part in producing the observed electrifica-

tion. Tait and Wanklyn recognized the fact that to friction

was due a large part of the electrification which they obtained.

Still, in his lecture on Thunder Storms,* Professor Tait, speak-
ing of atmospheric electricity, says: "In calm, clear weather
the atmospheric charge is usually positive. This is very com-
mon ly attributed to evaporation of water, and I see do reason
to doubt that the phenomena are closely connected." After
reading these lectures the writer of this article decided to inves-

tigate whether evaporation alone and under normal conditions

is sufficient to account for the phenomena of atmospheric elec-

tricity. In this connection it will be remembered that Faraday
traced the electricity, produced by the escape of steam or water
from orifices, to ; d if was not due to evap-
oration, nor did it have any bearing on atmospheric electricity.

The investigation was heirun with the expectation on the
part of the writer of finding electrification. Professor Row-
land, to whom the author is much indebted, believed that no
electrification would be found. In any ease the subject seemed

m evaporating C

t electrometer.
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the electrometer were connected with earth. By means of a

could also be connected wil .rating dish was
supported on a wire frame suspended by silk threads. To pre-

vent disturbances due to electricity on neighboring objects, par-

ticularly the clothes of the observer, it was found necessary to

enclose the whole apparatus in a metallic case. Openings were
made in this case to facilitate evaporation and to permit the

governed by a silk thread passing through an opening in the

table II, the eva the other cases

it was of tin. Tl n Is exam 1 v alcohol, sulphuric

ether, water, and solutions of NaPl and of CuS0
4
. The last

three were moal ater and NaCl because of

their importance in evaporation in nature, and CuS0
4
because

of the very large deflections which Tait and Wanklyn obtained

[1

Tl;
',•'„ reduced to absol

s cell, the deflecti. >n-

..!'.. \u ,'.
red

i'i

! and after each ser

wlanVs standard c

evaporation was de

i
g t lie evapor dish and liquid before im'd

It was foun ery

^ept ev since deflections w
ig dish dry. In or

"beg id ended with two
thedeth-<

dry evaporating d
for

-Mile:-. the ish.

'?.
ations several snmila r observations with the

r benrfobs ervations in which the



measured.
The earlier observations on water and salt water gave deflec-

tions about 0-1 that given by a Daniell's eel', the deflections

with the dry dish being nearly the same (see table I). Though
the dish was insulated for five minutes or more, the position of

the spot of light was read everv •"><» seconds. Far the greater

part of the deflection was attained in the first minute or two,

and after five minutes scarcely any further deflection could be

le observations thiis indicated the

Apparatus. The sources of this le;

gated and three pi-incipal ones we
ged needle of the electrometer, the •

;he electrodes of tb<} electrometer, a

ith those obtained by friction, the experime
,'auklyn were repeated. It was impossible. h<

re the defied in almost ev
I the spheroidal state ceased, the spot of light \

mits of the scale.

evaporation.

In order to compare the resi

one flash oV rAiuunl iV'ihe v-

been electrified as indicated bv



t q= the charge per gn

ted above; and y=0-00374- in electro-

) Sir Wm. Thomson's measurements, f



I . Table sho, •;„,,

,

««to iff' */ *6,

^™ M

::::;; 'i,

iii

i
a

1

nee, even if the deflections eZ of the tables are really i

aporation, and if evaporation be the principal source

:rnospheric electricitv, the quantity of water, which wo
quired to produce a single flash of lightning, is very rm

nay be objected to this'reasi.niu^ that a thumlerclouc
way collects the electricity obtained by the evaporat

On this account it is of interest to consider the t<

•ration on the globe. If 100 cm. be taken as the aver

d rainfall for the whole surface of the earth and 400 c
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discharged through lightning flashes, whereas a very large

portion of the atmospheric electricity is discharged in other

nospheric phe-

Evaporation is then at most a very insignil

the atmospheric electricity.

Hul further, the following facts are to be obs

1. The deflections obtained in the experimeius were alway

very small. (In the origin:.! readings it was e

error of 01 a division, and though the numbt:rs"in the table

still affected b

this error of reading.)

2. The sign of the apparent charge is not ; ilways the sam
the same liquid. This is particularly noticeable in the

\. The deflections were very much diminished when care

5 taken to eliminate very small sources of electricity. Still

deflections, obtained with the evaporating dish dry, are

iai!v much larger than the differonee between these and the

lections, obtained when a liquid was evaporating.

Evidently then most of the eleetritication was due toother

ises than evaporation, and the experiments do not certainly

ce any electricity whatever to this source.

Die problem of the source of the electricity of the atmos-

iv is still unsolved. Kvaporation, first proposed by Volta,

ose theory until now has been better supported by experi-

nt than any other, fails to account even for a small portion

it ; and no other source has been proposed, which can as yet

considered sufficient.

-ing, under the title of "A Preliminary Notice of Experi-

; on Snow at Temperatures below 32°F." Of this paper

rt abstracl appears on page 39 of the proceedings of the

Nation for that year. I also gave at the Chicago meeting,
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e account of the work done in the

ther of these occasions were details

: press. The work was incomplete,

times in any one winter, my work ran along

ntil the spring of 1871. My note-books show an accumula-
on of numerous trials of the effect of pressure upon snow and
:e, only a portion of which will he included in this article.

After the observations were made, a change of residence for

number of years, took me away from Vermont to a region

;ss favorable for such observations. Other occupations have
Iso prevented me from putting the results into presentable

lape. In the meantime, however, these results have not, so

ir as I know, been anticipated, and though they are not bv

ith prisms of ice, transverselv fractured, and welded again

In'tht , ,[,„, .,1; ice I wis! •ertain whether fractured masses
of ice brought matures conside ral.lv

lower 'than tli

ed mid, ev'eTa' lie avy prrosare. SS
whet ler cold

ire beco

"and dry

rn'd Turn

ill under
solid ice.

like circumstanc:es of
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whether reunion and
-Inch. tiou at low tern] • take place instantaneous

vyh.-tl .er the
i.

ne for its completion.

lace, it is a n

haps . ig on the. icier motion, to k now
wrbetl

'kdoes' •e'Tlow temperatifres^we^a^rto'a.S
ing of the ice.joinl

to regelation. on the t'heoryad'/aneed or! ginally by Karaday,*
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ular plasticity of ice, whether in the mass or in the form of

minute snow crystals. The mention of these points, around
which the interest of the in\ will enable the

reader to follow the details more intelligently.

My method of conducting the trials with prisms of ice is as

follows: The prisms are obtained by sawing a block of lake

ice into slabs an inch or two thick, ami again sawing the slabs

into prisms three or four inches long. The prisms are then

transversely broken. A couple of small, wooden clamps, such
as carpenters use, each with two light wooden screws are pro-

vided, and the two inner faces of each clamp are lined with

emery cloth, to keep the ends of the prisms from slipping when
the pressure is brought to bear upon them. In such a clamp,
which should b< . half inch wooden
screws, and the opposing pieces not more than a foot long, by
a half inch thick and three inches wide), two prisms can be
treated at the same time. The fractured faces of the prism are

brought together, and when they have been carefully adjusted,

the clamp may be laid over the ends of the two prisms which
lie parallel and near to each other on the table. The screws
are then gently tightened. To avoid heat and moisture the
handling should be done, if they are handled at ail, with a cold

cloth ;
or they may be pushed about with a chilled knife blade

to get them into position. All my work was done in a cold
shed, which was kept open To the weather. It will be noticed

that in these trials, both with prims and with snow, the temper-
atures were carefully noted, at frequent intervals, during the

the room where the work was done, and so of all the apparatus
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A glance at this series of experiments with prisms shows

that fragments of ice may be firmly re-united at all tem-

peratures down to 9° F. whirh is the lowest maximum to which

the ice was exposed in any trial. As to the main fact of the

welding of ice at such temperatures, the evidence is conclusive.

In order to avoid all suspicion that atmospheric pressure may
have held nicely joined ! raiments in |>laee. with sufficient force

to account for the result, attention is called to the fact men-

tioned in the note of Feb. 3, " the great ease with which the

nd the force

pull the fragments apart

id the conviction expressed

long continued pressure the joint might be completely

ted. And I remember that this remark was occasioned

•lose knitting of the joint, and the growing indistinct-

the line of fracture in certain eases, under pressure,

celv need call especial attention to the violence required

ores; bat imperfect contact and un-

y be the cause of this so uniform

ad been in contact only a short time

a prism, subjected to pressure for a few houn
••evident signs of reuniting','' while one which has been kept i

the clamps "some twenty-four hours was so firmly reunite

that in endeavoring to part it I thought the ice would "break els

where." So far as theevidence goes therefore, the element <

has grown upon me during the years in which I have exper

mented upon both snow and ice.

As to the fourth point noted as being among the objec

kept in view during these studies, it is difficult to concen
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how any moisture can intervene to assist in restoring the con-

tinuity of the faces of broken prisms. In discussing the effects

of heavy pressure upon snow, this subject will come up again.

But in "the prisms, exposed to temperatures such as some of

these were exposed to, and having all their sides free to the

air, while pressure was applied at the opposite ends, it is diffi-

cult to conceive of any development of moisture to effect the

result. It is very true that Mr. Tytidall, whose beautiful ex-

periments upon ice have attracted the admiration of all readers,

found lines of moisture developed transversely to the direction

of pressure in masses of ice. But these observations were
made upon ice at 32

c
or near that point. Here we have

temperatures of all grades from 26° F. down to 9° F. The
exhibitions of those inner lines or surfaces of moisture at a

temperature close upon 32°, it is scarcely necessary to say, was
due to the liquefaction of ice under pressure, according to

the law given by the brothers Thomson. Inasmuch as water

expands in freezing, it was observed that by preventing the

expansion of water through pressure, that fluid could be re-

duced several degrees in temperature and still be kept in the

fluid state. The brothers Thomson have given us the numer-
ical expression of this fact in the rule evolved from experi-

ment, that for every pressure of one atmosphere bearing on
the fluid, its temperature may be reduced 0075 of a degree of

Centigrade without congelation. And conversely for every

atmosphere of pressure brought to bear upon u mass of ice the

temperature at which moisture can be developed in the ice will

be lowered by '0075 of a degree Centigrade. This is owing to

the diminished volume of the ice under the pressure. But the

application of this law to the case before us is out of the ques-

tion. It would require by this rule a pressure of over 1950
pounds to the sqt having a temperature

of 30-2° F., and for the highest maximum temperature to which
the prisms were exposed (26° F.) it would require a pressure of

over 6456 pounds to the square inch. With the light clamps
used no more than a few atmospheres of pressure were pro-

duced. I am thus explicit in the application of the principle

brought out in the rule of the brothers Thomson, because the
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pressure vv as brough t to bear bj is of a square wooderipluD
- .'. :!, :. \!Cu worked in a wooden
For these ;•«:>. which

useful for I afterwards substituted a

The details of this press

hardly ne describe. The snow was packed
cast iron eylindrical mould, \nvring ;i smooth circular bore in

the center one inch in diameter. The bore is three and one-

half inches deep and of smooth finish, to lessen the friction of

the snow. Into this bore works :i plunder. :dso of iron, nicely

fitted. The upper end of the plunger is attached to an iron

head, grooved on its sides, so as to work along the vertical iron

rods which are the uprights of the press. Into the upper side

of this head the lower end of the iron screw projects and works
in brass fittings—while the screw itself runs through an upper
iron cross bar. By this means the plunger with its head can

be carried down into the mould smoothly, by a slow motion of

the screw. To the head of the screw a wheel was attached to

which the power was applied ov means of a cord passing over

a pulley. To the cord weights were hung and their amounts
noted. By this means a reasonably continuous and regulated
pressure could be brought to bear upon the snow in the moulds.
These moulds were split vertically through the middle, and were
held together by a stout iron ring, which could be struck off

with a blow of a hammer. When opened, the moulds exposed
a vertical section of the iittle cylinder of ice resulting from the

pressure. The slight ditlcreutitd motion of the pressed mass,

on each side of the plane along which the mould was split, left

a corresponding plane of easy cleavage in the resultant mass.

Aside from the convenience of this whole arrangement, it gave
me the advantage, that the conducting power of the iron, as

exposed to low temperature, would help to prevent the accu-
mulation of heat from the gradually increased pressure and
slow downward ger. The snow in the inte-

rior of the mould would thus be kept very close to the tempe-
rature of the external air.

I am under great obligations to my friend, Mr. Robert W.
Willson, Assistant Astronomer in the Observatory in New Ha-
ven, who has vcr, kindly assisted me to obtain" the working
power of this little snow press by actual trials. We have tested

the force exerted at the lower face of the plunger for every five

pounds of power up to fifty applied at the wheel. The obser-
vations, made and repeated by us interchangeably, to correct the
personal error, have resulted in a very even rate, so that we
have the pressure for every five pounds of power, and are en-

abled to extend the rate up to a power of sixty pounds at the
wheel, which is the highest used. I can therefore insert in all



of the following trials with the iron press, excepting the first in

which the screw was turned by hand, the actual pressure per

square inch used. The natural temperatures of the room or

shed in which the work was done are also carefully recorded,

along with each trial, for every few hours of the day or days
through which the trial lasted. With these explanations I give
the following :

Dkckmuki: 2!)th, ! S70. — Temperatures, it \. M.
:

R. 1 P M. ''," F. 4 P. M. 3" F., 1
['. M. 2

C
R. highest temperature :>, 1-'. At itoVlock \. M. parked the mould with snow
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Here are four trials with the iron press, all purposely varied,

and all but the last resulting in perfectly formed ice- the ice

character in the last instance being developed in the upper por-

tion of the mass, while the lower portion melted more like

snow. This test of perfect and imperfect glaciation is worthy

of notice. In no way is the true ice character better exhibited

than by exposing the mass to a slow melting temperature. If

the union of the snow crystals is complete, the mass melts only

is imperfect the mass, as the melting goes on, begins, after a

time, to disintegrate and betray a granular structure. Other

tests such as whiteness and opacity or their opposites are less

reliable. For, though the mass usually clears up under pro-

longed pressure, the glaciation may be far advanced in a mass
which retains much of the whiteness of snow. Nevertheless

the usual result is a tolerably clear ice of a grayish appearance

owing to the retention of air bubbles. It so happens that the

maximum temperature, to which the snow under pressure was
exposed, is lowest in the three cases where the resultant ice

was most perfect. For these three the highest temperatures

are severally 3° F., 15° F.. 0° F., and for the last trial 18° F.

On the other hand in the second and third of the series, the

highest pressure exerted is equal to 4122 lbs. to the square

inch as against 1693 lbs. to the square inch in the fourth trial.

In the first of the series the power was applied by hand and

can not be certain! v given, though, as the final power applied is

described as "considerable, though by no means violent," it was

doubtless much less than 60 lbs. power. It would probably be

safe to take it as equal to -to lbs. which would give an effective

pressure of 3068 lbs. to the square inch.

In the first trial I ask the reader further to notice the man-
ner in which the pressure was brought to bear. The screw,

which had six threads to the inch, was turned only through a

quarter circle at a time, and each quarter was made slowly, so

that three hours were consumed before the full pressure of

3068 lbs. to the square inch was brought to bear. As the

mould was always packed full of snow, and as the resultant ice

usually occupied one-half the depth of a bore 3| inches deep,

this would give a descent of the screw through If inches in

three hours, making 10£ revolutions of the screw in 180 min-



utes, or, on an average, a revolution in 18 minutes. But as

there was, doubtless, a pause of several minutes between each
quarter turn, and perhaps occasional long pauses, the motion
of the screw would, while in motion at all, be faster than this,

though in any case very slow. It is well to note these features

of the trial and to remember that the trial was made in a cast

iron mould surrounded by an atmospheric temperature as low
as 3° F. Such farts have an important bearing on the possi-

bility of the development of heat under pressure and conse-

quent liquefaction of the snow. In this respect the trial under
date, Jan. 9th, 1871, is also instructive. Here a like process of

gradual increments was gone through, and here we have addi-

tions of power numerically expressed. The weight was in-

creased very gradually (no hand power being used) three

pounds to start with equals about ±00 lbs. pressure, under
whicb of course the lightly packed snow was yielding ; then
two pounds, etc., until, only at the last, increments equal to

from -tOO to 550 lbs. effective pressure were used.

In the fourth trial, beginning was made with only one lb.

power, and increase made up to 25 lbs. power.
The times also varv in the four trials, and this fact has its

value, though upon that point other and earlier experiments
made with wooden moulds are more valuable. For conven-
ience the conditions and results of these four trials may bo
grouped together as follows:

From this table and the precedir

ing conclusions are reached :
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For tl) is purpose iit will be necessary 1 o combine wi th the

observations above gi ven, some earlier nne.-i, made with wooden
moulds, fitted with wooden plungers. It will be understood

that trials next to be mentioned were of that kind. It is not

necessary to discuss in this connection the rule of the brothers

Thomson, mentioned above. The considerations advanced in

regard to the prisms apply equally to the glaciation of snow.

The temperatures involved are far out of the way of that law
of liquefaction. I purpose, rather, to lay before the reader the

actual facts of observation, gathered from numerous efforts to

determine the question.

The question of liquefaction at low temperature, according

to the law of the brothers Thompson, being disposed of, another

question arises: whether in the mass of snow under these larger

pressures sensible heat can by any possibility be developed

sufficient to account for liquefaction. In the outset such a



intermitted motion, in order to call to mind the extreme im-

probability of a rise of temperature from near the zero point to

the point necessary tor liquefaction under the pressures used.

Moreover, I have endeavored by actual trials to obtain the

not so great indeed as the highest of those used with the iron

iperatures.

Hie most reliable of these observations have been made
an not very cold snow with
the square inch, to a possible : maximum of 2,000 lbs. to the

tare inch. I shall hereafter

ler the latter pressure. The

,
and the snow before press,, re is noted, and in some cases.

Unfortunately the temperature' of the moulds 1

In the very next observation recorded, I find t

sure rose to 3|° F., it is very pi

the moulds was higher than that of the i

second case, there is reason to t
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iow before pressure. In this way the 31° F. would be 1

indeed attached a thin, hollow pointer of iron to the plunger,

in the center of which I carried a thermometer down into the

snow and strove by this means, to get at the temperature dur-

ing pressure. Butafter numerous trials, the indications proved
to be so unreliable that I have discarded the results. It may
be said, however, in favor of the proximate accuracy of the

temperatures quickly taken after the pressure is removed, that,

as the snow is not elastic, the heat evolved by pressure will not

be absorbed again on its withdrawal.

So far as the observations went they were entirely confirma-

tory of the above conclusion. The thermornetric evidence

being against the supposition of any development of moisture

by heat, I so arranp -d mutters that 1 could actually watch the

the progress of glaciation, while pressure was being applied.

Wooden moulds were prepared with glass windows of about

as usual in halves, bolted, so that the resulting ice could be
exposed. Through the windows, which were of very heavy
plate glass, I watched the progress ^\ glaciation from beginning

to end. But the closest scrutiny failed to disclose any signs of

moisture. Of any free and abundant flow of water through the

snow such as is seen at a temperature of 32° F., it will be
understood we are not here discoursing at all. Any such thing

would have been readily detected without nice contrivances.

We are considering only the production of a proper moisture,

which might be forced through the mass so as to wholly per-

meate it. Of such moisture I found no trace in the lower
temperature experiments. When the pressure had been well
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Another attempt was made to detect the presence of moiser attempt was made to detect the preser

sprinkled into the snow little particles of

lv focko'l

;"i-2
c

V.. tl

to that of

blotch wl

Now it is manifest thai this paint furnishes i

These paints are quite sensitive to moisture , .~

if buried in lightly packed snow without pressur

perature as low as 12° F., they a"

touched to really ...~

discolored with a blotch which spread

ecessarilj carry with it some traces of color from the p?

arinkled in the mass; and this is observed to be the case v

low under pressure near to 82°. the paint spreading m la

lotches. At a temperature as low as 20°, the paint seems
quefy the snow to such an extent, that if it be iutrodu

nd will perhaps form a blotch. I infer that the blotch

so completely consolidated as to prevent the passage- anion

particles of even so minute a quantity of moisture as w

Man,! would belittle if any' short of ice. 'l have thou,

before giving their details.



?gelation. In the case of prisms fully exposed to view, the

oreover. inasmuch as regel-

i process, the evul

not unimporl u 3 by which con-
ablished between fragments of ice as well as snow
ugh that evidence hereafter to be reviewed is not
complete as could be wished, bears, so far as it is

^ht, against the application of that theory to the

ot however be supposed to overlook possibilities

pressure locally upon molecules, in consequence of which, n<

at this point and next at another, slight moisture might
developed, in which case true regelation would take place.



this form my friend Mr. Willson has suggested to me a possibil-

ity, akin to"one which I in d, namely that of

local leverage among the particles, by which large local press-

ures might be com-mtiated Imiv an<l tlifio in the mass. But it

must be remembered that the paint test demonstrates that there

can be no speading of moisture from such centers; and as a

further counter-suggestion. Mr. Willson points me to the fact

that we should, in this way, secure only partial re- union, at

single points along the faces of fracture in prisms, and only

local glaciation of the snow at scattered centers, instead of the

uniform glaciation of the whole mass, which results when the

pressure is prolonged.

It remains only to lay before the reader such evidence as the

facts give us of the influence of time upon the processes we
are discussing.

I think it will serve on - point, to intro-

duce a brief tabular exhibit of quite a number of trials, ar-

ranged in the order of temperatures: premising that an una-

voidable indeti- contained results. Those
pressures which had to be estimated are given within maxi-

mum range only. I think I am perfectly safe however, in

saying that I have given an exaggerated extreme upper limit.

Besides this it is to be noted that pressures exerted in this way,

upon a yielding mass of snow in a mould, do not tell upon the

lower portion of the mould, until the snow has had time to

settle away and the pressure is followed up. So that full effect

is at first experienced onlv near the face of the plunger, and
' yielding of the

q element of un-

certainty—by bringing the amount of pressure for a great deal

of the time, and tor a large portion of the muss, below the

figures taken to express it. It is evident, too, from a glance at

the table, that we can not state the minimum of time and press-

ure required at any given temperature for glaciation. All we
-. and with eer-

We have only some evidence regarding minimums. It will be

noticed also that here ice is not considered perfect, unless the

snowy whiteness has been in a good degree replaced by a

darker shade, more approaching that of lake ice, and unless

there has been an elimination of the granular structure.
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1, in the first place,

ST'and "no 'marked

and that produced

square inch for one

produce perfe

M very perfect, pretty clear ice."

o. S gives us very perfect ice in an hour and a
essure of from 1475 pounds to 1975 pounds per
ad still better is No. 11 in which, at a tempera-
I under a pressure ranging from 1100 pounds to
» the square inch, we get a nearly complete gla-
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iation in twenty minutes, with some darkening of snow in

In the next five trials, from No. 12 to No. 16 inclusive, we
ave a range of only two degrees of temperature, and such a

elation of times and pressures as will throw, perhaps, some
ight on the point under discussion. We will arrange these

ve trials in order, according to the perfection of the ice

:

Passing over the higher pressures and long times in the

lower part of the table, I call attention to Nos. 21 and 25.

There is an apparent discrepancy between these two, which is

probabl}r due to a heavier pre— ure. within the range set down,
being brought to bear upon No. 25. These two trials show,
however, that even in a couple of hours at a temperature as

" under a pressure certainly less than 2.oon

advanced

;

be noticed that the t

ing the result are much more positive in No. 23, for instar

where, with only three degrees difference in temperature,
<'! pressure <>f like ran ire gives perfe

will be noticed that when we come among the L

has been long continued. These facts taken with those of like

nature observed when experimenting upon prisms ; taken also

with a general experience running in that direction, incline me
to the conclusion that time is a very important factor in the

process of glaciation. Impressions early made by observa-

tions have grown into a strong conviction that glaciation

would take place in a few days under the moderate pressure of

say 1,000 pounds to the square inch, allowed to bear quietly

and continuously on snow the temperature of which did not
red 1

be briefly

summed up. We may rega d as established

—

(1.) That' of ice, at temperatures far belowr

32° F., will f rmly reunite if the faces of fracture are brought
e but long continued pressure is

applied.
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(2.) That snow is converted into ice under a long continued

probably much less than that, and at temperatures near to zero

Fahrenheit.

(3.) That while great pains have been taken to detect the

temperatures, no satisfactory evidence of its presence has been

obtained, the various tests failing to give it; while, on the

other hand, the possibility must he entertained of the local

though the paint trials >rodace<f, it does

not flow from the centers, and so a serious difficulty arises as

we contemplate this possibility as influencing the result.

(4.) That the i siderable in favor of the in-

fluence of time as a factor in the establishment of continuity

between fragments of ice and between snow crystals and, inso-

lKT. 111.— Com. l\ S. Grohyk-al Surrey,

Rocky Mountain Dn ision. I. On the mineral*, mainly Zeolites,

oreurriwj in thetitisalt <>f I" •• im, (n/orudo;

bv Whitman Cross and W. F. Hillebrand.

eoloyist in chrtrye.]
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Table Mountain is situated upon the plain, twelve miles west

of Denver, although it approaches so near to the abruptly

rising foot-hills, composed of Archaear. schists, that the inter-

tills spare, however, are exposed the upturned edges of strata of

the Trias, Jura, and Cretaceous, including the coal-bearing

horizon of the Laramie formation ; dipping very steeply east.

Table Mountain owes its existence to a sheet, or rather in

most parts, to two sheets of basalt, which have in a measure
protected the underlying strata from erosion. Through that

agency the upturned strata adjacent have been denuded until

a vallev several hundred feet deep has resulted, separating

Table Mountain from the foot-hills.

The horizontal strata of Table Mountain seem at first sight

markedly unconformable with those so near by, but this ap-

pearance is due to the location of this valley of erosion directly

in the sharp fold. Tn other places the conformability is dis-

tinctly shown.
Opposite the mountain, Clear Creek issues from the foot-hills

and has cut a gorge di recti v through it, forming what are

known as North and South table Mountains. On the banks
of the creek, behind the mountain, is situated the town of

Golden.
The mountain is a plateau or mesa of not more than four to

five square miles in area, with an average elevation above the

bed of Clear Creek of about 700 feet.

The source of the basalt is in certain dykes situated to the

north and northwest, whence the lava spread out in a sheet

and flowed to the south-southeast. The lower sheet averages

one hundred to one hundred and fifteen feet in thickness, and
pus-esses the structure of a stream which has flowed upon the

surface. Adjacent to the underlying strata, is a layer of a very

porous structure, about one foot in thickness: then follows

i missive compact rock for seventy feet, while the upper forty

to fifty feet show many cavities, large and small, more or less

flattened and drawn out, and the surface is rough a

The first sheet was covered by a second, of identical composi-

tion, before erosion or decomposition had produced noticeable

effects. Ot the second sheet, only the massive lower part

remains, and its thickness, as well as the lateral extension of

both sheets, can only be a matter of conjecture. The rock is a

feldspar basalt of very simple composition: rather coarsely

crystalline in its massive parts, and in the porous with aground-
mass which becomes liner-grained as it approaches the contact

A glassy base, now much devitrified was for-

5liy present in the

of the upper portion of the lower sheet i
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many beautifully crystallized zeolites, associated with calcite

and aragonite. The mode of occurrence varies somewhat in dif-

ferent parts of the mountain, and a few species seem to be
locally restricted, but most of those to be described can be
found in abundance and well developed.

At a point on the southern face of North Table Mountain,
where the greatest number of species occur together, the stu-

dents in the school of mines at Golden began blasting for spe-

cimens several years ago. During the present investigations

the locality was still further opened, and absolutely fresh and
clear material obtained. Up to the present time, the following
species have be lined, viz: analcite, apoph-
yllite, aragonite, calcite, uatrolite, stilbite

and thomsonite. Several others are in process of investigation,

some of which will doubtless prove to be modifications of
some of the species mentioned. In the further description, the
order to be followed is primarily that of deposition at the
above locality, where frequently as many as six or seven spe-
cies occur together.

The only previous notice of this mountain is embodied in

the report of Arch. R. Marvine. in Annual Report of the U. S.

Geological and Geographical Survev of the Territories for the
year 1873, pp. 129-131, but the information given is exceed-

slv in :mer. and m part entirely incorrect.

The Survey jsor A. Lakes, of the School
of Mines, for calling special attention to Table Mountain.

1. Chabazite.

This mineral seems to be the oldest of the zeolites, with the
exception of certain

;

vnihr >t ;::lVd deposits in some of the
cavities, the character of which has l

It was however preceded in some p
will be described later.

In most cases where several zeolites occur. together, chabazite
forms a coating to the cavity, and upon it the others are depos-
ited. It frequently occurs alone however and excellent speci-
mens are abundant. The glassy, white, or rarely pinkish crys-
tals have the usual rhombohedral form, and the faces are occa-
sionally as much as 1 cm. in diameter. The crystals are
usually twins of interpenetration.

In some of the smaller cavities are sub-dividing walls of cha-
bazite, or miniature columns composed of many small crystals.
A second generation of ehah:izito came after thomsonite and

analcite, but the crystals are few aud very minute. No optical
or chemical examination has as yet been made.



This zeolite followed closely upon the chabazite, indeed its

earliest aggregates are so intimately associated with that min-
eral, as to make it evident that the deposition of the one had
begun before that of the other had ended. The mineral occurs

in very minute rectangular blades, which are placed upon each

other like the leaves of a closed fan, and the very compact
combinations of such aggregates are usually arranged in a

more or less distinctly radiate manner. Sometimes spherical

forms result ; in other cases, columns, by radiation from an axis;

or less frequently, walls, the blades standing at right angles to

the central plane. Where crystals of yellow calcite were not

covered by chabazite, the thomsonite has never failed to coat

them, the blades being approximately perpendicular to the

crystal faces. When a large surface of chabazite has been
completely coated by the more or less radiate aggregates of

thomsonite, forming an undulating surface, the whole has a

most delicate silken lustre, while that on a fractured surface

of a spherical mass is more satin-like. The aggregates are

white when pure ; single blades are transparent.

It is difficult to obtain isolated leaves, and they are then so

thin as to affect polarized light but slightly ; still, it was defi-

nitely determined that the direction of total extinction between
crossed Nicols is parallel to the longitudinal axis. By examin-
ation of the ends of the blades, under the microscope, with a
power of ninety diameters, it could be seen that the vertical

edges were formed in many cases by a plane at right angles to

the dominant surface ; occasionally a prism with angle very
near 90°, and in a few cases both forms together were seen.

These planes correspond to the macropinacoid (dominant),
prism and brachypinacoid of thomsonite as given by all

authorities. The termination seems to be the basal plane.

The average thickness of these blades is about 0-01mm . Toward
the close of the zeolitic formation, a second generation of

thomsonite was deposited. The blades are in this case longer
than those of the first, while the other dimensions remain
about the same.

In combination with the basis upon the crystals of this latter

growth are apparent brachydomes, whose angles with the
basis were most frequently measured at about 14.5° or 135°.

The blades of the second generation, when deposited upon
those of the first, have the same crystallographies orientation,

and serve simply as prolongations of the latter. Through the
usual slight yellowish tinge of the recent growth, the line be-

tween the two is clear.

The long blades of the second growth of thomsonite often

form bundles resembling rough prismatic crystals, and these



form tranches an inch or more in diameter, upon which the

delicate needles of mesolite have a special tendency to deposit

themselves. Reference will he made to this again later.

Of the following chemical analyses, that under I is of the

older, and that under IT of the more recent growth. In each

case the percentages under b denote repeated determinations.

The material for I was carefully selected with a view to purity.

The imperfectly spherical aggregates were broken up quite

fine, and each particle appropriated for analysis was first

closely examined with the loupe, in order to detect any trace

of chabazite. Analysis II was made of material taken from

one of the bunches above described. The microscope showed
that minute hairs of mesolite were so intimately associated

with the thomsonite as to render their complete removal im-

sible. The specimen chosen had comparatively few

the an*
nd the increased p

rant of the impurit

percentage of SiO,
|

i M. III. IV.

a. fc

Na,l l \

These ratios agree quite well with those in the variety for-

merly called mesole or faroelite. But that thomsonite which
seems to be considered by Dana, Kammelsberg, Naumann-
Zirkel and other.-, has a rata, of about 1:3:4:2), and Dana*
directly intimates that the high percentage of silica in mesole,

barely possible that some chabazite had escaped notice in ob-

taining material for I. thus increasing the percentage of silica,

a second portion of thomsonite from the same specimen was
procured, by simply breaking oif tie /, of the blades, and
this was found to contain 4bb per cent. SiO, (111). A micro-
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of thomsonite contained very small, irregularly rounded parti-

cles, imbedded in the outer surfaces. "These particles which
are clear, or slightly yellowish, do not affect polarized light

perceptibly, and are not crystalline in form. They are present

in varying quantity toward the termination of nearly all blades,

hut are usually entirely wanting in the lower portions of all

present in very small

the blades, and even if they con-

i could have affected the result but slightly.

While "believing that the results obtained indicate a greater

variation in the composition of thomsonite. than is allowable

under the generally accepted formula of Ranimelsberg,*

j »»(2CaAlSi,0. + 5aq.) >

tw(2Na,AlSi,0
8 + 5aq.)P

the further discussion of the question is reserved for the final

report.

It was found that a varying quantity of water (usually

about 2 per cent) could only be driven off at a very high

temperature, but as yet, no simple molecular ratio between
this water and the compound has been found. The material

was dried at 100° C. The action of this thomsonite before the

blowpipe is entirely normal.

The thomsonite of Table Mountain was first identified,

through a quantitative analysis, by Carlton H. Hand, at the

time a student, now, assistant in assaying, in the School of

Mines, at Grolden. The analysis was never published, and has

Analcite follows thomsonite in time of deposition. At the

locality mentioned on North Table Mountain, its crystals are

pure white or transparent, and vary in size from very small
ones, to those nearly an inch in diameter. The predominating
form is the common trapezohedron 2-2 (202), having its octa-

hedral edges evenly truncated by $ (fO). The appearance of

f is very characteristic of the Table Mountain analcite, though
the form is never prominent, and is usually represented by an
exceedingly narrow line. According to Zirkel,f the form |
has been observed but once on analcite, viz : by basj -eyres on
that from the Kerguelen islands.
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All of this analcite examined is doubly refractive, but so

irregularly that it cannot well be used in confirmation of the

interesting observations of Ben-Saude,* according to whom
the optical anomalies of analcite are only to be explained by

the theory of tension (Spannung) within the crystal, caused

by some irregularities of growth.

A second generation of analcite was observed, analogous to

that of chabazite, the crystals being very small and clear.

They were observed upon apophyllite.

O'n the eastern side of North Table Mountain, analcite is

often present alone, filling small cavities completely, and de-

veloped in immense crystals in the large ones. Some crystals

here were nearly two inches in diameter. The faces of such

large crystals are often uneven through depressions or other

irregularities bounded by faces of 2-2 (202).

On South Table Mountain analcite is more abundant than

any other zeolite. Large cavities have a floor of analcite, but

always in quite small crystals. Natrolite is almost invariably

deposited upon it, and frequently small cracks are filled with

the same mineral, associated with calcite or natrolite.

Analcite was also found in spaces between the pebbles of a

conglomerate bed, not far below the basalt, the pebbles being

of basic eruptive rocks.

Hayesine has only been found heretofore,

find, at Iquique, South America, upon the w
Africa, and in Nova Scotia, and occurring with gypsum :

allied species, the variety generally containing soda in

greater or less but no fixed proportion. I now add another

locality, which is Bergen Hill. It occurs here, not with gyp-
sum, etc., but with datholite and calcite in cavities in the trap

rock. At the new railroad tunnel now in progress near Wee-
hawken, New Jersey, when down in shaft No. 2 of the tunnel

at a distance of about 1600 feet from the east face of the dike

and 185 feet below the ground above, I found in examining a

vein of calcite, etc., exposed on the north side, a peculiar min-

eral lying upon the r v-tuis in the geode that I did not recog-

nize for this locality. It evidently was not pectolite as the

fibers were quite soft, even pulverulent. They seemed more



chemical and physical examination of it. A prelii

pipe treatment showed it to be readily fusible and
ened with acid the characteristic green flame prov
borate. The analysis yielded the following result

Thet

The specific gravity was between 15 and 1*7. I could find

but 7'3 decigrams, and as the greater part of this has been
used in the examinations I have but 26 decigrams left : but I

have reason to believe that much more may be procured by
cutting into the vein for it, and besides there may be many
reproductions of the same conditions under which it occurred.

The form was that of acicular crystals about 4mm long and very
slender. They were grouped together in the form of little

mats and these lay loosely upon the crystals of calcite (dog-

tooth spar). These geodes were surrounded by others of dath-

olite and enclosed in a vertical vein 24 to 4 inches wide, partly

filled with the primary forms of calcite and chlorite. The rock
is quite soft and very permeable to intiltering water. Thus
some borate of lime has been taken into solution under peculiar

and unknown conditions and crystallized after running into

the geode which held it. All these geodes are open at the

top, this is directed toward the upper side of the vein, and
would thus arrest and hold infiltering solutions. I intend to

investigate how datholite is decomposed and borate of lime

separated c
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Art. LIV.

—

Notes on the Electromagnetic Theory of Light ; by
J. WiLLARD GIBBS. No. II.—On Double Refraction in per-

fee tli/ transparent Media which exhibit the Phenomena of Circular

Polarization.

1. In the April number of this Journal,* the velocity of

propagation of a system of plane waves of light, regarded as

oscillating electrical fluxes, was discussed with such a degree
of approximation as would account for the dispersion of colors

and give Fresnel's laws of double refraction. It is the object

of this paper to supplement that discussion by carrying the ap-

proximation so much further as is necessary in order to

embrace the phenomena of circularly polarizing media.
2. If we imagine all the velocities in any progressive system

of plane waves to be reversed at a given instant without
affecting the displacements, and the system of wave-motion
thus obtained to be superposed upon the original system, we
obtain a system of stationary waves having the same wave-
length and period of oscillation as the original progressive sys-

tem. If we then reduce the magnitude of the displacements in

the uniform ratio of two to one, they will be identical, at an in-

stant of maximum displacement, with those of the original sys-

tem at the same instant.

Following the same method as in the paper cited, let us
specially consider the system of statio

he whole displacement into the regular

epr<

rith the definitions of « 2 of that t

the whole displacement represented by
7), £, and the irregular part, represented by £', rf £', in accon

3. The regular part of the displacement is subje<

equations of wave-motion, which may be written (in

general case of plane stationary waves)

itudes of the displ:

trough the origin,

ane one-quarter c



wave-length distant and on the side toward whirl, ,, \\

If we also write L, M..N for the direction-cosines of tb

normal drawn in the direction in which u increases. >

have the following necessary relations

:

w=Laj+My+Ns, (3

L^,+M^ +Nr =0, La,+MA+Nyt=0. (4

4. That the irregular part of the displacement (£', 27/ £') a

any given point is a simple harmonic function of the time
having the same period and phase as the regular part of tb<

displacement (£, 27, £), may be proved by the single principle o

superposition of motions, and is therefore to be regarded a

exact in a discussion of this kind. But the further conclusioi

of the preceding paper (§ 4), "that the values of £', r/, £' a

any given point in the medium are capable of expression a:

linear functions of £, jy, £ in a manner which shall be inde
pendent of the time and of the orientation of the wave-plane
and the distance of a nodal plane from the point considered, sc

long as the period of oscillation remains the same,'' is evi

dently only approximative, although ;i very close approxima

same decree

of the medium and light of

of c, ?, C and tlie differentia

to the coordinates. For the

l i C and di(f. eoeff.

medium at^an instant of no
an instant of no displacem<

mate each of these quantitie.

6. The statical energy of

may be represented by ftdr,

the components of displace!]
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that element of volume £', jy', £' may be regarded as linear

functions of f, jy, £ and diff. coeff., we may regard a as a quad-
ratic function of I, jy, £ and diff. coeff., or as a linear function

of the seventy-eight squares and products of these quantities.

But the seventy-eight coefficients by which this function is ex-

pressed will vary with the position of the element of volume
with respect to the surrounding molecules.

In estimating the statical energy for any considerable space

by the integral

fffdv,

it will be allow; r the seventy-eight coeffi-

cients contained implicitly in a their average values through-
out the medium. That is, if we write s for a quadratic func-
tion of c, rh £ and diff. coeff in which the seventy-eight coeffi-

cients are the space-averages of those in <r, the statical energy
of any considerable space may be estimated by the integral

fsdv.

(This will appear most distinctly if we suppose the integration
to be first effected for a thin slice of the medium bounded by
two wave-planes ) The seventy-eight coefficients of this func-
tion s are determined solely by the nature of the medium and
the period of oscillation.

We may divide s into three parts^ of which the first (s,) con-
tains the squares and products of £, jy, £. the second (s.

f) con-
tains the products of ?, ay, ' with the differential coefficients,

and the third (s ) contains tin- .squares and products of the
differential coefficients. It is evident that the average statical

energy of the whole medium per unit of volume is the space-

i space-averages of s„ s„, and > . respectively. These parts

average of 5, and that it will consist of three parts^which ;

Only the first of t

sidered in the preceding paper.

Now the considerations which justify us in neglecting, for

an approximate estimate, the terms of s which contain the dif-

ferential coefficients of ?, jy, £ with respect to the coordinates,
will apply with especial force to the terms which contain the
squares and products of these differential coefficients. There-
fore, to carry tb< step beyond that of the
preceding paper, it will only be necessary to" take account of
and <, and of S, and S,,

7. We may set

• = A<- + IV + C? + E„a + YdB + GStf, (5)



ill appear from inspection of equations (1) that

8
t
=t(Aa*+B0*+Cy

t

m
+'Rfijrl

+Ty
l
al+ Qa.,

[inferential cof-ftic

nergy of the whole median
e-average of s

y/
, which is r

the denominators dy ami dz foi



of sn that we have to consider. S is

function of the space-averages of these nil

by (3)

7^_^=iY^-<^,

By such reductions it appears t,ha1 /S is ; , |, tl0ar function oi

the nine products of L. M. X unih

Ar»—r«A> yi«t— «<*#*, <*,#-/?,«*

Now if ^veset

(-)--rL^-^J+M^a,,-«,*]|+»(«A-A4 (7)

we have by (4) and (2)

L@==A?v-rA m^= Xi «, -*xY* N&=<*&-&<*,. (8)

Therefore IS is a linear functioi

N with L0, US, Nft That is, I

i of tilt nine j»r. xlucts of L, M,
the product of 6 and a

quadratic3 function of L,M and N. W<2 may therefore write

=|[L(A /2
- r,/l)+M(r [at-o Kj)+N(«1a-A«.)],(»)

where <P is a quad;

on the nature of the

. of L, M and N, dependent,
however, medii im and the period of

9. It vrill be useful to consider more closely the geoinetrica

ice of the quantity 8. For this

to have a definite understandii

; purpose it will be con-
ig with respect to the

Dosition of the coordinate axes.

We shall suppose that the a.ites of X, Y, and Z are related
in the same way as lines drawn to the -trd and up-

that a rotation from X to Y appears clock-wise to one
looking i n the direction of Z.

Nowi f from any same point. -

ys the origin of coordinates, we
lay off li.nes representing in dirt n.d magnitude tin dis

its in all the d.iierenl wave



another (/>„) the components «,, ,},, j-,. These will belong to

conjugate diameters, each being parallel to the tangent at the

extremity of the other. The area of the ellipse will therefore

be equal to the parallelogram of which /<,. and (\ are two sides,

multiplied by tz. Now it is evident that &j-a— ft/9.,, T\ at~~ aiTv

«,A~

A

a
i
are numerically equal to the projections of this par-

allelogram on the planes of the coordinate axes, and are each

positive or negative according as a revolution from px
to />a

appears clock-wise or counter-clock-wise to one looking in the

direction of the proper coordinate axis. Hence, 6 will be nu-

merically equal to the parallelogram, that is, to the area of the

displacement-ellipse divided by tt, and will be positive or nega-

tive according as a revolution from pY
to p^ appears clock-wise

or counter-clock-wise to one looking in the direction of the

wave-normal. Since px
and p^ are determined by displacements

in planes one-qu Prom each other,

and the plane to which the latter relates lies on the side toward
which the wave-normal is drawn, it follows that 8 is positive

or negative according as the combination of displa

the character of a right-handed or a left-handed screw.

10. The kinetic energy of the medium, which ia to

mated for an instant of no displacement, may be sho\

§ 7 of the former paper (page 266 of this volume)
sist of two parts, of which one relates to the regu

(I, -j, £), and the other to the irregular flux (c, r/, :
first, in the notation of that paper, is represented by

\J\k Pot k + 1) Pot rf + <? Pot 8) dv,

ZzJ(S*+ rf+ ?)dv.



radius is small in comparison with a wave-length,* anil since

within such a sphere c, y, C an^ diff. C0W- are sufficiently de-

termined (in a linear form), by the" values of the same twelve

quantities at the center of the sphere, it follows that Pot £',

Pot 7)\ Pot £ must be linear functions of the values of £, j/, £
and diff. coiff. at the point for which the potential is sought.

Hence.

\ (ir Pot k' + v' Pot if +k Pot «?')

will be a quadratic function of ?, /
/7 r <">d diff. corf But the

seventy-eight coefficients by which this function is expressed
will van with the position of the point considered with respect

to the surrounding molecules.

Yet, as in the case of the statical energy, we may substitute

the average values of these coefficients for the coefficients

themselves in the integral by which we obtain the energy of

any considerable space. The kinetic energy due to the irregu-

lar part of the flux is thus reduced to a quadratic function of

c, Jj, ^aud diff. coiff. which has constant coefficients for a

given medium ami liuiit of a given period.

The function may be divided into three parts, of which the

first contains the squares and products of c, 5j. £, the second the

differen

Wen
of the s

s of t r
t

. C with their differentia] coellieients.

hich may he neglected, the squares and produc

nay proceed with the reduction precisely as in

tatical energy, except that the diff*

and the

ts of the

the case

spect to the tune wil 1 introduce tlle constant factor —-. This

(lux pe,

e for the firsl; part of the ki netic energy of the"irregular
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such vibrations as actually
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that is, of the ratios of the quantities «„ ft,

;

not affect the period by any quantity of the

magnitude.* The-.' variations must however b<

equations (4), which require that

Ld^+MtfA+Ntfr.sO, Ltf«,+Mtf&+ Nrfj/
1
=0. (17)

Hence, to obtain the conditions which characterize free vibra-

tion, we may differentiate equation (16) with respect to a„ ft,

To a»> A, 7"
a , regarding all other letters as constant, and give to

da
x , rfft, dyn dav e?ft, ofy-,,, such values as are consistent with

equations (17). Now dav dft, c?}-,, are independent of c?a
2 , (/ft,

cfo, and for either three variations, values proportional either to

a» A, Tn or to a„ ft, ;•„ are possible. If, then, we differentiate

equation (16) with respect to a„ ft, y,, and substitute first au

ft, ;-!, and then «,. ft, j-... for dah rfft, o?^, and also differentiate

with respect to a„ ft, j-,, with similar substitutions, we shall

obtain all the independent equations which this principle will

yield.

If we differentiate with respect to au ft, Tl , and write al7 ft,

fi for dau rfft, df,, we obtain

• rf«b rfft, dyu we obtaii

for

kve differentiate

rfOfc r/ft. dr, :
we

with res

aaf+bfc+iT,"+«A

4*?WAr.- ^A) H

-W*-r,
2
)-



Polarization in

re equation (16),

We shall hereafter suppose that'

nes
ft' and ftjnl\vhi.-h «,','

.V.";-/and

now ml need to the form

•2eytyt +e(filyt+ylfit)

and especially its central section by a plane parallel to the
planes of the wave-system which we are considering, it will

easily appear that the equation

•>«,.', + '_%,//, + 2rx,z, + 1 {y,z, + zl2/„)

+ /(«,« -.,-:-.) -f.v(..-,yj +y I
a-8)=

will hold of any two points ,;, y y r, and .,,. </,. ., which belong-

to conjugate diameters of this central section. Therefore
equation (23) expresses that the displacements «,, /31? j-t and a,,

j%. ;-., are parallel to conjugate diameters of the central section

of the ellipsoid (24) by a wave-plane. But since the displace-

other, it follow axes of the cen-
tral section of the , llipso.,1 r2h b v a wave-plane. That is:—



those of a central section of the ellipsoid (24) by a wave-plane.

16. If we write U„ U3
for the reciprocals of the semi-axes of

the central section of the ellipsoid (24) by a wave-plane, U,

being the reciprocal of the one to which the displacement a„

fa, Yi is parallel, we have

aal

t +bft+cy*+ e/3ly1 +fy t
a

l +ffa1 l=TJl*{a1
*+/3*+ ri*), (25)

as is at once evident, if we substitute the coordinates of an

extremity of the axis, for the proportional quantities ax , ft, yv
So also

aaf + bp.? + cy? + e/3tyt +fyiai + «r«^,=U," (aS + A' + yf). (26)

If we write V for the velocity of
]

of progressive waves corresponding t

the character of a righl

progressive system of waves, when the combination of displace-

ments has the character of a right-handed screw, the rotations

will be such as appear clock-wise to the observer, who looks in

the direction opposite to that of the propagation of light. We
shall call such a ray right-handed.

We may here observe that in case <p=0 the solution of these
equations is very simple. We have necessarily either /a,=0
and V 2=UX

2
, or '/>;=() and V'=LT,l In this case, the light is

linearly polarized, and the directions of oscillation and the
velocities of propagation are given by Fresnel's law. Experi-
ment hasshown that this is the usual case. We wish, however,
to investigate the case in which <p does not vanish. Since the
term containing <p arises from the consideration of those



Since f is a very small «; iirmtity, it is evident from inspection
of this equation that it will admit three values of V 2

, of which
one will be a very little greater than the greater of the two
quantities U^ and [','. another will be a very little less than
the less of the same two quantities, and the third will be a very
small quantity. It is evident that the values of V 2 with which
we have to do are those which diller but little from Uf and

For the numerical computation of V, when U„ U2, and <p

are known numerically, we mav divide the ennation bv V*

^-i^/^TWEE?.
By substituting L^Uj for V 2 in the second member, we may
obtain a close approximation to the two values of V2

. Each
of the values obtained may be improved by substitution of that
value for V2

in the second member of the "conation.

For either value of Y\ we mav easdv iind the ratio of p x
to

pi, that is, the ratio of the axes of the displacement-ellipse,

obtained bv combining the two.

In equations (29), we are to rend + or - in the second
members, according as the rav is risrhtdianded or left-handed.
(See § 16.) It follows that if the value of <p is positive, the
greater velocity will belong to a right-handed ray, and the
smaller to a left-handed, but if the value of <p is negative,
the opposite is the case. Except when <p = 0, and the polari-
zation is linear, there will be one right-handed and one left-

handed rav for anv given wave-normal and period.

18. When TJ
1
= U 2 , equations (29) give
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i of U, and U3 . The
onverse is also evident

from equations (29), viz : that a ray can be circularly polarized

only when the direction of its wave-normal is such that

U
-

! = U2. Such a direction, which is determined by a circular

section of the ellipsoid (^4) precisely as an optic axis of a crys-

tal which conforms to Fresnel's law of double refraction, may
be called an optic axis, although its physical properties are not

the same as in the more ordinary case.* If we write VR and
VL ,

respectively, for the wave-velocities of the right-handed and
left-handed rays, we have

Vm«=U"+f, VL'=U'-f; (33)

<W>
v R-v,= v

;

\ .'

The phenomenon best observed with respect to an optic ax

is the rotation of the plane of linearly polarized light. If v

denote by 6 the amount of this rotation per unit of thedistam

traversed by the wave-plane, regarding it as positive when
appears clock-wise to the observer, who looks in the directic

opposite to that of the propagation of the light,f we have

-Kt-t)'
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Without any appreciable error, we may substitute IT for

V R
a V L

a

, which will give-

19. Since these equations involve unknown functions of the

period, they will not serve for an exact determination of the

relation between d and the period. For a rough approxima-
tion, however, we may assume that the manner in which the

general displacement in any small part of the medium dis-

tributes itself among the molecules and intermolecular spaces
is independent of the period, being determined entirely by the

values of £, f), £, and their differential coefficients with respect

to the coordi nates. f For a fixed direction of the wave-normal,
and 0' will then be constant. Now equations (15) and (36)

give

6=¥^-p^y,' (38>

To express this result in terms of the quantities directly ob-

2
/K K'\
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Since this factor varies but slowly with X, it may be neglecte

if its omission is compensated in the values of K and Iv'. Tl

formula being only approximative, such a simplification w
not necessarily render it less accurate.

20. But without anv such assumption as that contained

the last paragraph, we may easily obtain formulae for the e

perimental determination of and 0' for the optic axis of i

uniaxial crystal. Considerations analogous to those of §
'.

of the former paper (page 271 of this volume), show that

differentiating equation (39) we may regard and 0' as co

stant, although they may actually vary with I. This equath

tfA
2 $ 271*$'

Therefore,

27T
2 $'. (42)

When 0' has been determined by this equation, may be

found from the preceding.

21. If we wish to represent <p geometrically, like \J
X
and U2 ,

we may construct the surfaces

ax* + iw/
2 +C28 + evz + vzx + oxy=±l, (43)

the coefficients A, B, etc., being the same by which <p is ex-

pressed in terms of L2
, Ma

,
etc. The numerical value of <p, for

any direction of the wave-normal, will thus be represented by
the square of the reciprocal of the radius vector of the surface

drawn in the same direction. The positive or negative charac-

ter of <p must be separately indicated. There are here two
cases to be distinguished. If the sign of <p is the same in all

directions, the surface will be an ellipse, and we have only to

know whether all the values of <p are to be taken positively or

all negatively. But if <p is positive for some directions and
negative f< i others the surface will consist of two conjugate

hvperboloids, to one of which the positive, and to the other the

negative values belong.

22. The manner in which the ellipsoid (24) may be par-

tially determined by the relations of symmetry which the
medium may possess, has been sullieiently dismissed in the for-

With respect to the quantity ip, and the

determine it, the following principle is of fund

ance. If one body is identical in its in

the image by reflection of another, the i
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ponding lines in the two bodies will be numerically equal but
have opposite signs*

It follows that if a body is identical m internal structure

with its own image by reflection, the value of tp (if not zero for

tive for others. Mor-ove. the above .Inscribed surface by
which c is represented must consist "[' two conjugate hyperbo-
loids, of which one is identical in form with the image by
reflection of the other. This requires that the hyperboloids
shall be right cylinders with conjugate rectangular hyperbo-
las for bases. A crystal characterized by such properties
will belong to the tetragonal system. Since

(f
= () for the

kind from an ordinary uniaxial crystal, unless the ellipsoid (24)
should approach very closely to a"sphere.f

wrv liHii ted case descri bed i n the last pi

in w hi.-h is idern.ieal ii 1 its inten ial str

property of

T:Z
Ton

vet he] 'rnpl'rp 'of'c h-cuh

.I.keti

the

nvims^f'sv-nnJ .trv'!fiTd [ipsoid

represet ,t the v alucs !" c w ill ha ve an i

it the m<

homogeneous media
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embodying the results of experiment. In no particular, so far

as the writer is aware, do they conflict with the results of ex-

periment, or require the aid of auxiliary and forced hypotheses

to bring ; lerewith.

In this respect, the electromagnetic theory of light stands in

marked contrast with that theory in which the properties of an

very distinct in Maxwell's derivation of Fresnel's laws from
electrical principles, but becomes more striking as we follow

the subject farther into its details, and take account of the

want of absolute homogeneity in the medium, so as to embrace
the phenomena of the dispersion of colors and circular and

LET. LV. — Xev Plu/IInpwl ( '/ // <lnr t u // s // „m tht Dirouittu O,

Western New York; bv John M. Claeke, Smith College

With a Plate (unnumbered
)

from near the base of the°Hamilton proper, in Miles' Gullj

Hopewell. Ontario Co., I have detected the above repi vsetit;

tive of this extremely 5 . The little ca

are never more than
f,

m " ;

in width;/ml* mra in length, a: el ma
bed as having

the beak central cr v<LM-y slightly

laterally. The surface 1 by
yen

tervening furrows. T be no more el al.on.t

sculpturing of the canipaces than Jorn.» has figured for hi

species E. membranacecr, which is the Bimplest of any as yc

notice that this Estheria, the fiirat eve

found below the Trias

horizon as this, reseml »les in its i-ui-e, •ntral beak. 'its out' «,':
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by Estherioe, destined to b< the first wind-

drift of sand on the return of high tide." We can not prove
from this speci* -. nee of fresh-water deposits

in the Hamilton, but the evidence is fairly in favor of brackish

water pools, guarded from the action of the waves of the open
ocean and depositing a smooth muddy bottom. Associated with

these clannish little fellows are undescribed species of Beyrichia,

Leperditia, Entomis, with a species of Discina not identified,

and this association, omitting the Discina, is not an impossible

one for such a brackish water pond. Even the Discina itself

is not a serious objection to it, as I have found but a single

example, which may have been washed in either as a dead shell,

or as a live one, and if the latter, may have soon yielded to its

unfavorable environment and died, or have adapted itself to

the change and have lived on in an abnormal condition, as this

specimen seems to prove.

Spathiocaris, n. g. (<T7rddr/=a, spathe.) Plate, figs. I. 2, 8.

Carapace in one piece (?), oblong-elliptical ; dimensions when
normal, length : width ; : 3 : 2. Anterior and posterior mar-
ginal curvature of the same value except near the sides of the

fissure on the posterior extremity where for a short distance

the ouline becomes rectilinear. The central portion of the
rapace elevated, the apical poir

llipse, and from this point starts a cleft e

nd regularly widening to the posterior mamargin. l\o evuien

t that when flattened lateral

as many specimens are, the line of folding is usually straig

a commissure in the ornamentation lines on the surface.

has for several years been a matter of some doubt to mvse
whether this fossil should be looked upon as crustacean, whi
I now believe it to be, or some new form of Discmoid bracfa

pod which it very closely resembles, but my reasons for belie

ing it the former lie in the fact that while I have in my poss<

sion thirty specimens, all that have as yet been found and
from a layer only a few inches in thickness, they show a gn
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anchylosis of the lateral valves and its wide, wedge-shaped
cleft, but differs in the presence of the " rostrum" or plate

acting as another valve to cover the cleft, and also in its more
nearly circular outline.

The ornamentation of the surface of the carapace in this

species, S. Emerson it, n. sp., consists of low concentric ridges

which never lose their continuity, but contiguous ridges are

more closely appressed on the sides than at the extremities

of the valves. At the edges of the cleft these lines show a

to a retral bending.

Eadiating lines from the apex of the cleft to the margin
cover the anterior portion of the carapace and give to this part

a strong decussab noticeable along
the margins of the cleft. I am not satisfied that I have seen

the abdominal arthromercs of this species, though it will be
only a matter of time for their detection.

The geological horizon in which this occurs, the Portage, is

usually regarded as barren of fossils in New York, but is show-

/./.^ -„•/.<. „. jr. (AiffyoS=a shovel.)

Carapace in one piece, without evidence of dorsal suture.

Periphery sub-pentagonal, lateral edges parallel, making sharp

angles with the two anterior edges. Anterior edges re-entrantly

curved and meeting in the axis of the carapace. As in the

genus Spath wear i*. there > I beginning cen-

ThU specie*. L. I,»<; -he carapace con-
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While using the sonomi ; the laws of vibra

tion of stretched cords and the nature of musical scales, it ha

been found desirable to have an instrument on which division

marks were properly arranged to furnish the operator the mean
of contrasting the scale of equal temperament with the trm

natural scale, and thus showing to some extent the error of thj

ordinary keyed instruments. In demonstrating the laws of vi

bration of columns of air, moreover, it is not always easy t<

obtain the successive notes of the harmonic series from a singh

pipe. If the fundamental is pure and strong, either the uppe

harmonics are unattainable or several are attained at the sarm

moment, and the untrained ear fails to single out the one t<

which attention is invited. If a single standard of pitch b<

kept at hand for comparis st be praet ~~ '

„„»•_,.• .... • i • ' i i . i. : <«.»w „l™.
ticed i

ng musical intervals; hence a tuning fork alon

fficient for most persons. It occurred to me that the union

with organ pipe in a single instrument would be

some advantages, particularlv in connection with

noulli's laws. The followiug device has

... 5 factory.

The resonance-box
which is rested horizontally on the lecture table,

bouchures are on opposite sides, one being turned toward the

operator, as in tig. 1. The air-blast, from either the lungs or a

pair of bellows, may be forced into either one or both pipes at

will through gum tubes. The interior dimensions of each pipe

are 52min by 62mm , while the length is adjusted to give as fund-

amental note, C, 132 vibrations per second. At the open end

of one pipe is a sliding plate (a) bv which it. may be thrown

out of unison with the other, fcl
to. A stop

maybe thrust, bv means of its handle, half way into one of

the pair, converting it at will into a stopped pipe whos

mental is the same as that of the open pipe of double its

l6ngth - -mm t I 1-

The upper wall consists »t a single plat.- >! spru
>

u

that !i,rm«i the s, .uud-board ni the so.... meter. firmly hxed at
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(d, d') but makes it easy to mark off the division lines at their
proper places. A longitudinal line divides its surface into two
equal parts ; that on the side toward the operator is marked off

so as to give cord-lengths for the natural scale, by changing the
fractions |, i,

f, etc., into decimals. The results are indicated,
correct to three places, on the millimeter scale. Three octaves

thus marked off; the lines for the first c

It
Ia'^. I* \k i

extending across to the edge of the sound-board, as in fig. '2,

which represents a part of the instrument viewed from above.

By multiplying each of these lengths successively by |-|| and
i-|: we obtain cord-lengths for the chromatic intervals of the

latural scale. These are marked off for two octaves, the lines

alf way to the edge. The other side of the central

L'. 2) is marked oil' to give cord-lengths for the suc-

" ;i!s of the scale <A equal temperament.

silj calculated with the aid of a table of logarithms
;

twelve intervals of this scale are equal, the succes-

sive vibration-numbers form a geometric series, in which the

The reciprocal of this is the ratio for cord-lengths, and is
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Thus, the cord-length for C being one meter, we have for C#\
l-\)Wmn

: for D, Z=891mm
,
etc. Two octaves are thus marked

lines to the octave, while on the other side are twenty-one to

Of the three wires, the two outer ones are kept permanently
unisonant, or as nearly so as possible, sounding the same note,

C, as the fundamental of the organ-pipes. That in the middle

terminates at the left in a stiff ring, so as to be detached in a

moment from the hook against which it is ordinarily kept

pulled. The ring may then be attached in like manner to a

bent lever, such as is employed with the sonometers constructed

by Mr. Eitchie, to show the law of variation in tension.

Since the tension of the outer wires is kept constant, each

division-mark in both natural and tempered scales, is distinctly

labeled, as shown in fig. 2. The movable bridges are black at

the front edges so as to contrast strongly with the white spruce

on which they slide. Suppose the bridge d' to be adjusted so

that its wire sounds E of the natural scale, while its companion,

'I is adjusted to give E of the tempered scale. The difference

|
te is u< ai ' a comma, and can be detected by a good ear.

But this is additionally made visible by turning the sonometei

toward the audience, and resting it on its narrow side
:
the dif-

ference in position of the bridges being easily detectible even

when the ear iails to distinguish between the two sounds. Ev-

ery note in the two scales can thus be compared in a few mo-

merits, starting with C as key note.

The necessity for temperament, and yet the una

error of a tempered scale, is still better shown by fa

derived key for purposes of comparison ; for example, that of

G. For this purpose a separate' strip (//', fig. 2), properly

marked off. is phu-< 1 at tin sid< >i the ventral strip, the mov-

Ige being grooved below to slide over it. It is pre-

pared by marking a strip whose length is f meter at

: . . .

' L [>1; !''"

, mtact with the divis-

ion-mark G of the tendered *-alo, which in this.

coincides with that of G on the natural scale, it is -r.>u that tne

second note, if co r recti v tuned, would be a trifle high*

tempered A, and d.ridedlv higher than natural A :
the

would be lower than tempered B, and unisonant with nat

B; the fourth unisonant with C, both tempered and natu

etc. Such a strip can be constructed for each one of the

rived keys employed in music, though the principle is

nciently shown with but one.

The division-marks £, f -J, \. h etc.. eachjabeled with

name of the com - ling note, (7, G', C", E ,
G

,
etc., as \

third
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as with the figures composing the fraction, render it easy to

obtain with quickness and accuracy the first ten or twelve notes
of the harmonic series, besides facilitating experiments on co-

To obtain the harmonic series from the open organ -pipe, it is

found convenient to modify the size of the embouchure and
the diameter of the pipe. For this last purpose a piece of

wood, 120cm long, 6cm wide, and 2cm thick, is thrust into the

pipe next the operator, thus practically diminishing the volume
of air set in motion, and increasing the ratio of length to width.

A sliding plate (g, fig. 1,) of thin sheet-iron serves to narrow
the embouchure at will. By varying the force of the blast

from the lungs eight or ten successive notes of the harmonic
series are thus secured and compared at the same time with
those obtained by aid of the wire and labeled scale. The stop

can then be thrust into one pipe, and several of the odd series

of harmonics elicited.

The wall of the pipe next the operator is perforated with

three small holes, at distances £, \, f, from the open end.

These are kept stopped with plugs, which may be removed at

will. Immediately around them the wall is covered with sheet

rubber (A, h), to secure an air-tight fit for the funnel (k) from
which n tube (I) conveys waves to a manometric capsule. The
position of nodal points in the air-column is thus shown. By
fitting the tube (I) upon a Y-tube like that shown at (m), and
interposing between this and another Y-tube a pair of rubber

tubes, one of which is longer than the other by a half wave-

length, the apparatus can be utilized for illustrating interference,

with the aid of the manometric flame.

40 West Fortieth street, New York, May 3d, 1882.



h the substance melts and the Hnat is
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ski has given the results o
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bodies in which <h>uble m
ably higher critical tern

ng points; (4) that the i

of two liquids can be expressed

OOtJ^wt"

»= 100(t~^)-
Owing to the facilit;
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cooling. At higher temperatures it decomposes evolving
)wn-red condensible fumes and leaving a coal. When pure it

5 no odor or taste. It is insoluble in water, difficultly soluble

cold ether, alcohol and glacial acetic acid, somewhat more
iily in benzene, petroleum naphtha, chloroform, and entirely in

., and bromine. Dilute alkalies in the cold are without
;ion; on heating with XaOII it decomposes as follows:

C,S
t
Br

6
+(NaOH) 12 = (Xa2C0 3) 2 +Na 2S 3 + (NaBr),+ (H sO),.

e author •ive> four possible constitutional formulas tor this

i~1-Br ^(=Br2
V(J

j=Br,
EC—S—S—S—C=Brs . He gives the preference to th

on account of the decomposition products. The oily

=S=Br.,. The crystalline body is therefore a condens

luct of the oily one.—Ber. Berl. Chan. Ge*., xv, 273,

' On a new Sulphur oxychloride.—Og

chloride. Water d(

3*75 °by Victor M*
:Ii

The author suppose:

S.O, by the substitu

293, April, 1882.

5. On the rhysii ,,.' />,



Via inhti y <iml P/n/.sn-s.

1} at sr,
,

siiii.
rn K . critical point was found t.» i>e :

Liquid COS is colorless, verv mobile, highly refract iv

ed suddenly it freezes in small solid flocks.
'

It dissolv,
and mixes w ith alcohol and ether, lint nol with water,

i. It is thus intermediate in its properties hetween (
':

,-Bidl. Sor. CI,., II. vxxvii, -.it, April, 18s-. „. v. ...

> the Formation of Metallic Alloy*' by /V.w .
- I
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(C
5
B

5
OCl)

2
=C

4
H

8
OCl

2-fH,0, into the ethylidei
ride of Lieben and water. The former distills at 52° under a

pressure of 4cm of mercury. The first of the above liquids U in-

9Hi
( on

ethylidene monochlorhydrin ^H
-j ^ , the author regards the

analogous to ethyl oxide ™»™,
|

verified by causing zinc ethyl to react upon the body.
CH

3
CHCH,CH

3

action is prompt and there results O secom
CH

3
CHCH

2
CH

3

butyl oxide. Sodium ethylate gives the same ethylidene

chloride in which one of the chlorine atoms is replaced

oxethyl.

—

Ann. Chim. Phys., V, xxv, 219, February, 1882.

;y that the reaction with aldehyde

series and that consequently ir ought not to be capable of e;

sion to para-quinones. Indeed th<

Having found that
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of tlic absorption cui vcs of cyanine, wii

t the extinction coefficient of a c<

•tional to the amount of the co

i composite character of the abso
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Iiy T 1m- apparatus. At the same tim



II. Geology and Natural History

The Climatic Changes
ion based on observation
trim; by J. I). Whitnkv. Part [I. pp. 121 to 264, 4to.

itive Zoology, Cambridge. 18K2. Printed for t he .Museum.—

880, and is noticed in volutin- xx, of this Journal (p. 4«0).
view which Prolessor Whitnev partly presented, and sup-

ed by facts from Xorth America, in the preceding patres of hN
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radvtal reduction in the rainfall of

gradual change in the climate of

>n of lakes and the

were many in Western Thibet and
same general cause by Yon Schl'a-

-ustained by reports with regard to the

- for the di'>iccation in progress since the
>sor Whitnev st.-ts :l -i<h- the idea of miv
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Third Arp<„<j;.,- tn th, Fifth En

1,1,. the si/< <»l tin prece.lin- >* '" '' li,|S !llM lU ' S
' "I'"'"

.11 sju't'ies announced as new. some three hundred in numbe
:ils.. reference- to all mineral. igieal memoirs, published ilunn

i period. From the latter manv new analyses are quoted an

r facts in regard to physical character* and localities.
_

A h;

iiineralogirai works ami of mineralogical journals is given i

. The Genus MonUcullpora.—^lw S. A. Miller lias an art

in the Journal of the Cincinnati Society o1 Natural IliM-r

1 ;

M:'
1

"

t
'„;:

i r,'-.;,'„':,;';: 'is,!
1

!:

. 'li*ndh„nk of Invertebrate Zoology for Laboratory on
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(3.) That the compounds of copper and arsenic exert a dis-

Tinetlv poisonous influence, tending, when present in larger

quantity, to check the formation of roots, and either killing the

and'growth.
In the case of the heavy metals^ copper, /.'me, arsenic andlead,

it seems to be probable that their oxides may under certain cir-

cumstances become deposited in the tissues of the plant.

6. Monogrupint <!<* ('<>,/>}><>*>'<<*, par II. Baiu.on. Paris, |ss_\

pp. 316 — This is the 8th volume of Baillon's Hittoin d, * Planter

One-third of the volume is occupied with .in exposition of the

flora! structure of composite plants, illustrated by the excellent

wood cuts which so well set off this and other French botanical

books, and with a sketch of the medicinal uses of these plants.

In the remaining 212 pages the admitted genera are characterized

in large and leaded type, with rather c
reference.-, in foot-notes. Xow Mr. Bentham tilled 370 pages of

the Genera Plantarum—-pages of just the same size, but of tine

lii his laborious and conscientious review of the family, by a

botanist who is not at all prone to the multiplication of genera,

tion, the genera admitted (including a few addenda) amount to

7*0. The difference in the hulk of the two works is accounted

for by the reduction of the genera by Baillon to 403, Baillon's

specialty is generic consolidation. Vet withal he keeps up several

vs. If his plan is not adopte
nor practically convenient, it

opposite extreme ; and nothi

the genera upon a preconceived

1 been well elaborated beforehand.

7. Guide to the Flora of Washington and vicinity, hv Les
. Ward, A.M. pp. 264, 8vo.—this capital piece of worl

ublished by the U. S. National Museum as Bulletin No. 22,

one of a series of papers the collection

tt»>elonging to the I
seum, of which the

in charge by Act of Congress of Ausj

rtion treats I first of the range c.f this "fl

>n the south by th<

known flora of the

Mt. Ver
district v

Florce Columbianc, Vrndrn,

of that d:iijr; describes in some detail
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itere-»t to tin • botj mist ; indicates the rlower-
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a distant expeditions. The knowledge and the t

seie^ntitically valuable collection and one which

:;:,;

htlv understand it, Mr. Ward's plant-poison is

Th. We recomtnend that the alcohol should he s; ""I

should be of the strongest. This appendix covers about the san

ground as does Professor Bailey's Botanist's Hand-book, notice

n'eded^md w^ hop!- will he uidrh dominated, 'in view ,

'

8. Les Meilleurs Bite, 'ih^ripti,,,, •> <
'altar,- de.^ principal

Varietes des FromenU <VHher <t da: Printeu.ps, par Vilmoki:

Andrieux.—This is a handsome imperial 4to, of 175 pages <

letter-press and 66 plates, each one admirably representing, in tl

separate grains; not only all the hest varieties of Triticu.

sativum, but also of the cultivated spelts and other wheat specie

T. tnrgidum, durum, !'<>!<,, ,;<,<<,,. Spelta, Arnyleum, and monoco
nna. ' Besides the details for each variety, in a page accompan

estino; chapter on the classification of the seven types or spech

and the many varieties of the common wheat. As this work is

practical one, only the better sorts (according to the title) ai

i from the collectk
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.

abraded or wounded surface: for those wounds it makes t

especially the germs or spores which instigate decay; and
process of healing, where there is true healing or reparatio
healthy reparation of the dead from the living tissues, is :

m the highest degree. The saturation of the woody laye
resin, in the vicinity of wounds and fractures (as is seen
light-wood of our hard pine-), is referred to as effectively ai

;vhich parasitic fungi set up, this " fat " wood

r::: - a more complex product, of whic
s have been shown to be nutritive; but as

nd the waxy matters they contain, De Vries

/".;, ;::

he Hot any of California is
]

' Introductory Lessons in I"

•i its, are prefixed. So thl
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23. The President of the meeting is Principal J. W. Dawson, o

McGM University, Montreal. As now arranged there are nin

sections, the Vice-Presidents of which are as follows:—A. Matht
matics and Astronomy, Wm. Hakkxkss; B. Physics, T. C

bridge; E. Geology and < ;,.,,<•-raph v.

'. II. Dall; G. Histology and Mien.
Anthropology, Daniel Wilsox; I

tatistics, E. B. Elliott. A large mee
arrangements are heing perfected by

•?/, Spherical a„</ I>},,/.«h-<il ; bv W.
;'ed and enlarged. New York. (Wi
iition of his well known and much a

e-ddes embodying the recent researc

he appendices new investigations :

Astronomical Physics.

the rniv. of Tr.kio. The w

! Mie.-inn, N'„.

.—Sir Chad en Wyi,-ille Thom-
i.,n>vde, Li. aith-oN,-, Scotland,

is father, a >surgeon in the sei-



Professorship of Mineralogy

This post

months before his death on account of illdu-a!

The versatility of Professor ThomsouV aitai

the variety of learned posts, all of which he

distinction. While at Belfast
^
he wrote the

evoted to

were of value and importance. In the m

the re-,, It. WC. IV ,.,„l,odied hy Thomson in a

ume entitled, -The Depths „f the Sea," by ft

ing account which has ever appeared oi

problems suggested by similar expeditions.

success of these two voyages of discovery, tl

greatest importance
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together for the first hydrographic sketch n

oceanic basins, as well as records and
tures and currents wherever such were feasible.

and on the return of the expedition the working up of the whole

mass of material was entrusted to its scientific director, Sir

Charles Wvville Thomson. He selected as his assistants the best

known specialists in the different hranches of the animal kingdom,

and three volumes of the zoology have already appeared. Un-

eral account of the vovauc of the kk
( halleuu'er " have been pub-

lished, under the title of "The Atlantic/' The material for the

other intended volumes on the Pacific and the Southern ocean

exist only in the form of notes ami in the sketch of the results of

the "Challenger" expedition, given by Thomson in his address

as President of the Geographical Section of the Uritish Associa-

tion at its Dublin meeting.

The death of such a man at a comparatively early age, before

he had time to gather in the harvest he had so fairly won, is not

hied him to put together the varied results oi' his expedition as

nd School of Industrial Art.
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